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Publisher's Note
Afghanistan, comprising a part of GandhZra in ancient India and
eastern Iran, was once a land of Buddhism. The large number of
Buddhist stupas and monasteries which one finds today scattered all
over the country are reminiscent of ancient glory of Buddhism. These
are now laid bare by the recent archaeological explorations by the
foreign scholars.
Professor C.S. Upasak, formerly Director of the Nava Nalanda
Mahavihsra, Nalanda, with a substantive grant of Fellowship
offered by the Indian Council of Historical Research toured various
Buddhist ancient sites in different structures. The Afghanistan tour
greatly inspired Professor Upasak and he made an exploratory survey
of these ancient Buddhist sites. He also collected lot of evidence from
Buddhist literature canonical and post-canonical to make his study
wider and more realistic. Further he has made use of studies made by
French and German missions. The result of author's exploratory studies
has now been presented in the present comprehensive treatise entitled
"History of Buddhism in Afghanistan". This is perhaps the first
systematic work on the history of Buddhism in Afghanistan which was
once a very influential region in the Central Asia in the past with
which the ancient Tibet had very close socio-cultural interaction.
In the process of publication of the present work there were some
difficulties due to the computer setting, printing process, especially due
to non-availability of diacritical marks. In spite of all these problems,
the book has been published in a decent format. The present work
provides new information on the subject and throws a fresh light on the
history of religion of Sikyamuni in ancient Afghanistan which I am
sure will be found useful to both the general readers and the specialists.

I am beholden to all those organizations and individual scholars
who helped professor Upasak in his efforts to work on this laudable
project. I take this opportunity to express my sincerest joy and hope that
the work will benefit a larger world of scholarship.
Sarnath
Date: 8th ] m e , 1990

S.Rinpoche
Director
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PREFACE

Afghanistan is world famous for its two colossal images of the Buddha,
one is 55 mtrs. in height, the largest in the world and the other 35 mtrs.
If we make survey of the history of Buddhism in Afghanistan, it is
indeed thought provoking that Buddhism arrivd in this country very
early, even when the Tath5gata was alive. Tapassu and Bhallika, the
First Lay-devotees of the Buddha, who hailed from ~ a l ork&ern
Balkh, a town in Afghanistan, were the first persons to carry the
'message' of the Buddha in this country. Bhallika is said to have
become a monk at Ejagaha. He is the first Buddhist monk of
Afghanistan who stayed at Balkh in a monastery erected for him. This
was the first Buddhist monastery in Afghanistan built at Balkh. Later,
the MahZsZhghikas, a branch of the Early Therav'ada School of
Buddhism, also established their strongholds in UdyZna, the
easternmost part of Afghanistan, some one hundred years after the
MahZparinibbZna of the Buddha. The MahZsZhghika group of monks
were the first to proselytize Afghanistan in a missionary way. About a
century later, during the time of Aboka, Early Theravada Buddhism
was propagated by a missionary led by Thera Mahkakkhita.
Buddhism, thus, took a firm root in this great land and continued as the
faith of the people for several centuries, probably not less a period
than in India, the home of Buddhism.
I was fascinated to make a study of the history of Buddhism in
Afghanistan when I got a chance to visit this great land of Buddhism in
1976 to make a study of the architecture of the ancient Buddhist
monasteries, for which I was granted an assistance by the Indian
Council of Historical Research. I spent about three months touring all
through the country, visiting a number of ancient Buddhist sites, some

xiv
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situated in the interior villages, miles away from the road, which
could be visited only by foot. Soon after my return from there I
submitted a detailed study to I.C.H.R., which has yet to be published.
My first preliminary study of the monasteries of Afghanistan inspired
me to take up a work on Buddhism in Afghanistan of full length. It
again has been possible by receiving a Fellowship from the Indian
Council of Historical Research the present work is the outcome of this
grant. I deeply owe to I.C.H.R.
This work took me more than three and a half years to complete. In
the beginning it appeared as if I am groaning in dark as no written
material of any kind is available in any language particularly on the
history of Buddhism of this country, except some scanty and stray
travellers' accounts, mostly Chinese. Long ago in 1938, Father Heras
wrote an article on the 'Spread of Buddhism in Afghanistan' in the
Journal of University of Bombay (Vol. IV, part-41, although this
article is extremely short and preliminary, it however presented a
guide-line to begin with the study. In course of my study I had to make
several attempts to peep and hunt for materials scattered in numerous
epigraphs, antiquities, reports and journals and books on archaeology. I
studied with great interest the Reports of Delegation de la Franchise
Archaeologique in Afghanistan (DAFA ) and the Reports of the Kyoto
University Archaeological Team in Afghanistan, besides some essays
written by treasure hunters like Charles Masson and some preliminary
descriptions of Buddhist sites by William Simpson in early 20th
century. These of course proved of great value in reconstructing the
history of Buddhism in this country.
We have planned the present work in tracing the history of
Buddhism region-wise because of the fact the present political entity of
Afghanistan was not known to the Buddhist world rather known only
by separate names of states which it fotmed in ancient times. We have
started with a brief resume of the land and people of the country which
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follows with the introduction of Buddhism in Afghanistan. Thereafter
the eastern part, Jalalabad and its surrounding areas are dealt with.
Our study includes Kabul, Begram, Bamiyan, Kandahar, Ghazni,
Haibak and Balkh and Fondukistan. We have endeavoured to take up
almost all the known sites of Buddhist importance and have tried to
show the Buddhist cultural activities that took place there. Since we
have taken the study of individual sites, sometimes many common
episodes and fads have to be repeated for one context or the other. In
the end we have given a select bibliography, which we believe may be
of some use to those who make further study in this field.
I have received helps from several individuals, scholars and
institutions in manifold ways. I would like to express my sincerest
gratitude to the Indian Council of Historical Research, whose first
benevolent grant made me possible to visit Afghanistan for the study of
ancient monasteries and thereafter by providing me a Research
Fellowship to compile this work. I am indebted to I.C.H.R.,
particularly to Professor Lokesh Chandra, the then Chairman, for his
constant encouragement and support. On several occasions he gave me
very valuable suggestions, which indeed enriched my study. I also take
the opportunity to express my thanks to Dr. B.R. Grover, former
Director, ICHR, Dr. B.K. Pandey, Senior Research Officer, Dr. B.Ram
and Dr. P.K. Shukla, Research Officers of ICHR for their kind help
and favour. I am also thankful to Professor Irfan Habid, the present
Chairman of ICHR for his kind help and favour; particularly for
arranging my another trip to Afghanistan recently.
I was fortunate to get materials from the rich Library of the
American Institute of Indian Studies, Ramnagar, Varanasi. As a matter
of fact the entire work was prepared by sitting in this Library. My
thanks are due-to its Librarian Mr. J.S.Yadav, Mr. O.N. Pandey,
Assistant Librarian and Sri Binda Prasad, the Book-holder. I am also
thankful to Mr. V.R.Nambiar, Associate Director (Adm.) of this
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Institute for allowing me to use the Library and to make me available
some photographs and xeroxed copies of some figures. I also deem it a
great privilege to come in contact with Mr. Krishna Deva, Associate
Director (Research) of this very Institute, who has been so very kind to
guide me on several occasions in preparing this work. I owe to him
much. I also take the opportunity to thank Dr. M.A. Dhaky, Associate
Director (Research) of this Institute for his many valuable suggestions.
Late Professor Jagannath Upadhyaya of Sampurnananda Sanskrit
University, Varanasi and Ven. S. Rinpoche, Director of Central
Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, Sarnath, Varanasi were kind
enough to help me in many ways. I sincerely thank them. I also got
some help from the Library of Central Institute of Higher Tibetan
Studies, Sarnath, Varanasi. My thanks are due to its Librarian and
other members who helped me in one way or the other. I also
express my thanks to Mr. Samten Chhosphel of Publication Unit
and Mr. Pasang Thackchoe of the Library of Tibetan Institute who did
so much to get the entire work printed so nicely.
I also take the opportunity to acknowledge with profound regards
to all those scholars whose works and articles I utilised in preparing
this work. My thanks are also due to Mr. R.K. Singh, Mr. Tribhuvan
Kushwaha, Mr. Mevalal Gupta who have been so kind to help me.
Finally I would like to express my gratitude to the authorities of
the Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, Sarnath, Varanasi for
publishing this book in the best possible manner.

1st January, 1989.
Chiraigaon, Varanaei

C S . UPASAK

Ex-Director
(Nava Nalanda Mahavihara)
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LAND AND PEOPLE
Afghanistan is one of the most ancient countries of the world, known to
Indian Greek and Chinese literatures for a long time. But, the present
country known as 'Afghanistan' has borne the name only from the
middle of 18th century when Afghan race (one of the many, like Taziks,
Turks, Mongols Indo-Aryans, Uzbek, Hazara etc.) could become
successful in establishing its rule over the present land. The name of
'Afghan' race appears first in literature by Alberuni (973-1084).1
Previously its various divisions bore independently different names.
Indian literatures know the eastern part by 'UdyZna' or 'Oddiyana
mid-centre as ' ~ a ~ i iand
a ' northwestern region as Balhika. Being a
good many Greek settlements in Afghanistan since the time of
Alexander the Great, it is also mentioned as Yona-rattha or the country
of the Yonas or Greeks. The Achaeminid epigraphical records speak
about the extension of the empire of Darius I (521-486 B.C.) in
Afghanistan, as in the lists of Satrapies, known from the inscriptions at
Behistun, Darius' palace at Persepolis and on his tomb nearby Naqsh-iRustam - all in modern Iran. The eastern territory of Achaemininid
empire included modern Afghanistan, divided into the following six
Satrapies: (1) Aria modern Herat; (2) Bactria modern Balkh; (3)
Drangiana, the steppe land of the lower Helmand river or modern
Seistan; (4) Arachosia, modern Farrah & Kandahar. (5) Sattagyudia,
modern central Afghanistan including Kabul, Bamiyan and the valley
of the Panjshir or Begram and ( 6 ) Gandhara, the area of Jalalabad and
Peshawar and Taxila in Pakistan. The Greek historians knew this land

1. Sachau, E.C.: Alberuni's India

(1968), Vol.1, p.208.
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by its scveral provinces, such as, Bactria, Aria, Arachosia, Gadrosia,
Paraopamisade and Gandhara.
At present the country of Afghanistan consists of a tcrritory of
irregular shape and of undulatcd platcau and mountains lying bctwecn
29" N 38" N 'Latitude and 61" E and 72" E Longitude and cxtcnds to 965
Kms. from cast to west. It has also been callcd the 'Cross Roads' of Asia
which stretches at the heart of Eurasia, on the rimland of south-east
Asia, within the vast belt of the Steppe and semi-descrts that lay from
Mediterranean to China. It is bounded on the south and east by the
Indian Sub-continent, on the west by the deserts and plateaus of Iran,
and on the north by the basins of the Oxus (Amu Dariya) and Jaxartes
(Sir Dariya). Its boundaries touch Pakistan in the east and south; USSR
in the north-east and little with China in the north-east and in the
south-west with Iran. Its total area of coverage is 6,57,500 kms.
PHYSICAL FEATURES
Mountains
Afghanistan is primarily a mountainous country consisting of three
successive ranges of precipitous mountains, the dominant being the
Hindu -Kwh; and its two westward extensions called Koh-i-Baba and
Koh-i-Safed. The highest peak of the Hindu-Kush is 4270 Mtr. above
the sea level in central Afghanistan. Thcrc are a number of passes over
the mountains, two most important are the Shabar and Salang, which
are pcrpctually covered with snow at the top. As the ranges of the
Hindu-Kush get slope from Kabul in the north-east towards the southwest, thcre exist several broad mountain valleys, notably, the Kabul
valley, the Panjshir valley, the Ghorband valley, the Bamiyan
valley, the Foladi valley and the Jalalabad valley - which have long
been the important inhabited areas. Religion and culture of the country
have flourished in thcse valleys.
Plains and Lowlands
Besides the mountains there are plains and lowlands in the north
and west and south in the country. In the north, the Balkh-area is an
extensive plain stretching along the foot of the Hindu-Kush or the
Koh-i-Chungur hills to the Oxus. It is less sandy and fertile and warm.
The Hcrat-Farrah lowlands in the south-west are in continuation of
the Iranian plateau, with low hills and broad basins and valleys but
poor in vegetation. In the east, the Jalalabad valley has some

vcgctation particularly at places in plains and lowlands. The Seistan
basin in the north-west lies 520 Mtr. abovc the sca levcl and is an arca
of brackish marshes and fluctuating lakcs.
Deserts
An cxtensive desert known as Margo or Dast-i-Margo between the
Helmand and Khash rivers, lies in the south-wcstcrn Afghanistan in
Farrah district. It is practically impassable bcing almost a waterless
tract of 150 miles in lcngth and 80 or 90 miles in width. The othcr
dcscrt callcd 'Registiin ' or the 'country of sand' stretches eastward from
Seistan and Pcrsian frontier, a vast expanse of ridges and hillocks of
loose rcd-sand on eithcr sides of the Helmand to the south-west of
Kandahar. The tcmperature varies considerably, cold in the nights and
in day-time it rcaches 45" C. or above. In some places, particularly in
the north, there is little sand with vast expanse of black pebbles. These
dcserts arc devoid of any natural vegetation and offer no food for men or
beasts.
Pamirs and Valleys
Bcsidcs the deserts and mountains, beyond the Hindu-Kush in the
north, lic the plains of Balkh and Turkistan, occupying a considerable
arca, quite dry and partly sandy. At places of water or rivers
vcgctation grows. The climate is warm and dry.
In south Afghanistan the extensive flat plateau covers a vast area
and is plain with stones and partiy sandy and at places hills spur.
Little vcgctation is available and only wild bushes grow which
providc foddcr for the camels.
The valleys which are watered by the rivers or streams have becn
inhabitcd from ancicnt days. The main river valleys are five: namely,
East Hazara valley, Kabul valley, Bamiyan valley, Panjshir valley
and Jalalabad vallcy, watered by the Kabul river. Although rocky,
vegctation is grown at places where land is less rocky and water Is
available. In the east of Hazara district there lies the belt of
Kabulistan, watered by the Kabul river where a good vegetation exists.
The southern and western parts of Afghanistan and the extension of
Iranian plateau are dry and sandy and cover almost one-fourth of the
country. The Helmand river divides this area into desert and semidcscr t.
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Rivers and Rivulets
The major rivers of Afghanistan are four or five, namely: Amu or
Oxus (ancient Vaxikqu), Hari Rud, Helmand-Arghandab and Kabul
(ancient Kubha). Gf these, the three are entirely inland, while thc
Kabul joins the Indus and thus has an outlct to the Arabian sea.
The Amu or Oxus rises from the Pamir and flows to a distance of
about 1100 kms. in Afghanistan. It for~nsthe border with USSR. There
are two main tributaries of this vast river, the Kokcha from the central
mountains and the Kunduz, named variously at different places, such as
Bamiyan Rud, Surkhab,Andarab, Khanabad, Kamrud and Saigan and
runs about 480 kms. There are several small rivers which die out in the
Karakurram sand before they actually join the Amu Dariya. They
include the Tash Qurghan, the Balkh-Ab, the Sar-i-pul, the Ab-iKaiser and the Maimana Rud.
The Hari Rud rises from the Hindu-Kush and runs in Afghanistan
for about 650 kms. There are two tributaries; and they are Kao Rud and
Murghab. The Murghab springs up in the western Hindu-kush and
provides good vegetation and fertility to the valley.
The Helmand runs about 1300 kms. in the country which rises from
southern watershed of Koh-i-Baba and empties in Iranian Seistan. The
tributaries of this river are Kaj Rud, Tirin and Rud-i-Musa Qala. The
other major river that joins the Helmand is Arghandab which flows to
about 560 kms. There are some tributaries of this river such as Kushk-iNakhud, Garam-Ab, which actually feed it and make it expanse.
The Kabul river is known to ancient Indian Literature as Kubha,
which runs 330 kms. in Afghanistan and joins the Indus near Peshawar
in Pakistan. It rises in the eastern part of the Hindu-Kush at Shcr
Chashma near Unai pass and passes through Kabul and Jalalabad
valleys before meeting the Indus. The current of the rivcr goes strongcr
and stronger as it approaches the Indus. In Jalalabad it is very swift
and difficult to ferry unless suspended by the thick iron ropes ticd with
the poles on the either sides of the rivcr: The main tributaries of the
Kabul river are the Panjshir, the Alishang, the Alingar, the Surkh-Ab,
the Logar and the Kunar.
Climate
Varieties in climate is the common feature of Afghanistan. I t
fluctuates considerably from place to place. The hilly and upland
regions are usually very cold during winter and when i t snows, the
temperature goes below the freezing point. On plains also frost and

severe chill are experienced. The summer season is usually pleasant in
uplands but dry and hot in the plains where the temperature goes to 45"
C. or above. The nights are cold and pleasant during the summer. Rains
come in winter from October to April, scanty on plains and meagre in
deserts. but mountainous parts record comparatively higher falls more
than double that of the plains on average.
People
Afghanistan is a country where people of diverse ethnic groups
live; and they speak different groups of languages and follow various
types of occupations, some are sedentary agriculturists while others are
nomads or semi-nomads living in tents and tending herds, mostly sheep
and goat, some rear camels and horses. The country is gifted with wide
pasture lands and fine grazing grounds which have made Afghanistan
as an excellent habitat for these animals. Sheep are the mainly reared
animals on commercial basis in areas like Maimana, Mazar-i-Sharif,
Balkh, Karaikuli, Katghar for the purpose of woollen industry.
Camels are mainly tended in Ghazni and Kandahar and semi-desert
areas of the Helmand in the south. Horses are domesticated throughout
Afghanistan as they are the main dependable means of transport in
hilly areas as well as in plains, like the camels in deserts.
Nomads
Animal husbandry has been adopted as the means of subsistence by
a large number of people of Afghanistan since long in the past; and
nomadism has been in practice by the people since then. There are some
groups of nomads who purely depend upon herding while some combine
seasonal nomadism with the cultivation of crops. Those groups as
nomads who purely depend on herding, often move over very long
distances and migrate upto thousand miles or so, while some traverse
shorter distances. Some nomads are primarily traders, but they also
keep herds. They carry goods from Pakistan and neighbouring countries
and do their business in eastern Afghanistan. Different nomadic groups
use a great variety of tents, some made of woven wool, others from
hides; some are stretched over wooden supports, others use rough stone
walls and timber also.
The sedentary population in Afghanistan also varies in their
types, some live in caves while others possess large houses built of
dried bricks or stones with big apartments and rooms and courtyards.
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Thc houscs of rich pcoplc have big boundary walls and at some places;
thcy arc callcd 'Qala'.
Etlmic Groups
Thc population of Afghanistan is about two crores and density pcr
kin. bcing only twcnty eight. Kabul and Jalalabad areas arc the
dcnscst whilc the dcscrts in Scistan and southern parts are the lowest;
showing that the arcas with fcrtile lands arc of the thickest
population. Agricul ture is thc major means of subsistcnce there.
Majority of population follows Islam (93%), both Sunnis and Shias;
othcrs includc Sikhs(most1y in Jalalabad and Kabul), Christians, Jews
or Parsccs and a small community of Hindus (mostly in Kandahar). The
anthroyological divisions of population includc mainly thrce types of
raccs, although mixcd to a s c a t extent. Thesc are: (1) Mcditcrrancan
sub-stock of Caucasoid stock; (2) Mangolian stock; (3) Vedic-Austroloid
stock. Thc c thnic distribution of the population includes many tribes
which bclong to one or the other stock. Thcy are enumerated as :
Afghans, Tajik, Baluchi, Hazara, Jamashedi, Firuzkuhi, Taimuri,
Nuristani, Uzbck, Turkoman, Kirghizi, Karckalpak and Arab.'
Languages
Eithcr Pashto or Dari are spoken throughout the country. Some
speak Pcrsian or Arabic. Thcse languagcs bclong to the Indo-Aryan
group of languages. Thcre arc however two other languages spokcn by
thc pcoplc which bclong cntircly to diffcrcnt groups. These are ~ r i h u i
and Turkik. While ~ r ~ h isu ai language of Dravidian family of South
Indian group of languagcs, Turkik dcsccnds from Uralic-Altic or
Scmctic group. A numbcr of sub-groupings of Indo-European or IndoIranian languagcs, such as, Parcshi, Munji and Sanghachi-Eshkashimi
arc also spoken by thc pcoplc of Afghanistan, not outside its
bounda~ics.~
Political Divisions
Wc have rcfcrrcd to abovc in thc beginning that the country got its
prcscnt narnc as Afghanistan only in thc middle of 18th ccntury A.D.
when Ahamad Shah carvcd out i t from the previous conqucsts of Nadir
1. Adamcc, L. W. : lfistorical and Political Cuzetteer of Afghanistan, Vo1.3, p.4
p.12, Vo1.5, p. 7.
2. Ibid., Vo1.3, p.4; Vol.5, p.7; The KPbul Times A n n u l , 1970, pp.122-124

,Vo1.4.

Shah and called it 'Durrani Empire'. In 7th century A.D. when Hiucntsiang visited this country, he mentions as many as eleven States of this
country. The States mentioned by him are: (1) Baghlan (Fo-kia-lang),
(2) Khulm (Ho-lin), (3) Balkh (Po-ho), (4) Jumedh (?) (lui-mo-to),
(5)Juzgan (Hu-shin-kien), (6) Kachi or Gaz (Kie-chi), (7) Bamiyan
i b
(9) Laghman (Lam-pol, (10)
(Fan-yen-nu), (8) ~ a ~ (kai-pi-shi),
Nagarahzra (Nu-kie-lo-ho) and (11) Udyana (U-chan). Fa-hsien
visited only the eastern part of the Afghanistan earlier than Hiuentsiang and he has mentioned only Udyana and Nagarahara (Ne-kia).
Present Divisions
The present political divisions of Afghanistan comprise of twenty
six provinces. These are: 1. Badakshan, 2. Takhar, 3. Kunduz, 4.
Baghlan, 5. Farrah, 6. Nimruz, 7. Helmand, 8. Herat, 9. Badghis, 10.
Ghor, 11. Faryab, 12. Jawzjan, 13. Balkh (or Mazar-i-Sharif), 14.
Samngan (or Haibak),lS. Bamiyan, 16. Parwan (or ~ a ~ i g a 17.
),
Laghman, 'l8.Maydan (or Wardak), 19. Kabul, 20. Ningarahar,
21.Logar, 22. Paktya, 23. Ghazni, 24. Urozgan, 25. Zabul and 26.
Kandahar.
The administrative capital of the country is Kabul since the days
of the Hindu Shahis in the 10th century A.D. The other important
towns of the country are Mazar-i-Sharif, Balkh, Haibak or Samangan,
Kunduz, Pul-i-Khumri, Maimana, Akcha, Shibarghan and Andhkhui,
all in north and north central part; in south the main towns are Ghazni,
Kandahar and Farrah; and in the north-western region, Herat is the
only major town. In the eastern part, the major towns are Charikar,
Kabul and Jalalabad. Bamiyan is a small bazar with numerous hotels
and resting places or motels. Afghanistan is devoid of any railway
system and so one has to depend on motor vehicles or indigenous means
for transportation. People on the whole are extremely hospitable,
amiable and mixing.

INTRODUCTION

BUDDHISM IN

AFGHANISTAN
Afghanistan is full of Buddhist monuments all through its length and
breadth, right from Jalalabad in the east to Balkh in the north-west
and Kandahar in the south. Bamiyan is world famous for the two
colossal images of the Buddha, one being 55 metres and the other 35
metres in height. Bamiyan is also well-known for its rock-cut Buddhist
caves which number more than twenty thousand although they have
never been accurately counted, which stand as a testimony of its being
one of the largest centres of Buddhisd in the past. Jalalabad and
Hadda are renowned for their Buddhist stupas and the icons of
Gandhara art; Kapisa was one of the capitals of the Great Kusana king
Kaniska, where ruins of his palace have been excavated besides a
number of stCipas and monastic establishments at Shotorak
(Sfhaviraka) and Paitawan(Patta'ra'ma) have been found. As many as
five epigraphs of A6oka have been discovered from Afghanistan of
which the Graeco-Aramaic edict of Kandahar is well-preserved and
complete. The rock-cut monolith stupa of Haibak (Samangan =Sama nagama) is unique in the world which has been hewn out of a solid rock
along with its Pradaksiqapatha. All these monuments and ancient
Buddhist temples, roik-cut monasteries and stupas although all in
ruinous state, testify to the fact that Afghanistan was once a great land
of Buddhism in the past.
Afghanistan has been called the cross-road' of ~ s i and
a
so this
country witnessed numerous political and cultural upheavels in the
past. It has been the meeting place of different cultures that flourished
at its eastern border in India and the others that developed in Greece,
Persia and Central Asia and even in the Mediterranean world in the
West. The ancient monuments and other records found in Pali, Buddhist
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Sanskrit, Chincse and Koman literatures all speak about the great
Buddhist culture and religion that once flourished in this p e a t country.
Notwithstanding the devastations caused by a number of invasions
right from Alexander the Great upto the Hunas, the country endured its
Buddhist cultural heritage that floursihed till the Arabs' attack in
10th century A.D., which, of course, proved fatal to its pristine culture
and religion. Buddhism had thus played a very important role in
shaping ancient culture and history of the country.
Geographically and to some extent ethnically too, Afghanistan is
closcr to Indian subcontinent than to any other country in the West. The
people, both linguistically and ethnically, come under mostly the
Aryan group. From the very ancient days, the trade and commerce were
continuously carried out bctwecn India and Afghanistan for centuries.
Traders and touring merchants (Satthaoaha) have probably been an
important factor in establishing a laison between the countries that
they traversed in connection with their trade and commerce. They not
only explored the routes and places fit for trade but also conveyed with
them the news of cultural and religious epoch-making events and also
political changes that took place in the countries of their tours.
In Pali texts1 and also in some Buddhist Sanskrit texts2 we get a
story of two touring merchants, namely Tapassu and Bhallika. The Pali
Vinaya-pitaka informs us that Tapassu (Tapussa) and Bhallika
(Bhalluka or Bhalliya) visited the Buddha when he was under the
Rajhyatana tree in the eighth week after the ~ n l i ~ h t e n m e n t . v h e ~
were then coming from 'Ukkala'. They offered Madhugobb ( Sweetball) to the Buddha. At the end of the meal, the Buddha talked to
them and they then requested him to accept them as his UpZsakas or
lay-devotees. They then underwent the 'Refuge' of the Buddha and
Dharma (not Sahgha, which was yet to be formed ) and thus became
the 'First Lay-devotees of the Buddha in the world. The
Ariguttaranikaya Atthakatha (Commentary-1.207), adds further that
the Buddha gave them eight handfuls of his hair for worship. They
took thc hair with them to their city of Asitanjana where they built a
Cetiya, from which 'bluc light issued on the Uposatha days'.
Asitanjaiia was the capital of the Kamsa or Kamsabhoga, a division of
the UttarPpatha. According to the Theragiithl ~ t *t h a k a t h they
~ , ~ are
l . V i n a y a p t a k a , Malacvagga (Nalanda Ed.), p.5-6; Ariguttaranikdya (PTS.p.26,
Ariguttaranikdya A [!ha k a t ha'(PTS.),p.207; Theragat h i A!(ha ka t h i (PTS.1, p.48
ff.; la taka (PTS.), 1.80
2.Lalitavistara, p.381 ff.; Dioydvada ria, (Mithila) Ch.-XXVII,p.205 MahZvastu, 3, 313.
3 . Mahi v a g g a p a 1 1 (Nal. Ed.), pp.5-6
4. Theragithi A((hakathU (I'TS.), 1.48ff. (Nalanda) Vol.-I,pp. 68-70
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said to be brothers, Tapassu being the elder; and were the sons of a
caravan leader of ~okkharavatitown. I t is also mentioned that they
visited the Buddha later again at Riijagaha and by hearing his sermon
Tapassu became a Sofiipanna and Bhallika an Arhanta after.entcring
into the Sarigha.
The Lalitavistara (in the XXIV Chapter - Trapassu-Bhallika
Parivarta,381.4) narrates that the two brothers Trapussa and Bhallika
were the merchants from the 'Uttarippatha'; and when they passed
through Bodha Gaya, they offered honey and cut pieces of sugarcane to
the Lord. The Mahiivasfu also informs that they hailed from the
'Uttarspatha' and offered to Buddha honey and ghee.'
The legend of Tapassu and Bhallika is also referred to by Hiuentsiang.2 He records, "At a distance of above 50 li northwest from the
capital (Balkha) was T'i-wei's city (Tapassu's city) and above 40 Ii
north of that was P'o-li's city (Bhallika's city). In each of these towns
was a tope above thirty feet high. Now the story of these topes was
this. As soon as Tathiigata, long ago attained Buddhahood, he went to
the Bodhi tree and thence to the Deer Park (near Benaras). At this
time the two house-holders meeting him in his majestic glory gave him
of their travelling provisions, parched grain and honey ......W hen they
had received the religious teaching, they requested the Buddha
something to worship; and Tathggata then gave them his hair and
nail (parings).......The merchants accepting Tathzgata's instructions,
returned each to his city, and according to the pattern, thus taught by
the Buddha, they prqceeded to erect these two topes, the very first in
" ~ same story is retold in
the dispensation of Sakyamuni ~ u d d h a . The
the Life of Hiuen-tsang, without change in ~ u b s t a n c e . ~
Obviously, Tapassu and Bhallika were the touring merchants from
the Uftaripatha i.e. from north or northwest India; and they became
the lay-followers of the Buddha. And yet if the Atthakathii legend is
taken into account, Bhallika became a monk. They constructed two
stiipas on the hair and nail-parings of the Buddha at some distance
from Balkh which Hiuen-Tsiang himself saw. Hiucn-Tsiang marked
the location of the stiipas correctly as it was in the living tradition of
the people during his visit. On the phonetic similarity Bhallika
appears to be a derivative from Balhika, the ancient name of Balkh.
1 . Mahbvastu, 3.303;Also Cf. Divyavadana, p.-393.
Records of the Western World, I,pp.46-48; Life of
Hiuen-tsiang, p.-50; Watters T . : O n the Yuan-Chwang's Travels in India, pp. 111-113.
3. Beal S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, pp. 4648.
4 . Beal S. : Life of Hiuen-Tsiang, p.-50.

2. Beal, S. : Buddhist
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Dr. Lokesh Chandra, based on the Pali vibhadgb Atthaknthi, has
pointed out that bhallika is a kind of copper, enumerated under the
i
eight kinds of piiicalohrini or metals coming from the ~ i k c country.
He further suggests that bhallika became the name of a metal after
the town Bihlika or Balkh. The city of Asitaiijana, where the two
merchants constructed the stGpas, was in the Kamsa province. Karpsa is
bronze and this metal lent its name to the place of its origin, namely
the ancient province of Kamsa, in which Balkh was situated.'
In all probability, Tapassu and Bhallika were the merchants
hailing from Balkh; and the story of their becoming the First Laydevotees (UpZsakas) of the Buddha appears to be a historical fact.
Later Bhallika became a monk and Arhanta as recorded in the
Anguttaranikiya Atfhak~thii.~
Thus, Tapassu and ~ h ~ l l i kwere
a the
first two persons who carried the 'message' of the Buddha to Bhallika
or Balkh, of course not as missionaries, outside India to ~ f g h a n i s t a n . ~
The north-western part of the Indian sub-continent was known to
the people of eastern or north-eastern India since long. It is well
attested by many sources.' Direct link between Taxila and Magadha
during the Buddha's time is well warranted by references scattered
here and there in the Pall Texts. ~ivakaKodrabhacca, the celebrated
physician of Magadha received his training in medical science at
Taxila, and many students had gone there from ~ 8 4and
i other places
when ~ivakawas therem5
UQQy5na or Udy5na (Mod. Jalalabad), a region close to Gandhzra,
was equally known to the people of fhe eastern India. Hiuen-tisang
relates a story of the migration of the Saxyas to Ugy5na (U-chang-na).
+cording to the tradition, as he records, there lived four tribes of the
S5kyas during the time of the Buddha. These were attacked and
massacred by Viruddhaka (Pali-Vidiidabha), the son and successor of
Praienajit of ~ o e a l ain revenge. Some could save,their life and fled
away for refuge in different countries. One of the SHkya prince~after
traversing many countries found his way to ~ d ~ i n Later
a . ~this Sikya
prince became the king of this country. He had a son named Uttarasena,
who could obtain the relics of the Buddha after his Makparinibbzna,
1. Chandra Lokesh : Three Iranian !Vords in the Buddhist Tradition, p.-7

2. Aliguttaranikaya Atthakatha (M'S), I, 207; Also Cf. Theragitha- A![hukatM
(PTS.,)1, 50ff.
3. Cf. Encyclopeadia of Buddhism, Vo1.-11, p. 685-687.
4. See: Cunningham A. : Ancient Geography of India (1960), p . 4 ff.; Dey N. L. : G o . Dict.
of Ancient and Med. India, London (197l),Vo1.-I, pp. 60-61, etc.
5. Malalasekera G.P. : Dictionary of Pali Proper Names, Vo1.-I, pp. 957, 982-983.
6. Migration of the S k y a s to Ceylon is also mentioned in the Mohn-wtfiso - VIII. l8ff.; IX

6ff.
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rather lately. He then enshrined these relics in a stfipa. This slips was
seen by ~iuen-tsiang.' Sir Aurel Stein has tried to identify it by a
stiipa in the Swat
which was once a part of UdyBna. Fahsian3 and ~ i u e n - t s i a n eboth have recorded that Buddha visited this
region and gave his sermon there. This tradition of Buddha's visit to
Udysna appears more mythological than based on facts and cannot be
warranted by any other source whatsoever. But we can however infer
that, the 'message' of the Buddha might have reached this part of
Afghanistan also when the Buddha was alive. Hiuen-tsiang also
beli~vedto have met with the king of Bamiyav who was a descendant
of SSkya race who greeted him in his palace.5 The SHkya king of
Udysna probably later ~povedto Bamiyan and made it his capital. If
the settlement of the S3kyas in the UdyZna is to be taken as a
historical fact, as the circumtances lead u s to believe, their
immigration to Udyana should have taken place at a very early time,
certainly before the rule of the Mauryas. There appears to be some
grain of truth in the migration of the Siikyas from their homeland to
other places. It is said that a branch of the Sakyas escaped to the
Himalayas where they built a city.6 And one A n d u son of Amitodana
(brother of Suddhodana) crossed the Ganga and on the other side of the
river founded a city. His daughter was m5rried with king
PBndukZbhaya of Sri ~ a n k a . ' The immigration of SBkyas to UdyHna,
as recorded by, Huien-tsiang, cannot therefore be summarily dismissed.
Probably the Sgkyas, who settled in UdySna might have carried the
'message of the Buddha alongwith them. It may also be presumed that
some Buddhist monks might have reached there either by their own
wanderings or depending upon the Satthaviihas (Leaders of caravans)
to this country who used to take such long tours in coyrse of their trade
to the eastern or northern parts of India or with the SZkya prince who
established his rule there. That the Buddhist monks who used to
travel along with the caravans is known from several Pali Buddhist
texts? It is likely that the Buddhist monks might have gone along
with the caravans to Afghanistan carrying the 'message' of the
Buddha at a very early time. And UdyZna (Jalalabad region of
1. Beal S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, p.-133.
2. Memoirs of A.S.I., Vo1.42, pp. 303-304. He has identified it with the stiipa of
Shankaradara.
3. Giles, H. A. : The Travels of Fa-Hsien (1959), p.-11.
4. Beals, S. : Op. Cit., p.-133
5. Watters, T. : Op. Cit., p.-116
6. D.P.P.N., Vo1.-11, p.-972.
7. Mahdvamsa, VIII, vs.18-28; Gieger's trans., pp.63-64.
8. Dighanikiya, 111, p.-130, 132; Mahiioagga, 1, 152, 292; Cullaniddesa, p.-46; etc.
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Afghanistan) was probably the first place in Afghanistan where
Buddhism started taking root, besides Balkh. Udyana bccame an
important centre of Buddhism for the skull-relic of the Buddha
cnshrincd ncar there. It is confirmed by Fa-hsien,' S u n g - ~ u n a* n d
~ i u c n - t s i a n g who
3
witnessed and worshipped it during their visits.
Hiucn-tsiang also mentions the presence of other sacred articles used by
the Buddha which wcre also enshrined in thc stupas. These relics
included eye-balls, tooth, bowl, etc. of the B ~ d d h a . ~
That the relics of the Buddha wcre enshrined in Afghanistan is
further proved by the discovery of a jar with a relic and inscription
ovcr it at ~ a d d aand
, ~ a relic-casket at ~ a r d a k .Dauranta
~
(PaliDantarama) in Jalalabad was probably the place where the toothrclic of thc Buddha was deposited as very name suggests and about
~
we have found numerous
which Hiuen-tsiang has m e n t i ~ n e d .Besides,
Buddhist stupas, rock-cut caves, shrines, temples and innumerable
antiquities of early times from Udyana (Jalalabad) area. All these
antiquities confirm the importance of Udyana country and also that
Buddhism reached there at a very early period. This region of
Afghanistan was one of the first places to receive the 'Saddharma'
outside India.
Mahasarighikas in UdyZna
In the Pali Ceylonese Chronicles it is recorded that on the occasion
of the Sccond Buddhist Council that took place at Vesali, one hundred
years aftcr the Mah'iparinibbana of the Buddha, a branch of the
Sahgha callcd 'Mahasah-ghika' separated from the main branch of
the Theravsda school of Buddhism on some doctrinal and ecclesiastical
i s ~ u e s ,formed
~
their own group and got t h s name for being 'large in
number'. The Mahasahghikas then migrated from Magadha into two
streams; one went towards the South India and the other to the NorthWest. Thc group of monks who came to the North-West India was
again sub-divided into five: viz. EkavyavahZrika, Kaukulika or
Kurullaka, Bahusru tiya, Prajriaptivadin and ~ o k t ut a r a ~ a d i n In
. ~ the
1 . Ciles H . A. : T k Tromls of Fa-hsien, p.-15.
2. Beals S . : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Introduction p.-CVII.
3. lbid., p.-96
4 . lbid., p p . 94-97
5 . C . I . I . , V o l . 11, p p . 157-158.
6 . lbid., p p . 165-170
7 . Bcals S . : Op. Cit., p.-92
8 . Mahivamsa, V . v-7;Dipavamsa,V.v-42; Mahiibodhiwmsn,p.-69 ff. and others.
9. Dutta N . : The Buddhist Sects in India, p.-60.
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~ a r i p u t r a p a r i ~ r i - c c h i s ' u t r(Chinese
a
trans.) it is further mentioned
that the Lokuttaravzdins resided at Udyhna and lived with the
SarvEstivZdins, ~ahisiisakas,Dharmaguptas and ~ ~ ~ ~Thea
Mahfiastu, the Vinaya text of the Loku-ttaravadins also mcntions
them as a branch of the ~ a h 5 s i n ~ h i k a sIn
. l the Kathavatthu
At(hakath5 (Commentary) Buddhaghosa (c. 4th Cent.A.D.1 refers to
different branches of the MahHsZrighikas of both the South and NorthWest ~ r o u ~ s .Vasumitra
2
who flourished during the reign of Kaniska
c. 1st or 2nd Cent. A.D. ) deals in gretiter detail with the N.W. Group
of the Mahasidghika in the Mah~vibhiisris'astra than the Southern
Group, for he was probably more familiar with this branch which had
its strongholds in this part of the country.3 Obviously a group of the
Mahasahghikas settled in the N.W. part, most probably at UdyZna.
The above account of the Mah'assrighikas and the establishment of
a branch of them at UdyZna as early as one hundred years after the
death of the Buddha confirms that UdyZna, the eastern part of
Afghanistan, became a strongholds of this branch of the 'Later
Therava'da' school of Buddhism at a very early period.

~

Sambhuta Saqavasi
In the Second Buddhist Council an Arhanta Thera named
Sambhiita s ~ n a v 5 s iplayed a very important role in settling the
disputes among the monks on 'Tcn Points'. He was an old monk who had
joined the Saftgha, under i n a n d a aftcr the Buddha's death and
attained arhantaship in due course. When the Second Buddhist
Council was held, he was residing at Ahogah-gapabbata. He was also
called
simply because he wore the robe made of sana
(hemp).4 His place of main residence was at a monastery near
Mathura. He also moved to Kipin from Mathura and stayed thcre for
some time.5 Kipin has been identified with Kapisa by s ~ h o l a r s . ~
Hiuen-Tsiang says that Kipin was the land of 'Yavansas ' ( Yen-mona).7 Although his main residence was at Mathura, he also stayed in
the north and north-west regions of Indian sub-continent for some time,
which is significant to note. Hiuen-Tsiang records that he had seen his

1. Dutta N. : The Buddhist Sects in India, pp. 69-70.
2. lbid., : P.-68.
3. Dutta, N. : Buddhist Sects in lndia p.-70.
4 . D. P. P. N. : Vo1.-11, P.-1063.
5. Watters, T. : O n Yuan Chwang's Travels in lndia, pp. 120-121.
6 . Dey, N. L. : The Geographical Dicticnary of Ancient and Mediaeval lndia (19711,p.-91.

7 . Bed S. : Life of I-Iiuen-tsiang, introduction, p.-XLII; p.-119.
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'hemp robe of nine parts dyed in red colour and his iron pot that were
kept in a monastery some Ii from Bamiyan."
Sambhiita ~ s n a v ~ swas
y actively associated with the Second
Buddhist Council. We also find him belonging to the main branch of
Early Theravzda school, the Vibhajjavada which was opposed to the
MahZsa'righikas. I t appears that the Mahssanghikas settled at
Udysna and othcr places in Afghanistan after being separated from
the main branch of TheravSda school of Buddhism. They also
established their strongholds at some other places in that area. Later,
Sambhiita ~ ~ n a v salso
$ went to this region in order to establish the
Early ~herav'zdaviews to which he belonged and to counteract the
influence of the Mahzsaighikas. He then probably stayed at Kipin or
ICapi;a for some time and also in a monastery near Bamiyan. This story
of Sambhiita sinavZ6 also affirms our presumption that Buddhism got
established in Afghanistan 100 years after the death of the Buddha
when the Second Buddhist Coui\cil was held. Probably both the
schools, the Early TheravZda and Later Theraviida led by Sambhiita
~ ~ ~ a vand
s ; the MahHsHlighikas respectively reached this country
where they probably established their own centres. Probably the
MahasZfighikas were stronger than the main school of the
TheravZdins. When Hiuen-tsiang visited Bamiyan in 7th Century
A.D., he found there a great stronghold of the Lokuttarava'dins (a
group of the Mah5sZighikas) who are credited to have erected the two
colossal images of the Buddha there.
Next Introduction
During the time of the Mauryan emperor ~ b k (269-232B.C.)
a
the
Third Buddhist Council was convened in order to settle s0m.e doctrinal
differences that had cropped u p in the Sahgha. At the end of the
Council, the Vibhajjava'da was declared as the true doctrine of the
Buddha. The supporters of this view were regarded as the true
followers of the TheravHda Buddhism. ~ b o k ahimself supported this
school of Buddhism. It is also known that at the end of the Council,
Buddhist missioneries were despatched to distant parts in India and
also outside. 2 Out of them, two missionaries where sent to the North
and North-west of Indian sub-continent. Thera Majjhantika was made
responsible to disseminate Buddhism in ~ a i m i r aand C;andhzra while
1. lbid., pp. 53-54.
2 . DrPaoamsa : Ch.-VIII;Mahiioamsa : Ch.-XII;Samantapasadika, (Nalanda Ed.), Vo1.111, pp. 54 ff., and others.
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Thcra Maharakkshita was despatchcd to 'Yona' country. Gandh'lra
was next to the eastern part of Afghanistan (Udy%na)across the Indus
and 'Yona' country was the interior land of ~ f ~ h a n i s t awhere
n
the
Yonas or Grecks had settled after the invasion of Alexander the Great.
Both these regions were under ~ S o k a ' empire.
s
It is also significant to
note that one monk from Yona country, namely, 'Yonaka Dhammarakkhita' was also selected by the Council for the propagation of
Buddhism in the country of Aparantaka (Konkana). The selection of
Yonaka Dhammarakkhita out of one thousand learned Arahanta
members of the Council as a leader of a missionary to establish
Buddhism in India itself, is singularly important to note. This
Buddhist monk hailing from Yona country should have had some
training or even initiation into Buddhism in his own country before
coming to Pitaliputra, although we know nothing about the place or
person where and under whose influence he became a Buddhist monk.
But it appears probable that he was initiated to Buddhism while he
was in his home land in Afghanistan and later he came to India for
higher training and learning, in which he of course gradually got
proficiency. Recause of his saintly character and erudite proficiency he
was selected as the lcader of a party going to Aparantaka for
propagation. Yonaka Dhamma-rakkhita was well-versed in Pali texts
and we find that when he reached Aparantaka country, he preached
the Aggikhandhoparnasutta (A sutta from the AnguttaranikFiya- I V
p.-128 ff.), in which the Buddha has stressed the 'pure life' of a monk.
The same sutta was delivered by Mahinda also who went to Ceylon for
the same purp0se.l By the recitation of this sutta as delivered by
Yonaka Dhammrakkhita some thiriy seven thousand people are said
to have received Pabbajjl and become monks2 His great achievements
and spiritual proficiency lead us to infer that he had his earlier
training in his motherland i.e. in Afghanistan and after that he came
to India where he got prominence. Another fact also deserves our
consideration. Unlike the other places where only one monk was made
responsible for the propagation of one country, the despatch of two
missionaries to the N.W. area under the leadership of Majjhantika and
Maharakkhita is remarkable. We have seen above that the
Mahasanghikas, who earlier branched off from the pure Therav'ida
school of Buddhism, had already settled in Udyana (E.Afghanistan);
and probably its branch, the Lokuttarava'dins had also established
some centre at Bamiyan, soon after the Second Buddhist Council. The
1 . Mahavatfrsa, Ch.-XV, 176; MahPbodhivamsa, 133.
2. Mahavarnsa; Xli. 34; Mahibodhivamsa : p.10
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Third Buddhist Council was held during the reign of & o h to thrarh
out the 'wrong' views opposed to the Vibhajjava'da. Because of the
Mahasanghikas being very strong in Afghanistan and in other parts of
N.W. Indian sub-continent, it was considered expedient to despatch two
missionaries to this side instead of one. This arrangement probably had
some desirable effect. Whcn Arhanta Majjhantika went there, he found
the Naga king Aravala there whom he converted to Buddhism.1 He
.
Maharakkhita went to the
was probably a feudatory of ~ b k a Thera
Yona country and by his preaching 'one hundred and seventy thousand'
are said to have adopted Buddha's faith and as many as 'ten thousand'
became monks and entered into the Sai@a2 But it may be remembered
that in spite of royal support of ~ b k and
a veteran efforts by these
missionaries, the Mahasiighikas and its other branches probably held
their influence there, as we find the Lokuttaravsdins flourishing in
Bamiyan in 7th century A.D. when Hiuen-tsiang visited this place. It
is very likely that Early TheravZda centres might have come up at
Kandahar
,
or Balkh; but it is difficult to
some places like ~ a ~ i &
account for them definitely at the present stage.
Kandahar is the southern part of Afghanistan, where the GreacoAramaic inscription of Aioka has been discovered. It was called
Arachosia by the Greeks which was ceded to Candragupta Maurya by
Seleucus after the latter's defeat. At Kandahar the military was
name of the town and the
stationed by to guard the borde-nt
area around as 'Kandahar' appears to have derived its name from the
Sanskrit word 'Skandhiivdra', meaning 'military regimental centre'.
The district near the old Kandahar town is called 'Danda' at present.
This word means 'army' in Sanskrit. Obviously, it has retained its old
name simply because of being a centre of army which was stationed
there by the Mauryan kings in the beginning. It is very likely that most
of the soldiers and other military officials who went from India, some
even from the capital Pgtaliputra, must have had their faith in
Buddhism. These Buddhist military personnels would have natural
leanings towards the proselytising activities that were revitalised by
the Buddhist emperor ~ d o k athrough the missionaries who were
despatched there at the end of the Third Buddhist Council. It would of
course be too hazardous to jump to any conclusion regarding the
contributions of these military men towards the propagation of
Buddhism there; but, it can well be presumed that Kandahar was also
~-

- -

-

1. Mahaaamsa : Ch.-XII,3.9 fi.; Dipavamsa : Ch.-VIII.113; Samantapasadiku:

v01.-1.64,67.
2. lbid.
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a Buddhist centre during ~ l o k a ' stime. Some twenty kms. east from
Kandahar, there is a small Bazar now called Panjavai. Near this town
there is a hillock which local people call 'Budhavan'. A very large
ancient cave forming a big hall has been dug out on this hill. Before we
approach this hill we find two stupas in stone boulders, now in ruinous
state, which local people call 'Buddhavan Darwaza', simply because
they stand side by side at a distance of about ten metres each and look
like the two pylons of a gate. Budhavan hill and Buddhavan Darwaza
obviously got their names after the Buddha. Similarly, the phonetic
similarity leads us to infer that the name of the town as Panjavai may
be a derivative of the word 'Palicavaggiya', the First Five Disciples of
the Buddha. This cave and the stiipas have yet to be thoroughly
explored, but there is no doubt that this area near Kandahar was
definitely a centre of Buddhism, probably from the very early time of
the Mauryan emperor Asoka. Archaeological explorations in and
around Kandahar have been rather scanty; and if a serious search is
made, the history of Buddhism, so obscure at present, may receive new
dimensions.
Thus, Buddhism in Afghanistan was introduced in three successive
tjmes. First, it was carried by Tapassu and Bhallika and also by the
Siikyas. Later it was firmly established by a group of the
Mah'lsZnghika monks, and finally, by the Buddhist Missionaries
during the time of the great Be*'-a--?peror ~ 6 o k a .

JALALABAD
A Seat of Mahiiszighikas
We propose to take up the important Buddhist places of Afghanistan in
order to make an endeavour to trace the history of Buddhism in that
particular region. At the outset we start with the eastern-most part of
the country where Buddhism reached quite early and remained as the
faith of the people for centuries. No part of Afghanistan is so rich in
Buddhist monuments and antiquities as this sou th-eastern-most region,
now called Jalalabad, earlier known as UdyZna or Uddyana and also
Nagarahara in ancient literatures and epigraphs. Extensive Bu.@iki?t
monuments, such as, stiipas, vihzras, caves, sculptures in diffcrent forms
and designs and other artefacts and antiquities are copiously replete at
numerous places of this region. The antiquities recovered from thcm are
of great historical and cultural significance. They all point to the great
importance of the place that it once held in the Buddhist world in
ancient days. We have recovered from this region as many as three
~ 6 o k a ninscriptions, although fragmentary, an epigraph referring to
Menander, two inscribed relic-caskets of the Buddha and several other
antiquities of great cultural and historical value. The icons and stupas
found in different forms and sizes are in abundance. Some of the
antiquities found from a place called Hadda are the excellent pieces of
Graeco-Buddhist Art which number in hundreds. Innumerable caves
discovered from Baswal and Dauranta and other places which were
the great Buddhist monastic establishments, once thrived there where
lived a thick population of monk-scholars and saints. The places like
Chahar Bagh, Begram, Bimran, Passani, Nagara, Kotpur, Gudara,
Nandara, Barabad, Sultanpur, Khugyani and above all Hadda and
several other ancient sites, some explored and excavated while others
still await scicn tific investigations have yieldcd numerous antquities
of great cultural and religious significance. They all stand as a
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testimony to the fact that Jalalabad area was a flourishing and
perhaps the most sacred and renowned centre of Buddhism in
Afghanistan. Probably there is no place in this country which can stand
even equal to this place albeit superior to its religious and cultural
importance. Numerous sacred relics of the Buddha and other
Arahantas were enshrined in this area during different periods which
are since exhumed from many stiipas. The Buddhist pilgrims coming
from distant places like China, Korea, Central Asia and even from
India considered it a 'must' to pay a visit to this place in order to pay
their homage and veneration to these sacrcd monuments, particularly
the skull-relic of the Buddha at Hadda.

Udy -ma or Nagarahsr a
Being contiguous to Gandhsra, Udya'na or Nagarahiira was also a
familiar place to merchants, mendicants, ascctic-wanderers and
tourists in ancient times. The province of Jalalabad is presently
designated a s 'Ningarahara' or 'Nungnihara' following the policy
adopted by the Afghan Government to rcvive the ancient historical
names of the places, as, in the similar strain, Haibak or Aibak got its
old name 'Samangan' (Samaqagama) in official-records. The headqqq~Ctp&s
of this province is Jalalabad which was founded by Jalaluddin
Ahamad ~ k a b a (1556-1605
r
A.D.), the Grca t Mughal emperor of Delhi
after his own name.

Udy 'ma or Uddy 'lna
UdyHna o; 'Uddylna (OdqiyZna) is the most ancient name of this
region, known both from literary and epighraphical sources. The
ancient country of Udyzna lay bctwccn the regions covering Kabulriver-Valley upto Siah Koh or cvcn bcyond in Jalalabad in the west
across the Khaibar Pass and in thc cast upto thc wcstcrn bank of the
river Indus, the modern Swat Vallcy (in Pakistan), bcyond which was
the country of Gandha'ra. Ptolcmy, thc Grcck gcographer has correctly
described the exact location of Udya'na. He informs that 'Dionyspolis'
is the capital of the country 'Dionyso' (i.e. Udy'lna), which lay
between the Kabura (i.e. the Kabul rivcr) and the 1ndus.l U4y6na is
also known to Pinini as rcfcrred to in the KatyPyana as ~ r d and
i
AurdayHni (Vartika on 1 ~ . 2 . 9 9 ) In
. ~ the classical Sanskrit literature,
1. Cf. Cunningham, A. : A. G . I., P.-39; Law, B.C.: Historical Geography of Ancient India,
p.-113; Dey, N.L.: Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and Med. India, p.-135.
2. Cf. Aggarwal, V.S.: India as known to Panini, I>.-234.
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Udy5na is known from the Mahabharata in which the people of the
UQyana are called 0dra.l In the Pali Tipitaka the people of UQQyrna
are described as Oadaka. In the Apadhna, names of several tribes occur
and Oddaka is enumerated as one of them.' UQQylna was also
renowned for blankets as air was noted for silk fabrics. In the
Mahzvanija JZtaka (No. -493) i t is mentioned thus : Kajikini ca
vatthani Udljyiine ca Kambale (IV.352). In the Buddhist Sanskrit
texts Udyana or Uddyana is referred to several times as a country
beyond the Indus in the west or north-west.3 In the ~ r y a m i l a sarviistiva' NikZya four sects of Buddhism, viz. SarvistivZda,
Dharmaguptiya, Mahidsaka and ICa$apiYa are mentioned, in which
the last three of them are said to have been found only in U d ~ 5 n a . ~
Udyhna is also mentioned in the PurZnas as ~ ~ y Z n a k a . ~
As a matter of fact by the 4th or 5th century A.D. the ancient
country of UdyZna appears to have attained two separate identities.
The western part extending from the Kabul river valley (the Jalalabad
valley) in the west to the Khyber pass in the east was known as Nagar
or Nagarahara, after which the town was also called by the same
name, while its eastern part comprised the area that lay between
Khaiber pass in the west and the western bank of the Indus in the east,
usually called Ucjyhna or UddyZna. But it must be remembered that in
the larger sense both the parts were known as Udy'lna or Uddyha, for
the one and same country. Ptolemy stands as a testimony to it which we
have referred to above and confirmed by some other evidences of later
days, which we will discuss later.
The Chinese monk-travellers who came to India through
Afghanistan invariably paid their visits to this country and they have
mentioned two parts of this region separately one as UQyana and the
other as Nagarah'lra (or Nagara). They usually visited this.,country to
pay their homage to the sacred relics of the Buddha, particularly the
skull-bone-relic of the Buddha enshrined in a viha'ra at Hadda, near
Jalalabad. Fa-hsien (399-414 A.D.) is the first Chinese traveller known
to us who paid a visit to Hadda to venerate the skull-bone relic. He
came to the capital, Nagara or Nagarahgra where the tooth-relic of
MllhllbMrata 11. 31-74; Cf.Cunningham, A. : Op. Cit., pp.68-69; Dey, N.L.: Op.
Cit., P.-209; Stein, A. : Serindia, Vo1.-I, P.-2.
2 . Apadina (P.T.S.),11. 358; Cf. D.P.P.N., Vo1.-I, P.-461.9
3. Cf. Edgerton, F. : Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Crammar and DutMmry, P.-135.
4 . Cf. Takakusu, J . : A Record of tk Buddhist Religion as proctired in India ond Malaya
Archipelago (671-695) by Itsing, General Introduction, P.-XXIV.
5. Cf.Dey N.L.: Geographicd Dictionary of Ancunt 6 Medipcwl India , P.-211. It is
mentioned in the P u d m PurZya (Svarga-Ch. 19).

1. See
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the Buddha was enshrined, probably at Dauranta (i.e. DantirZma).
He calls the capital Nu-kie or Nagara. His three other companions,
namely, Hui-ching, Hui-ta and Tao-chang had already come to the
place previously in order to venerate these relics. Fa-hsien also
mentions a country adjacent to Woo-chang (UdyZna) as Soo-ho-to.'
which Cunningham has identified with the Swat valley, as a district
of ~ d ~ a n a . ~
Sung-Yun (518 A.D) another Chinese monk-traveller who also paid
a visit to this country calls it U-chang, (the transcription of Ujjrinaka or
~ d d ~ ~ nIt ahas
) .also
~ been called Ajuw in later daystwhich Cunningham believes to be a 'corrupt form of Pali Ujjana' (correct =Uyyiina,
not Ujjina) and 'Sanskrit Udyana', a garden.4 Some think that
Udyanapura was the old name of the place.5 In the introduction of the
Mahayinasiitralatikiira of Asahga, Professor S. Baghchi informs that
Asaiiga (C.5th century A.D.) went to Udyina from Magadha to answer
the call of a merchant named Dhanarak~ita.Asaitga is said to have
hailed from Purusapura (Mod. Peshawar), which was located in
~ d ~ L n a . ~
Hiuen-tsiang (630-664 A.D.) visited Nagarahzra while coming
from Lan-po (i.e. Lampaka or Laghman) and calls it Nu-kie-lo-ho. H e
later visited Udy%na and calls it U-chang-nu, a country beyond the
Hindu Kush. He also informs that Nagarah'ira was subordinate to the
king of ~ a ~ i L a In
. ' the Life of Hiuen-tsiang the pilgrim is said to
have arrived in the valley of Ta-li-lo (i.e. Dare1 in Ladakh?) which
is identified with the site of the old capital of U-chang-na
(UdyZn~).~
Unlike the later literary records that we have referred to above,
the epigraphic materials of early Christian era always call it Udyiina
or Oddiana; and not Nagarahrra. In one of the earliest ~ h a r o s t i
inscriptions engraved on a gold-plate describing the deposition of the
relics of the Buddha in a stupa called 'Eka-Kiita', one Senavarma is
1. Giles, H.A. : Travels of

Fa-hsien, p.-15; Legge, J. : A Record of the Buddhist Kingdom,

pp. 28-29; 3740.

2. cunningham, A. : Op. Cit., P.-69.
3. Beal, S. : Records of the Western Buddhist World, Travels of Sung-Yun,
pp. LXXXIX, XCII1,-XClX.
4. Cunningham, A. Op. Cit., p.-39: also Dey, N.L. : Op. Cit., P.-211.

Introduction,

5. William Simpson : Identification of NagarahZra, I.R.A.S., XIII, p.-190; Cf. Thomas
Watters : On the Travels of Yuan Chwang, P.-190; B. C. Law : Historical Geography of
Ancient India, P. -113.
6. Mahiiyn'nasitralatikara of Asnriga, Edited by S. Baghchi, Introduction, P.4.
7. Beal, S. : Op. Cit. (Record....), Bk.-11, 91; Life of Hiuen-tsiang, pp. 57-58.
8. Beal, S. : Life of Hiuen-Tsiang, P.-66.
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said to bc thc 'king and lord' of 041 ( i t . UddyZina). The inscription
also refers to the name of KusZina king Kujula Kadphiscs and his scion
Devaputra Sadaksana (i.e. Vima Kadphiscs), who were thc overlords
of this region in early Christian era.' Similarly a Bhikkhu named
~ i v a k ais said to be OdiyHnaka, i.e. the inhabitant of UdQyZna, in an
inscription engraved on the round base of a pillar at Mathura. The
monk is said to have donated this pillar to the vih'lra of
'Maharaj5tirajl Dcvaputra Huviska' in year 59.2 Both these
inscriptions belong to KuGna period; and Udyana was obviously a part
of the Kuslna empire. W; believe that the epigraphs refer to the same
a described by Ptolcmy since Nagarahira had not
area of ~ d k n as
attained a separate entity and the town also had not yet got this name,
at lcast till 3rd century A.D.. It was then probably Udydnapura.
It is only by the Fifth Century A.D. and onwards that NagaraMra
and UdyZna are to bc regarded a s the separate states, probably because
of physical and geographical divisions of the land, which keep them
set apart on account of lofty precipices of the Himalayas that stand just
in the middle of ancient Udya'na. The Chinese travellers however
have described them as separate states probably because of separate
physical features of the country, although for centuries, in general, the
whole country including both the parts continued to be called 'UdyZna'
a neighbouring state of Gandhara.
In about 8th century A.D. the Hindu Shahis, who were
exterminated from the western part of Udyana and had to shift their
capital to Udbhandapur (Mod. Und near Attock in Pakistan) on account
of incessant pressures of the Chinese and Turks from North and West.
But, they appear to have retained their old territorial appellation,
connected with their original country, UdQyana. An inscription
engraved on an image of Gancia found from Gardez, a few m i l e away
south of Kabul, now in Kabul, town, in which Khingila
is
designated as O t y a t a i a h ~ ,i.e. ~ a h of
i ~ d ~ ~ his
n aclinches
. ~
the
issue that the land between Siah Koh in the Lest and the western bank
of the Indus in the east beyond the Hindu Kush was generally calied
Udyiina. Nagarahara however became an important town in later days
for bcing a great centre of Buddhism from the very beginning and also
inscription of Senavarma, a
king of o&',
pp. 21-29; Asintic Society Bulletin (Calcutta) Vol.-X, NO.-](1981) : B.N.
~ u k h c r j c i -A New Light on the History of tk Kushana Period', pp. 11-15.
2. I.A.S.B., 1870, Pt.-I, P.-127. Here Rajendra Lala Mitra reads as OdiyPnahsya, which
should be read as eiyinakasya, Cf. Plate No. -1V; 1.R.A.S. (N.S.), Vo1.-V, P.-182;
A.S.I., Vo1.-111, No.-12, P.-33, Plate No.-XIV.
3. E.I. Vol. -XXXV, pp. 44-47.
1. See : j.R.A.S.- 1980 No. -1, H.W. Bailcy : 'A Kharosthri-
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for having several sacred corporeal relics of Buddha enshrincd therein.
In due course the area from Siah Koh to Safed Koh came to be known as
the country of Nagarahira. But as a matter of fact, the country as a
whole was known as Udybna, comprising both the parts extending to
the east and west from the Khaiber pass.
Nagara h'ara or Nagaravih'ara (?)
The earliest reference to Nagarahgra or Nagara occurs in the
account of Fa-hsien (399-414 A.D..) who visited this place from
Gandhsra in order to pay his homage to the sacred relics of the
Buddha enshrined there, that we have mentioned above. Earlier, his
three companions Hiu-ching, Hui-ta and Tao-cheng had already
visited Hadda and other sacred places there to venerate the sacred
relics of the Buddha. Fa-hsien came to Nagarahsra only after
spending his 'vassiva'sa ' ('Rainy-season-resort') in Woo- C ha ng
(Udysna). It is remarkable to note that another Chinese traveller,
Sung-Yun who visited this country after him in 518 A.D. calls it UChang i.e. Udy%na and not Nagarahara, although he arrived here
from Persian side. He gives a detailed description of U-chang, where
he arrives from Shie-Mi (probably Samana-gr5ma or Haibak) a
country in the west. He was accompanied with another monk Hwei
Sang. He describes, "In the middle of the 11th month we entered the
country of Shie-Mi. This country is just beyond the Tsung-ling mountains
(Hindu-Kush). On the first decade of the 12th month, we entercd the
U-chang country (Udya'na). On the north of this country borders on the
Tsung-ling mountains; on the south it joins India. The climate is
agreeably warm. The territory contains several thousand li."' Both
these Chinese monks visited several sacred places in and outside the
city. From Udyana they departed for Gandhara country, which, they
say, resembles the territory of U-Chang, and was formerly called the
country of Ye-po-lo (the dragon, pa la la).^
The other Chinese traveller who has left the account of this
country is the famous monk-scholar Hiuen-tsiang who visited it in
about 630 A.D.. He mentions first NagarahHra and then UdyBna. He
arrived at Nu- kie-lo-ho (NagarahHra) from the country bf Lan-po
(Lampaka or Langhman), where he stayed for some time. He says,
"The country of NagarahZra (Nu-Kie-lo-ho) is about 600 li in circuit
from east to west and 250 or 260 li from north to south. It is surroundd on
1. Beal, S. : Records of t k Western Buddhist World, Introduction, The Mission of Sung Yun

and Hwei Sang', P.-XCIX.
2. hid., P.- XCIX.
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four sides by overhanging prescipices and natural barriers. The capital
is 20 li or so in circuit. It has no chief ruler; the commandant and his
subordinates come from Kapida......,.. The climate is moist and warrn."l
He further informs that the country that lay between Nagarah5ra and
Gandh'lra is U-chang-na (Udysna). The capital town of this country is
Mung-kie-li (Mangali = Marigalapura) from where the kings mostly
reign.2 From U-to-kin-hen-cha (UdbhanQapura or Ohind) he passed
over some mountains and crossed a river and travelling 600 li or so,
arrived at the kingdom of U-chang-no ( ~ d ~ a n aThe
) . Life
~ of Hieuntsiang informs us that on his way back home the pilgrim lost some fifty
of his manuscripts while crossing the river. At this time the king of
ICapi6a, who then dwelt in the town of U-to-kia-hen-che (Utkhanda
or Udbhlnda) went himself to the river-side and escorted him tili he
arrived at his capital (Kapih). Hiuen-tsiang stayed in a vihara in
~ a ~ for
i &fifty days; and in the meantime, the king despatched some
persons to UdyZna for the purpose of copying out the Tripitaka of the
~ i ~ ~ scho01.~
a ~ This
i ~ account
a
of Hiuen-tsiang confirms that the
kingdom of ~ a ~ included
i b
Nagarahsra i.e. western part as well as
the eastern extended part of UdyBna, beyond the Hindu-Kush.
Nagarahsra is also referred to in a Chinese text entitled She-kiafeng-she, written soon after Hiuen-tsiang, towards the close of 7th
century A.D. There, it is recorded, "Going over than 100 li (from Lan-po
= Lampaka) to the south-east, passing through a great mountain range
and crossing a large river (the Indus), you reach the kingdom of Nakia-lo-ho. It is over 600 li broad and more than 200 li long. It is
surrounded in all four sides by mountains. The circuit of the capital is
over 20 li."5 This text also refers to the kingdom of Wu-chang-na
(Udya'na) which was located in the north of the city of Wu-to-kinhan-tu (Utkhaqda), across a mountain, at a distance of 600 li. Its
capital is Meng-kie-li ( ~ a n g a l i ) .Obviously
~
this record is almost
identical in substance to that of the itinerary or life of Hiuen-tsiang,
mentioning Nagarahsra and Udya'na as two separate states.
But, it is remarkable to observe that in another Chinese record, the
Kau-fu-kao-sang-chuen, translated by I-tsing (between 700-712 A.D.),
Udyana is mentioned as a country which comprises Nagarahzra and
1. Beal, S. : Ibid, Bk.-11, P.-91; Cf. Life of Hiuen-tsiang, P.-57 ff.
2. Beal, S. : Ibid., Bk.-111, P.-121; Cf. Cunningham, A. : P.-69.
3. Beal, S. : lbid., Bk. -11, P.-118; Life of Hiuen-tsiang, P. 64; Watters, T. : On t k Travels of
Yuan- Chwang, P. -225.
4. Beal, S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, P.-192.
5. She-Kia-fang-chef Translated by P.C.Baghchi (Shanti Niketan- 19591, P.46.
6. Ibid., pp. 41-42.
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Hadda. It relates the story of three Chinese monks who set out by the
northern route for Udy5na and also for the place of Buddha's skull-bone
(Hadda). They are sa'id to have died there and could not return home.1
This account is clear enough to substantiate the fact that the whole
area between Siah-Koh in the west and the western bank of the Indus
in the east was popularly known as Udydna, which included
Nagarahsra (Jalalabad), the skull-bone-relic place (i.e. Hadda) in
the west and the sacred places like the 'Shadow of the Buddha'
situated in the east of the country.
Probably in later days, by 9th or 10th century A.D., Nagarahara
became a popular name of this region, as a country and also as its
capital by the same name without any change in the old territorial
boundaries of UdyZna which included the whole area between
Peshawar in the east and Jalalabad in the west. An inscription of the
time of DevapPladeva, a Plla king of Bengal (c. 810-850 A.D.),
recovered from a village called Ghosarawan, about 7 miles to the
south-east of Bihar-Sharif, the headquarters of Nalanda district
(Bihar State), records the erection of an edifice at Vajrzsana, i.e.
Bodha Gaya Temple by Bhiksu ~ i r a d e v a son
, of Indragupta, who was
born at Nagarahzra, the capital, eulogized as 'the ornament of the
Uttarzpatha'. Bhiksu ~ i r a d e v ais said to have studied in tJe Kaniska
MahBvih5ra (at Peshawar) under Acarya Sarvajnaza Santi, who
initiated him into the Buddhist Sarigha as a monk. He later became
the head of the Sangha of Nalanda ~ a h ~ v i h ~ r a . ~
The Kanigka Mahavihsra, as referred to in the above epigraph,
was located in Peshawar, which has been identified with the Shah-JiKi-Dheri and which was no doubt a part of the Nagarah'ara state,
from where Bhiksu ~ r r a d e v ais said to have hailed. Nagarahara rose
to a great eminence primarily because of a number of sacred relics
enshrined in and around the town. Probably, in later days, because of its
great fame, the whole state began to be called by the same name,
Nagarahzra. This does not seem to be unusual, as even today, the State
of Bihar (in India) has got the name after the town Biharsharif, the
ancient Odantapura Mahavihgra. The country of Udy5na similarly
came to be known as 'Nagarahara' which comprised the same old
territory of ancient UdyBna.
We have referred to above the name of Nagarahara or Nagara
which first occurred in the accounts of Fa-hsien and who informs that
going west (from Peshawar) for sixteen yojanas, he came to the city of
1. Beal, S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, Introduction, P.-XXXVI.
2. I.B.A.S., Vol. -XVII, I't. -I, pp. 492-501; I.A., Vol. -XV11-1888, pp. 307-312.
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Halo (Hadda) in the bordcrs of the country of Na-kie, Nagara or
Nagarahsra ........ From this point traveling over one Yojana to the
north, he arrived at the capital of Nagarah~ra.' The direction and
distance given by Fa-hsien is precisely correct.
Another Chinese traveller, Sung-yun, who came about a century
later in 518 A.D., mentions the whole region as U-chang or Udyzna,
which was obviously the ancient name of the country (and not
~ a g a r a h ~ r aHiucn-tsiang
).~
also confirms the location of Nagarahara
and mentions in his travels, "Going south-east from this country ( h n po = Lampaka) 100 li or so, we cross a great mountain (ridge), ass a
wide river and so come to Na-kie-lo-ho (or Nagarah'ara)......."PAs a
matter of fact the country and town both were known as Udyana by one
and the same name in the beginning; and in later days the name of the
town as "Nagarahira" being renowned on account of many sacred relics
of the Buddha therein, was designated for the whole country which
extended upto the Safed Koh in the east. Another factor, may be
relevant to mention here in this context. It appears that the earliest
name of the town was probably "Nagaravihiira", which later
transformed into 'Nagaraha'ra'. It appears that a vihara was erected
in the beginning at a place 'neither too close nor too far' from the town,
as according to the Buddhist ecclesiastical rules: and in due course by
the expansion of the town, this vihzra became 'within' the town and
hence, called 'Nagaravih'lra' i.e. a 'vihara within the city' (Nagara),
after which, later, the town and eventually the whole area became to
be known by the same name. This vihara, may it be the first vihara
erected for the Mah'ishnghikas, who came first here after being
separated from the Early Theravada School on the occasion of the
Second Buddhist Council held at Vesali, one hundred years after the
Mahaparinibbha of the Buddha or this vih5ra of Udy5na may be the
same vih3ra which was erected by ~ b k for
a the 'residence' of
MahZrakhita Thera, who came to Yona country for the dissemination
of Early Theravzda Buddhism aftcr the Third Buddhist Council held
during his reign. Hiucn-tsiang has witnessed a stupa erected by ~ b k a
in Nagaraha'ra. Although we have not yet found the exact site where
this most ancicnt and important vih5ra of the town stood, it may

1. Legge, J. : Op. Cit., P.-38; Giles, H.A. : Trawls of Fa-hsien, P.-17;Real, S. : Buddhist
Records of the Western World, Int~oduction,P. -XXXV.
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records o j the Western World, Introduction, P. -XCIII.
3. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk. 11, P . 91; Life of Him-tsiung,
p. -57; Watters, T. : On the Travels of Yuan Chwang, pp. 182-183.
4. Cf. Upasak, C. S. : D.E.B.M.T.,pp. 205-206.
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however be located somewhere in Chahar Bagh area, which is
supposed to be the'ancient site of Nagaraha'ra town.
Phonetic simplification or transformation o f the name
'Nagaravihzra ' into 'Nagarahicra ' is not at all an unusual derivation.
We have several place-names where the syllable 'vi' has been
dropped from the term 'vihrira' and 'hPra' alone remains. There is a
place called 'Kurkihara' in the Nawadah district of Bihar State from
where some two hundred fifty bronze images of the Buddha and other
deities and several Buddhist icons and inscriptions have been
recovered. Ruins of several viharas have also been unearthed from
there.l The name as Kurkihara was 'KurakkavihEra ' or 'Kukutapadavihhra' in the beginning. Similarly, we know a place, also in Bihar,
presently called 'Katihsra' which is evidently a transformation of its
former name Kativih'lra. Kumrah'ira from where the ruins of the
palace of Mauryan kings and several other antiquities have been
discovered, has got its present name as derived from its ancient name
'Kumaravihdra', said to have been erected by ~ s o k aAgain
.~
the
' A l u v a v i h ~ a has
'
since shrinked to Aurihar, a place about 40 kms.
north of Varanasi in Ghazipur district (U.P.) from where recently a
number of Buddhist antiquities have been recovered by some
archaeologists of Sampurnanand Sanskrit University, Varanasi. But it
may also be pointed out that there are some ancient places which still
retain the term 'vihira' with their names; for instance, Kucavihara in
West Bengal, MahavihZra (Mihintale) in Sri Lanka or Bihar, a
province in India.
It should be borne in mind that phonetic transformation or
simplification takes a very long time to change. Sometime it takes
centuries or so. Fa-hsien, who first mentions its name as Nagarahara or
Nagara, visited the place several centuries after the establishment of
the first ancient vihara, after which the country and the town came to
be called Nagaravihgra. By the time of Fa-hsien (c. 410 A.D.) the
term Nagaravihara had already contracted to Nagarahzra which
remained in use for several centuries afterwards. It is conspicuous to note
that the usual practice of transliteration of the Indian terms into
Chinese is to render according to the meaning of the term. But here
they simply noted the current name of the country as pronounced by the
1 . Patil D.R.: The Antiquarian Remains in Bihar (1965), p. 221-226; also Cf. Cunningham
A. : Ancient Geography of India, pp. 387-388. Also cf. Kanhaiar in Kangra Distinct,
nearDharmsala in the Himachal Pradesh (India) from where two inscriptions in
Kharosti have been found describing as Krisnasya iirrirno, C.l.1.-Vol.11, pp. 178179.
2. Cf. D.P.P.N.,Vol.1, p. 615.
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people, Na-ki-lo-ho. In all probability the ancient name of the town
was Nagaravihara which later changed into Nagarahiira.
Establishment of the 'VihZra' by the MahZsinghika or by d o k a (?)
We have seen above that the 'vihiira' in the capital of UQyina
was erected either by the Mah2inghika monks or by Akka. It is said
that a group of the early school of MaGGrighika school of Buddhism
went to Udyzna, while the other went to the south. It is likely that
the Mah'lsanghikas whcn arrived there established a vihiira near
the town. In due course following the expansion of the town that
Vihacra became 'within ' the city and hence it got its name as
'Nagara-vihara', which ultimately was used for the whole town and
as also for the country. The name of this vih5ra as Nagaravihzra
might have become popular only when many other vih2ras would have
come into existence outside or near the town. Probably it was the
solitary monastery 'inside' the city for being the first monastic
establishment in ancient days and hence was called 'Nagaraaihiira'.
We have suggested above that this vihara (i.e. Nagaravih5ra)
might have been the donation of AQoka in favour of Maharakkhita
Thera who came to this region for the dissemination of Early
TheravZda Buddhism. A b k a might have got erected a vih5ra for him
there, in order to counteract the influence of the M a m r i g h i k a s who
had already their strongholds there. Maharakkhita was successful to
some extent in his mission, as he is said to have converted 'one hundred
seventy thousand people into Buddha's faith and got ten thousand
entered into the Sangha as monks'.' It is also remarkable to note that as
many as three epigraphs of Adoka have been discovered from this area.
Hiuen-tsiang witnessed there the stu'pa erected by A h k a . From a
nearby place called Bimran, a bone-relic of the Buddha'has been
recovered from a stupa. Fa-hsien and Huien-tsiang both mention a
place where the tooth-relics of the Buddha were enshrined. No doubt,
the place held great religious importance from the very early times.
There appears every possibility that A b k a might have built a vihara
at a suitable place near the town for Mahgrakkhita and his
companions. This vihlra of A b k a naturally gained importance; and
following the expansion of the town it became 'inside' the town and
hence was to be called by the people 'Nagara-Viha'ra' to distinguish it
from other viharas which had been erected outside the town in later
days. Although the earliest name of the country was Udya'na, or
s a , SamantapasidiG
1. Mahb~a*sa, XII.5, 39; ~ [ ~ a o a ~ VIII.9;

pp. 55-59.

(Nalanda) Vol. -I,
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UddyPna, but in due course, bccause of a important VihHra 'within'
th'e'town, the capital and the country both came to be called
Nagaravihi ra, Later it contracted to become Nagarahnra.
Introduction of Buddhism in Udyha

The Sinhalese Chronicles, the ~z$avamsa and the Mahivamsa
are important literary records which throw light on the dissemination
of Buddhism in foreign countries by the missionaries of monk-saints
during the reign of Asoka. A Buddhist saint named Majjhantika Thera
led the group of monks to Kasmira and Gandhara and the other,
Mah'arakkhita Thera was made responsible to proselytisc the Yona or
Yonaka country. The decision to despatch missionaries to different
lands took place at the end of the Third Buddhist Council convened at
Patalipu tra to settle some philosophical and ecclesiastical matters
that had cropped up in the Early Theravzda school of Buddhism.
~ b k patronised
a
this school of ~uddhism.'
From these sources we also learn the convention of the Second
Buddhist Council which was held earlier at Vasali, one hundred years
after the Mah5parinibba'na of the Buddha, i.e. in about 385 B.C.. On
this occasion the Early Theravzda school was split into two. The group
that separated from the original Sangha, i.e. from the Early
Theravzda was&nown as 'Mah'lsa'righika' for being the grcat number of
its followers and they are also said to ,have held their 'Mahiisiingiti'
somewhere else after separation. They are also said to have migrated
from Magadha in two groups, one to thesouth and the other to north or
north-west India. The north-western group of the MahZsZrighikas
arrived at Udyina and established their strongholds there. They
again, were divided into five or more sects, namely Ekavyavah7irika,
Kaukulika or Kurullaka, ~ a h u s u t i ~Praiijaptivzdin
a,
and Lokuttaraviidin on some minor doctrinal and ecclesiastical difference^.^ The
MahHsa'righikas flourished in Udydna for several centuries and
probably established their centres at several places in Afghanistan
outside Udyina. In the Sllriputra-paripricchasu'tra (A Chinese
translation of about 4th century A.D.) it is recorded that the
MahZsa'righikas resided at Uddiyha along with the Sarv5stiv'ldins,
Dharmaguptas and ~ ~ ~ ~ We
a ~have
i refcrred
~ a s to. above
~
that the
Mahissnghikas established a Vihiira close to the town, which
became the nucleus of Buddhist establishments there. We have also
1. MahCvaysa, Ch. X11, ~ r ~ a v a ~ Ch.
s a ,VIII; Cf. Sisanavamsa, Ch. IV.
2. Dutta, NO.: Buddhist Sects in India, P.-68.
3. Ibid., pp. 69-70.
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suggested that probably because of this Viha'ra of the Mahasanghikas, the town and eventually the whole country came to be known as
'Nagara-vihiira ' and later due to phonetic ease, it contracted to
Nagarahiira. The MahZsBlighikas appear to be the first group of
Buddhist monks who started to propagate Buddhism in Afghanistan as
missionaries. The Mahiivastu, 'the Vinaya text of the Lokuttarava'dins, describes Lokuttaravadins a s a branch of the
~ a h ' Z s 3 r i g hkas.'
i
In the Kathhvatthu Atthakathz (Commentary),
Buddhaghosa (C.5th century A.D.) referisto different branches of
Mahzsa'righikas, some of them dwelt in the south and some in northwest ~ n d i a Vasumitra,
.~
who flourished during the reign of Kani~ka(c.
1st Century A.D.), deals in greater detail about the N.W.groups of
MahBsBnghika in the ~ah~vibhiisairistra
than the southern group,
probably because he was more fakiliar with the group that had its
stronghold in the N.W. region than the others3 That the Mah5sab
ghikas remained as a powerful sect of Buddhism in Afghanistan is
also supported by an early epigraph of 1st century A.D. engraved on a
relic-vase recovered from a place called Wardak, a place between
. ~mentions the name of MahZsZrighikas and
Kabul and ~ h a z n i It
perhaps the earliest epigraphic record about them. The Chinese
travellers' accounts of Fa-hsien, I-tsing, Huien-tsiang and Sung-Yun all
speak about the Mahasznghika or any of its branches that had their
centres at several places in Afghanistan. Thus, the Mahss'anghikas,
who established their centre first in UdyZna, and in due course also
spread to other places where they established many centres in
Afghanistan.
Sambhfita sip v i s i
We have earlier mentioned that in the Second Buddhist Council of
Vesali one Thera Sambhtita Sanav%si by name played a very
important role in the Convention. He was an old monk who was
ordained by Ananda Thera, one of the apostles of the Buddha. He
commanded a very high respect and veneration in the Early Theravada
Buddhist Sahgha. Sambhtta SSpav5sT vehemently opposed the views
1. Dutta, N. : Buddhist Sects in India, pp. 69-70.
2. Ibid., p.-70.
3. Ibid., p.-70.
4. C.I.I., Vo1.-11, Pt.-I, pp165 ff.; lames Prinsep's Essays on lndian Antiquities (1858) p. 61
ff; IASB-XXX (1861) pp. 337 ff.; JRAS-XX (1863) pp255 ff.; IASBXXII (18631, p. 428;
IRAS; 1912, pp.1060 ff'. E.I. XI p.-202 ff. JA.XI. 1V. (1914) pp.569 ff., Ariona Antiqua
(1841), p. 117 ff.
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of the MahZsSrighikas. It is said that his main 'residence' was at
Mathura but for somctime he moved to UdyZna and then to Kipin or
~ a ~ i ithe
a , land of Yavanas, in order to propagate the tenets of Early
Theravada, perhaps with a view to counteract the influence of the
Mahsdnghikas who had settlcd in Udyzna earlier than him. Huientsiang witnessed his hemp-robe (of saw) in nine parts dyed in red and
an iron pot (Piitra) in a monastery not very far from Bamiyan.1 We
however do not know anything about his religious activities in Udy5na
or elsewhere in Afghanistan but he certainly was opposed to the
MahHs5righika's view. He probably could not be successful in his
mission because of the firm hold of the MahBGirighikas and so, later he
returned to Mathura where he died.

kikyas in Ufiyina
We have also,seen that Huicn-tsiang has related a story of the
migration of the Sakyas to Udy5na after being exterminated by the
~ o & l aking Vidiidhabha, the son and successor pf ~ r a l e n j i t ,in a
revenge, during the life time of the Buddha. The S5kya prince who
came to Udyana got married with a Naga-girl and somehow or other
with the help of the Nagas managed to kill the king of Udya'na and
occupied his kingdom. He had a son Uttarasena (U-ta-lo-si-na) by
name who came to the throne after the death of his father. It is also
related that during his time, the Tath'agata visited this place and soon
after his departure from here, he passed away at KusinZrS. King
Uttarasena having heard of the passing away of the Buddha sent some
persons to KusinZrii to obtain a portion of the relics of the Buddha,
which he managed to get and then enshrined it in a st6pa. This sttipa
was visited by Huien-tsiang for offering his homage.2 Sir Aurel Stein
has identified this stGpa of Uttarasena with the stu'pa of Shankardar
in the Swat valley, which was then a part of udy2inaa3 Fa-hsicn also
mentions the visit of the Buddha to Udysna. Hc writes, "Tradition
says that when Buddha came to Northern India, hc visitcd this
" . ~Buddha's visit to Udy5na may not be a fact,
country ( ~ d ~ 5 n a )The
just a mythological story as also prevalent in many other Buddhist
countries who claim Buddha's visit in thcir rcspcctive countrics. For
1. Beal, S. : On the Buddhists Records of the Western World, Bk.1, p.53; Life of Hiuentsiung, pp. 53-54; Wattcrs, T: up. cit, pp. 120-121.
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.-11, pp. 126-133.
3. M.A.S.I., Vol. -42, pp. 3G32. It is interesting to find that a village near the Stupa is
called U d e g r b a , obviously derived from Udyinagrima.

4. Ciles, H.A. : Travels of Fa-hsien, p.-11; Legge J.: Op.cit., p.-29; Beal, S. : Buddhist
Records of the Western World, Introduction, p.- XXXI.
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instance, Sri Lankan people believe three visits of the Buddha in their
country, so also the Burmese have the tradition of his visit in their
country. But Buddha did never visit any of these countries; and so also
the story of his visit to Udy'ina may be equally fabulous.
Huien-tsiang is said to have met with the king of Bamiyan who
was of the Sdkyan race,' and who probably had m o v g from Udyina to
this place and made it his capital. ~ i ~ r a t i o n ' the
o f Sdkyas from their
homeland to different countries appears to be a fact as some Sakyas
could escape to the Himalayas where they built a city;' while the
other group of them led by Pandu, son of Amitodana (brother of
Suddhodana) reached across the Ganges and founded a city. His
daughter is said to have been married with king Psndukabhaya of Sri
~ a n k aIt. ~might have been possible that a group oithem migrated'fo
Udysna also where they reached after traversing many countries, a
country not at all unknown to the people of the East in ancient days. No
doubt the places like Gandh'ara and Udyana and even Balkh
(Balhika) were certainly known to the people of E. India; and roads
leading to these countries were traversed by traders, tourists,
wandering mendicants, all alike. Brisk intercourse between India and
these places was existing from the Buddha's days, wpich remained for
several centuries onwards as well. The group of the SBkyas who might
have arrived at UdyZna might have settled there soon after the
attack of ViQudhabha when the Tathhgata was alive.' It is also
likely that by their settlement in Udy3na, the 'message' of the
Buddha might have reached there through them, of course not in a
missionary way. And if any grain of truth is attached to this story,
Buddhism reached Udyana, first by the h k y a s , exactly as it had
arrived in Balkh ( ~ a l h i k a by
) Tapassu and Bhallika during the lifetime of the Buddha. It is also not improbable to presume, that the
Buddhist monks, who used to take long journeys, mostly depending upon
the Satthava'has (touring merchants), might have arrived in Ugygna
and other places in Afghanistan at a very early time, where they
might have started the propagation of the Doctrine of the Buddha to
the people. We have no positive evidences to our presumption, but
when we take a stock of the antiquities, such as Buddha's relics,
epigraphs, icons, coins etc. and that also of the large number of ancient
Buddhist sites in the form of stupas, caves, monasteries etc. and also
1. Watters, T. : On

the Travels of Y u n Chwang, p.-116; Beal, S. : Life of Him-tsiung,
P.-53.
2. ~ a h n ' o a ~ s a ~ (Nalanda),
ikd
p.- 144; Cf. D.P.P.N., Vol. -11, p.- 972, footnote No.-14.
3. Mahioarpa, Chapter-VIII, Verses 18-20; Dipaoamsa, Chapter-X.1.
4. For Vidu+abha-episode see : D.P.P.N., Vol. -11, pp. 876-877.
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take into account thc descriptions lcft by the Chinese travcllcrs, like
Fa-hsien, Huien-tsiang, She-kia-Fang-che, Sung Yun and many others,
they all go to confirm that UdyHna was probably the most ancient,
sacred and important place of Buddhism in Afghanistan where
probably the S a d d h a m m a had arrived quite at an early time.
Probably, UdyPna, the easternmost part of Afghanistan, was the first
to receive Buddhism outside India, much earlier than all the other
Buddhist countries of the world where Buddhism is flourishing evcn
today.
Mah'as'%ghikals Role in Udy-ma
We have discusscd above thc story of the advent of the
Mahzsarighikas to Udydna after being separated from the Early
Therava'da group on the occasion of the Second Buddhist Council, one
hundred years aftcr the Mahgparinibbana of the Buddha where they
were successful in establishing their strongholds. Even Sambhfita
SZnavZsi, a veteran opponent of the Mah5s5righikasI who is said to
haie come to Kipin ( ~ a ~ i eand
a ) also probably to Udyana in ordcr to
counteract the influence of the MahHdrighikas could not find himself
congenial in UdyHna and so shifted to Kipin (~apis'a).He probably
spent most of his time in Kapiia and Bamiyan area in the wcst and
could not establish any centre in Udyana. It appears that the
Mah'is'anghikas had got their foot firmly established in UdyZna and
any effort to undermine them or to reduce their influence proved
ineffcctive. They rcmaincd powerful for centuries notwithstanding
that they were divided into five or six groups by differcnt names in
later ccnturics, who had established thcir own ccntres at several
places in Afghanistan.
Buddhism During a o k a ' s Time
~ g o k a ,the Grcat Mauryan Buddhist Emperor's role for the
expansion of Buddhism in the country and abroad is remarkable. He
was a zealous follower of Early TheravZda Buddhism and during his
time the Third Buddhist Council of this group of Buddhism was held at
Pztaliputra in about 260 B.C. in ordcr to weed out the so callcd 'heretic
views' that had cropped up in Buddhism. At the end of the Council,
missionaries led by eminent monk-saints wcrc despatched to
proselytise Buddhism in distant parts of the country and outside.
north-western parts of his cmpirc. Thcra Majjhantika led a missionary
to ~ a s m i r aand Gandhzra and Thera Maharakkhita was made
rcsponsible for thc propagation of ThcravZda Buddhism in Yona or
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Yonaka country about which we have discussed earlier. It is
remarkable to note that two missionaries were sent to the north and
north-wcstem region unlike to othcr regions where only one mission was
despatched. We have earlicr seen that a branch of the MahZGrighika
had already made its firm establishment in Udyina and also in the
adjoining arcas soon after being separated from the Early Theravgda
group during the Second Buddhist Council, a century after the
Mah2parinibbZna of the Buddha. They were successful in popularising
their own religious views among thc people. They probably had also
establishcd thcir some centres in Gandhhra, the eastern region
contiguous to UdyZna. It appears that thcir strong position in this
and so also probably to the
North-Westem rc$ion was known to A&
members of the Third Buddhist Council. We also know about one Yona
Dhammarkkhita Thera, who hailed from Afghanistan, and who was
one of thc leaders of the missionaries despatched to Apara'ntaka
(Konakana) country for propagation. It is likely that he had the
knowledge of the popular and strong position of the Mahagrighikas in
his own country; and so it is very possible that he suggested to despatch
two missionaries to the north and north-wcst region instead of one. We
also know that this whole arca was under the Mauryan empire and
~ 6 o k atoo must have had thc knowledge of the strong position of the
Mah'isZrighikas in that arca. Perhaps, that they being very strong and
popular thcrc it was considercd cxpcdient in thc Third Buddhist
Council to dcspatch two rnissionarics to this region instead of one a s
elsewhcre.
Whether Thera Mahsrakkhita stayed at UdyZna or went further
west to ~ a ~ i ;ora to Balkh among the Yonas is precisely not known.
Pcrhaps he stayed at Udy2na for some time and a vihara was erected
for him in the capital. Wc have earlicr suggested that how the capital
of Udyiina, in the beginning, got the name as 'Nagaravihara' on account
of this vihara and latcr for being 'within' the town, in due course it
became simplificd as 'Nagarah'ara.' This vih'lra was probably erected
for the 'abode' of Mahsrakkhita by Emperor ~ i o k ifa not built by the
Mah'assnghikas. But, we have no record to discern it. MahZrakkhita
Thcra might have stayed for some time in Udyana and later probably
movcd to othcr places in the wcst or south-west of Afghanistan to
propagate Early Thcrava'da Buddhism on account of the strongholds of
the MahZsSnghikas.
VJe know that the Early Theravgda Buddhism received patronage
from ~ ( o k a ,and pcrhaps the capital of UdyZna, Nagaravihara or
Nagarahrira also might have bccomc a centre of the activities of this
group for some time, atlcast during the reign of this Buddhist cmperor.
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We have discovered as many as three epigraphs of ~ 6 o k afrom Udyana
area, also an inscribed relic-casket of the Buddha from Bimran, a
village close to modcrn town of Jalalabad. Hiucn-tsiang informs us that
he had witnessed the stlipa erectcd by ASoka in NagarahBra. ASoka is
credited to havc built 'eighty four thousand' stiipas and viharas
throughout his empire and so he might have got erected some viharas
and stGpas in Udyana also as elsewhere in Afghanistan.
Where is the 'Nagara-Vih'ara' in Jalalabad ?
Ancient Buddhist monuments are scattered in and around Jalalabad
and one can see there Buddhist caves and shipas from a distance. Ncar
the town, in some villages, ancient monasteries and stiipas are still in
extant in ruins. Numerous ancicnt sites stand in mounds; and somc of
them have been opencd and explored by archaeologists while others
remain in desolate condition unexplored. C. Masson opencd a very large
stCipa near Jalalabad at a place callcd Khwaja Lahoree which stands
near the Kabul river. On the skirt of this village a hamlet is still
called ' ~ e g r a m ' l(Vihhragrlfrna) where, hc says, "tradition assigns an
ancient city called Lahoree". Hc claims that the site ncar Tapa
Lahoree may have been the chief city of the country.2 Gcneral
Cunnigham endorsed the views of Masson and regardcd Bcgram area as
a.~
Simpson
the ancient site of the capital town of ~ a g a r a h ~ rWilliam
has written a long article on the 'Identification of Nagarahara' and
has suggested another site for the main town of this country. He thinks
that the area~aroundChaharbagh, on the right bank of the Surkhab,
at its junction with the Kabul river, thcrc are numerous rcmains of an
old town of importance and is the site of the ancicnt city of
Nagarahsra. There is still a place callcd 'Nagara' or 'Nagaraka' or
'~agaret'.' Simpson also carried some excavations at Nagara Goondcc
and discovered the remains of a vcry large stupa about 300 ft. in
circumferencc. This stGpa, hc believcs, must havc stood within the city.
Recently Professor Mizuno of Kyoto University (Japan) and his party
made a survey of the area and exprcsscd almost an identical view that
the centre of the ancient town of Nagarah'ira should be loca tcd ncar

1. It is interesting to find that the villages of the same name arc found at Kapiga and
Kabul also, obviously a later habitation which arose near a VihBra and hcncc callcd
Vihsragrzma, or Begrama.
2. AriPm Antiqua, A Descriptive Account of the Antiquities and Coins of Afghanistan,
Chales Masson, Edition by H.H. Wilson, P.- 93.
3. Cunningham, A. : Ancient Geography of India, P.- 39.
4. I.R.A.S. (N.S.), Vol. -XI11 (1881), pp. 184-199.
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Chaharabagh.' It is also intcrcsting to note that Charles Masson
opened as many as six stupas at Chaharbagh, out of which, four stiipas
yielded the bone relics or ashes contained in steatite vases; and the
other two (No.-2&3) did not contain anything inside, as they were
probably the uddeiika or 'votive stcpas' or offerings to those stupas
which contained the corporeal relics (Saririka). He also recovered
some coins of Kaniska (in stGpa No.4) and of Maues Kadphises (in
stiipa No. -5). He noticed a number of other mounds which he calls
'turnuli' and opened some of them and found nothing, obviously they
being either the uddeiika sttipas or vih5ra sites. Masson was mainly
a treasure seeker and not an archaeologist. His explorations were
conducted haphazardly for having no proper acumen to explore ancient
monuments. He therefore considered some important Vih'lra sites as
worthless simply because they did not yield any treasure or any other
valuable object.
Professor Mizuno during his exploration of the stiipa sites of
Chaharbagh has been able to identify a number of monastic sites near
the stiipas which were earlier called by Masson 'tumuli'. He noticed
ruins of a monastery, measuring 30-40 mtrs. square, with monkcells to
the south of stupa No. -2. Another large ruin of a monastery of 40-50
mtrs. was noticed to the south of the stiipa No.-4. with some monks'
cells made of mud-brick-walls with niches. A monastery with its
courtyard and a water tank exist to the south of a tumulus. He also
identified another tumulus which is the ruin of a stiipa; and by the side
of which is another monastery in oblong shape. In all, Professor Mizuno
discovered as many as the remains of eleven monasteries near the
mounds of hah ha; Bagh which Masson took them 'turnuli' of no
imp~rtance.~
In all probability, the Chahar Bagh area may be the ancient site
of the town where that important Vihifra stood which later, by the
expansion of the town, became 'within' the town, and hence called
'Nagara-VihBra', after which the whole town began to be so called. In
course of time, after a few centuries the 'Nagara-Vihzra' changed into
'NagarahZral on account of phonetic-ease. Originally the town was
perhaps called 'Udyanapura' as suggested by M. Vivien de St. Martin.3

1. lbid., P.- 199; Cf. Mizuno S. : H a r Sum and F d - h m , (Kyoto) (1963, P.49.
2. Mizuno, S. : H-r Sum and Fill K h a ~ (Kyoto)
,
(1963, P.48 ff. Cf. A r i u ~Anhqw,
pp. 1w104.
3. Cf. Cunningham, A. : Ancient Cmgrnphy of lndiu, p. -39.
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Menander and Udy'ana
Menander (Pali Milinda) is a well-known Buddhist Indo-Greek
king who ruled over UdyZna (Jalalabad) in about 2nd century B.C. He
became the follower of Early Theravgda Buddhism under the influence
of a Buddhist monk, Nagasena by name. The story of philosophical
discussion held between Thera Nagasena and king Milinda is recorded
in the famous Pali book the MilindapaEho. This discussion is said to
have taken place in his capital SZgala, modern Sialkot in Pakistan.
Menander became a zealous Buddhist and is said to have erected many
stiipas and viharas. His devotion to Buddhism was intense and he got
some Buddhist symbols, like Dharmacakra, elephant, lion depicted on
, was the only king who patronised
his coins. Perhaps after ~ s b k a he
the Early TheravZda Buddhism. A relic casket containing the
corporeal relics of the Buddha was recovered from a place called
Shinkot, (Bajaur), a few miles away to the south-east of Jalalabad
town. The casket bears a Kharosti inscription which refers to the name
of king Menander, and the Buddha's relic is said to have been
enshrined by a feudatory of him.' The erection of the stupa containing
the relics of the Buddha indicates that Buddhism was in a flourishing
state in this area; and probably both the schools, v i z . the
MahZsanghika and the Early Theravsda Buddhism were followed
and practised by the people. We however do not know to which school
of Buddhism the depositor of the Buddha's relic, Vijayamitra or his
father Viyakamitra whose names occurs on the relic casket inscription,
belonged; but, very likely they were the followers of Early Theravada
~ u d d h i s mThe
. ~ school of MahZsBnghika was also flourishing in
Afghanistan during that period as it is evident from the Wardak Vase
Inscription of year 51 (A.D. 179) discovered from a place about 30 miles
west of Kabul which refers to the Mahasarighikas as the 'Custodian of
the vihsra', about which we have referred to earlier.3 Menander was
noted for erecting viharas and stiipas; and possibly that some of the
stfipas and viharas found at Hadda and at some places near Jalalabad
might have been the edifices erected by king Menander. Further
discoveries may confirm it.

1 .E.I., Vo1.-XXIV, pp. 1-8; XXVI, pp. 318-321; XXVII, pp. 52-58.
2 . Cf. E.I., Vol. -XXIV, pp. 3-4. N.G.Majumdar rightly observes that the Therava'dins
have a pious conception regarding the corporeal relics of the Buddha, as elucidated in
the MahZvamsa.
3 . C.I.I., Vol. -11, pp. 165-170 and others.
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Kaniska and Udyina
The Great Kus5n'a cmpcror Kani~kawas the followcr Vaibhssika
school of Buddhism which was a branch of the SarvBstiv3da.l I t is
also well-known that the Sarv3stivBda school branchcd off from the
Mahasiirighika school. We also know that the Mah5sZrighikas and
the Sarv'astivadins flourished in India as well as outside the country
for several centurics together. During the time of Kani~kaboth the
schools besides some othcr schools of Buddhism had their centres in
UdyZna. It is generally bclieved that some of the stupas and vih'dras in
and around Jalalabad and Hadda wcrc crcctcd during the rcign of this
great Buddhist emperor. As a mattcr of fact UdyZna or Nagarahara
was not politically so important as Kapiia or Pcshawar during this
period but it wielded utmost rcligious and cultural significance on
account of a number of sacrcd relics that were enshrined there.* I t also
marked importance for being the great stronghold of the
Mahasahghikas and also of the Early Thcrava'da school, which had
their monastic centres a n d shrines established centurics carlicr.
Certainly Kaniska, being a zealous Buddhist, might havc come to
Nagarahara from Kapiia, his western capital, to vcncrate the sacred
relics preserved there. He might have added some edifices and
viharas to this grcat place of religious importance. An inscribcd relic
casket of Bodhisattva (Buddha) is recovered from one of the st6pas of
Hadda. It mentions year 28 when the relic was deposited and rcfers to
the 'Principal share of merit' for the king. Sten Konow regards the year
28 of this record as that of Kaniska era and the king none othcr than
the Grcat K u s 5 ~ aking, Kani~kato whom the 'principal share of mcrit'
he contribution of Kaniska towards the devclopmcnt of
is
the centres of Buddhism at Nagarahara, although not dcfinitcly
known , must havc been significant. Further discoveries may hclp us to
know more relevant facts throwing more light on the rcligious
activities of Kaniska in this arca.
Hey-day of Buddhism in UdyZna (Nagarah'ara
As elsewhere in Afghanistan so also in Udyzna, Buddhism was
followed and practised with great devotion and zeal by the people and
nobility all alike during Kussna period. Kus5r;la kings, particularly
Kaniska patroniscd ~ u d d h i s hwith full devbtion and fervour; and
probably this was the age of grcat renaissance of Buddhism throughout
1. Cf. Dutta, N . : Buddhist Sects in India, P. -134 ff.
2. Ci. C.I.I., Vol. -11, Bimran Vasc Inscription, p. -50 ff.
3. Ibid., pp.157-158.
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Afghanistan. Wc know that Kaniska is the only,Buddhist king who
issued coins bearing the figure of the Buddha (Sdkyamuni) with his
name. He was greatly devoted to Buddhist practices and took kcen
interest in philosophical and doctrinal principles of Buddhism. He
convened the so called Fourth Buddhist Council at Kundalavana in
~ ~ 6 r nini rwhich
~
the philosophical dcliberations were held and at
s t SarvHstivadin
ra
school
the end of the Council thc ~ i b h ~ s ~ ~of~ the
of Buddhism was rendcred. Kani~kaprobably himsclf took part in this
Convention. Although he patronised ViaibhH!ika school of Theravada
Buddhism, he also showcd equal rcgard to othcr schools already
current in Afghanistan. We have carlicr rcfcrrcd to an epigraph found
from Wardak which refers to thc ~ a h ~ s Z i n g h i k aAs
s . ~a mattcr of fact
this was a period of renaissance of Buddhism in this country. Early
School of Theravgda Buddhism (of Pali-Scriptures) probably could not
prosper in this country like the other Early ThcravZda countrics, such
as Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand ctc. whcrc Buddhist scriptures in Pali
were adopted. In Afghanistan, on thc othcr hand, the branches of this
later school, bcing carlicr scparatcd, flourished and made a great
headway and established great centres in Udyana, Bamiyan, ~ a ~ i i a
and other places. They adopted thc scriptu;es written in Buddhist
Sanskrit instead of Pali of which several texts have bcen found.
Kaniska's period is supposcd to be the beginning of Mahayana
Buddhism. This is the period whcn the iconograpl~icalart took a ncw
dimension , and a number of Buddhist sculptures in the form of the
images of Buddha and other dcitics bcgan to be carvcd out on stone. A
new art, usually called GandhZra Art or Cracco-Indian Art was
developed and thousands of spccimcns of it can be sccn in sculptures and
in paintings of this period. In fact, the Buddha bcgan to be dcificd as
'supramundane' or 'superhuman'. This Buddhist Art reccivcd new
dimensions by rcprcsenting the Buddha as a celestial bcing and the
Bodhisattvas and other deities as superhuman. The best picccs of this
Buddhist art are of this period which can bc scen at Hadda in
Afghanistan and other places in GandhZra area.
As in sculpture so also in architecture some changes took place
during this period. The stupas recovcred from many places in
Afghanistan, particularly from Hadda and Jalalabad are the best
specimens of the pcriod. Although the ancicnt model of Buddhist
stupas (without railing) of Mid-India was followcd in the NorthWest, it bcgan to consist a low tcrracc and a hemispherical domc at the
top with stairs at one point or at cardinal points. The stGpas sornctimes
1. E.I., Vol. - XI, pp. 210 ff.
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show in inscrtion of a drum in bctween base and dome and
multiplication of the terraces in making. The drums often have the
trilobed niches, usually dccora ted with the installa tion of the images
of the Buddha and other deities.
The stiipas of Sultanpur, Chahar Bagh, Bimran, Dauranta in
Jalalabad or the stiipas at Hadda area are erected in this style and
they are supposed to be dated in 3rd or 4th century A.D. But some of
them may be placed even earlier on the basis of the antiquities
recovered from them; for instance, the Birnran stupa of Jalalabad, or one
from Hadda which contained the inscribed relic caskets1 of Kani~ka's
period.
Buddhism in 5th Century A.D. in Udyina
The travel account of Fa-hisen (359-414 A.D.) is probably the best
record which reveals the flourishing condition of Buddhism in Udyana
or Nagarah'lra. We have referred to earlier his tour, first to Udyana
and then to Halo or Hadda and finally to Nagarahara. We have also
mentioned, how three of his companions had visited the skull-relic of
the Buddha at Hadda prior to him. As his account goes, he first amves
at Woo-chang or Udyana after crossing a large river, probably the
Indus, which lies due north of India. He says, "The language of MidIndia (i.e. Buddhist Sanskrit) is univcrsally used here. ...... The
religion of Buddha is extremely flourishing. They call the places
where the priests live or temporarily lodge 'Gardens for Assembly' (i.e.
Sangh'lriima or monastery). There are altogether five hundred monks,
all belonging to the Lesser Vehicle. If any wandering mendicant-priests
arrive, they are told to shift for themselves. Tradition says that when
the Buddha came to northern India (UttarZpatha), he visited this
country, and left behind him a 'foot-print'. ...... (His three companions)
Hui-ching, Tao-cheng and Hui-ta now went on ahead towards
'Buddha's Shadow' in the country of Nagarahgra. "Fa-hsien and his
other companions remained in this country for their summer retreat
(probably rainy retreat?); and when that was over, they went down
southwards to the country south of UdyZna and arrived in the country
Soo-ho-to (i.e. ~ w a t ) . "The
~ above description of Fa-hsien is an
important record throwing light on the condition of Buddhism in
UdySna (i.e. the eastern part of the country; and as for the western
1. C.I.I., Vo1.-11, P.-50ff. & pp. 157-159,respectively.
2. Ciles H.A. : Travels of Fa-hsien, P.-11; Cf. Bed, S. : Buddhist Records of t k Wetern
World, Introduction, pp. -XV, XXX) XXXI; Legge James: A Record of t k Buddhist
Kingdom, p. -29.
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part, he calls Nagarahlra). He found the people following the
H
~ school~ of Buddhism
~
with
~
utmost
H
zeal~ and devotion.
~
He
noticed several hundreds of monks residing in the monasteries. They
the Mid-Indian language, '.e. Sanskrit for their relipous studies,
which suggests that later TheravZda school (or H i n a y h a ) was
followed there, and the monks probably belonged to either
MahSs5nghikas, or the other branches of this school, like
~
~etc.; ~but certainly
a
~ not
~ the~
a
Loku t taravHdin, Sarvbtiviidin, ~
Early TheravHda. We know that these Later TheravZda schools have
thcir literatures in Buddhist Sanskrit, (also called Hybrid Sanskrit).
No doubt by the 4th century A.D. the Later Therav5da or ~ k t a y ~ n a
schools were firmly established in this area and people at large
followed and practised this form of Buddhism.
From eastern part of Udygna, Fa-hisen first went to Hadda, which
he calls Hiro or Hilo, all alone as his other companions had already
returned and left for China after venerating the sacred relics of the
Buddha thcrc. No doubt Hadda was regarded as the holiest among the
holy places in Nagarahara. Fa-hsien presents a detailed description of
the place and records, "Travelling westward sixteen Yojanas (from
Peshawar) he reached the frontier of NagarahZra. In the city of Hilo
(or Hiro) there is a shrine which contains Buddha's skull-bone-relic
entirely covercd with gold leaf and ornamented with precious objects.
The king of the country deeply venerates the skull-bone, and fearing
that lest it should be stolen, has appointed eight men of the leading
families in the kingdom. They hold each of them a seal, with which to
seal and guard the shrine and bone ....... Every morning the king makes
offerings....... afterwards transacts the affairs of the state ......... The
elders of the merchant class ( ~ e ! ! h i s ) also first make offerings and
then attend to their private affairs.......... In front of the gate to the
shrine there will be found regularly cvcry morning sellers of flowers
and incense... The kings of the countries around about also regularly
send envoys to make offering^."^ The religious importance attached to
Hadda was immense which can easily be understood. The people and
the king all held the place as most sacred and paid thcir homagc with
great devotion and faith in Buddha and Dhamma and Sahgha. The
shrine of skull-bone-rclic was the most sacred spot at Hadda and
people uscd to visit this placc in grcat numbcr; and tlw scllcrs of
flowers and incense also had thcir stalls on the shrine-gatc.

1. Giles, H.A. : Travels of Fa-hisen, pp.15-17; Leggc James : Kecords of Buddhist Kingdom,
pp. 3638.
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In the capital Nagarahgra, Fa-hisen also visi tcd certain other
holy places, the most important being the 'Buddha's tooth-rclic stipa'.
This stfipa was considered as sacrcd as the skull-bone relic shrine at
Hadda. Here too hc found people offering their homages with the
same devotion and faith. This tooth-relic stupa has not yet been
identified. Probably it stood at a place presently called Dauranta,
which may be a derivative of Dantadhiitu or DantZra'rna. Many
monastic caves, stupas and other monumcnts have been discovered from
here. We will discuss about thcm later. Fa-hsien then paid his visit to
another sacred place in the capital of Nagarahzra where' the
Bodhisattva (Gotama before becoming Buddha) brought the silver
money and some five stalked flowcrs for an offering to Dipahkara.'
From there he then went to vencratc thc place where the Buddha's
pewter topped staff was kept. About four days' journey to the west of
the capital he arrived at a shrine whcrc one of the Buddha's robe was
preserved. Half a Yojana to the south of the capital he went to visit a
cave where the Buddha was said to have lcft his shadow on the rock
inside. He also noticcd thcre a stiipa some seventy or eighty feet in
height, a 'model' for erccting a stfipa. Near it was a big monastery
where over seven hundred monks dwelt and in which as many as a
thousand big and small stupas were crectcd in honour of Arhantas and
Pratyeka ~ u d d h a s . ' Probably this was the most important monastic
establishment in the capital. The population of the monks was also
quite large in this vih'lra which suggests that it was quite large and
extensive. Hundreds of stupas were erectcd in the compound of this
monastery which again indica tes the antiquity of the vihZra,
certainly built centuries before the Fa-hasien's visit to this place. It
appears that probably it was the same vihiira which stood 'within'
the town, the Nagaravih'lra, built first either by the Mahasa'nghikas
or by ~ i o k afor Thera Maharakkhita, about which we have discussed
earlier; and on account of which the town and then the whole country
began to be called 'Nagaravihsra', which later contracted as
'Nagarah'ira' by thc time of Fa-hsien. The area near Chahar Bagh in
Jalalabad may be the location of this monastery.
Fa-hsien staycd at Nagarahsra for some time but he however does
not mention the name of any school of Buddhism that flourished there.
We have seen earlier, he mentions that in the eastern part of the
country of Udyzna, Hinaya'na school of Buddhism was followed and
practised and several monasteries and hundreds of monks resided there.
He probably found the same form of Hinaygna school of Buddhism
1. Giles, H.A. : Op.

cit.,

pp.17-18; Legge, Jamcs : Op. cit., pp3940.
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flourishing in the western part of Udysna and in the capital,
Nagarahira and in Hadda and hence, he is silent on this point.
Probably the Later Theravida schools, such as Mahasanghika,
ViabhZqika, Sautrzntrika, ICHgyapiya etc. had established their
centres in this area and were popular in the public. The kings, nobles,
rich merchants and the public at large had firm faith and devotion in
this later form of Therav'ida Buddhism. Perhaps Buddhism during
Kanigka's period attained new dimensions in different aspects such as
philosophy, literature and art which were in cfflorescencc by the time
when Fa-hsien visited this country in early fifth ccntury A.D.

Sung-yun visits Nagarahira
Sung-yun was despatched to India by the emperor of northern Wei
dynasty of China in search of Buddhist texts in A.D. 518. He was
accompanied with another Buddhist monk, Hwe-sang. They followed
the southern route from Tun-hwang to Khotan and then to northern
India via Udygna. It is recorded that they came first to the country of
Wu-chang i.e. Udysna, which joins to India on the south. There he
found Buddhism in a flourishing condition. Sung-yun writes, "In the
evening the sound of the bells (in the convents) may be heard on every
side, filling the air (world); the earth is covered with flowers of
different hues, which succeed each other in winter and summer, and are
gathered by clergy and laity alike as offerings of the ~uddha."' He
also informs that the king of the country was a religious person and took
only vegetarian diet. On the Uposatha days, he used to pay special
adoration to the Buddha. The king was kind-hearted and even to a
murderer, instead of allowing him to be killed, banishes him to the
desert mountain out of piety and benevolence. Sung-yun met with the
king and then the king, out of his religious mind and character, asked
his companion, "Does your country produce holy men?" His companion
Hwei-sang then replied, "Sages dwell there and is a land of persons
with spiritual powers". The king then became overjoyed and
exclaimed, "Truly yours is the land of Buddha, and I ought to pray at
the end of the life that I may be born in that country."2
Sung-yun and his companion stayed in the town for about two years
when they visited the sacred places of Buddhism. They went to the
place where the Buddha is said to have dried his clothes when he
came for the first time to U-chang (Udya'na). They also visited the
trace of the shoe of the Buddha on a rock, some eighty li to the north of
1. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of t.be Western World, Introduction, p.-XCIV.
2. Ibid., Introduction, p.-XCV.
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th- royal city. There they also noticed a tower to cover it. .lhey visit&
some monasteries and a temple of To-lo ( I ) (Tara). They found there the
monks obscrving the monastic rules assiduously and leading the life of
'eminent piety'. They also paid a visit to a temple erected on a
mountain, about eight days' journey from the royal city to the northeast, called 'Collected Bones'. There lived some 300 or more monks.
They also witnessed a stiipa built by ~ b k which
a
was about 120 ft. in
height.'
It is conspicuous to observe that the account of Sung-yun refers to his
visit to Na-ka-li-ho or Nagarahzra in the last although he had
visited almost all the sacred places therein. He went to venerate the
'skull-bone' relic of the Buddha at Hadda, which, he mentions, was of
four inches round of yellowish white colour, hallow underneath
(sufficient) to receive a man's fingure, shining and in appearance like a
wasp-nest. He also visited a temple called Ki-ka-lam (?) where the
robe and the staff of the Buddha were preserved. Sung-yun along with
his monk companion also paid his homage to the place in the city of
Na-kie (Nagara or NagarahBra) where the tooth and some hair of the
Buddha were preserved in a casket. They witnessed there people
paying their offerings every morning and evening to these sacred relics
of the Buddha. Probably, it was a spot somewhere near Dauranta,
about which we have referred to above. He also went to see the 'place
of Shadow of the Buddha' in a cave and calls it 'Gop'ila'. According to
his report, there existed some wall paintings describing the life scenes
of the Buddha. Fa-hsien and Hiuen-tsiang also refer to the 'Shadow of
Buddha'. "About one Li to the north of this cave," Sung-yun mentions,
"the stone cell of Maudgalyzyana on a mountain." Probably there was a
statue of Mahamaudgaly'iyana in the cave. It is remarkable to note
that neither Fa-hsien nor Hiuen-tsiang mention about this stone cell of
Maudgalyzyana. Sung-yun also witnessed the stupa mentioned by Fahsien, which was supposed to have been made by the hands of the
Buddha himself and which was 115 ft. in height erected in seven
towers.
The account of Sung-yun is important for the history Buddhism in
Uqiy5na and Nagarahira. He found the monks living in the
monasteries assiduously observing the monastic rules. The people and
the king of the country were zealously devoted to Buddhism. The
sacred relics in and around the capital and other places were held in
great esteem and reverence. Indeed Nagarahara had attained great
1. Bid., Introduction p.-XCVllI.
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of tk Western World, Introduction, p.-CVII.
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religious importance because of several relics and places traditionally
connected with the Buddha. Nagarah'ira had attained so much
importance that it became as sacred as any Buddhist place connected
with the life of the Buddha in India. That there existed numerous
places of religious importance indicates its great antiquity. It also
supports our presumption that it was one of the earliest places in
Afghanistan where Buddhism arrived quite early, probably bdore the
Aioka's period and continued to flourish among the people for centuries
and received the patronage of all the kings who ruled this area.
Because Buddhism remained as the faith of the people for centuries,
erection of several edifices like stGpas and monasteries in and around
the capital started to come into existence since long. Fabulous traditions
and superstitions also began to be associated with several places where
Buddha or his chief disciple Maudgalyzyana were believed to have
visited, although no archaeological remains or antiquities referring to
them are recovered from there. Surely the cultural and religious
importance of NagarahZra cannot be underestimated. It became such an
important religious place that any Buddhist pilgrim coming to this
side 'must' include in his visit the sacred places in Nagarah'ira.
Hiuen-tsiang comes to Nagarahira and Udyina
Hiuen-tsiang, the famous Chinese Buddhist monk and scholar
visited Nagarah2ra in about 630 A.D.. He came to Nu-kie-lo-ho
(Nagarahzra) from Lamp'lka (Laghman) travelling 100 li sou t h-east
crossing a high mountain and a large river. He presents the accounts of
the people and also the condition of Buddhism in this place. He
informs, "The people are simple and honest, their disposition ardent
and courageous. They think little of wealth and love learning,
reverencing Buddha, having little faith in other religious systems." He
noticed many SanghLarImas there but monks were very few. He,also
found five Deva temples (heretical, non-Buddhist probably of Siva).
The condition of the stiipas was not good, as he found some of them in
ruinous state.l By his account it appears that Buddhism has rendered
some set back, although people were honest and devoted. It seems that
probably Ephthalites' or Hiinas' invasion on this country created some
devastations and destructions of ancient Buddhist sites. Probpbly
during this unfortunate period of Hhna's rule some temples of Siva,
which Hiuen-tsiang calls 'Deva-temples' were erected since some of
1. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.-11, p.-91; Wattcrs, T . : On the

Travels of Chwang, pp.-179-180.
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rulers of Hiinas are supposed to be Saivitc. But the pcoplc howcvcr
werc not much attracted to this faith and they mainly followed
Buddhism. The dilapidated condition of the sttipas that Hiucn-tsiang
witnessed was probably rendered due to the persecutions done by t h e x
invaders in 6th century A.D.
Hiuen-tsiang paid his visit to a number of s t i p a s there. Hc
mentions the one that was 'inside' the town which was erected by
~ i o k and
a which was 300 ft. high and beautifully adorned and built of
stone. We have mentioned carlicr that Sung-yun also visitcd this
important stiipa. Hiucn-tsiang mentions that he saw two other stiipas
which were also built by ~ g o k a He
. went to the place where a stGpa,
though in ruinous state, contained the tooth-relic of the Buddha,
which was no more. He noticed there another 'votive stipa' of 30ft. in
height. This place may be identified with Dauranta (Dantag~iha)
near Jalalabad town about which we have rcfcrred to above. We have
also mentioned earlier that Fa-hsicn and Sung-yun also paid their
visits to this sacred spot. He also went to the spot of 'Shadow of
Buddha', which was earlier visited by the other two Chinese
travellers who came before him to Nagarah'ira.
Hiuen-tsiang presents a more detailed account of Hadda (Hi-Io)
than the others. He describes Hi-lo; a 'town' of about 4 or 5 li in circuit.
He mentions about five sacred relics which were preserved at different
places there. The most important and highly venerated place was the
skull-bone-relic (usni+a).
The other four relics that he paid homage
there werc : (I) Another picce of skull-bone shaped like a lotus leaf;
(2) One eye-ball of the Buddha' (3) The Sangh'ati (the upper garment)
of the Buddha made of a very fine silky cotton stuff in yellow-red
colour and (4) the staff of the TathZgata with rings of white iron. The
Buddha's skull-bone or U s q i v was enshrined in a double storeyed
tower; and the relic was kept in the upper storey in a small sMpa made
of seven precious stones. The bone was one foot and two inches round in
yellowish white colour.1 This area was ruled by the king of ~ a ~ i i a ,
but he had provided all protection and religious support to these sacred
relics at Hadda. The king had commanded 'five pure-conduct men' to
offer scents and flowers to these sacred objects. Hiuen-tsiang also tells
about the wealth that was accumulatcd by several devices planned by
these 'pure persons'. He says, "These 'pure' persons, observing the
crowds that came to worship incessantly, wishing to devote themselves
to quiet meditation, have established a scale of fixed charges with a
1. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.-Il , pp. 96-97; Life of Hiuentsiang, p.59; Wattcrs ,T. : On the Travels of Yuan-Chwang , pp. 195-197.
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view to secure order, by means of that wealth, which is so much
esteemed by men. Thcir plan, in bricf is this :- All who wish to sce the
skull-bone of TathZgata have to pay one gold piece; those who wish to
take an impression to pay five picccs. Thc other objccts in tl~cirseveral
orders, have a fixed price; and yet, though the charges are hcavy, the
worshippers are numerous."l Hiucn-tsiang also adorcd these sacrcd
objects with reverence and prcsented at different shrines fifty gold
pieces, one thousand silvcr pieces, four silk banners, two pieces of
brocaded satin and two sets of rcligious vestments.
Obviously these sacred rclics wcre hcld in high esteem among the
people who assembled thcre in crowds to venerate them without
minding the heavy charges that were lcvicd for their adoration. No
doubt this state of affair points to a state of degeneration of the
Religion as it involves lust for wealth which has no place in holy
religious life. Lust or Tanhii for wealth has been much deprecated in
Buddhism and even touching of a coin by a monk is forbidden in the
Buddhist ecclesiastical code. But, as the time passed these viccs crcpt
into monastic society, which, of course, became one of the main causes of
its downfall.
Hiuen-tsiang does not mention any monk-scholar residing in any of
the monasteries that he visited nor does he refer to any monastery of
significance for learning or practice of Buddhism in Nagarahzra as he
had noticed in Balkh. Perhaps corrupt practices had led to dcgencrate
the pure monastic life and spirituality, undermining the very essence of
Buddhism. People by and large are prone to believe in supcrstitions and
fabulous traditions, and thcy often fall a prey to exploitation by
unscrupulous pcrsons. The state of affairs that we find at Hadda, as
described by Huien-tsiang, clearly points to a degenerated state of
Buddhism. The 'pure pcrsons' at Hadda who were made the custodians
of the sacred relics by the king himself followcd the evil means to
accumulate wealth from the public. I t appears that although
Nagarah'lra and Hadda and other places wcre taken into great esteem
on account several sacred rclics of thc Buddha and pilgrims used to come
to pay their homage out of devotion in large numbers but the pure
monasticism and religious life had gone deviated and digressed from
general code of morality. Nagarahara had probably lost its pristine
spiritual glory and ecclesiastical purity wherc oncc great saint-monks
dwelt in the monasteries preaching and practising the Dhamma taught
by the Great Master. Evcn the old namc of the town and country,
1. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.-11, pp.96-97; Life of Ifiuentsiang, pp.195-197.
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Nagara-vih5ra had lost its carlicr full namc and its significance and
had bccomc contracted to 'NagarahEra', having no meaning at all.
Although Buddhism was predominant, Hiucn-tsiang also noticed some
five Deva temples of hcrctics with about 100 worshippers which again
indicates the downfall of thc Religion.
Hiuen-tsiang and Udy 'ana
We havc discussed above Hiuen-tsiang's visit to the capital,
Nagarahzra. In fact Hiucn-tsiang regarded U-chang-na i.e. Udyana as
a separatc state from Na-kie-lo-ho i.e. NagarahZra, probably'because
of physical divisions of the country, scparated by lofty cliffs of the
mountain of Safcd-koh in thc east; and pcrhaps, the two parts of the
country were govcrncd undcr two separatc commandants appointcd by
the king of ~ a ~ i who
i a was the ruler of this whole area during the
time of Hiuen-tsiang. But, as a mattcr of fact both the divisions were
the parts of the one and thc samc country, called UdyHna or Uddygna.
Hiuen-tsiang describes the eastern division of udyana a s extended
upto the right bank of the Sin-tu (Sindhu) river. He also mentions the
name of another rivcr Su-po-fa-su-tu i.e. Suv'lstu or Sv'lta as a great
river of the country. He informs that there arc four or five strong towns
i
Manglore) was its capital from
in the country; and ~ u n g a f (Mod.
where 'the kings mostly reigned'. Perhaps the main administrative
headquarters of the whole country was transferred from Nagarahara to
Mungaliand so the kings used to 'reign' from there. But Nagarahzra,
however, continucd to rcmain as a grcat religious place on account of a
numbcr of sacred relics therein.
The condition of Buddhism in Udy5na (i.e. eastern part), a s
describcd by Hiuen-tsiang, was not at all better than that of
Nagarall'ara, rather more dcgeneratcd. He informs that although
people hcld Buddhism in high estccm, and many viharas were there
but no leamcd monks dwelt in them. He found the monks assiduously
following the Vinaya rules but had no deep study of the religion. He
says, "Although there are 1400 old SanghZra'mas on both sides of the
river Su-po-fa-su-tu (Svzta) but, they are now generally in ruins and
desolate. Formerly there dwelt 18,000 monks in them but now only few
remain. They are all MahayHnTs and practise meditation at quiet
placcs. Thc monks could recite the texts but have no knowledge of their
dccp rncanings. Thcy lead pure life according to monastic rules but also
practisc magical exorcism. Although they are MahHylnis, they
follow the Vinaya traditions of five Hinayaria schools, v i z . ,
SaravZstivBdins, Dharmaguptiyas, MahisZsakas, ~ S s > a p i y a sand
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~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ i From
~ h the
i kabove
~ ~ account
. " l of Hiuen-tsiang i t is
apparent that Buddhism had lost its pristine form and force. The
monks, though pure in monastic life and also practising meditation,
had become degenerated and believed in degraded practices like
c h a m s etc. They however claimed to be MahSyHnis but thcy obscrvcd
the Vinaya rules of the Hinayha schools, which were introduced long
ago in that area. Perhaps the .progress of transformation of the older
schools of Buddhism into Mahayzna was still in process and so, the
monks were still adhering to the oldcr Vinaya rulcs of the Hinayana
schools. This also tends to suggest that the schools of H i n a y h a which
were flourishing in the western part of UdyZna, i.c. in the Nagarahara
area, had influenced the Mahsyani monks of the eastern part of
Udyana, as they used to follow the HinayZna Vinaya rules. We have
referred earlier to the accounts of Fa-hsien who noticed only the
Hinaylna monks in udy5na.* The destruction of the monasteries
which were in several hundreds in numbcr and all in ruins with fewer
number of monks dwelling there was due to some great catastrophe that
took place between Fa-hsien and Hiuen-tsiang (i.e. between 400 to 600
A.D.). We know that thc Ephthalites or Hunas had created havoc
when they raided the country in about carly 6th century A.D. and are
said to have rendered pcrsecutions. Probably this eastern division of
Udyina was their main target. The monasteries and monks had to
suffermuch because of incessant devastations and pcrsccutions caused by
them. No other reason can possibly be attributed to it.
The monks to whom Hiuen-tsiang calls Mah2y5nis wcrc probably
neither true followers of Mah5yHna nor that of HTnayZna Buddhism.
They not only followed the Vinaya of different schools of HinayZna
but also studied the scriptures of these schools. We lcarn from the Life
of Hiuen-tsiang that the Chinese monk while on his way back home
lost many of his manuscripts that he was carrying from India because of
a storm while crossing a big river. The king of Kapi6a was thcn in U-taki-han-cha (Utkhznda), hearing that Hiuen-tsiang had come,
himself went to the river side to pay his respects and to escort him. The
king took him to his capital, Kapi;a, where Hiuen-tsiang staycd for
fifty days. The king in the meantime, knowing that the learned monk
had lost his manuscripts in a storm in the river, despatched some
persons to UdyZna for thc purpose of copying out the Tripiraka of
1. Bcal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Uk.-111, pp.120-121; Life of Hiuentsiang, pp.64-65 and 192; Watters, T. : On the Travels of Yuan Chwang, p.-126.
2. Leege, J. : A Record of Buddhist Kingdom, pp.28-29; Giles, H . A. : Travels of Fa-hsien,
p.-11.
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K5~yapiyaschool.' We know that the K51yapiya school is one of the
branches of Therav'ida or H i n a y h a school of Buddhism. In Udyina,
Hiuen-tsiang found only Mah'ayHni monks in thc monastcrics and then,
how could the king of Kapi$ arrange to procure the Tripitaka of the
K5~yapiyaschool from thcre? The only probable answer woild be that
either there wcre some H i n a y h a ccntres, which Hiucn-tsiang missed
to visit and where dwelt some lcarncd monks or that the so callcd
Mah5ySni monks were still undcr thc influcncc of the Hinaysna
schools and still studied the Hinayana texts. Possibly there existed
some centres of other branches of Hinaya'na school bcsidcs the
K ~ ~ y a ~We
~ ~have
a s .referrcd to above the othcr four branches of
Thcraviida school about which Hiucn-tsiang mentions. Probably
MahZy5na had just begun to take its root there and so, the other schools
of Hinayana Buddhism, not completely overthrown, still held some in
the country, and some centres wcre renowned for scriptural studies, and
so the Kisyapiyas' Tripitaka could be obtained for Hiuen-tsiang by the
king of the country from there, though thc members of Hinayina
schools might have become less than before on account of the
devastations causcd by the Hunas; and so Hiucn-tsiang missed them to
mention.
That Hiucn-tsiang saw some 1400 ruincd viharas whcrc once 18,000
monks dwclt in Udy5na points to thc fact that Buddhism was not in a
flourishing state. Pcrhaps becausc of grcat confusion and chaos created
by the Hiinas, the establishcd Tl~eravZda Buddhism suffered
considcrably. Even thc true and purc religion sccms to have become
adulteratcd. The practice of magical cxorcisrn which intruded in the
monks' society shows to a degcncratcd state of Religion. I t may
however be pointed out that although the monks and monasteries of
UdyZna had suffered a set back, the people by and large rcmaincd
devoted to Buddhism and the Mahaylna Buddhism had started
setting its root in the castcrn part of UdyBna.

I-kiang's Account
Another Chinese pilgrim monk I-tsing who visited India in later
half of the Seventh Century A.D. (betwccn 671-695 A.D.) has also left
his travel account, which is of immcnsc value for thc history of
Buddhism. Whcthcr 1-tsing himsclf camc to UdyZna is doubtful, but he
has rncntioncd its name and has dcscribcd abdut thc country, bascd on
hearsay, of course not as an eye-witncss.
1. Bcal, S. : Life of 1 liuen-tsiang, p.-192.
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I-tsing refers to the school of ~ r y a m ~ l a s a rtivada-ni
v~s
kzya
which had three divisions, viz. Dharmagupta, Mahis'lsa ka, and
~ & y a ~ i These
~ a . schools never flourished in India, only somc pcople
followed them. But in Udya'na, Kharakar and Kustana these schools
were f1ourishing.l We know that these schools wcre originally
separated from the MahhHrighika school of Buddhism, probably in
Udyina, and later, they bccamc indepcndcnt schools.
Although I-tsing did not come to UdyZna, he howevcr got the
above information from some traditional source. That HinaySna
Buddhism was followed and practiscd in Udyana and that some
schools of it were prevailing thcre appears to be correct. We have
earlier seen that some MahZya'na centrcs were established in Udysna
when Hiuen-tsiang came to this country about threc dccadcs before him
and some HinayZna schools also had their monasterics thcre, which is
again confirmed by the accounts of I-tsing. Pcrhaps H i n a y h a school of
Buddhism was followed and practiscd in UdyZna since its first
introduction and more or lcss remaincd till the disappearance of
Buddhism from there. Mahayana Buddhism however could not have
much headway at any place in Afghanistan except in the eastern part
of Udyana and that also only at somc places herc and thcre. Later
TheravZda Buddhism or Hinayha remained predominant tllroughout
the history of Buddhism in this country.
Buddhist Monuments in and around Jalalabad
In modern Jalalabad (ancient Nagarahzra or Nagaravil~hraor
Udyanapura) is replete with ancicnt Buddhist Monumcnts which
include several major sanctuarics, monastic cstablishmcnts, stfipas,
caityas and caves. Some of t l ~ cmonumcnts arc of utmost cultural and
religious value. Some stupas wcre crcctcd to deposit the corporeal relics
of the Buddha or Buddhist saints. Some of the cave-complexcs, oncc the
'abodes' of grca t Buddhist mcndicants are extcnsivcly carved. The
caves of Baswal are large in numbcr, somc two hundrcd or so. The
Dauranta cave-complcx is important for its spccial dcsign and
largeness. Many monuments havc yicldcd innumerable cxccllcnt picces
of art, in the form of icons, tcrracottas and stone reliefs. Hadda is world
famous for its beautiful images of thc so called Gandhara art. So also,
the stGpas at Hadda and elscwhcre arc ercctcd in a dccorativc fashion.
Several epigraphs, beginning from ~ 6 o k atill 9th ccntury A.D., a large
number of coins of the kings who rulcd there and many such othcr
1. Takakusu J. : A Record of Buddhist Religion as Practised in lndia and Malay
Archipelago, p.-LIII
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important antiquities have been recovered from Jalalabad area.
Because of a number of shrines which once contained the sacred relics of
the Buddha, Jalalabad area became renowned as a place of pilgrimage
for the Buddhists who visited from distant countries like China, Korea
or India throughout the ages.
Many explorers, archaeologists and treasure-hunters have tried
their luck by opening several stiipas and mounds of monastic
establishments. Numerous cave sites have been identified and
explored, but many still escape as unnoticed. Many Buddhist sites still
await the spade of the archaeologists as they are unknown to us. In the
following pages we will try to present a brief survey of some of the
important Buddhist sites, explored or excavated by experts and
scholars.
1. Chahar Bagh
About ten kms. or so to the west-south-west from the modem town of
Jalalabad, on the right bank of the Surkhab river, at its junction with
the Kabul river, there are numerous remains of ancient monuments,
scattered over an area more than a mile and half. Some of the villages
of this area still retain the ancient names, such a s Begram
(=Vih%ragrama), Nagaraka or Nagara-goondi (reminiscent of
Nagaravih'ara or Nagarah5ra) etc. Charles Masson was the first to
make some explorations who carried some excavations but, of course, he
was mainly engaged in searching treasures from there. Later, William
Simpson also carried some excavations, rather more scientifically and
attempted to identify the whole area of Chahar Bagh with the
ancient town of Nagarah'lra. He is rather firm in his identification.
He writes, "The angle formed by the junction of the Kabul and Surkhab
rivers where there are numerous remains of an old town of importance;
' on
and this is the site I propose for ancient city of ~ a ~ a r a h z r a . "He,
talking the villagers, found the place calling 'Balla Hissar' or a
'PurZn'a-Shahar' or 'the capital of an old city'; and for the Buddhist
monuments, their answer was invariably 'Kafir log h' i.e. 'of infidel
people'.2 He holds the view that 'Nagar Goondee' or 'the monuments of
Nagar' is still existing on the very spot of ancient NagarahSra. He
opened there a sttipa of very large dimension. The stupa, he thinks,
'must have stood within the city'.3 He also noticed the ruins of a
vihara near the stiipa, which, we believe, was the same ancient
1 . J.R.A.S. (N.S.) Vo1.-XIII. p.-184ff.
2. Ibid.: p.-186
3. Ibid.: p.-191
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vihhra after which the town camc to called 'Nagaraviha'ra' and later
'Nagarahrira' on account of phonetic simplification.
Charles Masson during his cxplorations noticed some 6 stGpas and
18 mounds, which he calls 'tumuli.l Recently the Japanese
archaeological team has been able to notice 25 mounds of ancient
monuments.2 While excavating these stGpas and 'tumuli' Masson
recovered one copper coin of Maucs (from stupa No.-5), 28 coins of
Kaniska (from stupa No.-4) and some othcr antiquities. Accordingly,
some of the monuments there may bc placed 1st or 2nd century A.D.. He
also found some bone relics and ashcs and fragments of charcoal kept in
steatite vessels, usually enclosing small cylindrical vases with the
cover of gold inside, from four out of six stiipas. Obviously these stiipas
were the Siiririka or bone-relic stiipas and the othcr two which did not
contain anything werc probably the ~ d d e i i k a or comrncmorative or
votive ones. The Japanese team lcd by Professor Mizuno noticed the
ruins of some viharas near some of these stCipas. Some of them are small
while others very large, measuring 40x50 mtrs. They consist of spacious
living cells usually having small nichcs to kcep lamps and books?
The earliest date of the Chahar Bagh monuments, as we have
shown above, may be placed in 1st or 2nd century A.D. on the basis of
Mauses and Kanis,katscoins; but since the area has not yet been fully
excavated, we believe, the pcriod of the monasteries may be pushed
back when we can have full materials by excavating the wholc area of
Chahar Bagh.
2. Khwaja Lahoree StGp a

Near Chahar Bagh, at a place callcd Khwaja Lahoree stands a
huge mound of a stupa. Masson whcn visited the place, noticed it one
thousand eight hundred feet in circumference. The mound stands near
the Kabul river and on thc skirt, the village is nearby presently called
Begrama (=Vihiiragriima ). Masson also reports that people
traditionally believe that thcre cxisted a town called 'Lahoree'. He
also informs that coins, trinkets and othcr rclics are found here
generally at any time, particularly aftcr the rains.4 Profcssor Mizuno
believes that by its direction and distance, this mound may bc the stupa
said to have been built by ~ g o k aat the site whcrc Sumati, a young
1. Ariana Antiqua : Ed. H.H. Wilson, pp. 100-104.
2. Mizuno, S. : Baswal and ]alalabad-Kabul, (Kyoto) (1971), p. -119.
3. fbid., v . 119.
4. ~ r h dAntiqua : Ed. H. H. Wilson, P. -99; Cf. Sirnpson, I.R.A.S. (N.S.), Val. -XI11
(18801,pp. 188-189.
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ascetic, having spread in the mud his deer skin and mantle and hair for
Dipankara Buddha, received from the latter the prediction of
Buddhahood. He refers to Fa-hsien and Hiuen-tsiang in relation to this
story and determines this very site as Aioka's st8pa.l It is worth
mentioning here that there is another ancient site near there which
still preserves the name of Agoka, and presently called 'Abka Burgee'
or 'Tapa Ashrak', about which we will discuss later. It is however
immature, for want of definite evidences, to discern Khwaja Lahoree as
the shipa of ~ g o k as
a suggested by professor Mizuno.
As this place falls under Chahar Bagh area, which is a probable
site of Nagarahara or Nagaravihsra, the huge mound however points
to its a great cultural and religious importance which once it held.
3. Sultanpur StGp a

About 15 kms. from the town of Jalalabad, near Kotpur, Masson
excavated a stupa of considerable size, measuring one h u n d r d eight
feet in circumference. He exhumed from the stcpa a
ornament of steatite' vase which contained few ashes. Professor
Mizuno and his party recently made a survey of the place and found the
ruins of a mud stGpa measuring about 10 mtrs. high and 30 mtrs. across.
According to him this is another stupa which was not recorded by
Masson. By the ruins as noticed there he is convincd that the place is
of much religious importance which Buddhists worshipped in the
past.3

'Yyramidical

4. Barabad (or Baharabad) Stiipa

There stands a round stiipa on the barren hill of Barabad or
Baha'rZbBda, obviously derived from the term Vihiira'ba'da, so called
because of the habitation that came up after the final destruction of a
vihgra or viharas that once existed in the past. The hill on which
stiipa stands is not far from Chahar Bagh. Masson however calls this
place 'the tope of Bar Robat'. He informs that the s h i p was opened by
Honigberger who found a vase of steatite containing ashes4 South to
this stiipa there lies another mound, which Professor Mizuno suggests to
be the site of a monastery. He also suggests its probable date as 2nd
century A.D. Undoubtedly the Barabad stQa and the monastery area
1. Mizuno S. : Baswal and Jalalubud-Kabul, (Kyoto) (1971), p. -113.
2. Arianu Antiqun : Ed. H.H.Wilson, p. -89.
3. Mizuno S. : Baswal and Jalalubad-Knbd, (Kyoto) (19711, p. -122-123.
4. Arinm Antiqua, Ed. H.H. Wilson, p. -88.
5. Mizuno S. : Boswol and JPlolabad-Kabul, (Kyoto) (1971), pp. 112

.
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were of some religious importance in ancient days, about which we
know nothing.
5. Nandara

Along the side of the Siah Koh, Masson noticed the remains of two
stiipas. One of them is larger than the other, measuring 144 ft. in
circumference. The stupa is well preserved on the south side while on
the other three sides it is completely collapsed. It stood on a square
plinth and on each side were the staircases. It was a beautiful stcpa, as
Masson thinks. He gives its description thus, "The tope is embellished
with splendid encircling belt, consisting of double lines of mouldings, in
a succession of finely turned arches and pilasters." He also noticed a
small niche which probably contained a statue, now destroyed. The
stiipa was first opened by Honigberger and then excavated by Masson,
who recovered a box of the bark of tree which had become so decayed as
to crumble on being touched. The bottom of the box had disappeared. It
contained some ashes and a piece of clay on which was the impression
of two figures holding palm branches in their hands like Nania and
Helio, the Greek deities. The bark casket was painted and also
contained some 'tuz leaves' bearing some writings in 'Bactro-Pali'
( ~ h a r o s t ncharacters. But these leaves were extremely difficult to be
handled and to be read.' We believe the writings may have been the
Y e - d h a r m z h e t u p r a b h a v a'...... formula or the P a t i c c a s a m u p a d a
formula, as noticed on many statues and other objects recovered from
some stcpas, since it was the practice to inscribe for being the
'dhannadhlatu'. No coin was recovered from the stu'pa and so, difficult
to determine any date of it.
The other stGpa there appears to be an Uddes'ika or commemorative or votive because when opened by M. Honigberger and later also
by Mason, nothing was found from that. The ruins of some other stiipas
and 'tumuli' were also noticed by ass on.^ Professor Mizuno also made
a survey of the place and found the ruins of several stiipas, all in
dilapidated condition, varying in sizes from 1.50 to 20 mtrs. in height
and 500 to 1000 mtrs. in diameter.
Nandara was certainly a place of some significance; and no doubt
when the area is fully excavated, new materials may throw further
light on its cultural importance.

1. AriPm Antiqua : Ed. H.H. Wilson, pp. 82-85.
2. Ibid., pp. 85-86.
3. Mizuno, S. : Bawwal and Jaklabad-Kabul, (Kyoto) (1971),p. -116.
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6. Deh-Rahman Stiipa
In the centre of a village near Jalalabad called Deh-Rahman,
Masson excavated a ruined mound of a large stiipa measuring 108 feet in
circumference. He discovered a small apartment from which was
recovered a diminutive steatite vase containing a number of much
corroded copper coins, so cemented togethcr as to form one mass. Masson
could verify none except one or two, which be calls 'of Hercules type1.'
The coins may have been of Indo-Greck rulers.
He also opened another bigger stCpa which was 180 feet in
circumference. Although in a dilapidated condition, decorative belt
and massive mouldings, pilasters and concrete parts of the stiipa
indicate its grandeur. Nothing could be recovered from inside the stiipa
either by Masson or by earlier excavator ~ o n i ~ b e r ~During
e r . ~ the
survey of this place Professor Mizuno also found the stGpas in poor
condi tion3
7. Bimran

Bimran appears to be one of the most important sacred places of
Jalalabad area as from one of the several stiipas the relics of the
Buddha, kept in an inscribed casket, have been recovered. In the very
centre of the village stands a magnificient s t i p a and in the
neighbourhood of it Masson noticed the remains of four others."
Bimran is situated six or seven miles west-north-west of modem
Jalalabad town, which in ancient days, no doubt wielded much
importance where Buddhist pilgrims used to come to pay their homages
to the sacred relics enshrined there.
In the stupa No. -1, Masson found nothing, which was probably a
votive stGpa. From the StGpa No. -2, the bone relics, two ~ h a r o s d
inscriptions, one on the lid and the other round the body of the vase
were recovered. Both the inscriptions are more or less identical. It
reads: Sivarak?it(r)sa Mu(n)]avada-put(ra)s danamuhe niyadide
phagavat(r)asarirehi Sam buddha(n) puyaye. [Translation: "Gift of
Sivaraksita, the Munjavat scion, given in the substitution, for the relics
of the Lord, in honour of all ~ u d d h a s " ]The
. ~ vase contained a number of
burnt pearls, beads of sapphire, crystals etc.. In the centre of the vase
was a casket of pure gold; it had no cover. The circumference of the
1. Ariana Antiqua : Ed. H.H. Wflson, p.-79.
2. hid., p. -80.
3. Mizuno, S. : Baswal and lalalabad-Kabul, (Kyoto) (1971), p. -116.
4. Ariana Antiquo, Ed. H.H. Wilson, pp. 70-79.
5. C.I.I., Vol. -11, pp. 50-52.
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casket at the top and bottom was adorned by two lines of rubies (Lalas),
twelve in each inserted at intervals. The centre body of the casket was
embellished with eight human figures, including two Buddhas, each
standing beneath the pointed arch flanked by Indra and Brahmi. Four
copper coins of Azes were also deposited. The legend on the coins reads
'Maharajasa rajatirajasa dhramikas ~ y a s a ' . ' It is remarkable to
notice that the epithet D h r a m i k a s a (Skt. D h l i r m i k a s y a ) is an
appellation
exclusively borne by the Buddhist or Jain kings belonging to
/
Sramanika culture. ~ s b k ais called Dhammiko Dhamma-rhji; so also
ICh~raGeladesignates himself as Dharmargjji in famous Khandagiri
Inscription. It may thus be inferred that Azes adopted Buddhism; and
the erection of this sttipa may have been his edifice.
The embellishment of the gold casket with the rubies, sapphire
and other gems and jewels not only point to the good economic condition
of the ,country but also indicate the flourishing state of Buddhism
there. Sivarakpita, the son of Musjavat, the donor of the relics is not
known from any source. But, it is evident enough that Buddhism was a
popular religion during this period. Probably this was the hey-day of
Buddhism in Jalalabad.
From stiipa No.-3, Masson found a vase of steatite containing some
burnt pearls, some ornaments, a handsome pagoda like ornament of pure
gold, twenty seven copper coins of Soter-Megas and some other minor
objects.
The stiipa no. -4 was also of a large size, one hundred eight feet in
circumference. When opened, Masson recovered a silvered box,
resembling the common steatite vases, which contained a small portion
of ashes. Outside the box were found 17 beads of cornelian, agate,
crystals etc. and six copper coins of Soter ~ e ~Probably
a s ~it was also
erected,almost by the same time as the other three st'ipas. Since it was
also a Sa'n'rika stGpa as it contained the relics or ashes of some saint or
Arhanta Masson noticed as many as 12 votive ( ~ d d e s ' i k n ) stfipas
around it, erected as offerings by the devotees in honour of the saint or
Arhanta whose ashes were enshrined therein.
Little away from this stiipa, Masson opened another stiipa in a
field which he designates Tope No.-5. It was also a large stBpa and
local people call it 'Jani Tape'. Earlier, Honigberger had also opened it
and recovered three steatite vases with carved covers. One of them
1 . hid. p. 50: Cf. Ariana Antiqua, pp. 70-71; Mlzuno, S.- Baswal and jalalabad, Kabul,
P.118.
2. ~ T * M Antiqua : Ed. H.H. Wilson, pp. 74-75; Mizuno S.:"Baswal and jalalabad-Kabul,
pp. 117-118.
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contained some ashes mingled with burnt pearls, ornaments of gold,
beads and a box of bark of tree and 31 copper coins. Mason also got 16
copper coins from this stiipa. Later he could get 52 copper coins from the
villagers. In total 99 coins, divided into three categories:2 of
Gondophernese, 8 of Soter Megas and 89 of Hermeus and Kujul
Kadphises. Thus, the stupa may be attributed to the later half of the
First century A.D.~,the period when Buddhism was in a flourishing
condition in this region.
Boorjee or Tapa Ashrak
Little north of Chahar Bagh, east of the bank of the Surkh Rud, a
mound of large dimension was noticed by Masson which he calls Tapa
A ~ h r a k 'It. ~was also visited by Simpson who calls it 'Ashok Boorjee'
and regarded it as the remains of some defensive works of ancient
NagarahPra town, not as a Buddhist site.' Nothing of importance was
recovered from there. Only interesting is to notice the name of the Great
Buddhist Emperor Asoka, is still surviving in the memory of the
people. It is also interesting to observe that in Afghanistan it is not the
only place connected with the name of ~ Q o k aWe
. also find another
village called ' ~ S o k a 'near ~andahar.'It is also remarkable to notice
that ~ 6 o k a ' sepigraphs have been discovered only from these two
regions, Jalalabad and Kandahar, in Afghanistan. The edicts of ~ & k a
found from Jalalabad area, are three in number, two precisely from
Laghman and one from Pul-e-Dauranta, near the town of Jalalabad.
They' are however fragmentary and written in Aramaic script and
language. The two Laghman edicts are almost identical and may be the
'Minor Rock Edict', which Asoka got inscribed in his sixteenth year of
coronation (i.e. C.253 B.C.). In these two edicts Asoka preaches nonviolence and advocates vegetarian diets, free from fish or meat of
animals. The Pul-e-Dauranta one is different from the above two and
may be regarded as an abstract of the contents of his Pillar Edict-V &
VII and Rock Edict XIV found elsewhere in India. It also refers to nonkillings
The discovery of ~ i o k a ' sepigraphs from this region stands as a
testimony to the fact that ~ b k took
a
special interest in cultural and
8. &ok

1. Ibid.,
2 . A r i u ~Antiqua : ED. H.H.Wilson, P.-99.
3. J.R.A.S. (N.S.) Vol. XIII, p.201.
4. Cf. Adamec L.W.: Historical & Political Gazetteer of Afghanistan, Vol. -V,
Kandahar, p. -60.
5 . B.S.O.A. S., Vol. -XllI(1949), pp. 80-88; Indian Museum Bulletin, Vol. -XV- 1 & 2,
pp. 9-22; Cf.F.R.Allchin and N.Hammond: The Archaeology of Afghanistan, p. -192.
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religious activities of this place. We have earlier discussed that
Udygna or Nagarahhra was a great stronghold of the MahZsZnghikas;
and during the time of ~ S o k a ,MahCrakkhita Thcra arrived here to
propagate Early TheravZda or VibhajjavMa school of Buddhism,
which Aioka himself patronised. Aioka provided all the facilities for
the propagation of this School of Buddhism and probably a vihsra was
erected near the town by him for Thera Maharakhita and his party.
He also built some stupas and other shrines there. Almost all the
Chinese pilgrims invariably mention the stiipa of ~ i o k ain
NagarahZra. The present ' ~ b k Burji'
a
or 'Tape-Ashrak' stands as the
testimony of his cultural and religious activities that he carried out in
this region.
9. Passani

Masson noticed two sfipas and fourteen small mounds or 'tumuli' at
a place called Passani, close to Bimran, near Jalalabad town. In fact
Passani is not the name of the village but is the name of the Kuchi or
nomads who live in the caves nearby during their winter migration to
this place, as pointed out by Professor Mizuno, who has recently made a
survey of the place.
Masson opened there two large stfipas which did not yield
anything. He however found gold and silver boxes containing ashes,
bones, beads etc. from some another small mound (tumulus No. -2). From
there, he also recovered a 'tuz-leaf' bearing some ~ h a r o s t writings
i
and six copper coins of Azes.' Recently Profcssor Mizuno and his party
collected a lot of lime and stucco fragments including Buddha, lion,
elephant and other figures. The Japanese Archaeological team also
opened some 'tumuli' or mounds and recovered ashes and bones from
them. From Tumulus No.-5 when opened, a few copper coins of Azes
family, probably of Soter Megas wcre discovered. In one of the tumuli
(No.-7) a large apartment was noticed in which were deposited the
entire bones of a corpse, save the skull.2
As a matter of fact what Masson describes 'turnuli' were the ruins of
the stupas since bones, ashes and some othcr objccts have been recovered
from them during recent excavations. Some of them were embellished
with stucco figures, the specimens of which have been found by
Professor Mizuno and his party. It is hoped, if proper exploration is
made, ruins of monastic establShments may also be identified from this
1 . Ariama Antiqua : Edited by H. H.Wilson, p.-94.
2. Mizuno S. :Baswal and laklabad-Knbul, (Kyoto), (1971), p. -118; figure No. -35 on
page-71.
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place. Passani was no doubt an important Buddhist centre which
flourished in 1st century B.C. or 1st century A.D. It is very likely, Fahsien, Sung-yun, Hiuen-tsiang might have paid visits to this important
Buddhist centre of NagaraEra.
10.Kotpur
Not far from Dauranta, Masson opened three large stiipas at a place
called Kotpur. The stupa No.-1, as measured by him, was one hundred
and sixty feet in cir~umference.~
Professor Mizuno measured its height
and found it 9 mtrs. He also noticed the plastered portions of the stupa,
in its niches and dome.2 No doubt it was a magnificient stiipa, well
plastered and decorated. Honigberger opened it from one side and
recovered three fragments of steatite and a silver box containing an
'unituous red fluid', but did not open it with a view to the con~rvation
of the fluid. Masson also opened the stGpa from the other side but in
vain, as nothing could be recovered from that?
The other stlipa No.-2 was found in a dilapidated condition when
Masson visited it. He opened this st@a and found a cylindrical box of
steatite, with ornamented cover, within which was a smaller silver
box containing a small portion of ashes, an impression of a seal and a
clay with Greek letters 'Baselios', a standing figure of the king, a small
circular silver piece, two gold ornaments and a gold bead. He also
recovered ten copper coins inside the box, which bear Herculeus figure
on the reverse (Probably of Menander)?
The third sttipa which Masson opened stood about a mile away
from stcpa No.-2 on the bank of the Surkh river. This stGpa was also
erected over the relics of some Buddhist saint whose bones and ashes
were recovered from it when opened by Honigberger and later by
Masson too?
The antiquities found from Kotpur evidently suggest that it
flourished as a great Buddhist centre during the IndoGreek period or
even earlier, in about 1st century B.C. or 1st century AD.

11. Surkh Tope
Near Nandara stupas, Masson noticed a large sfipa on the slope of
Siah-Koh, which local people call Surkh tope. He also noticed other
four 'tumuli' of considerable size near it. While inspecting the site he

1. Ariom Antiqw. p.94.
2. Mizuno, S. : Bnswal and lalalabad-Kabul, p.-119.
3. Arianu Antiqua : Ed. H.H.Wilson, pp. 64-65.
4. Cf. lbid., p.-66' also Plate V-8,9.
5. lbid., p.-66; Mizuno S. : Boswal and lalalabad-Kabul, (Kyoto) (1971), p.-119.
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picked u p a copper coin which he could not identify but regarded the
symbol on it as that of Azes family.l This stupa also appears to belong
to the same period as the others in this area, of about 1st century B.C.
12. Dauranta

Just across the Kabul river on the opposite of the present town of
Jalalabad are the remains of cave-monasteries, stupas and other
shrines of great importance at a place called Dauranta. The importance
of the place can easily be understood by the fact that a broken tablet
containing fragmentary edict of ~ & k awas discovered from the
neighbourhood, Pul-e-Dauranta about which we have earlier
discussed. It appears that the present name of the place, 'Daurant:' is
a derivative from the word 'Dantagarabha' or 'Dantagriha' or
'Dantagarbhg;iha ', where the tooth-relic or dun fa-d hatu of the
Buddha was enshrined. Fa-hsien visited the capital Nagarah'ira in
the beginning of 5th century A.D. and mentions, "Here too, in the city is
a Buddha's Tooth-Pagoda, offering being made in the same way as for
the skull-bone" (at Hadda).* Sung-yun, another Chinese traveller who
visited Nagarah'lra in early 6th century A.D. (c. 518 A.D.) describes
that "in the city of Na-kie (Nagarahiira) is tooth of the Buddha and
also some of his hair, both of which are contained in precious caskets;
morning and evening religious offerings are made to them".3 Hiuentsiang also visited Nagarah'lra in about 610 A.D. and mentions, about
"a great st'ipa 'within the city' which was in ruined foundation, which
once contained the tooth of the Buddha; and that it was high and of
great magnificence. Now it has no tooth, but only the ancient
foundation remains."' Probably, by the time of Hiuen-tsiang, the
tooth-relic of the Buddha was removed to elsewhere and distributed to
more than one places. Hiuen-tsiang witnessed one tooth-relic of the
Buddha some 200 li south-west of the 'sleeping figure of the Buddha'
(at Bamiyan). He also informs that in that very SanghZrZma the tooth
of a Pratyeka Buddha was also preserved.5 The other tooth-relic of
the Buddha that Hiuen-tsiang saw was enshrined in a vihZra near
ICapi&. About this, he records, "To the north-west of the capital
( ~ a p i h there
)
is a large river. On the southern bank of which, in a
1. Ariana Antiqua : Ed. H.H. Wilson, p.-96, Plate-VIII-1; Mizuno, S. :

Baswal and jalalabad-Kabul, p . - 1 1 9 .
2. Giles, H.A. : Travels of Fa-hsien, p. -17; Legge, J . : Op. a t . , p.-38.
3. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Introduction, p. -CVII.
4. Ibid., Bk. -11, p. -92.
5. lbid., Bk.-I, p.-52.
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convcnt of an old king, thcre is a milk tooth of 'Sakya Bodhisattva'. It
is about an inch in length."
The stupa containing the tooth-relics of the Buddha, was witnessed
by Fa-hsien and Sung-yun and as also informed by Hiuen-tsiang that
once the tooth-relic was enshrined in a stiipa in the town of
Nagarah'lra. It may be idcntified with the stupa that presently stands
near the Philakhana at Dauranta, noticed by William Simpson?
The antiquities and monuments found from Dauranta, clearly point
it to be a place of great religious significance. In Dauranta. there are a
number of ancient stiipas and cave monasteries of large dimensions.
Honigbcrger and Masson opened some of the stcpas and mounds and
collected coins and antiquities. Masson observes, "The essential deposit
(in the stupas and tumuli) has been found to be a small fragment of bone
or a minute portion of ashes." He also furt)ter says, "No tope is without
its accompanying t ~ m u l i "~. ~s u a l al ~Sbirike stcpa (Relic sttipa),
being a place of veneration is adored with the stiipas constructed around
by the devotees out of veneration. Such a stGpa is known as ~ d d e i i k n
i.e. 'votive' or 'commemorative'. The stupas of Dauranta, as Masson
gbscrves, contained the deposits of Buddhist saints or Arhantas (i.e.
SZrririka stiipas) and so near them, the remains of the ~ d d e d i k aor
votive stGpas exist which contained nothing at all. Masson calls thcm
'small Tumuli.'
Masson considcrcd some of the mounds of Dauranta as insignificant;
but when they wcre opencd later, bones or ashes were recovered from
them. The so callcd 'tumuli' arc numerous in Dauranta and Masson
observes, "They principally occur grouped and are found usually behind
topes, never to the front or east of thcm, corroborating that these
structures fronted in that direction, as indicated by analogy and
confirmed by the occasional presence of niches.'qSome of them were the
bone-relic sfipas, whilc othcrs were thc commemorative or votive ones,
the offerings to the formers.
Sometime latcr William Simpson also made a survey of the ruins of
the stupas; and rccently, Professor Mizuno along with his party has
made a detailcd survey of the cavcs of Dauranta and has published the
r e p ~ r tIn
. ~all, hc examined 31 caves; and some of thcm are of
considerable intcrcst for thc history of Buddhism and also for the study
of cave structural art. Some of them are extensively large. The most
-

~

1 . lbid., Bk-I, p.-67; Wattcrs T. : On
2. I.R.A.S. (N.S.), (1882), Plate-4.

tk Travels of Yuan-Chwng, p.-128.

3. Ariana Antiqua : Ed. Wilson, p.-90.
4. lbid., pp. 93-94.
5 . Mizuno, S. : H a u r Sum and Fila-JUtana, (Kyoto) (1967), p. 66-77.
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interesting cavc is known as Phila-kh5nLa (or Elcphant House) for bcing
so large in size as to be sufficicnt to housc an elcphant. Simpson noticcd
one cave ncar Pliilakhiina (No. -61, fincly built and cornparcd its
structural art with the rock-cut vihiras of Wcstcrn India; whilc
othcrs, he found 'rudcly formed'.'
O n the west side of thc high cliff ovcrhanging the Kabul rivcr,
there is a large niche, first noticed by Simpson, in which thcrc had
bccn a colossal figure of thc Buddha at a time, but now no remains of i t
are visible a s it might have bccn madc of mud covercd with the coating
of Cunam. For connccting the cavcs a largc tunncl of 12 or 13 fcct wide
has been cut for communication; and it l-ras since been called 'Bazar' by
the local people. Simpson also noticcd numcrous stGpas and the ruins of
vihLras scattered about a mile and half d i ~ t a n c c .Certainly,
~
this area
appears to be a very important ccntrc of Buddhism whcre Buddhist
monks dwelt and practised Buddhism in thc past.
~ h h a k h i n i - s t i i p aor Gudara Stiip a
Above the Philakhan2 caves, among many mounds and ancient
remains, thcre is a large stiipa of about 13 mtr. in height. Tl-rcre is a
large square niche, about 15 or 20 feet high, which once contained a
large standing statue of the Buddha, which could be scen from south
and west sides as the niche has the opcning to both the sides3 This
stiipa was opencd by Masson, who calls i t 'Tope Gudara'. He recovered
from there a silver casket, which encloscd a similar smaller one of pure
gold. Within the goldcn casket was some reddish brown substance, two
or three beads, a mothcr of pcarl-shcll and a fragment of bone. The
squares of slate-stoncs in which thcsc wcrc rccovcred, on the sidcs and
bottom were covercd with leaf-gold, and the upper slate was
alternated with squares of lcaf-gold and lapis-lazuli c01our.~
No doubt, the stiipa containcd thc relics of some Arhanta or even of
the Buddha. Unfortunately the casket does not bcar any inscription and
so, it is difficult to discern anything. But, i t is an important stupa of the
area and on the summit, tl~crearc bascs of stone walls, which suggest
c
thcrc.
the foundation of a monastery which o ~ c stood

1. J.R.A .S. (N.S.), Vol. -XIV (1882), p. -324.
2. Ibid., pp. 325-326.
3. J.R.A.S. (N.S.), Vol. -XIV (1882), p. -327; Cf. Mizuno, S. : I-lazar Sum and Fila-Khana,
p.m.
4. Ariana Antiqua : Ed. H.1-I. Wilson, p. -87, platc No. -1V.
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Date of Dauranta Caves
In cave No. -28, Profcssor Mizuno noticcd somc sort of inscrikd
writing in Kharostystylc, though not lcgiblc. He is of thc opinion that
thc cavcs of Dauranta may bc datcd to Kusana pcriod c. 200 A.D. or so.
Thus, the Phila-kha'na cavcs may be rcgarded as one of the earliest
Buddhist caves in Afghanistan.' Profcssor Mizuno may be corrcct in
suggesting a date of the cavcs, but hc has not assigned any probable
date of the stupas, so important and largc in numbcr there. We believe
that thc ercction of the stupas may bc placed much earlier than the
caves. It is vcry likcly that somc vihirras or ku!l's were first
established for the monks on plain surface of the rock and later some
shrines and stGpas came into cxistcncc. The caves wcre carved out
ccrtainly latcr than the viha'ras or cvcn the stcpas. When the
population of thc monks incrcascd therc, cavcs were cut for their
residcncc, particularly for the wintcr season. Some big cave halls were
also dug for thc purposc of Uposatha and other ccclesiastical
ccrcmonics, like PuviiranZ ctc. collcctivcly. It is vcry likcly that some
of the stiipas wcre crcctcd carlicr than 1st century B.C., and probably
somc of thcm might have bccn crcatcd by Abka who is so well-known
for such religious acts. Chincsc travellers witnessed the stiipas erected
by ~ 6 o k athat wc havc rcfcrrcd to earlier. One of the edicts of A b k a
was discovcrcd from Pul-c Dauranta itself, which again points to this
possibility. And, if our presumption be taken into account, some of the
stiipas may be attributed to ~ b k a T.1;e Buddhist rcmains of Dauranta
in the form of caves, monasteries, Si~rika-stu'pas(corporeal relic
stiipas) and several ~ddeiika-stGpas around them suggest that the
monastic cstablishmcnts at Dauranta came into existence perhaps a
few ccnturics bcforc Christ, some even during the Ahka's period and
some during the Ku~a'nadays. Because of these sacred monuments it
became a place of vcncration for the Buddhist pilgrims who used to
visit this place whcn coming to Nagarah'lra.
13. Khugyani
Not far from Jalalabad thcre lie solnc ancient rcmains in a village
called Khugyani. 1 have had the occasion to visit the place and there t
noticcd the rcmains of a monastcry on thc flat level over a ridge
overhanging a small rivulct which passcs by. No proper exploration of
the placc has yct bccn madc; but somc timc ago 12 bcnt bar silver c o k
have bccn found from thcre which arc now in thc National Museum,
Kabul. Thcsc coins are supposed to havc bccn of 4th century B.C.,the
1. Mizuno, S. : Ihtor Sum and Fib-&ham,p-77.
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last century of the Achaemenian rule in ~ f ~ h a n i s t a n .The
' Buddhist
remains of the place leave no doubt to be a site of monastery which
probably belonged to the HinayHna school of Buddhism. The present
name of the place, 'Khugyzni' may be a derivative of the term
Khuddaygni (Skt. Ksudraysni), i.e. 'Lesser Vehicle'. If a thorough
exploration of the piace is carried out, Buddhist antiquities of early
period may be discovered.
14. Kajitulu Caves
Besides the ~ h l l a - ~ h z ncaves,
z
thcre are some ten caves dug in a
hill about 2 or 3 kms. away from Jalalabad town. The caves were hewn
out of the rock for the purpose of monks' cells. In the centre of these
caves, one large cave is cut which is remarkable in its construction as it
has a central pillar. This large onc was probably meant for
congregational purposes. The caves are located at a sccluded place and
ideally suited for spiritual practices and meditation. The caves are cut
along the river side which provided natural surrounding besides
meeting the water purposes of the resident monks.2
15. Siah-Koh Caves
Recently Professor Mizuno and his party have made an exploration
of the Siah-Koh on the western mountain of the Jalalabad valley and
noticed a s many a s 14 caves which were dug for the 'abodes' of the
Buddhist monks. On the northern side of the mountain there is a group
of 8 caves (Group - A) while on the western spur are 4 caves (Group - B),
further west lie 4 another caves. Some of them are vaulted and oblong
and are paved with mud-bricks. Thcse caves are connected with a
tunnel. Some of them are pillared and firmly paved with mud-bricks,
s . ~ oblong rooms may
while others are square with plain ~ c i l i n ~The
have served as the guest rooms and square ones wcre probably mcant for
individual dwellings.
16. Allahnazar Caves and StGpa Mounds
About 10 kms. south of Sultanpur, a place not far from Jalalabad, on
the south bank of the Arwa river, there are some 30 caves in bad
condition, much eroded. Some of them are providcd with mud-brickwalls rising from the mud-bolder basements. These caves were dug for
individual monk's dwellings.

1. Allchin F. & Hammond N . : The Archaeology of Afghanistan, p. -203.
2. Mizuno S. : Baswal and ]ahlabad-Kabul, (Kyoto)(19711, p.-123.
3. bid., pp. 120-124.
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Not far from these cavcs, on the barren plateau, there lies a mound
with the piles of bouldcrs, which was probably a stiipa. The ruins of a
monastery were also noticed by Professor Mizuno and his party. The
wall-lines of some kind of building are still surviving and they are
probably the rcmains of a monastery. A spring at the bottom of the
river was created by cutting a square l~olcinto natural rock to serve as a
source to perennial water supply for the monks who resided there.'
17. Baswal Cave-Complex

While Bamiyan is the largest cave-complex where some twenty
thousand caves were hcwn out of the rock, Baswal is probably the ncxt
largest one where some one hundred fifty caves still exist. Baswal is a
village situatcd about 50 kms. south-east of Jalalabad, on way to the
Safed-Koh or Khaibar-pass. On the opposite, left bank of the Kabul
river, there is a hill called 'Koh-be-Daulat', that is 'Worthless
Mountain' because of being barren, devoid of any plant. There are three
small villages, namely, Bela, Samecha and Chiknur. These caves are
extended over 3.5 kms. along the bank of the Kabul river.
William Simpson was first to visit this place, and he found some
one hundred caves in the village Chiknur. He found many of these
caves inhabited by the Kuchis or nomads who kept large flocks in them
in the winter and moved in the summer. On account of their habitation
not only the plaster on the walls is destroyed but have become so
blackened with soot that no inscription, painting or colour of any kind,
once existing, presently to be visible. He thinks that many of them
were no doubt painted as he noticed a few remains of them.2
Recently Professor Mizuno along with the members of the Kyoto
University (Japan) Archaeological Mission has made a detailed survey
of these caves and has published a volume. The total number of the
caves, as according to their calculation, comes to 150, which have been
grouped into eight, according to their distribution at different places,
the largest number in Group-A, numbering some 54 caves. The caves of
Baswal are constructed in a variety of forms, and often they are
connected by various stone constructions on the exterior, though the
character of these stone structures is not obvious at present. The
Japanese tcam also noticcd, near the cavcs (in the area Group-C), a
good numbcr of rcd pottery shcrds, littered on the surface; and they
picked-up the figurine of a Buddhist monk or a worshipper clasped in

1. J.R.A.S. (N.S.), (18821, pp. 319-324; Mizuno, S. : Baswal and ]alalabad-Kabul, p. 124.
2.1.R.A.S. (N.S.) (18821, pp. 319-324.
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which suggests them as the Buddhist cave monasteries. The
caves are cut in a variety of sizes and shapes. Some are square type,
some oblong with vaulted ceiling and some pillared or circumbulatory
type, a circumbulatory hall with vaulted ceiling and a central pillar.
Obviously the square type of caves were mcant for the individual
dwellings and the oblong ones probably served as the guest-rooms or
dormitories and the pillared circumbulatory halls were no doubt used
as Uposatha'ga'ras or congregational halls where the Sangha used to
meet and conduct ecclesiastical businesses. Some of these halls still
have decorative arches in which smaller holcs are visible indicating
that they were once holding figures of the Buddha. In some of the
arches red paintings are still visible though blackened with soot. Some
of the walls, though terribly coated with black soot, indicate that
originally they were decorated with beautiful frescoes. Some obscure
outlines of the paintings were also obscrved on the walls by Professor
Mizuno and his party.
While digging some of the ruins in Baswal, at one site (room No. I),
six pots were found. On the floor a number of potsherds and a few iron
nails were also recovered. It is interesting that four potsherds bear
Kharosti writings, all fragmentary, one of them mention " (Donation)
to the Sangha of the four quarters" (Catudisasa Sanghasa ana am)?
suggesting the common property of the Sangha.
The excavations of the shrines have also yielded some other finds,
such as, stucco heads of the Buddha, heads of the Bodhisattvas, some
decorative heads etc. In one of the shrines (No.-1) a figure of standing
Buddha in GandhZra style is found in situ; and at another, one of the
feet of the Buddha.3
Date of Baswal Caves
The date of Baswal caves and other monuments, as Professor Mizuno
remarks, may be placed in about 400 A.D. on the basis of the Gandha'ra
art manifested on the sculptures and stucco figures found from there and
also suggested by the typographical characteristic of the caves which
is in resemblance more to the Indian tradition than the Iranian, as
noticed in the Bamiyan caves. The Baswal caves and other monuments
may therefore by placed to a date towards the later fourth or early
fifth century A . D . ~
1. Mizuno, S. : Baswal and Jalalabad-Kabul, (Kyoto) (1971), p.-102.
2. lbid., pp. 106, 108, 109; Plate Nos.4 to 7, 23.
3. lbid, pp. 106-109, Plates 17, 18, 19,20 and 22.
4. lbid., p.-111.
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It is surprising that such a big monastic complex established at
Baswal, as early as 400 A.D., remained unnoticed by pilgrims who
visited Jalalabad area, the ancient Nagarah'lra, where Buddhism was
flourishing centuries earlier. Why this place escaped from their notice
is difficult to point out. Probably no sacred relic was enshrined there.
The pilgrims who visited Nagarah5ra or Hadda remained engaged in
visiting numerous important sacred Buddhist sites in and around
Nagarahzra. Baswal being located little away from NagarahHra and
that also on the opposite bank of the Kabul river, the pilgrims could
not include these places in their visits. Baswal caves were probably the
temporary 'abodes' of the monks of Bamiyan who used to reside this
place only during the winter season for Bamiyan being inclemently
bitter while this place being less cold. In other seasons probably it
remained desolate and only a few resided there throughout the year.
Pilgrims visiting NagarahZra had therefore no attraction for the
place; perhaps no learned resident monks nor any sacred object where
there. But one fact is obvious by the finds discovered from Baswal that
Buddhism was in a flourishing condition in this area.
18. Hadda
Perhaps Hadda was the most important sacred Buddhist place, not
only of the Nagarah'ara area, but of Afghanistan as a whole. All the
pilgrims who came to this side invariably used to pay their visits to
this place to adore the sacred relics enshrined there, particularly the
skull-relic of the Buddha. Some travellers have left the description of
this place and have spoken much about this place with great esteem
and admiration, giving more details about it than the other sites of
Nagarahsra. The antiquities and the monuments discovered from there
exhibit its cultural and religious importance which it held in the past.
The monuments from there include some 44 sttpas, several temples and
shrines, caves and monasteries, all scattered on a four mile long barren
hills. Besides several inscribed materials, Hadda is world famous for
the icons carved out in the so called Graeco-Indian style. These images
are not only the excellent pieces of art but they also reflect the
interaction of cultural dimensions that took place between Buddhism
and He1:anism in ancient times.
Hadda is situated about 5 miles south of modem town of Jalalabad
and can be visited by any vehicle throughout the year. No record is
available which can throw light on the early history of Hadda, nor do
we know as to why and how it rose to such an important place where
several sacred relics of the Buddha were deposited. We are also not in
a position to know about the pious person or the great Buddhist king
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who may be credited with to raising i t to such an important sacred
place for the Buddhists, away from the capital, NagarahZra. We will
however discuss below about its cultural and historical importance.
The earliest antiquities recovered from there include a square
copper coin of Hermeus (c. 50-30 B.C.) along with some coins of
Gondopherenes and Azes I, deposited in a stiipa (No.-3), which was
opened by ~ a s s 0 n .From
l
another stupa, Masson also recovered the 'tuzleaf bearing the 'Sermon of Sarnath', written with ink in Kharosti
script from one of the stupas (No.-1) there.2 A jar containing the relics
of the Buddha with ~ h a r o s dinscriptions in two lines was also found
by him from another s t k a of Hadda (stupa No.-13). This inscription is
dated year 28 and supposed to be of 29 B.C.~These numismatic and
epigraphical materials point to the fact that Hadda developed as a
sacred Buddhist place quite early at least by the 1st century B.C. It
may not be unreasonable to presume that in the beginning a vihira or
an iirima was established by some monk-saint or by some king, one or
two centuries before Christian era, which formed a nucleus to develop
Hadda as a great sacred place of pilgrimage in later days.
Fa-hsien is the first Chinese monk who presents the account of
Hadda, where he went to pay his homage to the sacred skull-relic of
the Buddha. He visited the place in about 410 A.D. and calls the place
'Hilo.' He records, "Going 16 yojanas (from Peshawar) reached the
country of Na-kie (Nagarahara). On the borders, in the city of Hi-lo
(Hi-ro) is the vihzra which contains the skull-bone of Buddha,
entirely covered with gold-leaf and ornamented with the seven
precious substances." His three other monk companions, Hui-ching,
Hui-ta, and Tai-ching had previously gone to this place to offer their
homage to this sacred object.'
Sung-yun is the next Chinese traveller monk who came to this place
C. 518 A.D.. and whose account about Hadda is also recorded in ancient
Chinese records. The Record of Tao-yung which contains his account,
informs that at Nu-ka-lo-ho (Nagarahzra) there is a skull-bone of
the Buddha, four inches round, of ycllowish-white colour, hollow

1. Arinna Antiqua :Ed. H.H. Wilson, p.-104. For Hermeus chronology see W.W. Tarn, The
Greeks in Bactria and India, p.-326; A.K. Narain: The lndo-Greeks, p.-157.

2. C.I.I., Vo1.-11, pp. 157-158; I.A.S.B., Vo1.-XXXII (1883), p.-144; MDAFA, IV.p. 63;
Ariona Antiqua Ed. H.H. Wilson, p. -106.
3. C.I.I. V01.11-pp. 157-158.
4. Giles, H.A. : Trawls of Fa-hsien, pp. 14-15; Legge, J. : A Record of Buddhist Kingdom,
pp. 36-37; Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Introduction, p. -XXXIV.
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underneath, (sufficient) to receive a man's finger, and in appearance
like a wasp-nest."'
The most learned and renowned Chinese monk, Hiuen-tsiang has
left a better and detailed description of Hadda. He visited there to
pay his homage to the sacred relics. He writes, "To the south-east of
the city (Nagaraha'ra) 30 li or so is the town of Hi-lo, 4 or 5 li in
circuit; it is high in situation and strong in declivities ........ There is a
two-storied tower; the beams are painted and the columns coloured red.
In the second storey is a little stupa made of seven precious substances;
it contains the skull-bone of Tathsgata; it is one foot two inches, round
the hair orifices are distinct; its colour is a whitish yellow, which is
placed in the middle of the ~ t i i p a . ' ' ~
Raja Udi or Hoda
Masson informs a tradition assigning the name of the place after
the name of king Hoda or Udi of the country. He informs that the
largest cave of this place is called 'Place of Hoda Rajah'. And hence
the place is called after his name Hidda or ~ a d d aBut
. ~ it is worth
mentioning that the king of Udi is referred to the king of UQQyZna, as
is evident from an inscription of later date of a Hindu Shahi king in
which he is described as 0 d y a t a s ' ~ h i .General
~
Cunningham on the
other hand thinks that it was a place of renowned sanctity and Hidda
may be only a transformation of Ha&#a,a bone, as the stiipa of the
skull-bone of Buddha. And so, Fa-ting-ke-ching, is only a Chinese
translation of 'Buddha's skull-bone town'. And the place which
contained the skull-bone of Buddha would most probably have been
known by the familiar name Asthipura among the learned, and of
Ha&#ipura or 'Bone-town' among the common people.5
We however believe that Hadda is a derivative of the Sanskrit
word Hrada (Pali Daha) meaning a tank or a water pool. Very likely
there existed a water pool or a tank of considerable importance.
Simpson observes that there can still be seen the remains of a r o c k a t
Karaise (water pool) which is now waterless .6 It is remarkable to note
that Pokkharani or tank is one of the buildings of an nicimo (monastic
establishment) as allowed by the Buddha for the monks if offered by a

1. Beal, S. : bid., Introduction, p.-CVII.
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, pp. 95-96; Life of Hiuen-tsiung, p.-59
3.Arbnn Antiquo : Ed. H.H. Wilson, p.-105; Cf. J.R.A.S. (N.S.),
Vo1.-XIV, (18821, p.-329.
4 . E.1., Vo1.-XXXV, pp. 44-47.
5. Cunningham, A. :A.G.I., pp. 3%39.
6. J.R.A.S. (N.S.), Vol. -XI11 (1881), p. -194.
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lay-devotee.' We have found the remains of such tanks mostly near the
monasteries in ~ndia?A tank or water pool was constructed at Hadda
by some laydevotee to meet the water purposes of the monks. Probably
it was the only water reserviour of the place and by the passage of time
the place came to be known as Hrada or Hadda. Many ancient place
names in Afghanistan stilJ retain their ancient names such as Samagan
for Samanaggma (Skt. Sramapagrzma), Begram for Vih'lragr'ama,
Nagarah5ra for Nagaravihzra, Kandahar for S k a n d h k l r a etc. So
also, Hadda is derived from Hadda or Hrada. We know several names
which end with Daha (tank), for example, Devadaha, Navadaha (or
Nav5dZ) etc.
Monuments and Antiquities of Hadda
The Buddhist monuments and antiquities discovered from Hadda
are abundantly copious. Numerous stGpas of different dimensions large, medium and small - are to be seen in the area. Some of them have
yielded the corporeal relics of the Buddha deposited in inscribed
caskets and some contain only bones, certainly of some Buddhist saints,
if not of the Buddha himself. The monuments of Hadda also include
the ruins of several monasteries, templcs, shrines, caves etc. Hadda has
also become renowned for its classical GandhZra sculptures and icons
recovered in large numbers from different sites. The antiquities
recovered from there number in thousands, some still in situ while
others housed in Muse d e Guimet, Paris and National Museum, Kabul,
the latter possessing no less than thirteen hundred. It is remarkable to
note that the sculptures of Hadda are composed of a relatively small
number of carvings in schist and limestone, rather a vast quantity of
material is found in stucco or lime plaster.3
Sfipas and Monasteries
Masson, who first explored this place, opened as many as 13 stGpas
and recovered bone-relics or ashes from them, usually kept in silver or
gold or ivory caskets inside the stcatite vases. He also recovered
several coins belonging to Indo-Parthian, Indo-Greek and IndoSassanian kings. Among other objects, hc also found a 'tuz-leaf'
manuscript in Kharosti script describing the 'Sarnath Sermon', an
1 . Cf. Cullaoagga (Nalanda), p. -212; Cf. Upasok, C.S.: Dictionary of Early Buddhist
Monastic Tenns, p. 31 dr 166.
2. For instance, Nalanda MahSvihHra had scvcral tanks, which still exist all around
the ancient ruins. One of thcm is called Digha Pokhara or 'large tank' and the other
lndra Pokhara or lndra Puskaraqi.
3. Cf. Benjamin Rowland Jr. : Ancient Art of Afghanistan, p. -72.
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earthen jar containing the relics of the Buddha with Kharosti
inscriptions in two lines, numerous gold rings, ems of different
varieties, pearls and silver objects of many varieties.
The scientific exploration of the monuments of Hadda only began
with the French Archaeological Delegation in Afghanistan (DAFA) in
1923-24 under Jules ~ a r t h o n s The
. ~ French archeologists surveyed
several sites, excavated many of them and recovered numerous objects of
great significance. The sites that they explored included (i) Tapa
Kalan, (ii) Tapa-Kafiriha, (iii) Bagh-gai, (iv) Chakhil-i-Ghoundi,
(v) Prates, (vi) Gar-Nao and (vii) Deh Goundi.
Tapa-Kalan, meaning 'Principal Stiipa' is probably the most
important stu'pa site of Hadda although no relics could be recovered
from there. The stiipa is surrounded by the stiipas of medium and small
sizes, numbering altogethpr 144, erected all around it3 It was definitely
a 'Bone-relic stiipa' or Sa'ririka-stiipa and contained the corporeal
relics of Buddha or some other pious monk. May it be the stiipa which
contained the 'skull-bone of the Buddha' which was the main
attraction for all the pilgrims coming to this side. Fa-hsien, Sung-yun,
Hiuen-tsiang have inv 'ably given the accounts of it. To venerate a
stiipa containing the ariradha'tu or corporeal relics of the Buddha
has ever been considered as a pious act among the Buddhists. Devotees
coming to pay their homage to such a stiipa used to offer flowers and
often commemorated their visits by erecting sttXps of brick, stone, mud
or even of terracotta near the main, stiipa as their pious offerings. This
feature of small stiipas around a Siririka-stzpa containing the bodyrelics of the Buddha or of some saint can be noticed throughout the
Buddhist world. Numerous such votive stiipas can be seen around the
Sariputta Caitya in Nalanda ruins. From there hundreds of terra-cotta
sealings having the figure of a stu'pa or stupas or of Buddha have been
recovered which are nothing but the offerings of the devotees who came
to pay their homage. Similarly such votice-stfipa-offerings are in
extant around the Dharmarajika stGpa at Sarnath. The Dharnmekha
stiipa that stands so majestically at Sarnath near the Dharmarajika
stiipa was also a votice or Uddesika stu'pa, probably an offering of
~ b k when
a
he visited the place to venerate the relics of the Buddha
enshrined there. In all probability the Tap-Kalan contained the bone
relics of the Buddha and was the most important sacred site of Hadda.

k

P

1. Ariama Antigun : Ed H.H. Wilson, pp. 1 6 1 1 1 .
2. Cf.M.D.A.F.A., Vols. - IV, V, VI.
3. lbid., Vol. -IV, p. -116.
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As usual, the ruins of monasteries were also recovered close to it, noticed
by the French archaeologists, to the south-east of Tapa-Kalan-stiipa.
At a place called Tapa-i-Kafiriha there exist two grand stTipas
and the ruins of two monasteries. Some 46 votive stu'pas in different
sizes were also found ere~tednear these two great stfipas, which again
indicate them being the Sa'Ir'rika sfiipas of some Buddhist saints, if not
of Buddha. Similarly some 77 such votive stupas were found near a site
locally called Bagh-Gai; and 30 stupas in small sizes stand at a place
called Chikhil-i-Ghoundi, without any trace of a large stcpa, that
certainly stood in the past. The ruins of a monastery also exist near this
ancient site. Another place now called Prates was also an important
Buddhist site from where some 62 stu'pas were counted by the French
Archaeologists, although they found no trace of any monastery which,
of course, has since disappeared. At Gar-Nao, the ruins of one
monastery, 3 temples and 24 stiipas, were discovered, which again
suggest the importance of the site that it held in the past. Yet again
about sixteen stiipas came to the notice, having no ruins of any
monastery, at a site now called Deh-Ghoundi.
It is interesting to find that on the temples and also on some of the
stiipas, several relicfs in Gandh'ara style which include the scenes of
several JBtakas, such as, the scene from Sivi Jataka, Dipahkara fitaka;
the episode of foretelling the birth of Siddha'rtha to his father
Suddhodana by some Brzhmaqa, the Birth of SiddlGrtha at Lumbini
showing his mother MahZmSyZ, the scene of the mad elephant let
loose against the Buddha by Devadatta; the 'Great Departure' scene;
Sambodhi under the Pipala tree; Uruvela Kasyapa and the serpent
episode; the conquest of MZra and Nirva'pa and many such other
depictions.
Recently the Japanese Archaeological team of Kyoto University
led by Professor S. Mizuno has explored another site at Lalma, located
at the south-west end of the Hadda group, which is separated by a
wide valley of the main hills. A large stiipa was opened here, which is
surrounded by 17 votive stcpas. The stfipa was plastered and
embellished with stucco figures of Buddha and Boddhisattvas. No
relics were however, recovered from this st3pa.l Lalma also appears to
be an important Buddhist centre at Hadda in ancient days.
Caves of Hadda
A good number of caves from Hadda have also been discovered,
some of them quite large which served as shrines or meeting halls,
1. Mizuno S. : D m n Tepe and Lmlma, (Kyoto (19681, pp. 109-112.
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while others were the living cells. Masson noticed as many as 13 caves
near Tapa Zurgaran or Goldsmith's Mound. He found some of them
highly painted, though he could not dcrive any theme of them.'
Simpson also discovered several caves, some square in form while
others circular with dome overhead. He attempted to compare some of
them with the ancient caves of Barabar (in Gaya district, Bihar,
a his grand-son ~as'arathacreated for the rainy India) of ~ b k and
resort of the Ajivika mendicants. He also noticed some traces of
decorations with colour paintings in them.2 The Japanese team while
making the survey of Lalma discovered as many as 44 caves, mostly
consisting of a single room, only some have double rooms. Some of the
caves contain a large niche on the walls and irregular holes on the
floors. Professor Mizuno could discover some coins of later KU@M and
Kusano-Sassanian periods; and has suggested the date of the Lalma
site of about 300 or 400 A.D.~
Sculptural Art of Hadda
Hadda has become renowned for Buddhist sculptural art
manifested mostly on icons and on some stucco figures designed in the so
called Gandhsra or Grcaco-Indian fashion. Some of the specimens are
regarded as the excellent picces of art. The Tapa Kalan is the site in
Hadda which has yiclded numerous icons and stuccoes, some exhibit
excellence in art. It is generally believed that the iconographical art of
Hadda is more leaned to Hellanistic or Classical Art than to Indian or
Iranian Arts.4 No doubt the Buddhist Art at Hadda appears to have
attained new dimensions showing cultural interactions between
Hellenism and Buddhism, as a result the deities belonging to the
former have got a place in Buddhist pantheon. Heracles, the famous
Hellenic god, is carved out as one of the attendants of the Buddha in a
panel discovered from Tapa Kalan, an obvious impact of Buddhism on
Hellenism and not the vice-versa since Buddha is regarded as a great
'person' endowed with 'Ten Perfections' (pa'rarnita's), while Heracles
had attained only one, the Viriya or Prowcss.
It is interesting to observe that the icons at Hadda mostly include
standing or walking Buddhas in diffcrent MudraS, accompanied with
the Devatas, monks and sometimes with the worshippers. The Buddha
sometimes appears in Abhaya Mudrii, mostly in Piirupana or "fully
1. Ariana Antiqua : Ed. H.H. Wilson, p. -112.
2. I.R.A.S. (N.S.),
(1882), V o l . -XIV, pp. 329-330.
3. Mizuno, S. : D u m n Tape and Lnlma, Kyoto (1968), p. -112.
4. Buddhism in Afghanistan and Central Ash, Part-I, (Lieden EJ.Brill, 19761, p. - 2; also
Cf. Rowland B. : The Art and Architecture of India, Buddhist, Hindu, lain, p. -96.
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covered" style. The head of the Buddha is usually encircled by a halo,
a feature which became current in paintings or in reliefs in later days.
The walls of some of the stGpas are marked by the large 'Walking
Buddhas'. It is conspicuous to notice that the statues of the Buddha in
seated posture are usually represented in DhyZnarnudri, only some in
Dharrnacakrarnudrii. There are a few rcliefs in the schist or limestone
which illustrate the life-scenes of the Buddha or JBtakas, which we
have referred to earlier. The representation of VajrapZpi with the
Buddha is remarkable. The athletic warrior with the features of
Heracles with his lion skin and club is unique. Hariti (or Greek
Artemis) and Pa6casik.a (king of Gandh'irvas) are supposed to be the
'protecting deities' of the monasteries. Another stone sculpture of
Hadda appears to be of Hariti or Artemis, seated between two standing
attendants. A stucco representing the Garurja reflects the Hellenistic
influence. The bird is seen spreading his wings majestically, a princely
turban on head. In his hooked beak, he holds a serpent, for the Garudas
are supposed to be the enemy of snakes.
It has been observed that the art on icons that appears in Hadda is
the 'expression of a Buddhism in which there is still no clear
differentiation between Buddha and Bodhisattva' .2 This feature of art
in Hadda is a pointer to the fact that Hadda had been a centre of Later
Therava'da-or Hinayana school of Buddhism rather than of Mahsysna
school, as some believe. The accounts of Chinese travellers also confirm
this fact as they too do not speak anything about Mahzya'na school
there.
Acquatic Scene Sculpture
The representation of an acquatic scene in one of the porches in
Hadda which illustrates Nligas as human beings in princely dress,
with their turbans is a unique sculpture. It is also called 'Fish Porch
Scene' by some because of man fish there. The sculpture is supposed to
be of 2nd or 3rd century A.D.!This
picce of sculpture was discovered
from Tape-Shotor (probably derived from the term 'Sthavira st6pa').
Some try to interpret it as a 'scene of submission of a Na'ga king to
B ~ d d h i s m 'No
. ~ doubt the N5gas or scrpcnts have been associated with
a number of anacdotes found in the Buddhist texts and some
ecclesiastical rules are also connected with the Ni-galoka or 'serpent
1. Buddhism in Afghanistan and Central Asia, Part-I (Licdcn E. J. Brill, 19761, p.-2; Cf.
Rawland, B. :The Art and Architecture of India, Buddhist, Hindu, lain, p.-96.
2. Rowland, 6. op. c3. p. 96.
3. Cf. Mustamandy, S. : The Fishporch, p.4.
4. Cf. Buddhism in Afghanistan and Central Asia (Licden E.J.Brill), pait-11, p. -37.

Fieure 3

Jala1abad:Hadda:
Head of Buddha [2nd-3rd cent. A.D-I (stone).
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Figure 5

Jalalnbnd:Hadda:
Head of Buddha (Stucco) (3rd-4th cent. A.D.) (Kabul Mus-3
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Figure 7 Jala1abad:Hadda:
Bodhisattva with Triratna Head ornamentation and
lotus (stucco) (Afghan Archaeological Centre, KabN- --- - ( 3rd-4th cent. A.D. )
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Figure8

Jala1abad:Hadda:
Head of a monk (stucco) (Afghan Archaeological
Centre, Kabul) (3rd-5th cent. A.D.),
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Figure 9

Jala1abad:Hadda:
A Greek lay-devotee (Stucco) (Kabul Museum)
(3rd-5th cent. A.D.)
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Figure 10

Jalalabad: Hadda:
Tapassu-Ballika offering sweet-ball to Buddha
(Schist) (Kabul Museum) (3rd-4th cent. A.D.)
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Figure11 ]alalnbad:Hadda:

Acquatic Scene Sdture.
CI
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world'. This sculpture of Nzga prince was probably connected with
some traditional story of Nagas, then prevalent in the area, which of
course, is not known to us at present from any source.
Paintings of Hadda
We have mentioned earlier that Simpson noticed some sort of
variegated paintings in some of the caves of Hadda.' The paintings on
the walls of the caves are now in blurred state and nothing significant
can be derived from them. Only few could come to observation. Two
little ce!estial winged beings supporting a crown may be of some interest
which is ainted on the vault of a niche containing the statue of the
Buddha. This painting may be compared with the paintings of
Bamiyan and may be placed in 4th or 5th century A.D.
The art of Hadda represents mostly the so called GandhHra art,
tinged with Indian style. Some art critics believe that Hadda
represents the end of the Gandha'ra style which began in early
Christian era.3 But it should be borne in mind that Hadda flourished as
a centre of Buddhism much before these artifices came into existence,
say one or two centuries before the Christian era and some of the
antiquities and some pieces of Buddhist art may be placed to this
period. Hadda however continued to be a sacred place for the
Buddhists for centuries and, so many monastic establishments rose as
t,he centres of Buddhism in the successsive periods. The great sacred
place of Buddha's skull relic remained a place of pilgrimage
throughout till the Islamic invasion in about 9th or 10th century A.D.,
which of course proved a final blow when Buddhist monasteries and
shrines were r a z d to the ground and the monks either had to court
sword or to accept Islam. It was a torrential sweep over this great
Buddhist land and Buddhism disappeared from the country for ever.

P

1. J.R.A.S. (N.S.), Vol. - X N (1882), pp. 329-330;see Plate No. -I.
2. Liedan E.J.Brill (1970): Buddhism in Afglurniskn and Gntml Ash, part two, p. 38,
fig. -103.
3. Rowland, B. : Ancient Art Jmm Afglurnistan (1966),p. 73.

KABUL
A Centre of SarvZstivZda
Although the rivcr KubhZ, modem the Kabul, is known to the Vedas,
the town by this name rather came late into existence. The region
behind the Hindu-kush passes of the high mountain valley, is
described in the Iranian inscriptions as Paroparisena or Paroparisadai
meaning the region beyond the mountain too high for the Sena bird
(hawk) to cross. Beyond this is the eastern part comprising the
lowlands of the Kabul and the Swat rivers as far as the Indus including
the northern regions of the Kuru and Kamboja countries also known as
Gandhzra, in general sense, in some of the ancient Persian inscriptions.
In the Vedic literature however we come across the name of a , tribe
called ~ a k t a In
. ~ ancient Iranian literature this tribe is described as
'Paktyes', different from Indians, as they wore the furlined coats. The
ethnical name of the inhabitants of Kabul and adjoining regions is also
known as Paropamisos or Paropamisadai to the Iranians; and the same
as Paktyes. The present Pakthoons or Pafh'inas are none other than the
ancient Pakta or Paktyes who have been residing in this region from
very early times.*
We have already suggested that Buddhism was first introduced in
thc eastern part of Afghanistan, in UdyZna, through the efforts of the
Mah'asSrighika, a large group of monks who are said to have separated
from the Early Thcrav'lda or Vibl~ajjavzdaon the ocassion of the
Second Buddhist Council hcld at Vcsali, one hundred years after the
MahSparinibbSna of the Buddha. Earlier, Tapssu and Bhallika, the
1. Pakta'ro ye ca te Janiih - Atharveda - 10-9-76.
2 . India Antiqua -Vogel's 50th Anniversary of His Doctorate (1947), Article by E.E.
Hcrficld : 'Early I-Iistorical Contacts between the Old Iranian Empire and India,'
p. -182.
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first two chief lay-disciples, the latter by becoming a Buddhist m o d
had already established some centre at Balkh. But, Kabul appears to
have become proselytised to Buddhism by the MahZsZxighikas who
had established their stronghold in Udyina or Nagarahara. The
Mah'as5nghika group of Theravada remained most powerful in the
eastern Afghanistan including Kabul for several centuries. This fact is
attested by epigraphical evidences besides the literary records. About
30 miles west of Kabul we have discovered an inscription from a place
called Wardak of about 2nd century A.D. which refers to the name of
the Maha's'lnghika school of Buddhism. This is the earliest epigraph
which mentions any school of Buddhism in Afghanistan.
The inscription of Wardak is engraved on a reliquary containing
the relics of the Buddha enshrined in a stiipa. It is written in Kharosti
script and the language is Prakrit influenced by Sanskrit. It is dated
year 51 in the month of 'Artemisios' during the reign of Huviska. Below
are the text & translation of the epigraph :Text :

Line-1 : : S a q 20 20 10 1 masy(e) Artemisiya sa~thehi10 4 1
imena gad (r)ig (r) ena Kamagulya pu (tra)
Vagramareg(r)a s(r) risa Khavadm (r) i
Kadalayig (r) a Vagramarig(r1 a viharam(r1 i
Bhag(r) avada Sakyamune sarira paristhaveti.
Line-2 : : Imena ~u6alamulenamaharaja rayatiraja Ho
(or Hu) veshkas (r) a agrabhag(r)ae puyae
bhavatu yo ca me bhuya nafig(r) amitrasambhotig(r)ana puyae bhavatu mahiya ca Vag(r) a
Marig(r)as(r)a agrabhag (r)a pad (r) iyamisae.
Line-3 : : Bhavatu sarvastvana arogadakshinae bhavatu
avi ya narag (r) apariyata yava bhavagra yo atra
amtara a-(rp)qajo jalayuga ya yetiga arupyata
sarvina puyae bhavatu mahiya ca rohana sada
sarvina avashad(r) igana sa parivara ca
agrabhagapad(r)y imsae bhavatu rnithyagus(r)a
ca agrabhaga bhavatu.
Line-4 : : Esha vihara acaryana ~ahasarhghigana
parigraha.
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Translation ::

Anno 51, in the month of Arthemisios, when 15
had appeared, at this hour the Kamagulya scion
Vagrarnaregra - he has made abode here in the
Khawat establishes the relic of the Lord
Sakyamuni in the Vagramarigra vihiira, in a
stGpa.Through this root of bliss, may it be for the
principal lot of the MhZrajatirZja Huviska, may
it be for the honour of my mother and faiher, may
it be for the honour of my brother Hasthuqa
Mareg, and may it be for the benefit of health of
all beings. And moreover, it be for the honour of
all, what there is herebetween, hell upto the
culminating point of existence: egg-born and the
viviparous ones, as far as formless existence, and
for my descendants, always for all who are
heretics, and may also the surrounding structure be
for sharing of the principal lot for the man of false
belief. This vihira is the acceptance of the
MahZsPrlghika teachers.'
/

-

This epigraph is of extremely important for the history of the
Mah'as5xighika school of Buddhism and one of its branches, the
Bhadrayznika (Vagramarigra) school as referred to in the epigraph.
The epigraph also suggests the great influerice and importance of the
MahZs'arighikas, held in this area on the people and also on the
royalty. The inscription informs that the 'Vagramarigra, vihZra was
donated to the monks belonging to the school of Mahasanghika in the
beginning; but later by the time of this epigraph it became to be called
after Bhadramargiya or Bhadrayznika or 'Vagramarigra'. one of the
branches of the Mah'asa'nghika school. The term 'Vagramarigra' of the
epigraph is obviously the derivative from Bhadraya'nika (or
BhadramZrgiya). It is remarkable to observe that while the donor of
the relic of the Buddha is called Vagramaregra i.e. follower of
1. 'lhe text and translation from Konow, Stein : C.I.I.,Vol. -11, No. -XXXVI, pp. 165-170;
Cf. E.I., Vo1.-XI, pp. 210 ff.; J.R.A.S.,Vol. -XX, p. -231 ff. ;Sircar, D.C.: Select
Inscriptions, Vol.4, No.-55, pp. 158-159;E. Thomas : Essays a Indian Antiquity, Edt. by
JamesPrinsep (1858), p.-161 ff.; I.A.S.B.,Vol. -XXX, p. -337 ff.; I.A., Vol. -XI (1914), p. 569 ff.; As mentioned by Konow, according to Dr. Van Wigk's calculation the date is
25th April, I79 A.D. (C.I.I.,Vo1.-11, p. -167).
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Bhadrayiina, the vihzra is described a s Vagrama rigra-vihiira,
signifying the vihiira of the Bhadrayainka. Thus, the epigraph not
only refers to the main school of Mahasanghika but also mentions one of
its branches. In the Mahfivamsa we find the list of eighteen names of
Schools of Buddhism, including the main school, the TheravHda or
Vibhajjaviida schoo1.l The following table may be quoted :-

Theraviida (or ) ~ibhajjavhda

I

I
Mah5sHhghika

I

Sammatiya

I

I
Ekavohirika

I

I

PaiiiiattivPda

I

I

I

Dhammaguttiya

Bghullika

I

I

Channigarika

I

Cetiyavzda

1

As a matter of fact the first main dissident in the Buddhist Sahgha
is called 'Mah'lsarighika' for being large in number. Several other
groups also came into being' from them, although they were considered
as independent groups siding the Mahagnghika views. By and large
they all were regarded as the Mah'isgnghika or Later Therava'da
School of Buddhism.
The place from where the relic casket is recovered is presently
called Wardak, whereas in the epigraph the name of the place is

1. M h - m m s a , V. 1-10 Vs.; Cf. Dipaoamsa, V. 4043 Vs.; Kathriwtthu, 1; Trans. by Shwe
Zan Aung and Mrs.Rhys Davids (P.T.S.), P. -XLII and 3; Dutta, N. : Buddhist Sects in
India, p. -54; Mahiivarpatiki, (Nalanda Ed.), pp. 136139. For Bhadraykika see:
D.P.P.N., Vo1.-11, p.450; for Mahasanghika, Ibid., Vol. -11, pp.-562-563; for
Vajjiputtaka see Ibid., pp. 812-813.
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given as 'Khawat', which is also known from the survey maps.' It
appears that originally 'Khawat' was the name of the place but since
being a centre of the Bhadrayiinika monks, i t also came to be known
after them, as 'Bhadraylinika', the derivative of which has since
become 'Wardak' i.e. Bhadraka or Bhadraysnika, the Vagrarnarigra
of the epigraph. Cunningham has identified Wardak with 'Begarda'
of Ptolemy, which is possible; and which is closer to our
identification.*
The Wardak inscription .is dated in Makedonian era in the month
of Artemisios, which roughly corresponds to the Indian VaiGkha and
lyestha.3 Sten Konow mentions the corresponding date of the epigraph
l ,179A.9. as according to the calculation made by Dr. Van
as ~ ~ r i25,
~ i j k The
. ~ rclic of Siikyamuni was enshrined on the day 15 (of the first
half) had passed in the month of Artemisios, as according to Indian
calendar sometime in the month of VaisBkha. It is likely that the relic
was deposited in the stGpa on the 1st day of the bright half of
VaisZkha and the Pujh and other celebrations continued till the
auspicious full-moon day of the month.
On the basis of the Sanskrit influenced Prakrit of the inscription,
Konow is of the opinion that 'the monks of Wardak were the
immigrants from more eastern districts in India. And as a matter of fact,
the Indian population of Afghanistan does not seem to have extended
as far as Wardak. In othcr words, the Wardak inscription was drafted
by foreign immigrants and not by old scttlcrs in the ~ o u n t r y .This
' ~ fact,
if accepted, tends to suggest the cosmopolitan feature of the Buddhist
monastic establishments where monks from all parts of the world could
reside without any distinction of caste, creed or nationality, the very
core of the Buddhist Order. Similar feature is noticed on the paintings
of Bamiyan where Greek, Iranian, Central Asian and Indian arts are
manifested simultaneously. Wardak was a monastery obviously
belonging to the BhadrZyZni or Mah5s5nghika school of monks, but
monks from India, Iran or from elsewhere besides the local monks also
dwelt in concord no matter thcy followed the views of other schools
since the ccclcsiastical rulcs being almost identical, very little
concerned with different philosophical ideologies. Puritanically they
were one and the samc.
-

--

1. C.I.I., Vol. -11, p. -165.
2. Cunningham, A. : Ancient Geography of India, p. -37.
3 . Cf. Sircar, D.C. : Select inscriptions, Vol. -I (Second Ed.), p. -158, foot-note-4.
4. C.I.I., Vol. -11, p.-165.
5. Ibid., Vol. -11, P.-168.
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Charles Masson discovered this place for the first time and noticed
five or six ancient stiipas and numerous mounds which he called
'tumuli'. From there he rccovcred seven vascs of metal and steatite
with other various deposits. One of the brass vascs contained the relics
of the Buddha bearing the inscription in Kharosti script.' The French
archaeologists have made a survey of thc place. Ccrard Fussman
explored three stupas and excava tcd two or thrcc monastcrics and some
It appears that
other ruins there, all belonging to K u s a ~ a
during the Kusa'na kings, particularly during Kaniska and Huviska,
Wardak was in its hey-day; and Buddhism, particularly the
Mah'isznghika school a n d its branch BhandrZyZnl wcrc most
predominant. This confirms that Kabul and its adjoining areas
remained undcr the influence of the Latcr Theravada Buddhism
instead of Early ThcravHda or Vibhajjavada which was introduced in
Afghanistan during the reign of ~ b k through
a
the missionary led by
Maharakkhita who is said to have come to Yona country after the
Third Buddhist Council held at Pataliputra. Probably Maharakkhita
could not be very successful in his mission on account of the powerful
strongholds of Mahzsanghikas which werc establishcd in this area.
The Early Theravada Buddhism could probably confine only in
Nagarah5ra area, though in less ascendancy and Kabul area remained
all along undcr the influence of Latcr Thcravzda.
Wardak continued to be an important centre of Buddhism till 7th
century A.D. Chinese monk traveller Hiuen-tsiang visi tcd the place
and calls it Fu-li-shih-sa-tang-nu., Jullian restored it as 'Vyijisthana'
while St. Martin restored it as ' Varadasth'ana' and idcniificd i t with
~ a r d a k It. ~is well known that tlre MalrlsHnghikas wcre also known
as 'Vajjipu t takas' or 'Vyijjiputrakas' and so the Bhadrayanis and other
branchcs wcrc gcncrally regarded a s Vajjiputtakas or Vrijjiputraks
sincc thcy were separated from thc Early Thcravsda at Vesali, the
capital of the Vajjis. Huien-tsiang does not mention the name of the
group of monks residing therc; but no doubt thcy wcre all HinayZnis,
otherwise he would have referred to MahSyanTs living therc, a s he
himself bclongcd to this school. He informs that the king of the country
was a Turk who was a devout Buddhist and cstcemcd lcarning and

1. Mnsson C. : Memoir on tk Topes and Sculptural hlonuments of Afghanistan as
published in the Ariana Antiqw : Edited b y H.H. Wilson (Indian Rcprint-19711,

p.-118.
2. Fussman C. : Ruines de la vallie d c Wardak : Arts Asiatiques, TomeXXX(19741, pp. 67-130.
3. Watters T. : Ou the Travels of Yuan Chwang, p.-267.
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honoured virtuous m0nks.l Perhaps Wardak monastery was inhabited
by some learned monks and so Hiuen-tsiang being a scholar and saint
visited the place to meet the learned monks there.
Proselytisation of Kabul
Probably Kabul came under the influence of Buddhism and attained
prominence as a centre of Buddhism later than Wardak as evinced by
the antiquities recovered from there. It is possible that some centres of
MahZGnghikas might have come into existence soon after they had
established their stronghold in Nagarahiira or Udy%na although we
have no source to corroborate. But, however during the KU+M period
Kabul had risen to a flourishing centre of Buddhism as elsewhere in
Afghanistan. As a matter of fact Kabul lay between Udyana (or
NagarahZra) and Kapih (Begram); and as such served as a stopping
place for pilgrims, wanderer-ascetics, tourists and merchants all alike
who passed to and from east and west. We have found a number of
Buddhist monuments in and around Kabul valley which include the
a
We will deal
ruins of monasteries, stiipas and shrines of K u e ~ period.
with some of them in the following pages.
Shevaki
Among the Buddhist monuments of Kabul, Shevaki is probably one
of the most ancient places where an ancient monastery existed from
early Christian era. Shevaki is a village situated on the southern
outskirt of modem Kabul town about 6 kms.away. Ruins of a number of
stiipas and several mounds were noticed by Charles Masson who made
an exploration of the place. According to his report there was a
principal mound besides five or six inferior structures, seated in the
recess of the hill adjacent to it. During excavations, he recovered a
steatite vase with 'Bactro-Pali' (Kharosti) inscription written in ink
and a golden coin of 'Mo Kadphises' (Maues Kadphises) from the
principal mound.2 The recovery of these materials suggests that there
existed a monastery of some importance. Unfortunately we do not know
what was written on the vase, which may probably have contained the
relics of the Buddha or of some Arhanta and writing over it was the
record of it. The other antiquities discovered from there also belong to

1 . Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk. -MI,
p.-267; Life of Hiuen-tsiang,
Bk.-V, p.-193; Watters, T . : On the Trawls of Yuan Chwang, pp. 267-268.
2. Ariana Antiquu, 'Memoir on the Topes and Sculptural Monuments of Afghanistan,
Chapter-11, pp.-114-116.
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K u 6 . p period suggesting the place as another flourishing Buddhist
ce*tre.
The green land of Shevaki includes some ancient places which still
hold their ancient names, for instance, Begram or Beghram, ~utkhak.1
Obviously Begram or Beghram is derived from the term Vilulragr~ma,
like ancient Kapih; presently called Begram, simply because of the
fact that village was established on or near the debris of an ancient
VihSra and. hence this name. So also 'Butkhak' reminds the
'destruction of a temple of Buddha' which once adorned the place.
Butkhak literally means 'the statue (of the Buddha) crushed in to
dust'. The term 'but' is obviously a derivative from 'Buddha' as
discerned by many.2 Another site near Shevaki is known as 'Khurd
Kabul', i.e. 'Little Kabul' which also contains some ancient Buddhist
monuments
Recently the Japanese Archaeological Mission has made the
exploration of Shevaki and has noticed the ruins of four stu'pas and a
monastery. One of these slu'pas, the easterly one, is the biggest and well
preserved. The trilobed arches of the stEpa were once decorated with
the images of the Buddha and other deities. The pointed arches and
Indo-Corinthian pilasters once embellished the stu'pa in the past.
Another st'ipa, now in ruinous condition, was decorated in the similar
style. The third &pa, now in a dilapidated condition, is located very
close to the monastic area. The construction of it was very compact and
once it was grand in look. The fourth stu'pa, although small, is erected
in the similar fashion and is still in good conditions3
Shevaki is conspicuous for its two sthambhas or Columns, the
Chakri Minar and the Surkh Minar which stand on the top of the
mountain. Both could be seen from a distance, but the latter is
completely disappeared from the sight since the earthquake in 1965.
These stambhas stood inside a monastery, the ruins of which could still
be seen. The 'Chakri Minar', as the name itself suggests, was once
surmounted with a Cakra or the 'Wheel of Law' (Dharmacakra),
which is now no more. The erection of the two sthambhas is of some
importance. They are built with pieces of slate just superimposed
without any concrete or cement to a height of 158 feet. One is built on
the slope facing the Kabul valley; the other was on the opposite slope
leading to Khurd Kabul. Very likely they were built during the
supremacy of the KuGna power in Kabul and certainly before the 5th
1. Mizuno, S. : h s w a l and Jalnkrbad, Kabul, (Kyoto) (19711, p.-124.
2. ff. B.S.O.A.S., VI (193&32), pp. 279-283.

3. Mizuno, S. : Baswd and Jalalabad-Kabul, p.-124.
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century A . D . ~These two pillars could stand defying rain, snow, wind
and earthquakes till 1964 when one of them collapsed in an
earthquake. The erection of these two sthambhas inside a monastery
suggests the great importance of the place in Kabul. Probably this was
the most important centre of Buddhism which continued for centuries.
GUL-DARRAH AND KHURD KABUL STLTPAS

*

Gu I-Darrah
The stiipa that stands in the valley of Gul-Darrah or 'the Valley
of Flower' on the opposite side of the Shevaki ridge in the Logar
valley is at most complete and best preserved. The Corinthian pilasters
and the trilobed arches are still in good condition. Behind the stiipa
lies the strongly fortified monastery and some small &pas, probably
the votive ones. The French Archaeologists got Sassanian coins and
some terracotta objects from there.3 There existed a monastery, the
walls of which can easily be traced. The main building of the
monastery forms a square court with the gate towards the west. Just in
front of this gate rises the imposing side of the stiipa. The ruins of
another stiipa is also visible, some thirty feet away from this stiipa to
the north.4
Khurd Kabul
To the eastern extremity of this valley on the plain is situated a
village now called 'Khurd Kabul' (or Little Kabul) from where also
Masson noticed four or five small topes, of which only one is tolerably
pre~erved.~
He found two copper coins of 'Mokadphises' (Maues), which
suggests the age of the stiipa and may be placed in about 2nd century
A.D. No doubt Khurd Kabul was also a monastic area of early period.
Further explorations may yield new antiquities which may throw
fresh light on the history of this monastery.

1. Heras, H. : The Spread of Buddhism In Afghanistan, j o w d of Uniwrsity of Bumbuy,
Vol. -VI, (1938), p.-29.
2. See : Ariana Antiqua, Ed. H.H. Wilson,Chapter-11, p.-115ff.; Mizuno, S. : Baswd and
jalnlabad - Kabul, (Kyoto) (1971), p.-125; Carl, J. : Fortin du Soka et le M o m t e n du
Guldara, M.D.A.F.A., Paris (1950), Vo1.-VIII, pp. 14-18.
3. M.D.A.F.A., Vo1.-VIII, pp. 16-17.
4. Heras, H. : journal of Universify of Bombq, Vo1.-VIII, Pt.-IV (19381, p. -28.
5. Arianu Antiqua, p.-116.
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Begrarn or Beghram
Near Shevaki Masson noticed a number of mounds in a village
presently called Begram or Beghram. He believes it be the capital of
'Mokadphises' (Maues) and hence called 'Beghram', meaning 'the
chief cityw.'But obviously Begram is a derivative from the word
'ViMragrihra', as suggested earlier, the present village was settled on
or near the debris of an old Viha'ra when it was no more in existence;
and hence was given the name as Vihiiragra'ma. Some old festive
traditions are still observed by the Hindus of the area at this place.
Masson has observed that the Hindus of Kabul and vicinity presently
celebrate on the banks of the river Loghar which winds through the
a . ~
meadows of Beghram, their annual festival of ~ a i ~ k h Obviously
the old tradition of celebrating the threefold sacred day, the full-moon
day of Vaigkha for being the Birth, Enlightenment and Mahaparinibbana day of the Buddha, is still lingering in the Hindu society
there, who were once Buddhists.
Maranjan Stiipa and Monastery
Just outside the town of Kabul on the north-western side on a low
hill called Maranjan, there are the ruins of a big monastic
establishment. A stiipa of great dimension and a monastery were
A number of beautiful images
unearthed by the French ~rchaeologists.~
of the Buddha, Bodhisattva, Buddhist donors and designed terracottas
were recovered from them. The images are carved out in Gandhara
style. One of them representing the Bodhisattva in DhySnamudr'l is
e ~ c e l l e n t These
.~
images were placed in the niches which contained
'paintings of floral design^'.^ Numerous coins were recovered including
368 Sassanian silver Drachms and 12 gold Kusano-Sassanian coins.
Among these coins majority of coins (338) are of Shapur-I1 (340-379
A.D.), 24 coins of Ardeshir (379-383 A.D.) and 11 coins of Shapur-111
(383-388 A.D.).~
A small stiipa is found in the courtyard of the monastery and also a
colossal statue of the Buddha of which only the enormous feet remain
at present. We however do not know which school of Buddhist monks

1. bid., p.-116.
2. Ibid., p.- 116.
3. M.D.A.F.A., Tome-VIII, pp. 7-12. Recently another s6pa has been excavated and a
relic-casket with inscription is unearthed from there, which is still under observation
and study by the Afghan Institute of Archeology, Kabul.
4. lbid., Figure-9.
5. bid., p.-12.
6. bid., Figure14 & 15.
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dwelt in this monastery. It appears that the vihzra of Maranjan
belonged to MahZyina sect as the bejewelled figure of the Bodhisattva
and other devotees suggest. It is also possible that in the beginning it
might have been a centre of the Mahadlighikas which later became a
MahEy5nT Vihiira.
Tapa-i-Khazana and Tapa-i-Balkh
At the foot of the imposing mountain Sher Darwaza, just to the
south of Kabul town, the ruins of a SaxighHrZma are found, now called
'Tapa-i-Khaaana' because of a sfipa erected on the rocky spur. From
here a number of artefacts have been recovered which include stucco
heads and beautiful terracotta pieces. They are designed in GandlGra
style' which suggests an early establishment of the monastery. The
vih'lra appears to have survived for many centuries as some fragments
of clay sculptures of 5th or 6th century A.D. were also discovered from
there.2
Another mound near Kabul is noticed at a place called 'Tapa-iBalkh'. As the name suggests, this place might have had some relation
with Balkh (ancient Bslhika), which was once a noted centre of
higher studies in Buddhism. Who knows if a Buddhist monk from
Balkh might have established a SahghErZma at this place or some
merchants from Balkh, a great centre of merchandise in ancient days,
might have offered support to it; and hence its name Tapa-i-Balkh.
In fact the huge mound has never been properly explored or
excavated, rather on one side it is dug for quarry purposes which
indicates different strata of several periods. Some Buddhist images
and coins were also found from there but we d o not know their
whereabouts. Some pieces of pottery bearing punch-marked designs
were also recovered suggesting an early establishment of the
monastery. The Sahghiirama had once its own pond (Pokkharanr')as is
evident from the depression in the middle of the square court.
Considering the extensive area and the shape of the upper surface
there is little doubt that once there existed a large monastery of big
dimension in ~ a b u l . ~
As a matter of fact Kabul did not lay directly on the ancient carvan
route which connected Balkh or Bactria in the west with Puruspura and
Taxila in the east via Nagarahara. The route rather passed through
1. Heras, H. : j o u d of Uniwrsity of Bombay, Vo1.-VI, Pt. -IV (1938), p. -27.
2. Rowland Jr., B. : Ancient Art from Af~hanistan,(1960). p.-107.
3. Puri, Amrit La1 : Buddhist if&itugc if
Afghanistan (undublished, only cydostyled
copy), p.- 256.
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the defiles of the mountains towards the east and then to Laghman and
finally reached NagarahZira and then entered into the Indian subcontinent. The famous Chinese monk-traveller Hiuen-tsiang followed
this route; and from Kapik he reached Nagarahaa without touching
Kabul. He however visited Wardak probably because of some monkscholars there and also to venerate the Buddha's relic enshrined in one
of the stfipas. Kabul probably never gained as much importance as
~ a p i hNagarahZra
,
or Bamiyan. But, it does not mean that it was an
insignificant centre of Buddhism. The French archaeologists Mr. A.
Godard and A. Foucher have however observed the Buddhist Kabul a
town inferior to Kapih and of a totally secondary importance.' But
their observations may be partially correct, since the recovery of
Buddha's relics from Wardak, the Tapa-i-Maranjan and Shevaki
mounds relate a different story. The antiquities of these places clearly
show that Buddhism was thriving in and around Kabul at least from
early century of Christian Era. During the Kus5qa period the Later
TheravHda was zealously followed and practised by the people of this
area as elsewhere in Afghanistan.
Kabul gained political importance when the Later Kuena kings
made it their capital which continued to be so for a long i i i e . Their
relation with Kabul became so intense that they were always called
'Kabul-Shah' in the inscriptions of the Sassanian monarch^.^ Later the
Turki Shahis also made it as one of their capitals; and so also their
successors, the Hindu S h a h i ~Buddhism
.~
continued to flourish in this
area although the Hindu Shahi kings were the devotees of Hindu
pantheon and founded the temples of Siva and Visnu. But they
patronised Buddhism as well.4 We have found an image of Mahir
mardini Durga inside an ancient Buddhist monastery at Tapa-i-Sardar
in Ghazni, which we believe, was erected probably because of the royal
persuation and support of the Hindu Shahi kings who were then ruling
over this area in 8th or 9th century A.D. with their capital at Kabul.
We have recovered two ~ a n e images,
h
now worshipped in ~ a b u l . 'One
of them is carved out of marble which was dug from the locality of
Gardez in Afghanistan. It was later removed to Pir Ratana Nath
1. Fowcher, A. : Notes sur Itinemire & Hiuen-tsiang in Afghanistan, Studies Asiatiques,
Paris (1925), I, p.-264.
2. De Sacy : Memoirs sur divers antiquite & la pme, (Paris1793) pp. 304-305.
3. Mishra, Y. : T k Hindu Skhis, p . 4 ; Pande, D.B.T k Shahis of Af ghanistan and the
Punjab, p.-60.
4. Mishra, Y. : The Hindu Shahis of Afghanistan and t k Punjab, p.4; Pande, D.B.: The
Shahis of Afghanistan and tk Punjab, pp. 304-305.
5. Agrawal, R.C.: 'Urdhavaretas Ganesh from Afghanistan', E a t and West, N.S.,Vo1.XVIII-1968, pp. 166168.
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Dargah, near Pamir Cinema Kabul. The pedestal of the image bears
two line inscription in post-Gupta ~ r z h r n iscript, the lairguage is
Sanskrit. According to Dr. Tucci, the inscription may be placed to the
end of 5th or beginning of 6th century A.D.' , whereas Dr. D.C. Sircar
ascribes it to 6th or 7th century A . D . ~Another marble image of ~ a n e &
was discovered from Sakar Dhar, some 10 miles from Kabul, now under
worship in the Shor Bazar at Kabul itself. It is an uninscribed image
but supposed to have belonged tp about 4th century A . D . ~These stray
images of Ganesa indicate that Saivism was followed only by a small
group of society in Afghanistan whereas Buddhism continued to be
predominant in Kabul valley till its disappearance in about 10th or
l l t h century A.D.. The two sthambhas, Minar-i-Chakri and Minar-iShurkh on the top of the mountain which separate Kabul from Khurd
Kabul show the importance of the spot, as also noted for the grandeur of
its natural scenery. These two lofty pillars are the wonderous pieces of
architecture in Afghanistan and no doubt they were erected to
commemorate some cultural or religious event, or very likely to glorify
the Buddha's Dhamma. One of them still retains the very name
' ~ i n a r - i - ~ h a k ror
i ' the 'Sthambha of Dhammacakta '. It appears
that Kabul gathered some importance as a religious centre in later
times and then the pilgrims used to pass through it while proceeding to
~ a ~ i or
i a Bamiyan in the west-north-west or to Kandahar via
Bhadrayanika-vih5ra at Wardak where the relics of the Buddha
were enshrined.
Kabul retained its politiwl and religious importance till the end of
10th or early l l t h century when ultimately it was captured and
occupied by the Ghazna ruler. The Buddhist monasteries then saw
their final demolition and destruction and the Buddhist monks met
with untold misery and death. The Buddhist monks either courted
sword or embraced Islam, which of course, brought an end of Buddhism.
Ultimately the Buddhist mass being devoid of their religious teachers
and leaders and of their holy shrines and monasteries succumbed to the
persecutions and hard hit injuries. As time passed Buddhism became a
matter of heretical faith and Buddha became the deity of a nonIslamic person, the Kafir, an infidel to the Muslim society which of
course had remained Buddhist for centuries in the past.

1. East and West, , Vo1.-1X-1958, p.-328.
2. E.I., Vol. -XXXV-I (1962), p.44 ff.
3. East and West, N.S.,Vo1.-XViII-1968, p.-168; also see: Vo1.-XXI, pp. 331-336. 1 am told
recently that the image is missing; probably sold away to some smugglers

BEGRAM ( K A P I ~ Aor KAPISI)
Capital of Kaniqka
~ a ~ or
i &
Kapisi is one of the oldest towns of Afghanistan known to
the Indian literatures of early period. P S ~ i n refers
i
to this town, as
famous for its wine.l The grapes exported from ~ a p i & were
i
known as
K ~ ~ i i r i ~ aDrakpii
ni
and so also its wine as ~ i i ~ i ~ a ~ a n ~ - m or
ndhu
surii2 The ancient country, as some think, was called Kapk, extending
upto modern Kohistan, south of the Hindu Kush; and its capital was
known as ~ a ~ i s which
'i,
is identified with modern Begram, a village
that presently stands near the ancient ruins, above the confluence of the
Ghorband and Panjshir rivers3 From the vicinity of this village an
inscription in ~ h a r o s dscript has been found on a base-relief of a
Buddha figure which reads as the name of one Antari of ICapi6a; but
the reading as Kapiiiye in the inscription is rather doubtful since only
the last letter 'ye' of the word is visibler4 which has since been
restored as Kapis'iye, but it may also be restored as Upasikaye or
B ha r y ~ y e . 5
Cyrus (550-530 B.C.),the founder of the Persian empire, is said to
have destroyed the famous old city of Kapisi during his campaign6
General Cunnigham thinks that the third successor of Achaemenian
dynasty, Darius I (522-486 B.C.) also held his sway over this area as
1. Atlhirdhyiyi, IV. 229.
2. Agrawala, V.S.: lndia As Knoum to Panini, p. 38.
3. Cf. A. Foucher : 'Begram is identified with ~ a ~ dinaBSOAS.
'
in VI,
4. lie insaiption reads : Y(e) A (m) t a r j e hnamrnuhu imcw Kvsohm nu pihcno
ff..
pujaye 1bhawtuJ : also Cf. Manikyala Bronze Casket Inscription - C.I.I., Vol. -II, Pt.-I,
pp. 15@151.Kapisa is referred to in this inscription also.
5. Sten Konow - E.I., XXII, p.-14; J.R.A.S.,1933, p.415 by J. Haddn.
6. Roy Chaudhary, H.C. : P o l i t i d History of Ancient India, p. -239.
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his inscriptions mention Thatgush, which is to be identified with
'Opian' the area around ~egram.'
Begram or Vihiragrsma
No doubt, ~ a p i was
h an important place, and the present ancient
site of Begram where the ruins of an old town exist is of conspicuous
significance. From here have been discovered the ruins of the palace of
the great KusZna emperor Kaniska. It was one of his metropolises in
the west.
being the capital city, has yielded numerous
antiquities such as coins, artefacts, pieces of ivory and numerous other
materials connected with royalty, and many other valuable objects.
The present name of the place as Begra'ma is also of some
importance. It appears that Begrzma has derived its name from the
ancient word 'Viha'ragriima', meaning a g r h a or village situated on
or near the debris of a vih'ara or Buddhist monastery. Perhaps the
grZma or village, which was located near or over the ruins of a vih'ara
came to be called VihZra-grZma, for the term 'vihiira ' was then
present in the memory of the people. The term 'VihiiragrZrna' h a s
since transformed into Begram. It is also interesting to note that the
places by this name are invariably located near or over the ruins of an
ancient Buddhist monastery and frequently near the towns; for instance,
there is one Begram near Kabul, the other near Jalalabad in
Afghariistan. General Cunningham, however, holds another view and
believes that the name Begram is a dcrivative from 'vigrZrnal (i.e.
visesa-grrima), indicating the city par excellence, that is, the ~ a p i t a l . ~
But his interpretation does not appear convincing, obviously holding no
bearing at all since the name Begram is self-connotative relating to the
term Vihiiragr7ima rather to any other term.

cun am,

The Greeks in Kapika
It is said that Alexander the Great once established a town after
. ~ town
his name as 'Alexandria in Caucasus' (In the Hindu ~ u s h )This
was located in the Paropamosadae of the Greeks, which has been
derived from the Sanskrit word 'Uparisena', meaning the 'peak over

1. Cunningham, A. : Ancient Geography of India, p.-22. Cf. D.C. Sircar who however does
not agree with him and takes Thatgush as Shatguh in lndia - Select Inscriptions, Vo1.-I,
pp.-5,7, 10, 13.
2: Cunningham, A. : Ancient Geography of lndia, p.-25.
3. h i d . . pp. 26-27; Fox Hobbin Lane : Alexander the Great (1973), pp. 294-295; Dey,N.L.:
Dictionary of Ancient and Mediaeval lndia, p.-91; Mac-Crindle, John:-Ancient lndia as
described in Classical Literature, (1974), p . 4 7 .
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which the eagle (Sena) cannot fly'.' Alexander the Great, on his
expedition to India, had his three months winter camp at this Persian
Satrapal capital, ~ a p i b ?which has been identified with this town
as established after his name in Caucacus. Ptolemy and other Greek
historians also refer to this town. It is 'Karsona' of Ptolemy and
'Capisa' of Pliny, the capital of a district called Capissena?
Advent of Buddhism in Kapika
We have seen earlier that Buddhism arrived first in Udya'na
(eastern Afghanistan) soon after the Second Buddhist council of
vesii& held one hundred years after the MahZparinibbSna of the
Buddha, by a group of monks known as Mah3s-5fighika. During the
deliberations of this Buddhist Council one old monk Sambhiita
~ZinavZsrhad played a very important role in settling the disputes
that had developed in the Sahgha on the 'Ten Points' of controversy in
ecclesiastical matters. Sambhtita SanavZsi was the disciple of Xnanda
Thera, the 'Great Attendant' (~pz&ha'ka) of the Buddha, and was
one of the chief monks who had assembled in the Council to dispense
with the disputed matters. It is said that those monks who did not
conform to the decisions taken by the Council formed another group and
separated from the Early Theravsda School of Buddhism. Probably
their number was sufficiently large, some ten thousand, and hence they
came to be called Mahasalighika. This was the first schism in the
Buddhist Sangha, and the MahZiShghika became the second school of
Buddhism.'It is said that two groups of this sect migrated from
Magadha, one went to South India where it flourished for several
centuries, as is evident from many inscriptions, there5 and the other
moved towards north-west and reached ~ d y i i n aThe
. ~ second group of
the Mah'asarighikas probably first established its stronghold at
UgyZna and in due course, it was again divided into five sects of which

1. Fox, Robi Lane : Aleunder t k Grmt, (1973), 296.
2. MacCrindle, John : lndia As Described in Classical Literahrn, (1979) p.-87, Fox Robin
Lane : Alaonder thc Great, (19731, p.-294; Rowland, B. : Ancient Art fmm Afghanistan,
p.-24.
3. h i d . as above; Cf. Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, Vol. -11, p.-605; Cf. Cunningham A. :
Ancient Geography of lndia, pp. 22-27; Bed, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western
World, p.-54, Foot-Note.
4. Cullavagga (Nalanda), pp. 416430; Mafivamsa, Chapter-IV & V Gieger's trans.,
pp. 19-26; & p.-278.
5. Cf. Mathura Lion Capital Ins. of the h e of Rajubala and Sodasa; Carle Cave Ins. of
Vasiaiputra - Select Inscriptions Vol. -I by D.C Sircar, pp. 199-211; etc
6. Dutta, N. : Buddhist Sects in India, p.48.
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Lokuttaravgdin was one, which established its centre at Bamiyan and
flourished there for a long time.
Sambhiita Sa'nav'isi, whose main place of 'residence' was at
Mathura, is said to have lived at 'Kipin' for some time.' Kipin has
a . ~
records that the
generally been identified with ~ a ~ i sHiuen-tsiang
hemp robe in nine parts dyed in red and the pot of Sanakavisa (i.e.
Sambhiita Sa'navHsT) were preserved in a vih5ra not far from Bamiyan
(not too far away from Kapih) and he paid homage to these relics3 It
appears that the Mah5s'inghikas were successful in becoming
predominant in Udya'na; and so SambhQta SZnav5sT had to move
further west in Afghanistan to Kapiia in order to counteract them and
to propagate the views of Early Theravgda Buddhism. The influence
and spread of the MahHGnghikas to whom he had so vehemently
opposed could be checked only to some extent. Truly it appears that
SambhGta SSinav~siwas the first Buddhist monk who arrived at Kipin
or Kapi6a and started propagating the Early Theravlda Buddhism
there. As such ICapi$ was the first place where the Vibhajjavada or
Early Theraviida Buddhism took its root in Afghanistan. Sambhiita
SZnavZsr probably was also successful in establishing some other
centres near Bamiyan. We have referred to above that Hiuen-tsiang
witnessed the robe and the bowl used by him preserved in a vihzra near
Bamiyan. Probably it was Ahangaran in Foladi valley where he
established a centre. We know that Sambhiita Sa'nava'sT was an
Arahanta (emancipated person), and the present nameof the place as
'ihaigarant appears to be a derivative of the word ArahantEnam,
meaning, a place of the Arahantas. Probably the place got this name on
account of this Arahanta, Sambhiita Sa'nav'is?. We do not know the
name of any other saint who had come i o this area except Arahanta
Sambhiita SZnava'si.
Shotorak in Begrarn, the Monastic Centre
Near Begram, Shotorak is a place where the ruins of ancient
Buddhist monasteries and shrines have been excavated by the French
. ~ place has yielded the
Archaeological Mission in ~ f g h a n i s t a nThe
ruins of a dozen stupas, innumerable antiquities including very many
icons, images of the Buddha, panels of life scenes of the Buddha, his
~

- -

1. Watters T. : On Yuan Chwang's Travels, p.-121; Cf. DioyPvbdP'na, Mathura as the
residence of SZqavHsT: Chapter-XXVI, p.-216.
2. Dey,N.L.: Dict. of An. & Med. India, p.-91.
3. Watters, T. : Op. cit.; p.-120; Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World,
pp. 52-53; Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p.33.
4. Cf. Shotorak by J. Meunie - M.D.A.F.A. - Vol. - X, Paris (1942).
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Mahiibhiniskrarnana, base reliefs depicting Jataka scenes, Maitreya
figures etc.. A seated figure of the Buddha in penance, with sunken
belly and bony body and with the sinews coming up1 is excellent besides
many other pieces of sculptural art. Yet another base relief depicting
the Jatila Uruvela worshipping the Buddha, along with his two
bro theis accompanied with a disciple is also note worth^.^ The plan of
the monasteries at Shotorak follows the same pattern as that found at
Taxila and elsewhere. The antiquities discovered from them belong to
the early Christian Era, of about 1st or 2nd century, and thus Shotorak
evidently became a great centres of Buddhism at a very early period.
It is remarkable to note that while the Begram site has yielded
the ruins of a palace and objects of aristocratic nature, Shotorak being a
monastic site has yielded only the religious objects. The present name of
the place as Shotorak is itself meaningful as it is the transformation of
the word 'Sthaviraka ', i.e. the place of a sthavira or 'elderly monk.'
Obviously the place got its name after being the residence of a some
very important Sthavira, an old senior monk. Who was this Sthavira
or the great Buddhist saint is difficult to say; but may we presume that
it was Sambhiita Sa'navasi, the first Sthavira who made it a place of
his 'residence' for the propagation of Early Theraviida Buddhism in
this area? Sambhiita Sa'nav5g was a sthavira in the real sense as he
was an Arahanta of 120 years of age at the time of the SecondBuddhist Council, held at Vesali one hundred years after the
Mah'lparinibbana of the Buddha. He was one of the senior-most monks
in the Buddhist Sahgha of his time.3 It may not be too hazardous to
presume that Shotorak or 'Sthaviraka' came to be so called after this
Sthavira of eminence. If our presumption be taken as true, ICapi& was
the first place where Early Theravada Buddhism began to take its root
in Afghanistan in a missionary way, as Udyana became the first centre
of the Mahasanghika school of Buddhism. Shotorak or 'Sthaviraka'
monastery developed as an important centre of Therava'da Buddhism in
b p i & at a very early date and continued to be so for several centuries.
Hiuen-tsiang records that about three or four li from the capital
( ~ a p i k under
)
the north .mountain was a large monastery with over
300 brethren, all HinayZnis. He also relates a story of the Chinese
princes of Han dynasty who were made hostages to the K u g n a
emperor, Kanigka. A monastery was built by Kaniska for their use,
where they used to spend their summer. The monks of this monastery
1. M.D.A.F.A., Paris (L842), Plate-XVI. 53, XVII, 45.
2. hid., Vol. -X, Plate-XIX, XX; Cf. B. Rowland : Ancient Art from Afghanistun, p.-70.
3. Cf. D.P.P.N., Vo1.-11, p.-1063; Cf. Cullavagga (Nalanda), p.420.
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used to hold religious functions on behalf of the hostages at the start of
the VassZvisa (Rainy-Season Resort, which falls on the full-moon day
of i ~ d h aand
) at the end of it (i.e. Pavrirapi, on the full-moon day of
~ a t t i k i )There
.
was a shrine of the Buddha in the monastery.' Hiuentsiang calls this place 'Sha-lo-ka' or 'She-lo-kia'. Samuel Beal
restored it as Sarikar vihiira, meaning Chinese v i h ~ r a ?while Jullian
took it to be Sharakar and identified it with Charikar.3 It has since
been finally identified with Shotorak, the place where the monastery
for the Chinese hostages was built by ~ a n i g k aIt. ~was a magnificient
monastery embellished with frescoes. That Kaniska chose to erect a
monastery for the Chinese prince hostages at She-lo-kia or Shotorak
is of significance and it affirms our presumption that it was the oldest
monastery of the place erected much before Kaniska. And, in all
probability, Shotorak had already gained importance on account of the
vihara of Sthavira Sambhiita SBnavasi; the first missionary monk
who propagated the Early TheravZda Buddhism in Afghanistan. No
doubt, Shotorak played a very important role in the early history of
Buddhism in the country. Copious finds of Buddhist antiquities and
numerous architectural buildings like vihgras, temples, sttipas and
shrines, all belonging to early Christian Era, tend to suggest that
Shotorak was a great centre of Buddhism from the very early days.
Begram or Kapisa was the capital, a township, while Shotorak was
the religious or monastic centre at least during the time of Kus5r)a
emperor Kaniska, if not earlier.
Akoka and Kapiha
We have seen above that early Theraviida Buddhism had started
taking its root at Shotorak in ~ a ~ i through
6a
the zealous efforts of
Sthavira Sambhiita SZqava's? about one hundred years after the death
of the Buddha. We also know that the ~ a ~ region,
i b then called
Paropanasadae, was ceded to Mauryan emperor, Candragupta by
Seleucus along with other parts of this state which lay in Afghanistan.
Candragupta is said to have leanings towards Jainism rather than
1. Be& S. : Buddhist Records of Western World, pp. 55-60; Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p.44;
Watters, T. : On Yuan Chwang's Trawls, pp. 124-125.
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, pp. 57-58 Foot-Note 203; Cf. Julian :
Memoirs, 11, pp. 439, 903; I.R.A.S. (N.S.) XI11 (1881), p. -57.
3. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, pp. 57-58, 358. Watters took it as
S o h meaning 'Small Mansion' used in the sense of 'temporary royal residence', Op.
Cit., pp. 124-125.
4. See : The National Museum of Afghanistan; An Illustrated Guide, by N.H. Dupree, Louis
Dupree and A.A. Motamedi (1974) p . 4 ; Cf. Rosenfield, J.M.: Dynastic Arts of the
Kushana, p.-32, 'stone bowl', figure-130.
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Buddhism and so also his son and successor BinduGra who appears to
have been more interested in %ivika religion under the influence of an
zjivika fortune-teller who was the residcnt in his court. This A j i v i ~
is said to have prophesied that his son ~ ' s o k awould become an
emperor.' Although we have no knowledge about the condition of
Buddhism in Kapiia during these two Mauryan rulers, it appears
feasible that Buddhism had since begun sprouting earlier in the centres
first established by the Mah'lsa'hghikas and then by Sambh'ita
SZcavZsT. The MahZGhghika school probably had the upper hand
and had its sway more to the east while Early Theravzda Buddhism
established by Sambhiita SZpavHsi had its strides in the Foladi valley
at Ahangarana near Bamiyan and Kapija.
The religious activities of Asbka and his zeal to support Buddhism
are well known. The Convention of the Third Buddhist Council held at
Pztaliputra in the seventeenth year of his reign is an epoch-making
event in the history of Buddhism, when Buddhist missionaries led by
eminent Buddhist monk-saints were despatched to distant parts of his
kingdom and abroad. The names of these monk-saints as given in the
Mahiivamsa and the Dipavamsa are as follows : Majjhantika to
~ a 6 m i r ai n d Gandhara (or to GandhPra only, not ~ a < m i r according
a
to
the Dl'pavaqzsa, VIII-4), Mahsdeva to Mahismandala, Rakkhita to
Vanavssi, Yonaka Dharnmarakkhita to ~ ~ a r a r &Mahzdhamma,
rakkhita to Mahsrattha, Maharakkhita to Yona country, Majjhima to
Himavanta, Sona and Uttara to Suvaxgabhiimi and Mahinda to
~ a h k a Here
. ~ it'is remarkable to note that while one missionary was
put in charge for the dissemination of the Saddharrna to one region, two
missionaries were despatched to the North-west regions led by two
monk-saints instead of one. Thcra Majjhantika led his mission to
GandhXra and Thera Mahzrakkhita to Yona Country, both to N.W.
region. Yona country comprised the region around Kapiia upto Balkh in
Afghanistan, where Greek settlements were in existence since
Alexander the Great. The despatch of two missionaries to the Northwest regions instead of one is of conspicuous significance. We have
discussed earlier that the Mah'lgrighikas had already established
their strongholds in Udyana and probably had become more powerful
a
established at Kapiia and
than the Early ~ h e i a v ~ dcentres
elsewhere by Arahanta Sambh'uta SZnavZs?. It appears that probably
in order to counteract the influence & the Mahidhghikas and at the
1. Divyavadana (Mithila) XXVI, pp. 233-234 - Pingalaoatsajiwh Paribrajakah; Cowell :
D. -370.
2. bipavomsa - VIII; Mahaoamsa - XII.
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same time to boost the Early Therav'lda Buddhism, already establii belsewhere, the exigency was felt to despatch two
shed at ~ a ~and
missionaries to this side instead of one.
The selection of Yonaka Dharnrnarakkhita as a leader of a mission
to Aparanta also deserves some consideration. As his name suggests, he
hailed from the Yona country, certainly from some part of Afghanistan
where. he had received his initiation and training into Buddhism
before coming to India, and then came to Pktaliputra probably to
accomplish himself in the Religion. That Yonaka Dhammarakkhita
was selected out of a thousand 'able' and 'learned' monks who had
assembled as the participants on the occasion of the Third Buddhist
Council, as a leader of a missionary party points to his spiritual
character and sagacity. His deputation, though being a foreigner, to
Aparanta as the leader of a party of saints, distinguishes him as a
great siant and scholar of the Dhamma. His knowledge of Pali
scriptures was certainly deep and thorough. We are told that when he
arrived at Aparanta, he preached the Aggikhandhopamasutta (A
Sutta from the Aiiguttaranikiiya-IV, p.-128 ff.) which stresses upon the
purity of the life of a monk, and by his preaching some 'thirty seven
thousand persons joined the Sahgha as monks'. In the Dipavaqzsa, he
is praised as 'Mahamati', a 'great wisel.l His extraordinary achievements and spiritual proficiency and competence tend to indicate that he
had had a long-standing training and practice in Buddhism, which he
probably got in his motherland in the beginning and later attained
prominence when he came to India. In his own country his initial
l ~
training should have been possible only at a centre of ~ a rTheravZda
School. We have seen above that Kapi& was the only centre where
this school was first established by Sambhiita S5qavlsi more than a
century ago. Indeed it appears plausible that Yonaka Dhammarakkhita might have got his ordination and training in this school of
Buddhism at a centre in ~ a ~ i &
a place
,
of Yona population at that
time. And if so, his Pabbajp might have taken place at Shotorak, the
monastic area of Kapi4a, which was once established and occupied by
Sthavira Sambhu ta S'lnaviisi.
A b k a patronised the Vibhajjavzda or Early TheravZda taking it
as the true form of Buddhism. He was aware of the strongholds of the
MahZsZnghikas in UdyBna and elsewhere and their influence in the
ajea and also of the Early Theravzda centres at Kapiia or at
Ahangarana where it was not so firmly rooted. Thera Mahzrakkhita
arrived in the Yona country where he delivered the Kalakdrimasutta
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(A Sutta from the Anguttaranikaya-11.271, which describes the
Tathagata as one who knows and comprehends whatever is seen,
heard, comprised, attained, or searched into, etc. in the whole world,
but he is not subject to it. Maharakkhita is described as an 'Isi' (saint)
(MahHvamsa-XII-391, a holyman gifted with a special power of
insight and endowed with great supernatural powers, Mahiddhika
(Dipavamsa-VIII-3). By his preachings, it is said, one hundred and
seventy thousand people attained the 'reward of the path of salvation'
(Magga and Phala) and ten thousand received their ordination on this
occasion.l These figures may not be taken as accurate but no doubt a
large number of people were converted to Early Theravsda Buddhism
and many entered into the Sangha as monks. It also suggests that due to
~ s ' o k a ' szealous efforts this school of Buddhism received a further
impetus at Kapih since it had been earlier introduced by Sambhiita
Sanavasi at Shotorak. It appears that in course of time this place
became a stronghold of the Early TheravZda school of Buddhism. An
early Buddhist Kharosti inscription on a clay was recovered from
Begram from the first layer which is ascribed to 3rd or 2nd century B.C..
J. Harmatta p s read a Buddhist name on it.2 The inscription suggests
an early spread of Buddhism in this area which confirms our view that
Buddhism had reached Kapiia quite early and flourished there for
centuries.
Menander & Kapika
As a,matter of fact, after the disintegration of the Mauryan empire
Afghanistan came under the rule of the Yavanas or Greeks of Bactria,
also known as Indo-Greeks or Indo-Bactrians. They ruled over the
whole of Afghanistan and also over the territories of western Pakistan
and further east up to Mathura or even beyond, for about one hundred
fifty years.3 These Yavanas or Greeks were not necessarily Hellenic
Greeks but they were the descendants of early settlers from the time of
Alexander the Great. These Indo-Greek kings are usually known by
their coins alone and they number forty-one in all. Very little is known
about them from the Greek or Roman classical writers who seem to
have no knowledge of any king of Baktra (Bactria). It is only one king,

- Pa~satasPhossiini,Sahassani ca Sattati, Maggaphalam
papunimsu, dasasahassPTiri pabbajumsu.
2. Harmatta J. : Sino-lndia, pp. 4-5.
3. Narain A.K. : From Alexander to Kanishka, p.-9; also, The Indo-Grerks, Chapter-11. For
Yamnus see lbid., Appendix-I. For their expansion of kingdom see : G.R.Sharma : Rrh
Inscription of Menander and the lndo-Creek lnwsion of the Canga Valley, Section-Two,
p. -12 ff.
1 . Cf. Mahiivamsa -XII. 40
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named Menander (Pali-Milinda), who is known to Indian literatures
with frequent mention there.' The Millindapatiho is the famous Pali
text which records the philosophical discussions that took place
between king Milinda (Menander) and Buddhist monk Nigasena. It
also informs us that Milinda was born in a town called 'Kalasiga'ma'
(\iitanagara) in the country (Dipa) called 'Alasanda' (Alexandria),
which was 200 yojanas from S5gala (Sialkot in Pakistan), the place of
their d i ~ c u s s i o n .Alasanda
~
of the Mlindapaiiho has since been
identified with 'Alexandria in Caucasus', i.e. Paropanasadae3 and the
& , ~ e ~ r a Obviously
m.~
Alasanda as a
city Kalasiggma with ~ a ~ i now
Dipa refers to a country just as we have Jambudipa, another name of
India, and so also KalasigZma should be taken as the name of a town,
not of a 'village', as some have renderede5We know the names of some
towns ending with 'ga'ma ' or 'griima ', for instance, Ramagama, the
capital of the ~ o l i ~ a s . ~
It has been pointed out by some scholars that the legend as
'Kavishiye (Nagara) devata' occurin on the copper coin of Eucratides
. ..'$ General Cunningham however
refers to the 'City-deity of Kapisi.
identifies Kapiia with Karasana as given by Ptolemy and believes
that the legend is 'Karis'iye nagara' or "city of Karisi", which he
connects with Kalasi of the ~ilindapaiiho, the birth place of king
Menander in Alasanda or Alexandria, the capital of the Yonas or the
Greeks. He further emphasises that Kalasi must have been Alexandria
itself or some place close to it, and the latter agrees exactly with the
position of Begram which is only a few miles to the east of Opian
( ~ l e x a n d r i a )In
. ~ the accounts of Chinese travellers ICapi$ has been
recorded as 'Kipin'.

1. Narain A.K. : From Alexander to Kanishh, p.-9; Davids Rhys : The Question of King
Milinda, Introduction, pp. 4-5.
2. "Kuhim pana Maha'rija taw jdtabhiimi" ti? "Atthi, Bhante. Alasando -ma dipo
tattha aham jato'' ti. "Kim diiro, Mahir'ija', ito Aksando hoti" ti "Doimatiiini,
Bhante, yojanasotiini" ti.-Milindapan'ho, 111 .7. 4 h 5; Trans. T.W.Rhys Davids : The
Qustions of King Milinda, pp. 126-129.
3. Cambridge History of India-I, p.-550; W. Gieger: Trans. Mahioamsa, p.-194-Foot-Note
3; I.B. Homer : Milinda's Questions, p.-114, foot-note 2; A.K. Narain : The IndeGreeks,
p.-74.
4. Cf. A. Foucher - B.S.0.A.S.-VI, pp.341-348; G.P. Malalsekera : Encyclopaedia of
Buddhism, Vo1.-11, 344; Cambridge History of India-I, p.-550 and others.
5. Rhys Davids' trans. The Questions of King Milinda, Pt.-1, p.-127; I.B. Horner :
Milinada's Questions, Vo1.-I, p.-114.
6. D.P.P.N., Vo1.-I, p.-689.
7. Punjab Museum Catalogue, Plate-111, 131; British Museum Catalogue, Plate-VI, 8.
8. Cunningham A. : Ancient Geography of India, (1983) p.-24.
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Some think that, as the city of Kalasi must have been close to
Alexandria (of Caucasus), its identity is probably implied in the name
'Kapisi', which, through a copyist's error, is named in the Pali
manuscript as 'Kalasi', the home of ~ c n a n d e r . 'Should we take this
presumption as correct, the home of Menander should have been at
~ a ~ i i the
a , modern Begram. It has been generally accepted that
Paropanisadae area, in which the modern Begram, Shotorak, Paitava,
Charikar etc. are located, was under the possession of ~ e n a n d e r ?
although some do not agree.) And as such, Menander should have had
some elementary knowledge of Buddhism prior to his discussions with
Bhikkhu NZgasena at Sagala. He professed Buddhism as his personal
faith, and followed Early TheravZda which he patronized with full
zeal and devotion. In the Milindapaiiho he calls himself a 'pupil' of
Thera Nigasena, and the latter his 'teacher'. He says, "Elder is clever.
Should there be a teacher such as he is and a pupil such as I am, a
clever person would soon learn hamm ma.'^ He is said to have acquired
the knowledge of many 'Sistras ' (arts and sciences) as enumerated
nine teen including the B uddha-vacana, i.e. the 7ipi!aka> which is
significant. This tends to suggest that probably he had acquired the
basic knowledge of Early Theravada or Vibhajjavgda Buddhism,
perhaps of other schools of Buddhism too, such as, the Mah5Gnghika
school which was already flourishing in his homeland. With the
knowledge of different kinds of learning, Menander was naturally keen
to understand and to acquire a deeper knowledge of higher philosophical thoughts. His quest for deep knowledge is embodied in the
Milindapaiiho as noticed by his philosophical questions that he puts
to Bhikkhu Nagasena, one of the most eminent monk-scholars of his
time. Thera NSgasena was a profound scholar of Early Therava'da
Buddhism; and by his deep learning and practice in Buddhism and also
by his lucid eloquence, he managed to quench the thirst of deeper
inquiry of King Milinda, to his entire at is faction.^ Menander there1. Foucher A. , B.S.O.A.S., VI, p. -341-348; Cf. Encycbpediu of uddhism, Vol. -11, p.406.
2. Narain A.K. : T k lndo-Greeks, pp. 77-78.
3. Tarn W.W. : T k Greeks in Bactria and India, p.-228.
4. "Ama, Bhonte, pandito Thero. Ediso icariyo bhaoryya, midiso ca antemsi, no
cirasseva panlito d h m m a m ijaneyya" -Milinda-ponho, Ed. Swami Dwarrika Das
Shastri (1979) , p.-7l; I.B. Homer's trans., Milinda's Questions, Vo1.-I, p.-122.
5 . Milindapan^ho, Ibid., p.-3 -Bahini cassa satthini uggahitn'ni hoti; seyyathidam -suti,
sammuti, sfikhya, yogo, niti, oisesih, g a ~ i k i ,gandhabba, tikiccha, catubbeda,
purana, itihasa, jotisa, maya, ketu, mantana, yuddha, chandasa, buddha-mcanma
e k h a o i s a ti.
6. Cf. "Sabbam maya supucchitam, sabbam bhadantena N a g a s e n c ~suvissajjitam',
("Well indeed I have asked, and well indeed Bhadanta Nagasena answered")-
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upon became a 'lay-follower' of Buddhism although he had his wish
to become a 'homeless' (Bhikkhu), which was rather impossible in his
case for he had 'many enemiest.l That Menander was a Buddhist is also
evident from his coins on which he has adopted the symbols of 'Cakra',
'lion' and 'elephant' representing Buddha and Buddhism and also the
appellation 'Dhramikas ' (Dhri rmikasya) in Kharosti script, exclusively used by the Buddhists.
We do not know much about his religious activities, but his zeal
towards Buddhism was no doubt intense. He might have erected
viharas, caityas and other shrines in his kingdom. Kapib was already
a centre of Early Theravzda Buddhism and it is likely that Menander
might have taken some measures to develop the Religion at his
birthplace. Some stiipas and vih'aras might have been erected by him
at Kapi&. Shotorak is the site in Begram where Kaniska erected a
vihzra for the Chinese prince hostages. It may not be improbable if
some of the sttipas and monasteries excavated from there might have
been #he creation of Menander. It has been rightly suggested by some
that before the rule of Kaniska, Begram was a great Buddhist centre;
and so Buddhism spread fuither west into Central Asia during GraecBactrian rule in ~ f ~ h a n i s t aBegram
n.~
should have thus played a very
important role in the expansion of Buddhism during the days of
Menander, the great Buddhist king.
No doubt, Early Theravzda was in a flourishing state in Kapib
and elsewhere in Afghanistan during the time of Menander, He is said
to have come to the throne 500 years after the Mah3parinibbZna of the
~ u d d h and
a ~ is usually placed between 155-130 B.C.' It is interesting to
find an account in the Mahiivamsa which relates that some monks from
'Pallavabogga' and 'Alasanda' were invited to Sri Lanka on the
occasion of the Foundation Laying Ceremony of the MahZithCipa at
Anur'idhapura during the reign of DutlhagZmani Abhaya, who ruled
Sri Lanka from 101 B.C. to 77 B.C.~It is recorded there that monks from
different countries were present on this occasion, besides those from all
over Sri Lanka including the 'wise' Mah'ideva from 'Pallavabhogga'
Milindapaiiho, Ed. by Swami Dwarika Das Shastri (Buddhabharati), Varanasi
(1979), p.-72.
1. "Snce aham, Bhante, agiirasmii adgariyam pabbajjeyyam, nu ciram jioeyya'mi, bahu
me paccatthikii" ti. - Ibid., p.-72.
2. Litivinsky, B.Ya : Kushn Studies in U.S.S.R. (1970), p. -58.
3. Milindapan^ho, Ed. Swami Dwarika Das Shastri, Varanasi (1979), p.-2.
4. Narain A.K. : The lndo-Greeks, p.-77 foot-note No.-2.
5. Geiger W. : The Maha'wmsa (Tr.), Introduction, p. -XXXVII. This date is accepted by
W. Rahul : History of Buddhism in Ceylon, (1957), p.40; also Cf. D.P.P.N.,
Vo1.-I,
p.-1093.
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with four hundred and sixty thousand Bhikkhus and Yona
MahZd hammarakkhi ta from 'Alasanda' with thirty thousand
monks.' The number of the monks is obviously exaggerated, but
certainly a good number of monks from these countries attended the
foundation laying ceremony. We also know that Early Theravgda
Buddhism has been predominant in Sri Lanka throughout the history of
the country. But what matters most is that Sri Lanka also maintained
its cultural contacts with all those countries where Early Therava'da
Buddhism was followed. 'Alsanda', as we have seen above, was the
'Alexandria of Caucasus' in Paropanasadae, the modern Begram area,
the ancient Kapisa; and 'Pallavabhogga' has been associated with the
country (Bhoga) of Pahlavas or Parthians, who are usually designated
as 'Indo-Parthians' who have settled and ruled over North-Western
~
information of the
region of India and inner ~ f g h a n i s t a n .This
MahGvamsa cannot be discarded outright as the authenticity of the
~ a h i i a a k s ahas been firmly established. Wilhem Gieger rightly
observes, "Whatever material the text contains is based much upon the
older material available to the author and; hence whenever it has
been possible to verify the information in the Mahiivamsa, that
" ~ account of the ~ h i i o a m s a
information has proved ~ o r r e c t . This
endorses the fact that during the days of Menander and even some time
after, ~ a p i bwas a centre of Early TheravXda Buddhism, where
monks from different countries were dwelling in the monasteries. That
Kapib maintained its religious contacts with other countries outside
through these monks is significant which also points to the
cosmopolitan character of the Buddhist Sangha. No doubt Kapib was
an important religious centre and so, the monks from this place were
invited to Sri Lanka to attend a religious function held on the occasion
of foundation laying ceremony of the Mah'lthu'pa. Thera Yona
MahZdhammarakkhita who led the delegation of 'thirty thousand
monks of much erudition and piety', was a great pious Buddhist saint
of Kapisa. We know another Yona Dharnmarakkhita from the Mahavamsa who also led a mission to Aparanta for the dissemination of
Buddhism during the reign of Asoka that we have seen earlier. No
doubt ~ a p i 6 awas a centre of Early TheravZda Buddhism where great
learned monks resided.

1. Mahiioamsa, Chapter-XXIX, pp. 38-40; Dlpavamsa, Chapter-XIX, p.-5.
2. Gieger W. : Mahavamsa (Trans.), p.-194, Foot-note, 2. H e relates Pallava with the
Persians, Skt. Pahlava. Also Cf. Kushrrn Studies in U.S.S.R.,p.-61.
3. Gieger W. : MahGwmsa (trs), Introduction, p.- IX-XX.
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Kaniska & ~ a p i b a
Kaniska was a great Buddhist emperor, probably next only to
ASoka, who patronized Buddhism with much zeal and enthusiasm and
devotion. He is said to have followed the SarvZstivZda school, a
branch of Later TheravZda Buddhism. A Buddhist Council, generally
known as 'Fourth Buddhist Council' was convened during his period at
Kundalavana in K a h i r a in which the ~ i b h 3 ~ i i k s t r awas composed.
Ka$& was one of his capitals in the western part of his empire. He
had built a palace there, the ruins of which including some residential
buildings have been excavated at Begram; and conspicuously enough, no
material of religious importance has been found from here except one
panel depicting the Dha rmacakra surmounted by Triratna flanked by
two ~alnsbs,each containing three foliages, and bordered with a vine
creeper. Obviously it was a devotional panel fixed somewhere by some
private person for ~ u j i i . ' As a matter of fact, the monastic area was
located a little away from there, at Shotorak, about which we have
referred to earlier.
We have little knowledge of the religious activities of Kaniska in
this area. It is only the accounts of Hiuen-tsiank which refer to the
construction of a vihzra and a temple at Kapisa for the use of the
Chinese prince hostages of Han dynasty.2 When Hiuen-tsiang arrived
at Kapi6a, he stayed in a monastery belonging to H i n a y h a school
which he calls ha-lo-kia' by name, which was built by Kaniska for
the Chinese hostages. The resident monks of this monastery requested
him to stay with them and entreated him in these words, "Our temple
was originally founded by the son of Ilan emperor, and now, as you come
from that country, you might like to stay first with us." Hiuen-tsiang
accepted their request and stayed in that temple although there were"
some hundred or so religious foundations and each convent was wishing
to induce him to stay there^.^
The above description of Hiuen-tsiang points to the fact that during
the time of Kaniska, Sha-lo-kia, i.e. Shotorak (Sthaviraka) received
the patronage of Kaniska. The antiquities recovered from Shotorak
mostly belong to this period, about which we have mentioned earlier.

1. Hackin J. : Begram, M.D.A.F.A., Vo1.-IX (1939), No.-2, fig.-298, Plate-LXXVIII.
2. Beal S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, pp. 54-56.
3. Ibid., p.-54; Cf. Beal S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World Bk.-11, p.-55;
Walters T . : On Yuan Chwang's Travels, p.-123,
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Sarv'astiv'ada & Kaniska & ~ a p i k a
That Kanigka patronized the School of Sarvastivsda is confirmed
by many sources, both literary and epigraphical. A number of
inscriptions referring to Sarvhstivzda have been discovered from
Indian subcontinent. We know that Saravastivada is a branch of
Mah'ianghika School of Buddhism which holds the view that N l m a
(mind) and RGpa (matter) are 'real' and are divisible into 64 elements,
which 'exist for ever' (sarvamasti); and hence this name. It is
generally believed that this Sehool of Buddhism rose soon after the
Second Buddhist Council and established its main centre at Mathura
and became popular there. It also spread outside India and held much
influence on Central Asia and china.' Its origin is generally placed
sometime after the MahgGnghikas who had been able to establish one
of their strongholds at UdyBna, besides some other places in the
country.2 It is also known that another branch of the Sarvhstivadins
was called Vaibhg?ika, which gained popularity during the time of
Kani~kaand became predominant in ~ a i m i r aand GandMra and other
North-western regions.3 It appears that while the early SarvZstivsdins were confined to northern part of India near Mathura, Sarnath
etc., the Vaibh'lsika School took its root in North-western part of
India and even beyond. Professor Takakusu has rightly observed that
after the compilation of the Mahizvibhiisi during the Fourth Buddhist
Council in ~ a i m i r aunder the
of Kaniska, the SarvZstivzdins were later known only as ~aibhaqika! Both had their
Pitakas in Sanskrit language. In the Mu'lasamZstivbdu v i m y a 5 and in
the Div ivadiina and also in the Chinese version of the ~ s b k d vadlrna the story of the origin of Sarva'stiv'ldins has occurred. It is
said there that Buddha once made a forecast that one Sanakavasi by
name would become a monk and he would build a vihZra at Rurumunda
mountain in Mathura and would ordain Upagupta, who would be a
great exponent of this school. This Upagupta occupies a very high
place in the hierarchy of the Sarva'stivzdin school and is described as
a versatile preacher and writer of Vaibhzgika school of Mathura, who
succeeded his preceptor S a n a k a v ~ s iUpagupta
.~
is said to have been

Y

1. Dutta N. : Buddhist Sects in Indip, pp. 136137.
2. lbid., p.-136.
3. hid., p.-136.
4.j.P.T.S.,1904-1905, p.-119.
5. Culgit Manuscripts, pt.-111, pt.-I.
6. DivyP'vHdn'na (Mithila), Chapter-26, p.-216 ff.
7. Cf. Dutta N. : Buddhist Sects in IndiP, p.-135.
8. lbid., p.-137.
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the teacher of Vasubandhu. The VaibhH9ika school of Mathura
appears to have influenced Kaniska as he extended his full support and
patronage to this school. It also appears that the first centre of Kipin
or Kapib established by SambhGta SSnavgsi, Vasubandhu's teacher's
teacher, was in a flourishing condition during the time of Kaniska, very
likely as a centre of Vaibh'ieikas or Sarviistiviidins although not as
that of Early Therav'lda school. Kaniska certainly added at least one
SahgGrhina if not more to this place e'xclusively meant for the purpose
of the Chinese prince hostages. The site for this SahghZrHma should
have been at Shotorak, the monastic complex of ~ a p i b that
, we have
seen above. The Buddhist antiquities unearthed from there stand as a
testimony to this fact. Probably after the Fourth Buddhist Council held
under the patronage of Kani~ka,this centre of ~ a ~ i became
i a
as
important for the VaibhZsika school as Mathura in the mainland of
India. The sculptural art of the period found from Shotorak bears a
close affinity with the Buddhist antiquities of this period found from
Mathura and elsewhere. The depiction of the Jataka stories, the images of Maitreya and other Bodhisattvas, the Jataka scenes of Vessantara and Dipankara, the Jatila brothers worshipping the Buddha,
Buddha with Tapassu a n d Bhallika, and such other sculptural
representations1 display Buddhist traditions similar to those followed
elsewhere during the period. The Vessantara Jataka and Jatila brothers scenes may be compared with the similar scenes on the Gateways of
San~hi.~
Ruins of Begram
The ruins of Begram (Kipin or ~ a ~ i represent
& )
three stages of its
construction. The first appears to have followed a similar lay out plan
as noticed in the Hellenistic centres, belonging to the period when
Alexander first founded it, and which also remained the capital of the
Indo-Greek kings who ruled over this area. The second phase of
construction includes new palaces and fortifications in a modified
fashion by the Ku&as; being the western capital of Kani~kaand his
successors. And the third or the upper most layer is the final settlement
which arose probably after the devastations caused by the Sassanans
under Shapur I in 241 A.D. as there are some evidences of the violent
1. Cf. Hackin J. : Indian Art and L. Watters, Vo1.-XII, No.-1, p.47; Reserches
Archaeologiques a Begram, M. D.A.F.A., Tome-IX; X; Meunie J. : Shotorak, M.D.A.F.A.,
Tome-VIII; Rosenfield John M. : T k Dynastic Arts of the Kushans, also see Buddhism
in Afghanishn and Centrd Asia, Part-I & 11; published by E.J. Brill, Leiden (1976).
2. Marshal J. : Sanchi, Vo1.-I, p. -122 for Vessantara Jataka and p.-210 (for Jatila

representation on Eastern Gateway).
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destruction of the town by fire.] It is also believed that the town was
abandoned for the last time only after the advent of the Hepathalites
s
in fifth century A.D. The town however, continued
or H u ~ a sometime
to exist but only as an insignificant city upto 8th or 9th century A.D.
Buddhism flourished as the religion of the place and received the
patronage of the Turky Kings, even in later periods too.2
We have mentioned earlier that Begram was a residential area of
the royalty, and so the antiquities recovered from there include coins,
glass materials, ivory with elegant carvings representing Indian style,
terra-cotta objects, beads and such other objects. Masson recovered from
there a large number of coins of Menander, Apollodotus, Eucratides,
Anitalkides, Azes-Hermius, Agathocles, Pantaleon, Wim Kadphises,
and ~ a n i g k a In
. ~ fact, the antiquities include many objects of arts in
Indian, Greek and Chinese traditions. Of these, the miniature carvings
on ivories are elegant and superb, which represent the scenes of lovely
women in their many hair styles, massaging, playing with pets,
playing hide and seek,and such other scenes; and are supposed to be one
of the finest skilful art products of all times. The date of the ivory
carvings is supposed to be of the end of 1st century or the beginning of
the 2nd century A.D., the period of Kaniska. Some are of the opinion
that Kanigka inherited these ivory pieces of art from the previous
rulers. But in all probability, these were brought to the capital at
Kapib by Kaniska himself who was a paramount ruler of a large
territory which included parts of China, Central Asia, Afghanistan
and ~ n d i a . ~
Only a few antiquities of Buddhist pantheon have been recovered
from the Begram ruins, which include the base reliefs depicting
donators, Siddh3rtha and Yaiodhari, his Great Departure, etc. The
French Archaeologists have noticed the ruins of four stiipas on each
side. Recently a Japanese archaeological team made a survey of the
site but they could discover only one stiipa at the southern foot of the
eastern hill. They also noticed the remains of a mud-brick construction
of a possible monastery building on the hill side. Ruins of some small
stepas (probably votive ones) are also visible nearby, of a later style.5
1. Cf. East

and West (N.S.),Vo1.-XIII, (1962), pp. 317-335; 'Thc Painted Cups of Begmm
and AmbrosiPn ' by Phillippo Coarelli.
2. Kushn Studies in U.S.S.R., pp. 89-91; Pande DB. : T k Shahis of Afghanistan and
Punjab, pp. 52-62.
3. I.A.S.B., Vol. -111 (1834), pp. 15S174.
4. Cf. Marg, Vo1.-XXIV, No.-3 (July 1971)-'Climpsrs of Wundcr d k l y in zwry' by
Mulk Raj Ananda, p.-3; Hakm J.: ?'he lndhn Art and litters, Vo1.-XU, No.-5, p.4.
5. Mizuno S. : Baswd and ]ahdabad-Kabul, Kyoto (l97l1, p.-126.
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Ruins of Shotorak; The Monastic Area
Hiuen-tsiang, as we have referred to earlier, visited this place
sometime in 630 A.D. and witnessed a Sairghiirima built by Kaniska for
the Chinese hostages. He records, "Kaniska Raj5 founded a
'SanghPr5ma1 to the east of the capital, 3 or 4 li at the foot of a
mountain. ..... This is a great Safighiirama with the temple of Buddha
where treasures in form of Jewels and gems are stored for the repairs of
the buildings. There is a stiipa in the temple which was repaired out of
this treasure."' About a dozen of stiipas have been discovered from
Shotorak, some of them quite large. A reliquary of brass with a panel
depicting the MahZparinibbgna scene of the Buddha was recovered
from one of the sttipas2 Hiuen-tsiang refers to a monastery built by a
minister named RZhula some thirty li or so to the south-east of the
capital in which a stiipa stood about 100 feet in height, in which the
relics of the Buddha were deposited, with the help of the local king?
The monastery may be located somewhere near Shotorak, although we
d o not know the exact site of it. The antiquities recovered from
Shotorak include numerous heads of Buddha and Bodhisattvas, the
depiction of Bo-tree leaves, figures of Brahm'a, Indra on schist,
Bodhisattva's head with moustache, figure of Bodhisattva Maitreya,
bony figure of Buddha in penance, the scene of M5ra and Buddha,
Buddha and Tapassu and Bhallika, Jafila ~ a i ~ and
a ~ his
a two
brothers with Buddha, scenes from the Dipahkara and Vessantara
Jitakas, the Miracle of Srava'sti, figures of lion and very many other
objects.' On a schist, we find the depiction of 'bowl worship' which is
significant as it displays the tradition of worshipping all the objects
used by the Buddha, besides his figure or body-relics. Probably the
bowl or Pztra used by the Buddha was enshrined at a place near
Shotorak, presently called Paitavan, obviously a derivative term from
the word PattaLrZma. The devotees at Shotorak perhaps remained
themselves contented only with a stone representation of the same
Buddha's bowl. We will discuss about Paitava later. Ruins of a number
of monasteries and some six stiipas have also been discovered from the
sites excavated there. It leaves no room for doubt that Shotorak was
the monastic area of the capital Kapiia, visited by the Chinese monk1. Bed S. : Buddhist Records of tk Western World, Bk. -11, pp. 55-77, Life of Hiuentsiang, p.-35; Watters T. : On Yuan-Chwang's TraveLs, pp. 124-125.
2. Shotorak, M.D.A.F.A., tome-XI Paris (1942), pp. 49-51, Plate-XXII. 68.
3. Bed S. : Buddhist Records of tk Western World, pp. W 6 1 .
4. M.D.A.FA., X, Paris (1942), Plates - IX, XI XI, XV, XVI, XVII, XVIII, XIX, XXII, XXIV,
XXVI, XXVII, XXXI, XXXIV, x x x v , XXXVIII.
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Figure 19

Begram(Kapisbl:
Byalaka carved out in a chair-hand (Ivory)
2nd cent A.D, CICabu3, MIuseann)
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Figure 21

Begram( Kapis'a):
Torana (probably from India) (Ivory) 2nd cent. A.D.
(Kabul Museum).
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24 Begram-Shotorak:

Buddha in fast (Schist) 2nd4th cent. A.D. (Kabul Museum).
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Figure 25 Begram-Shotorak:
DipaiWra JBtaka (Buddha trampling over the Mr of
Brdmmd ~ S & Whd4th oeat AD. (&W Mumew4
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Figure 26 Begram-Shoforak:
Buddha seated on lotus (Schist) 2nd-4th cent. A.D.
m w : w e -.
. .--
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scholar and where the temple and a Sanghirgma were erected by
Kanigka for the Chinese royal hostages.
Shotorak monastery was probably a centre of 'learning' and
'practice' of Buddhist scriptures, particularly of Abhidharma.
Provisions for 'the scriptural knowledge' (Pariyalti) and 'practical
training' (Pa f ipa t ti) of Buddhism were available at this place.
Hiuen-tsiang informs that 'above a mountain pass to the north of this
convent (of Kapih) there are several stone chambers (Guhii), it was in
these (caves) the (Chinese prince) hostages practised Sarniidhi or
meditation'.' We do not know for the present where these caves exist,
but Beal thinks that the caves were in Charikar, a town near Begram.2
It does not appear to be possible since Charikar is five to six miles
away from Begram and no caves have been discovered from there. In all
probability the ancient caves might have been dug near the main
i , is, near Shotorak. These caves were
monastery area of ~ a ~ i &that
meant for the 'practical' training in Buddhism. There dwelt many
monk-scholars well-versed in scriptures as mentioned by Hiuen-tsiang.
Qala-i-Nader, Tape Kalan and Paitava
Among the rocks which extend east and south-east of Begram, the
Koh-i-Pahlvan, or "the mountain of the hero" is surrounded by ancient
Buddhist monuments including vih'aras, stiipas, shrines, etc. Some of
the sites have been excavated from where numerous Buddhist
antiquities have been recovered. The places where archaeological
excavations have been made are : 1 - Qala-i-Nader, 2-Tapa Kalan and
3- Paitava. We will briefly discuss about them here below.)
'

Qala-i-Nader
It was an ancient monastic establishment. The ruins of a large &pa
and a large monastery have been excavated from here. The monastery
is particularly large, consisting of 24 apartments and a courtyard. One
of the rooms is of quite a large dimension and was probably used as
Uposafhirgara or meeting-hall and the others were the living cells.
Obviously, the monastery being large could accommodate a good number
of Buddhist monks who studied and practised Buddhism there. When
the stiipa was opened, a bowl of bronze was exhumed which contained
1. Beal S. : Buddhist Records of tk Western World, pp. 60-61.
2. hid., p.-59, foot-note 208.
3. For details see : M.D.A.F.A., Tome-VIII,Paris (1959) for Qala-tNader, and T a p Kale,
pp. 115-132; tome->(, Paris (1939) for Paitava; also see : Buddhism in Afghaniston and
Central Asia, Leiden E. J. Brill, 1976, p.4, 21, flg.-29; Pictorial Cvidt to t k Nutimud
Museum of Afghanistan, 1974, p . 4 .
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some bone relics, probably of some great saint of the place, if not of the
Buddha himself. The recovery of the reliquary from the stcpa is
significant as it points to the importance of this monastery. The stupa is
supposed to have been erected by Kanigka since a few of his coins have
been found from this place. If it is so, this monastery should have
received patronage and support from this great Buddhist emperor who
is so well-known for his religious fervour. The niches of the stu'pa were
once embellished with the figures of the Buddha and other deities.
Some heads of the Buddha and of other deities have also been found
from there.l
Tapa Kalan
Ruins of a large monastery with a number of living cells and
numerous antiquities have been found from Tapa-Kalan, a place not
very far from Qala-i-Nader. The antiquities recovered from there
include Buddha's heads, base reliefs having lion figures and celestial
personages, potteries of different kinds, bowls and big jars etc. Coins of
Kugna king VZsudeva have been recovered. The antiquities found from
this monastery vary from period to period and survive upto the
Hephthalites or Hiinas who actually raided the place in 5th century
A . D . ~It appears that the monastery existed for several centuries and
succumbed only to the havoc created by the Hiinas. It certainly
flourished during the Kugiinas and received their patronage and
support.
Paitav'i
PaitavZ or Paitavan was no doubt one of the most important
Buddhist monasteries or Aramas of ~ a p i & It
. is conspicuous to note
that the present name still retains its ancient term as being a derivative of the word Pattirrima, a name given after the Patta or Pitra,
probably enshrined at this place. It may be recalled that numerous
place-names ending with vii or va'n for Zriirna are known to us in
India, particularly in Bihar State, for instance, Dhaniyavan for
Dhaniyzrima, Ghosaravan for Gohos'lriima (both near Nalanda),
TetarZvZn for Taitiriyzrzma in Gaya, Ma~iya'vanfor MaviyZrZma, a
village in Nalanda district and many such others. PaitavZ may thus be
the transformation of Pattarifma, a monastery named after the Piitra
belonging probably to Buddha or to some great Buddhist saint enshrined there. In this context the account of Hiuen-tsiang is significant.

1. M.D.A.F.A.,Tome-VI11, J. Meunie, pp. 115-127, figures 26CL268.
2. M.D.A.F.A., Tome-VIII, J. Meunie, pp. 129-132.
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He witnessed and worshipped the ~ f v a r a(robe) and Pitra (bowl) of
Arhat SambhGta Sanaviisi (Sanakavssa) preserved in a monastery
near ~ a m i ~ a n
He. ~also informs that Sanakavssa or Sambhiita
Si~av5sTdwelt for some time at- Kipin or ~ a ~ i Ith may
. have been
possible that his 'residence' or Ariirnn in Kapi;a was at PaitavZ, and
probably after his departure from here to his main centre at Mathura,
or even after his death his followers and devotees preserved his Piitra
at this place. By the passage of time the place came to be known as
Pattiiriima or PatrZriima, presently called Paitav5. It also appears
possible that in the beginning, the Pa'tra was preserved in this monastery, later somehow or other it was removed to some other monastery
near Bamiyan about which Hiuen-tsiang refers to in his travel records.
Whatever may be the fact, Paitava was a monastic establishment of
some importance as is evident by the antiquities recovered from there.
Besides the ruins of monasteries and stupas several icons, schists
depicting different figures of deities and life-scenes of Buddha, figures
of different Devas etc. have also been recovered from there. A schist
having the figure of a child (of about 2nd century A.D.), the other scene
c
flames rising behind Buddha's
depicting the Miracle of ~ r & v a swith
standing figure and under his feet flow of waves of water and on each
side small Buddhas symbolising the miraculous multiplication of the
Buddha's person are some of the interesting pieces of art. lndra and
BrahmZ are also depicted holding parasols on the above, and at feet
some Devas paying homage to the Buddha are shown there.2 It
appears that this great monastery was in a flourishing condition during
the KuGnas and even some centuries after.

..

Kapika after KusZqas
Kapib witnessed its hey-day during the reign of great KuGna
emperor Kaniska and his successors, both as a metropolis and also as a
great religioub centre of Buddhism. After the rule of the Kuyaas the
Sassanians, and some time later the Hephthalites or Hiinas carried
devastations in Afghanistan when Kapi$ probably suffered most for
i hto reel under severe hits
being the capital of the country. ~ a ~ had
and blows more than any other town in Afghanistan and had to suffer
the utmost loss caused by them. But there is a reason to believe that

1. Beal S. : Buddhist

Records of t k Western World, pp. 52-53; Life of Him-tsiang, p.-53;
Watters T. : On Yuan-Chwang's Trauels, pp. 12CL121.
2. See : Dupree N.H. and Mutamadi A A . : Pictorid Guide to N a t w d Museum of
Afghaniitan, plate-25; Buddhism in Afghanistan and Gntml Asia, E. J. ~ r f f l , ' ~ . -and
3
21, figure29.
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Buddhism and its monastic centres probably did not suffer so much, at
least when the Sassanians raided ~ a ~ iSassanian
h .
emperor, Shapur I
attacked ~ a ~ i in
6 aabout 241 A.D. and destroyed the palace of KuPna
emperor and the town but probably the monastic areas around the town
escaped the fury of the invader obviously because of his only aim to
acquire political gain rather than anything else. The monuments and
antiquities found from ancient Buddhist places like Shotorak, Paitava,
Qala-i-Nader or Tapa Kalan include the objects which belong to later
periods showing that these centres of Buddhism continued to flourish
for some centuries after. But, of course, the Hephthalites or Hunas
caused some damage to some viharas and stupas at Shotorak but not to
the extent of extermination of the Religion; and probably after the
storm passed off, these centres revived again and began thriving as
before.
When Hiuen-tsiang visited ~ a ~ i in
k aabout 631 A.D., he found
these centres of religion in a flourishing condition. He records, "The
king is a Kzatriya by caste and reverences much the 'Three Jewels'
(Buddha, Dhumma and Sahgha). Every year he makes a silver figure
of the Buddha, eighteen feet high, and at the same time he invokes on
the assembly, called 'Moba Parisad (i.e. Pra'timoksa recitation by the
assembly of the monks on the Paviira@ day, held dn the full-moonday
of Kattika) and distributes alms to the poor."l He further informs that
the king himself came forward to greet him along with the priests
there and brought him escorted. About the monastic centres he says
that there are about 10 monasteries and some 6000 monks all over the
country and most of them follow the Greater Vehicle. The stcpas are
lofty and spacious and built on high level spots from which they may
be seen on every side, shining in their grandeur. He specially refers to
the monastic establishment at Shotorak (Sthaviraka)-Shir-lo-kia,
located some 3 or 4 li to the east of the capital at the foot of the
mountain in the north. "There", says he, "is a great Sangfirsma with
some 300 monks and they all belong to the Little Vehicle. This is the
place where Kaniska also had built a SanghSrSma and temple for the
purposes of the Chinese prince hostages." Hiuen-tsiang preferred to
stay there along with other Chinese monk, Hwiu-sing or Prajh'akara
who himself belonged to the Hrnayzna scho01.~In the Life of Hiuentsiang it is recorded that "there was a great treasure in this vihsra
kept under the foot of the image of the 'Great-Spirit King' i.e.
1. Beal 5. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, pp. 54-55; Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p.-54;
Watters T . : O n Yuan Chwang's Trawls, p.-123.

2. Beal, S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p.-54.
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vaigravana, near the image of the Buddha, by the Chinese Prince
hostages for the purpose of repairs. An inscription to this effect is also
there."' When Hiuen-tsiang was staying there money was needed for
the purpose of repairs of the parambulatory path (Pradak;itzlZpatha)
of the stiipa and then money was taken from that. Hiuen-tsiang
probably inspected the repair works by himself and 'spent exactly
what was wanted for the purpose'. He is said to have spent his
VassZviisa (Rainy-Season-Resort) at this v i h ~ r a .During
~
his stay
there, at the instance of the king of the country, a great assembly of
monk-scholars was convened for philosophical discussions with Hiuentsiang and his companion Prajhskara. He refers to three eminent monkscholars of utmost erudition and extreme intelligence. One of them was
Manojiiaghosa by name who was a great master of all the Three
Pitakas a n d the other was i r y a v a r m a , well-versed in the
~aivastivadaschool and the third monk-scholar of eminence was
Gunabhadra who was an erudite scholar of MahimsZsaka school of
~ u d d h i s m It
. ~is remarkable to note that all these monk-scholars were
profoynd in different branches of Theravzda Buddhism who resided at
this main monastery of ~ a p i s ' a ,at Shotorak (Sthaviraka-vihzra)
where the discussions with Hiuen-tsiang lasted for five days. It is said
that Hiuen-tsiang established his superiority by answering all the
questions put to him by 'all corners' and placed his superiority in
knowledge over a1L4 It is evident from the account of Hiuen-tsiang that
Shotorak at Kapisa was a great centre of learning of different branches
of Buddhism, particularly Later Theravzda studies and practice during
7th century A.D.

0ther Monasteries of Kapika
We have referred to earlier a cave-monastic-centre located some 2
or 3 li to the west of the capital as recorded in the accounts of Hiuentsiang. Some of these caves were built during the reign of Kanigka
particularly for the Chinese Prince hostages for meditational purposes.
1. Ibid., p.-54.
2. lbid., p.-55; Cf. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.-I, p.-50;
Watters, T. : On Yuan Chwang's Travels, p.-125.
3. Beal, S. : Life of Hiucn-tsiang, p.-56. The Mahimaisakas are said to have separated
from the Early Theravida School soon after the 2nd Buddhist Coundl. It was
again divided into ~abbatthrvida(Sarva'stivida) and the Dhammaguttika
schools. MahimGsakas also came to Afghanistan, probably sometime later than the
Mahasanghikas who had already settled in UdyHna. For views of these schools see: N.
Dutta- Buddhist Sects in India, pp. 13CL134 and for early references in Pall see :
MahZva y sa, V.-6;Dipaoamsa, V.45; 47; ~ a h i i v a ~ s a . t ~ k(Nalanda),
a
p.-139.
4. Beal, S.: Life of Hiuen-tsiang, pp. 56-57
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Hiuen-tsiang informs that there stood a statue of AvalokiteGvara
(Kwan-tsz-tsai) ~0dhisattva.lAvalokitehara Bodhisattva is adored
in the Mahayana pantheon and is purely a metaphysical creation of
this school.2 Hiuen-tsiang propitiated this image. He eulogogises it in
these words, 'This Bodhisattva appears in person before one who with
sincere faith desires ~ 0 . Evidently
" ~
by the time of Hiuen-tsiang, in 7th
century A.D.. Mahaya'na Buddhism has spread at several places in
Afghanistan and many gods and goddesses have since been added to
Buddhist pantheon and their worship has become popular among the
people. This cave-monastic-centre near K a p i b was following the
Mahzyana school which naturally attracted Hiuen-tsiang to pay a
visit to this place as he himself followed this school.
Yet another monastery that Hiuen-tsiang visited near Kapi4a was
'Rshula Sahghiiriima', so called because a minister, RZhula by name of
a former king, had constructed it. This monastery was located some 30 li
to the south-east of the capital. A magnificient stiipa about 100 feet
. ~ place
high stood there which contained the relics of the ~ u d d h aThis
has yet to be identified and we believe if his itinerary be followed, it
should be located somewhere near PaitavZ. Hiuen-tsiang paid his
homage to this stipa and then returned to the capital. It appears that
the relics of the Buddha were originally obtained by the Kus'aqa
emperor Kaniska from the king of Magadha. A story is narrated i i the
Chinese versibn of the Sarnpradiiya Niddna in which it is said that
the monarch of Pstaliputra was defeated by Yueh-Chi and was obliged
to purchase peace a t the price of 900,000 pieces of gold. He was unable
to pay this heavy ransom and in liue of that he surrendered to his
conqueror a priceless relic, the begging bowl of the Buddha, a marvellous cock which would not drink water containing insects and the
learned ~ 6 v a ~ h o s aObviously
.s
this Yueh-Chi conqueror was none
other than Kaniska as we know that ~ i v a ~ h o lived
s a during the time
of Kanigka. Kaniska enshrined this relic of the Buddha in a st5pa
erected in one of ihe viharas of ~ a ~ i hIt. may
6 be at Shotorak or any
other place; or probably the Buddha's bowl (Pltm) was preserved in
monastery at PaitavS about which we have already discussed above.

1. Beal, S. : Buddhist

Records of the Western World, p. -60; Watters, T. : On Yuan
Chwang 's Tmvels, p.-126.
2. See Malalseker, C.P. : Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, Vo1.-11, (19661, pp. 407-415.
3. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, pp. 6@61.
4. lbid., pp. 60-61.
5 . k e Rosenfield, J.M.
: The Dynastic Arts of the Kushans (19711, p.-32.
6. Beal S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Introduction, pp. XXXII-XXXIII.
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Figure 27: Tope Darrah (Charikar) (Stone built) 2nd cent. A.D.
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Kapi& no doubt obtained a piece of the corporeal relics of the Buddha
during Kani~kaperiod, about which we unfortu-nately know nothing.

Charikar, Gul-Bahar and Nur
Buddhism continued to thrive in and around Kapi;a for seveial
centuries as we find a number of Buddhist monuments in this area, some
explored and excavated while others remain unattended. Chrikar is
the head-quarters of this area at present, located a few miles away
from the ancient site of Begram or Kapib. Near Charikar, ruins of
some monasteries have been noticed. A big monastery was excavated
sometime back by the Japanese Archaeological Mission in Afghanistan
under the leadership of Prof. T. Higuchi. A number of antiquities have
been recovered from there. Some 5kms. from Charikar to the east stands
a large stiipa, perhaps the largest and most preserved, at a place
called by the people 'Tope-Darrah' or 'Burj-i-Kafir'. The stiipa stands
between two ranges of a hill and hence called 'Tope-Darrah' and the
village located there is also known by the same name. The pedestal of
the st6pa has however collapsed but the drum with niches in trilobed
arches is still preserved. The stupa measures 20 mtr. high and 30 mtr.
across. Some think that it was erected by Kani~kaand may be placed in
about 1st century A.D.' Probably there was a monastery nearby but it is
no more. Charles Masson was the first to discover this sttipa in 1833
A.D. He opened the relic chamber of the stiipa but found nothing except
some bone fragments?
In Charikar area, there appears to have existed some Buddhist
centres including those at Begram. The name of the town as Charikar
(Ca'rika'ra) appears to be the reminiscent of the word Ca'rikii, a term
particularly used for 'wandering' of the Buddhist monks for seeking
alms or for journey.3 May it be that the monks dwelling near the town or
a ) to visit this place for their usual meals
even at Begram ( ~ a ~ i lused
or for their other subsistences as it lay within the 'limit' (sirnu) of
their 'Carikii' and hence called 'Ciirik5ra9.But it is a simple guess and
it may also be the transformation of some other term, for instance, may
it be a derivative of CatuZryavihiira, the 'great four Vih'lras'
established around it?
Not very far from Begram on the north bank of the Panjshir river a
Buddhist site has been located in a village called 'Gul-Bahar'. While
digging there for the construction of a spinning mill many stone
1. Mizuno S. : BaswaI and Jalalabad-Kabul, (Kyoto) (1971), pp. 126127.
2. J.A.S.B.,1934, p.-1 ff.
3. Cf. for CZrikh, see : Pali English Dictionary, Rhy Davids & Stede, p.-265.
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sculptures were recovered indicating it a Buddhist place. Probably
there existed a temple and a monastery.' About 6kms. from Gul-Bahar
is the valley of Nur behind which another monastic site has been
noticed. The big mound there is the debris of a stGpa and a monastery.
On the surface, a pair of stone lions for the throne is still in situ in the
middle of the site.2
These Buddhist sites were flourishing when Hiuen-tsiang visited
~ a ~ during
i & 7th century A.D. where monks belonging to different
Schools of Buddhism were dwelling. Hiuen-tsiang met with many
monk-scholars and had held philosophical discussions with them that
we have seen earlier. By this time the Mah3yBna school had started
growing as some of the monasteries were exclusively belonged to this
school, where worship of different gods and goddesses and Bodhisattvas, Na'gas and spirits was in practice. The figure of 'Great Spirit
King' as Hiuen-tsiang records, was enshrined to the south of the eastern
door of the hall of Buddha in the monastery of Kaniska that he had
built for the Chinese Prince hostages. The Yakgas are said to have
guarded the treasure kept there for the repairs of the vihiira? about
which we have discussed earlier. We have also seen that in the
MahZyZna viharas, the worship of Avalokites'vara was also
prevalentn4 The HTnayZna school of Buddhism, particularly Later
Theravada was also flourishing in some monasteries during this period.
Hiuen-tsiang himself stayed in one of these monasteries at Kapida. It
appears that the MahZyZna Buddhism was in ascendancy and many
monasteries were the centres of this school and probably a good section
of the society also followed then.
Other Religionists in Kapika
Hiuen-tsiang informs us that he had seen a number of centres
belonging to different religionists, holding different faiths and wearing
queer dresses and objects. Besides Buddhist temples and mopasteries he
noticed there some ten temples of 'Beva' (MahZdeva or Siva) where
1000 heretics dwelt. He saw some of them naked (Jaina Digambara
ascetics?) and some covered themselves with ashes and some wore
chaplets of bones crowning over their heads.5 It appears, these ascetics
-

-

1. Mizuno, S. : Baswal and Jalalabad-Kabul, ( K y o t o ) (1971), p.-126.
2. lbid., pp. 126127.
3. Beal S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, pp. 58-59, 63-67; Watters T. : On the
Yuan Chwang's Travels, pp. 55-56.
4. Beal, S. : lbid., p.-60.
5. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of t k Western World, p.-55; Watters, T . : O n Yuan
Chwang's Trawls, p.-123.
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migrated from India probably during the reign of Kaniqka who ruled
over a vast area of India, Central Asia and China; and also
Afghanistan. Although he professed Buddhism, he had sympathy and
regard to other religionists as well which is evident from his coins,
which not only bear the figure of Buddha or 65kyamuni Buddha (with
legend BODDO in Greek) but also of the deities belonging to
Hellanistic, Iranian and Indian pantheons. Kapib being one of the
capitals of his empire in the west these religionists also possibly
established their centres there. But Buddhism was in predominance
and many monasteries were the great centres of Buddhist learning and
practice where great monk-scholars dwelt who belonged to both
Hinay'lna and MahZyZna schools.
Kap ika After Hiuen-tsiang
Sung-yun is another Chinese monk traveller after Hiuen-tsiang,
who presents an account of earlier devastating operations of Northwestern part of Indian sub-continent by the K n a s . He tells that 'two
generations before his time the G n a s or Hepthalites had overrun
GandhZira and adjoining areas. Some monasteries at Taxila were put to
flame'. This catastrophe should have occurred sometime by the close of
5th century A.D. Notwithstanding their havoc by military operations, the Buddhist centres continued to flourish as before. Modem
researches show that during these operations although some Buddhist
centres suffered some damage, but by and large, Buddhism was never
persecuted by the Hepthalites in Central Asia or elsewhere, rather
some rulers gave support to Buddhism as is evident from the
inscriptions on some Hepthalites coins which are connected with
Buddhism
,
was in a
Buddhism.' When Hiuen-tsiang visited ~ a ~ i &
flourishing condition that we have seen earlier. Scholars are of the
b . the area south of
opinion that the Turki Shahis ruled over ~ a ~ iand
the Hindu Kush in Afghanistan from about the middle of 5th century
A.D. onward and the 'Ksatriya' king of Kapiia, as mentioned by
Hiuen-tsiang , was none o h e r than a descendant of Ratbil, the founder
of the dynasty.' These Turki Shahis supposed to be the predecessors of
the Hindu Shahis of Kabul of later centuries who ruled over ~ a ~ i for
da
~

- -

1 . Cf. Kushan Studies in U.S.S.R., Outline History of Buddhism in Central Asia, by B.A.
Litivinsky, pp. 88-89; Cf. Biswas, Atreyi, ~oliticalHistory of tk H i ~ ins l d k ,
pp. 108109.
2. Ky,
H.C. : T k Dynastic History of N. India, Vol. -1 (1979), p.-71; Sircar, D.C. : Studies
in tk Geography of Ancient and Mediaeval India, p.235; Pande, D.B. : Thc Shahb of
Afghanisbn and the Punjab (1973), p.-60; Mishra, Y. : The Hindu Shahh of
Afghanistan and tk Punjab, (1972), p.-5.
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several centuries. The Turks who raided Afghanistan earlier, were no
doubt ~ u d d h i s t s and
; ~ as such Buddhism didpot receive much adverse
effect by their raids. A Chinese monk, S r a m a ~ aHiuen-chin (or
~ r a k ~ b a m a tmet
i ) with I-tsing at Nalanda in 664 A.D. who informed
him that the roads through ~ a ~ were
i h blocked in the hands of
~ r a b sBut
. ~ another Chinese traveller Ou-k'ong of rather later period,
between 759-763, saw many temples in the Buddhist sanctuaries erected
by the Turki rulers or members of their families in Gandh'ara and
Kairr~ra.In GandhZra, according to this Chinese traveller, there was a
temple of Tegin-cha (or-Te-kin-li), who is identified with On-sentegin-ch of the Chinese records, who ruled Kapisa in 739? These Turki
Shahis were Buddhists and built temples and vih'lras. Ou-k'ong
witnessed yet another temple of Buddha in Gandhzra which was
founded by the Khartun, "the wife of the king of the Turks". The
Kapi;a king being Buddhist is said to have friendly diplomatic
relations with China from where embassies were received and sent. It
was by this time (720 A.D.) when the king of b p i & was awarded the
high title of 'Tiging' by the Chinese emperor. No less than six
embassies were sent from ~ a ~toi China
b
between 619-750 A.DP It is
very likely that close diplomatic relations between ~ a ~ and
i kChina
further strengthened the cultural contacts between these two countries
through their monk-scholars.
Fall of Kapiba
As a matter of fact the fall of ~ a p i be
b an with the incessant
attacks of the Arabs. The first attempt on Kapi a and Kabul was made
in about 650 A.D., which was however repulsed back, as rccorded by
the Arab Annals. Notwithstanding the vigorous resistance posed by the
Shahis of Kabul, the Arabs advanced step by step till Kabul fell in 870
A . D . ~The Shahis had to transfer their capital from KapiL to Kabul
following the capture of the former by Ibrahim-bin-Jabbal, the
Governor of Zabulistan who sacked it in 793 during the reign of Caliph
Harun Rashid (783-809h6 The repeated attacks of the Arabs became

f

1. Kushrrn Studies in U.S.S.R., 'Outhe History of Buddhism in Central Asia', by B.A.
Litivinsky, p.49.
2. Beal S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, Introduction, pp. XXVIII-XXIX.
3. Klrshon Studies in U.S.S.R., Outline History of Buddhism in Central Asia by B.A.
Litivinsky, pp. 89-90; also Cf.Translation of Kalhuna's Rajatarangini, Vo1.-I by M.A.
Stein, (1961) Introduclion p.-92.
4. Cf. : Thc Classid Age, Edt. R.C Majurndar and others, Bombay (1%2), pp. 622-623.
5. Cf. Ray, H.C. : Dynastic History of N. India, Pt. -I, p.-70.
6. Cf. A.A. Kehzad : Tarikh-i-Afghanistan,Vo1.-11, Kabul (1946), p.-551, also see Pande,
D.B.: Thc Shahis of Afghanistan and the Punjab (1972), pp. 32, 72, 121.
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irresistible and as a result the capital yet again had to be transferred
from Kabul to Udbhzndapura (Ohind) by the Hindu Shahis. Finally,
the Hindu Shahis rule became extinct by the defeat of Trilocana Pgla
at the hands of Mohammed Ghor in 1015.l
Arabs' attack proved fatal to Kapib as it suffered brutally, both
politically and culturally. According to the statements of later Muslim
Chroniclers these attacks were made with the ob'ect to bringing Islam
to those quarters where it had not yet reached. In the event of such
perilous conditions the Buddhist public and monks were left to no option
but to embrace Islam or to court sword. As a result the Buddhist
monasteries being located near the town of conspicuous built lured to be
the brutal targets of these fanatic invaders. Large buildings of the
viharas and temples were razed to the ground and the inhabitant
monks were butchered for being easily recognizable on account of their
saffron dress and shaven heads and also easily discernible as the
religious leaders of the society. The result was eminent. They were
indiscriminately massacred, some only could flee while others
embraced Islam. The Buddhist k m a s and viharas were thoroughly
pillaged, images were totally mutilated by breaking their heads and
hands and invariably cutting their noses? Most of the Buddhist
monasteries which were the educational centres with libraries
containing innumerable manuscripts of the Buddhist scriptures, were
burnt to ashes. Thus, there came an end to' these monastic-cumeducational centres which once upheld and nourished the culture,
religion and learning of the nation for centuries. The total massacre of
the Buddhist monks coupled with mass conversion to Islam brought a
stand-still of Buddhist religion and culture there. The version found in
the M~h'ivagga, an early Pali text, that the 'Vinaya' (or monastic
order) is the 'age' of the 'Dhamma' (Vinayo niima dhammussa Zyu)
is significantly illustratcd in this con text. Buddhism could never be
revived again as no monk was left to uphold the banner of Saddharma.
~ a ~ i lost
i a its pristine glory and glamour and finally sank deep in
oblivion for the good.

1

1. Pande, D.B. : bid., p.-113; Mishra, Y. : T k Hindu Shahis of Afghanistan and Punjob
(1972), p.-188.
2. Cf. Pande, D.B., Op. cit., p.-114.
3. The destruction of Nalanda monastery and conflagration of its world famous libraries
are record4 by a contemporary historian Shamse Shiraj in his work the Tocur&+Nasiri. Defacement of an idol by cutting n m or mutilating hands and heads is common
throughout in India. Also Cf. Kalhana's Rajotorangini, VII. 63, 66, 70.
4. Mahiivagga (Nalanda), p. 48.

BAMIYAN
Cave Monasteries of Lokuttaravzdins
Afghanistan is replete with innumerable Buddhist monuments in the
form of sfipas, caves, monasteries, temples; but no other site can be more
magnificent than Bamiyan, both in extent and in excellence. The two
colossal images of Buddha stand here hewn out of a rock; one being the
largest in the world. So also, the largest number of Buddhist caves,
numbering some twenty thousand, have been dug in the hill there and
around. The paintings on the walls and the 'lantern roof' and other
embellishments in the caves there superb in the country. Because of its
singular historical and cultural importance, there is hardly any visitor
coming to Afghanistan to miss this great Buddhist site.
Bamiyan valley is situated about 120 Kms. north-west of Kabul at
an elevation of 8,500 ft., lying between the Hindu Kush and Koh-iBaba mountains.' In order to reach Bactria and Sogdiana it was
necessary to cross the Hindu Kush via Bamiyan. As a matter of fact it is
situated on the ancient route followed by traders, wanderers, invaders
who travelled from the west or from the east. Eventually the streams
of different cultures, such as Graeco-Bactrian, Achaeminide or Iranian
and other nomadic cultures seem to have met and mingled and in due
course transformed into the Indo-Buddhist Culture, which remained
there for several centuries.
Meaning of Bamiyan
Hiuen-tsiang, the famous Chinese monk-traveller visited this
place sometime in 630 A.D. and calls it Fan-Yen-nu. Another Korean

1.Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, Vo1.-11, p.-534.
2. Beal, S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p.-52.
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monk, Hui-cha'o came to Bamiyan later and stayed there for some
time. He calls it Fan-Yin.' Charles Masson who explored many ancient
sites of Afghanistan in the late 19th Century paid several visits to this
place. He mentions that Bamiyan means 'Roof of Universe'; for Barn
means ' r ~ o f 'According
.~
to another interpretation, the term Bamiyan is
probably formed of two words, Barn + Main, meaning 'between the
cliffs or terraces', as Barn indicates cliff and main is ~ e a t h~. ~a m i ~ a n
may have derived its present name from 'Butyan'. The term but in New
Persian is used in the sense of 'idol', although originally meaning
'Buddha'. This meaning is still extant in many passages of New
Persian. The word for 'Bodhisattva' appears in Pahlavi as 'But'sp';
and 'Budasaf' in ~rabic.'Thus, 'Barn' may stand for 'Buddha' and
'Mian' for the place where stand the two colossi. 'Buddhamian' or
'Butmian' appears to be the original name of the place meaning the
'place between the cliffs where two images of the Buddha' stand at
both ends of Koh-i-Baba hill. But it is of course difficult to discern the
exact meaning of the place as no record is available.

Rock-Cut Caves
Bamiyan has become world famous because of the two colossal idols
of the Buddha hewn out of the rock in the niches. One of them measures
55 meters in heightr5 and the other is 35 meters. Both stand in the
conglomerate facing to the south. For many, Bamiyan has become
.~
'synonymous with Afghanistan' on account of these two c o l ~ s s iThe
honey-combed caves number several thousands, some with typical
'lantern designed' dome ceilings and other embellishments. We also
find four large seated Buddhas in niches besides many other kinds of
ornamentations in varied designs. They all are marvellous indeed to
create a sense of awe and admiration to one who visits the place even
today.
These rock-cut caves, which look like the honey-comb from a
distance, are dug in the cliff. They stretch over a mile in extent and
number about 20,000, although they have never been accurately
1. Dupree, N.H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p. -58.
2. JASB, Vo1.-5 (1836), p.-707.
3. Historical and Political Gnzettetr of Afghanistan, Edition by Ludwig W. Adamec,
Glossary.
4. BSOAS, Vo1.-VI (1930-32), A.W. Bailey, pp. 279-283.
5. When the feet of the Big Buddha were exposed to the original level, the image has
become 55 meters in height instead of 53 mtr. known hitherto. Cf. Indiun Archaeology,
A Review, p.-118.
6. Cf. Allchin, F & Hammond, N. : Archaeology of Afghanistan, p.37.
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counted.' They are cut in several sizes and designs; some are so large as
to accommodate hundreds of people for sitting and some so small in
which only one or two monks can live. The vast number of caves and also
the huge images and other decorations there all show its grandeur and
importance. Bamiyan was perhaps the largest Buddhist centre in
Afghanistan; perhaps the largest in the group of rock-cut Buddhist
caves in the world.2
History
It is extremely difficult to know as to when and by whose pious
efforts Bamiyan grew to such an excellent and large monastic centre of
Buddhists. The ancient history of Bamiyan is obscure. Neither the
Buddhist texts nor any other archaeological finds or sources throw any
light on its early history. Only the occasional accounts left to us by the
Chinese and Korean monk-travellers, who visited this place relate its
grandeur that it had in the past. The antiquities discovered from there
are definitive source to help us in this regard to some extent. They are
only remotely helpful to reconstruct its history.
Scholars believe that since Bamiyan lay on the 'silk route' that
passed via Balkh to Bamiyan onward to Kapisa and Kabul and then on
to India proper in the east, it served as a great 'carvansarai' where
traders, travellers and Buddhist pilgrims all alike stayed for a short
period from ancient times. It was never thickly populated and
. ~ appears true; and further, it may
remained only as a 'resting p l a ~ e ' It
be pointed out that probably those Buddhist monks who travelled
with the touring merchants (Safthaviiha) also stayed there to spend a
short period of three or four months for the observance of the 'Rainy
Season Resort' (Vassa'va'sa) a s according to their ecclesiastical
obligation. They found this place as best ~ u i t e dfor meditational and
other monastic practices. After the rains, as per monastic rules, they
used to move away from there for 'Canhi' (regular wandering of the
monks).4 Bamiyan is inclemently cold during the winter. This also
probably compelled them to leave Bamiyan by the approach of winter
and to move away to other places of less cold. It is very likely that the
1. Haibak and Kashmir Smast, Edt. by S.Mizuno, p.93.
2. In India, N5landa Mahsvihira was probably the largest centre of Buddhists in the
past where ten thousand Buddhist monks resided, as also recorded by Hiuen-tsiang
who himself stayed there for several years for study and by other Chinese travellers.
Bamiyan caves are quite large in number, suggesting much more population of
monks than what was in malands.
3. Marg, Mulk Raj Anand, Vo1.-XXIV, No. 2, p.5.
4. For Vassiivasa, see Upasak, C.S. : D.E.B.M.T.,
pp. 198-199.
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monks who had spent their Vassa'viisa at Bamiyan used to move
towards to the east, probably Jalalabad-Hadda region (ancient
Udyana) or even crossed the Hindu Kush to Taxila and further east to
~ n h i ato spend the cold season. It is interesting to notice numerous
honey-combed caves dug in the hills all around Jalalabad, Baswal and
other places. Migration to the east, from Kabul to Jalalabad, in winter,
and from Jalalabad to Kabul in the west during summer is still a
common practice of the people, particularly among the nomads, for
Kabul being bitterly cold during winter and Jalalabad very hot during
the summer.
In ancient days merchants and monks and wanderers followed the
practice of postponing their journeys during the rains because of
unsuitable climatic conditions. For Buddhist monks ecclesiastical rules
were framed for this purpose by the Buddha. The Buddhist monks were
also in practice to undertake long journeys along with the caravans
(Saffhav'iha).They used to depend upon them for their subsistence.
Those monks traveling in this area with the caravans, by the approach
of rainy season (Vassiivisa) used to stay here for three months finding
it most a suitable place for monastic practices. Later on, some monks
probably made it as their permanent 'residence', particularly when
the LokuttaravZidins established their centre there. In the beginning,
some caves were dug for their 'abodes' (ifv~sa),~
but in due course, the
number of caves started growing in proportion to the rising population of
the monks. When the number of the monk-fraternity rose large, the
full- fledged monasteries consisting of several caves developed,
including Uposathagaras (a hall for ecclesiastical meetings), shrines,
temples, guest-rooms or dormitories (UpaffEnasBlas), etc. besides the
living cells. When Religion gained much popularity in the country, a
large number of people became monks, and then the number of caves also
grew accordingly.
Religious centres usually become renowned and gather importance
because of a saint or saints who dwell there. Sometimes the support and
munificence of kings, nobles or rich persons also gave impetus to their
development. But it must be borne in mind that saints or sages are the
real persons who carry intrinsic 'energy' for inculcating cultural and
ethical values among the people. They stand as a pivot for the
diffusion of the values in life. No religious movement can prosper
without the active and spontaneous support of saintly personalities.
They are the real upholders of the banner of the Dhamma or religion.
1. See hid., p. 34.
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People naturally flock around them for deriving 'real good' or
'attaining peace of mind', sometimes for accruing merits merely by
meeting them. Centres where such spiritually enlightened persons
reside naturally grow into importance and sometimes remain as the
places of pilgrimage for centuries. Sometimes scholars having saintly
character also become the source of inspiration for the learneds.
NZland5 was such a centre of Buddhist learning where a number of
monk-scholars of erudite and saintly character dwelt; and because of
their distinctive achievements, monk-scholars from the country and
abroad assembled there in large numbers. It continued to be an eminent
Buddhist centre of learning for centuries on account of these 'monkscholars'.
Bamiyan also continued to be a great centre of Buddhists, probably
for a longer period than Niilands although not as an academic place.
But how it become such a great monastic centre of Buddhists or who
were the monk-saints who chose it first as their 'abode' (iiviisa) and
started dwelling in the caves of Koh-i-Baba is difficult to know. We
have no records availabIe which can throw any light on this point, nor
do we know any ruler or king who had extended his zealous support to
raise this place to such a great eminence,
Loku ttarav'adins
Hiuen-tsiang, the Chinese monk traveller and scholar who visited
Bamiyan in about 630 A.D., found it a stronghold of the
Lokuttaravzdins who had earlier branched off from an early school of
Buddhism called Mah'asanghika. We have seen elesewhere that the
Mahiis'inghika school came into existence after being separated from
the early Therav'lda Buddhism on the occasion of Second Buddhist
Council, held at Vesali, one century after the Maha'parinibb'ina of the
Buddha, on some ecclesiastical and doctrinal view points.' It is said
that the MahZs'anghikas migrated from Magadha into two streams,
one towards the south and the other towards the north-west of India.
The group that came to the north-west was again sub-divided into five
sects, viz. Ekavyavahzrika, Kaukulika or Kurullaka, ~ a h u i r u t i ~ a ,
~ r a j g a ~ t i v ~ d ai nnd ~ u k u t t a r a v ~ d i nIn. ~the Pali texts the
Lokuttaravzda is also described as 'Cetiyav'lda' a branch of the
Mahaslnghika scho01.~Probably the Lokuttaravzda got its name as
Cetiyava'da because they gave prominence to the worship of the
1. MahZvamsa, V.7, Dlpavamsa, V . 42; Mahabodhioamsa, p.69 ff. and others.
2. Dutta, N. , Buddhist Sects in India, p. 60.
3. h i d . , p.60.
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Cetiyas (Sanskrit = Caitya).' Some think that because they dwelt in
the 'Caitya mountain' they were called Caityakas.2 The Lokuttaravadins, after being separated from the North-Westem Group of the
Mah'as'inghikas, settled in Udy'ana or Jalalabad, the eastern-most
region of Afghanistan. In the Sariputra-Paripricchiisiitra, (Chinese
translation), it is mentioned that they resided in Udyhna. They dwelt
there for a long period with the Sarvastivzdins, Mahisasakas,
Dharrnaguptas and ~ ~ < ~ a The
~ i Mahavastu,
~ a s . ~the Vinaya text of
the Lokuttarava'dins, also confirms the view that they were a branch
.~
is said to be the founder of the
of the ~ a h a s a n g h i k a s MahZdeva
~ Kathiivatthu AtthakathZ
Cetiyakas or ~ o k u t t a r a v a d i n s .The
(Commentary) (of about 5th century A.D.) refers to the different
branches of both the groups of the south and north-west, which include
Cetiyakas or ~ o k u t t a r a v a d i n s .It~ may also be pointed out that
Vasumitra, who flourished during the reign of Kaniska, the great
Kus'ina emperor (1st Century A.D.), and who is said to have composed
i
on the occasion of Fourth Buddhist Council,
the' ~ a h i i vbhbiiiastra
has dealt with the N.W. group of the MahZsBhghikas in greater
details than the southern group, probably because Vasumitra was more
familiar with those sects which were prevailing in that region. While
dealing with their doctrinal views, he has grouped the MahZGhghika, Ekavyavaharika, Kaukulikas and Lokuttaravzdin together,
simply because they differed from each other only on some minor viewp o i n t ~ . This
~
affirms that the LokuttaravZdins were holding their
separate identity at the-time of Vasumitra (i.e. Kaniska's reign, 1st
Cent. A.D.) and had their strongholds in N.W. region of Indian subcontinent, particularly in GandhZra and UdyZna. Later on they moved
to Bamiyan where they became predominant as recorded by Hiuentsiang. Their migration and settlement at Bamiyan probably took place
quite early; as they had come into existence perhaps soon after the
Second Buddhist Council, held one hundred years after the Parinibba'na
of the ~ u d d h a . ~

1 . D.P.P.N., Vo1.-11, p.913 ff.

2. Dutta, N., op. n't., pp. 69-70.
3. lbid., p.60.
4. lbid., p. 60.
5. See JRAS, 1910; also DPPN, Vol.-11, p.912.
6. Dutta, N., Buddhist Sects in India, p. 68.
7 . Dutta, N.: Ibid., p. 70.
8 . Cf. Dipaaamsa-V: Nikkhante pafhame vassasate, sampatte dutiye sate; Mohiibhedo
ajayatha, Theraoiidam uttamam. Verse-75; Mahisa'nghika bhukkhii, oilomam
akamsu sasanam; Bhinditoa miilasahgham, a;n'am h m s u saighatp. Verse-32.
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Views of ~okuttaravgdins
The Lokuttaravzdins held the view that the worldly elements
(Laukika Dharmas) are unreal; the real dharmas are supra-mundane.'
With regard to the concept of the Buddha the Lokuttaravadins are of
the view that the Buddha's body is entirely supra-mundane
(Lokuttara); devoid of any impurities, vocal or physical or mental. His
material body (Rupaka'ya or Nirma'na ka'ya) is 'unlimited' and
'unmeasurable'; his length of life is unlimited; his divine power (Tejas,
Prabha'va) is extra-ordinary; his compassion (karuna3 is limitless; he
has no dreams as his mind is like a mirror and can comprehend
anything in one moment, being pure in all respects; he is aware that he
cannot be r e b ~ r n . ~
The Lokut taravadins attributed all other supra-mundane qualities
and all 'perfections' including omniscience to the Buddha. The
deification of the Buddha had begun very early; it can be noticed even
in early Pali Buddhism; but it took new dimensions and gained
prominence for the first time when the Lokuttaravzdins and other
similar co-branches of the Mah3sZnghikas established their new
tenets and dogmas of the Doctrine. As a matter of fact, their doctrinal
leanings were more towards Mah'ay5na or Buddhay'lna and they
prepared the ground for the advent of Mah'ayana school of Buddhism
which flourished several centuries after the Christian era.3 The
Lokuttaravzdins were probably more staunch adherents to the
omniscient, supra-mundane form of the Buddha than the other cobranches of the Mahisanghikas. They regarded the Buddha as
'Lokuttara' in all respects. Probably this ideology of this group of
Buddhism served as a constant inspirational guide-line when
illustrating the Buddha in icons. The creation of two colossal images of
the Buddha in the panoramic beautiful valley of Bamiyan is the
outcome of this devotionally inspired faith of the LokuttaravBdin
monks. Indeed the two colossi of the Buddha infused the sense of superhuman and transcendent qualities of the Buddha in the mind of those
who came' to witness them. These images may be attributed to the
Lokuttarava'dins as they believed in such omniscient form of the
Buddha.

1. Dutta, N. : Buddhist Sects in India, pp. 73-74.
2. Dutta N. : lbid, pp. 77-78.
3. lbid., p. 68.
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i f kyas of Bamiyan
Hiuen-tsiang relates a story of the migration of the $kyas to
Udyzna (Mod. Jalalabad) after their extermination from
Kapilavatthu by VidGdabha, the kin5 of Kojala. According to the
story related by him, there lived four SSkya tribes during the life-time
of the Buddha. They were attacked and then massacred by Vidiidabha,
the son and successor of king Praienajit of ~ o i a l aas
, a revenge fo;being
cheated by them. Some could save the4 lives and fled away for refuge
to different countries. One of these SZkya princes, after traversing
many countries, found his way to Udyana. Later this Sakya prince
became the king of this country with the help of a N5ga king. He had a
son named ~ t t a r a s e n a ,who after learning about the death of the
Buddha, somehow or other managed to obtain the bone relics of the
Buddha, rather lately. He got this body-relic of the Buddha enshrined
in a stiipa. This stupa was witnessed by Hiuen-tsiang himself.' Sir
Aurel Stein has identified this stiipa with Shankardar in the Swat
valley which was once a part of UdyZna in the past.2
The k k y a s who established their kingdom in Udyina probably
got settled in Bamiyan in later years. When Hiuen-tsiang visited this
centre, the king of the country was a $bkya, who showed special
hospitality to him, and came to greet him. He himself came out and
honoured him in the palace by offering somethiqg. The king of
Bamiyan, as some think, was the descendant of the Sakya exile from
Kapilavatthu who sometime later came to Bamiyan and be cam^ the
king of the country. Hiuen-tsiang was probably received by the Szkya
king? We have no reason to disbelieve Hiuen-tsiang as his accounts are
authentic; usually based on some reliable traditions known to the
people. There appears to be some grain of truth in the story of the
extermination and migration of the k k y a s . The early Pali Buddhist
fpxts also affirm this story. It is related there that a branch of the
S5kyas mangged to escape to the Himalayas where they built a city4
One PZqdu Sgkya, son of Amitodana (brother of Suddhodana), crossed
the Ganges and settled on the other side. His daughvr was married to
Pzndukabhaya, the king of Sri Lanka. Migration of SBkyas to Udyana
and thereafter their rule over Bamiyan might have taken place quite
in early period; it might have taken place even prior to the rule of the
Mauryas.
I. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, pp. 128-132.
2. M.A.S.I., Vo1.-42, pp. 30-34.
3. See Watters, J. : On the Yuan Chwang's Trauels in India, p.116.
4. Cf. D.P.P.N., Vo1.-11, p.972.
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Tapassu and Bhallika appear to be the first persons to carry the
'message' of the Buddha to Afghanistan during the life-time of the
Buddha, though not as missionaries. They were the caravan traders
(Satthavaha) who used to take long journeys to distant countries. They
were the persons who established cultural links, besides trade
communications, between India and Afghanistan in a very early period.
Taxila was a renowned centre of learning during the time of the
Buddha. We know that ~ b a k aKomiirabhacca, the noted physician of
Magadha, received his training in medical science at Taxila. Many
students from ~ 8 5 and
i
other places were also studying there when
Jivaka went there for his studies.' Thus, the North-Western part of
Indian sub-continent was no longer unknown to the people of the eastern
India during the Buddha's days. Probably direct quick communication
services by means of horse carriages were also available in those days.
In the Majjhimanikiya (~athavinita Sutta, No.-24) it occurs that
Pasenadi, king of Kosala, took a journey from Szvatthr to Siiketa by
means of a relay carriage service driven by seven horses. It is possible
that in othrr parts of the country also such arrangements were
available.
That the North-Western region of the Indian sub-continent was
known to the people of eastern India is also supported by many other
facts. Udyiina being a contiguous region to Gandhara was probably an
equally familiar place to the people of eastern India.
1
It is very likely that under adverse circumstances some of the
Sakyas, being escaped of the massacre done by the Ko4ala king
Vidudabha, fled to obscure places for safety and one of them took the
r o i t e to the north-west and reached UdyCna, where later he
established his rule. After sometime his family moved to Bamiyan.
The actual event of migration of the Salyas and their settlement in
UdyZna, and later in Bamiyan, if at all, probably took place quite in
early time.
The Buddhist monks and other mendicants, who were in the habit
of taking long journeys along with the touring merchants (Satthavaha)
in ancient India, might have reached Bamiyan along with these
touring merchants who used to traverse long routes from Afghanistan to
India, as we have seen in the case of Tapassu and Bhallika. Bamiyan
lying on the 'silk route' served as a 'resting place.' It is not improbable
if some Buddhist monks, while resting there temporarily found
Bamiyan a suitable place for monastic life, and they would have
chosen it for their 'permanent' abode. We have no source to warrant
1. Cf. lbid., Vo1.-I, pp. 952-953; 957.
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this presumption, but it certainly was accessible to those monks who
dwelt at Taxila or Udyana. We have discussed above the advent of the
Mahasarighikas in Udyana, one hundred years after the Mahaparinibbana of the Buddha, that is to say, more than a century before
Asoka. We have also referred to Lokuttaravadins who had made their
strongholds at Bamiyan sometime later. Although we have no
archaeological evidence in this regard, we can only presume that the
'message' of the Buddha reached there quite early.
The Third Buddhist Council and Missionaries
The account of the Third Buddhist Council that we have referred to
earlier and which took place at PZGliputra during the reign of A b k a
(269-232 B.C.) also supports our presumption, although remotely. At
the end of the Council's deliberations two Arahanta Theras were
despatched to the N.W. region. One, Thera Majjhantika confined
himself to ~ a s ' m i r a and Gandhgra while the other Thera
Maha'rakkhita was made responsible to propagate the Vibhajjavsda
or Early TheravZda in the Yona county.' Yona country has been
identified with the middle and N.W. interior regions of Afghanistan
where the Greeks had settled since Alexander's days. It is very likely
that Mahsrakkhita made his strong-hold at Kapiia, who then might
have visited Bamiyan in order to counteract the Lokuttaravadins or
the Mahassrighikas who had already held their influence earlier
there. Mahsrakkhita is said to have been able to convert quite a large
number of people into the Buddhist faith, which appears to be
possible, for he received the royal support from Asoka who ruled over
that area. The propagation then might have been taken intensively in
order to counteract the great influence of the Mahasahghika and its
other branches of that area. This could have been possible on account of
zealous efforts of Emperor Aioka, who patronised the Vibhajjavsda or
the Early Therava'da school of Buddhism.
SambhGta ~ i ~ v iEpisode
s i
An account that we come across in the Life and Travels of Hiuentisang is of some significance in this context. It is recorded there that
Hiuen-tisang saw himself in a monastery, not very far from Bamiyan,
the iron pot (PZtra) and the sarighat; stitched in nine parts, dyed in
red colour, made of hemp of Thera Shang-no-kia-fo-sha (Sanakavasa),
a great Arahanta and the disciple of i n a n d a Thera. Although his
-

-

1. Mahaoamsa, Chapter-XII, 56; Trans. Gieger W. : p. 85.
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chief place of residence was at Mathura, he moved for sometime to
Kipin from where, later he returned Mathura where he died. Hiuentsiang calls Kipin or Campa as the country of the Yen-ma-na i.e. of the
~ a v a n a s . 1In the Pali texts Sanakavssa is called Sambhu'ta Siinaviid
as he wore the robe of Sana or hemp. He is also said to have played a
very important role in the Second Buddhist Council in exterminating
the Mahgssnghika group from the main Sangha of the Tharavzda
which we have seen earlier. At the time of the Second Buddhist
Council he was then residing at the Ahoganga Pabbata, identified
with the region of upper Ganges near Haridvar and Dehradoon in the
Northern ~ n d i aIt. ~appears that he used to dwell at both the places, in
the north-western and eastern part of India and also dwelt for some
time in Kipin in Afghanistan. He made some place of his residence near
Bamiyan also, as recorded by Hiuen-tsiang, perhaps for a very short
period. According to Hiuen-tsiang, the Sangh3rZma where his iron pot
and robe were preserved was only some Zi from Bamiyan. This tends to
confirm our belief that he might have visited Bamiyan for some time in
order to counteract the influence of the Mahgssrighikas, who had
settled there and to propagate his own faith of the Early Therava'da
Buddhism.

Foladi Valley
Not far from the main Koh-i-Baba range, where two colossal
images of the Buddha stand, to the south-west at about three mile
distance, there is a village called ihangaran in the Foladi Valley.
Here also we find a number of rock-cut caves with beautiful 'lantern
designed' ceilings and also paintings on the walls, the traces of which
can still be seen in some of the caves. In Bamiyan area, this appears to
be another important centre of Buddhism. Probably it was the main
centre of Early Theravsda Buddhism, a place of Arahantas or of the
people belonging to Arahantaysna. The village Ahangaran appears to
have derived its present name from the term Aharantinam, meaning
the place of the Arahanta or Arahantas. It appears that after the
MahZisZrighikas or the Lokuttarava'dins had settled at the Koh-iBaba hill, the early Theravadins made their centre at this place.
r
It may also be presumed that although SambhTita s ~ n a v a s had
h might
,
have dwelt for some
his main residence at Kipin or ~ a ~ i he
1. Beal, S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, pp. 53-54; On the Buddhist Records of the Western
World: Bk.1, p. 53; Watters, T. : op.Cit., pp. 120-121.
2. Cf. D.P.P.N., Vol. 11, p. 232; Upadhyaya, B.S. : Prachina Bauddhakalina Bharatiya
Bhugola, p. 127.
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time at Ahangaran and established a centre of Early Theravdda there
against the Mah'lsarighikas or the Lokuttaravadins. It also appears
that this centre of the Early Theravada or the Vibhajjavada could not
thrive as against the Mahasanghikas or the Lokuttaravadins who had
established their firm influence over there. It may have also been
possible that Maharakkhita Thera, who visited the Yona country, the
central and western part of Afghanistan, during the time of Abka,
might have visited Bamiyan and might have stayed at Ahangaran
(Foladi Valley) for some time to propagate the Early TheravZda
Buddhism for which he was despatched to this area by the Third
Buddhist Council held at Pstaliputra. Perhaps his efforts too could not
gain much ground there because of the greater influence of the other
school of Buddhism already in existence.
Bamiyan a Centre of Theravada School of Buddhism
We have seen above that the iron pot and the robe of Sambhiita
~ i i n a v i i were
s ~ preserved in a SadghZirHrna near Bamiyan as mentioned
by Hiuen-tsiang. This fact is of great significance so far as the history
of Buddhism in Bamiyan is concerned. This goes to suggest that
somehow or other Bamiyan rose to a centre of Therav'ida Buddhism
which was earlier introduced by the MahZshrighikas or by its branch,
the Lokuttaravadins and later by Sanakavasa or Sambhiita Sanavzsi
who was an Arahanta, and so received veneration and esteem from all
the Buddhists there, whether of Hinaya'na or MahZydna schools.
Hiuen-tsiang who belonged to MahZyZna school also paid a visit to his
SanghSrHma where his pot and robe were preserved to venerate them.
Probably the Foladi valley complex was the centre of Early TheravZida
or Vibhajjavzda school of Buddhism while the Koh-i-Baba complex
remained as a centre of the other school, the Mah'issnghika or its
branch, the Lokuttaravadin, who had earlier separated from the main
Sangha of the Early Theravzda. We will however discuss this matter
in detail elsewhere, but Bamiyan however, continued to flourish as a
centre of Hinayha Buddhism throughout its history.
Alexander the Great & Bamiyan
That Bamiyan rose as a centre of those Theravgdin monks who
were earlier separated from the Early TheravBda school on the
occasion of the Second Buddhist Council held at ~ e h l ia, century after
the Mahaparinibba'na of the Buddha, appears to be a fact. And so, by
the time of the invasion of Alexander the Great on Afghanistan,
Buddhism appears to have already gained some ground there. When
Alexander the Great marched into Afghanistan after capturing the
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Persian capital in the west, seizing their treasures and symbolically
burning Persepolis, he crossed the Hindu Kush range in about 330 B.C.
After conquering the Satrapies of Bactria and Sogdiana, Alexander
established permanent posts by founding new towns after his own name,
namely, Alexandria in Aria (Herat), Alexandria in Arachosia and
Alexandria of Causcasus (Begram or a site in the northern Kohistan or
~ a b u l ) . lIn order to reach Kabul from Sogdiana and Bactria it was
necessary to cross the Hindu Kush through Bamiyan, which lay on the
ancient route. Alexander might have passed through Bamiyan,
marching from Balkh to the east to Kapisa, and then on to Kabul. His
forces passed off Bamiyan rather quietly, without taking notice of it,
for being of no strategic importance. Moreover Alexander had the least
interest in theological centres as he had the designs only to conquer the
countries instead of plundering or destroying the religious centres. He
never indulged in persecuting any religion or destroying any such
centres. Bamiyan thus remained unhurt and continued to flourish as
before.
Candragupta Maurya and Bamiyan
It is well known that Alexander the Great did not cross the Ravi
and turned back home from there. He suddenly died at Babylon in 323
B.C. on his way back to Greece. Soon after his retreat from the Punjab,
Candragupta Maurya established his empire and put the Punjab under
his hegemony and ruled over a vast kingdom from Pztaliputra, the
capital in Magadha. After Alexander's death his empire was divided
by his military generals among themselves as he had no successor to
inherit. Seleucus Niketor who established his control over Syria and
some parts of West Asia, made plans to recover the territories that lay
in the south-east of Afghanistan and in the Indus valley, which were
once conquered by Alexander the Great. He could easily over-run the
territories in Afghanistan; but when he crossed the Hindu Kush and
reached the bank of the Indus, he found the whole situation entirely
changed where he had to face a mighty emperor Candragupta who had
already established his sway over that region. Seleucus had to
abandon his plans as he faced a defeat and was forced to enter into an
alliance with Candragupta Maurya. He had to cede back the Satrapies
of Gandhsra, Aria, Arachosia, Gadrosia and Paropamisadae and also
to give his daughter in marriage to the Mauryan emperor. In return, as a
gesture of good-will, Candragupta Maurya gave him 500 elephants,
which he used in other battles in the West that he had to fight.

1. Allchin, F.R. & Hammond, N . : The

Archaeology of Afghanistan, pp.

188-189.
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When Candragupta Maurya came to the throne (in C. 320 B.C.),
Buddhism was already flourishing in India and also in many other
parts of Afghanistan. By then Buddhism had probably reached
Bamiyan as well. Obviously, for the firm administrative control over
the newly got provinces of Afghanistan, he must have stationed able
and efficient officers and military personnels over these areas. As a
result, a direct link between Afghanistan and India was then
established. This political change opened several new dimensions.
Afghanistan being the integral part of Mauryan empire, religious and
cultural activities also got new impetus. Religious wandcrers and
mendicants from the main land must have got better and more congenial
atmosphere there than before. But we have no source of information
which can throw light on the cultural activities pursued during
Candragupta Maurya's reign. Buddhism which was already
flourishing in India and already introduced into Afghanistan, should
have received further impetus from the monks who used to visit this
country on their usual sojourns. The personnels from India stationed in
Afghanistan by the emperor must have had their natural sympathy
and support to the Buddhist cultural activities carried out by the monks
from India or even by the local monks already engaged in religious
pursuits.
Bindusira & Bamiyan
Candragupta Maurya's son and successor, Bindusara, who ruled
from C. 298 B.C. to 273 B.C. had his control over the territories that he
inherited from his father including the provinces of Afghanistan.
Bindusara established political contacts with many countries in the
West. Buddhism had since penetrated into Afghanistan and centres of
the Mahssiirighikas had already been established in UdyZna,
Bamiyan and other places. Buddhist monk-pilgrims coming from the
West and the monks coming from India probably had a common meeting
place at Bamiyan where they used to stay temporarily and practised
and discussed the religion and philosophy of the Master. Although we
have no literary or other source materials which can help us to know
the religious condition that was prevailing there, no doubt Buddhism
was gaining ground there through the efforts of the Mah'aslirighikas
and the other TheravZida schools already established there.
Ahoka, the Great Buddhist Emperor
~ i o k a ' sreign is the haulmark in the history of Buddhism when
the Saddharm received new dimensions in the country and aboard.
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~ d o k ais said to have leanings towards the early Theravada or
Vibhajjavada and during his time the Third Buddhist Council was
convened in the capital, ~ata1iputra.lWe have already mentioned the
epoch-making decision of 'the Council to despatch missionaries to
different distant places in India and also abroad under the leadership
of spiritually elevated able monk-saints. We have also earlier
mentioned the names of Thera Majjhantika who went to ~ a i ~ and
r a
Gandhgra and of Thera Mahiirakkhita who came to proselytise
Afghanistan, which was then known as Yona country. We have also
referred to a monk of Yona country, Yonaka Dhammarakkhita by name,
who was made responsible to propagate Buddhism in the Aparantaka
region in India itself. It is very significant so far as the history of
Buddhism is concerned. We know that the Yona country was a part of
the Mauryan empire. In the Rock Edict V and MI1 of Abka, Yonas and
Cambojas are referred to as the tribes inhabiting in his empire; and
their countries formed the frontiers of his empire. Yonas were none
other than the Greeks already settled in Afghanistan since the time of
Alexander the Great. Yonaka Dhammarakkhita hailed from somewhere in this region and probably before coming to Pafaliputra he
himself was initiated into Buddhism as a monk in his own motherland.
He came to India for higher training and learning in which he attained
proficiency. He was then selected as one of the leaders of the
missionaries. Yonaka Dhammarakkhita was well-versed in the scriptures. When he went to Aparantaka country, he delivered the Aggikhandhopama Sutta (A Sutta from the Ariguttara Nika'ya; IV, p. 128
ff.), in which the ~ u d d h ahas stressed the ideal life of a monk. The
same Sutta is said to have been delivered by Mahinda when he went to
Sri Lanka for the same purpose. It is mentioned that by hearing the
discourse of Yonaka Dammarakkhita, a large number of p e ~ p l ewere
converted and some thirty seven thousand received the Pab bnjjii
(ordination) in the Sangha.2 This success in proselytism shows his great
saintly character and proficiency and learning. It also tends us to
believe that probably Yonaka Dhammarakkhita had his earlier
training and learning in scriptures in his own country where Buddhism
had already been introduced. He perfected himself coming over to
India, the homeland of Buddhism.
Thera Maharakkhita who came to Yona country to propagate the
Early Tharavada Buddhism or VibhajjavZda probably first settled in
1. Mahiivamsa, Chapter-V, ~ i ~ a o a ~ Chapter-VII;
sa,
SamantapaidikZ, p.323
(Nalanda). Muha'vumsatika (Nalanda) Chapter-V, etc.
2. Dipaoamsu, VIII.7;Muha'oarpsa, X11.4; Samantayasiidika (Nalanda), Vol. I, p. 87.
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UQyana and then moved on to the Kapila area. Whether he visited
Bamiyan is not known from any source since we do not know the next
part of Yona country in which he got settled. Bamiyan was a stronghold
of the MahMirighikas and the Lokuttaravadins, another branch of the
same school. It may be reasonably assumed that he might have visited
Bamiyan in order to counteract the influence of the MahssZnghika
group who were already established there. We have discussed earlier
the episode of Sambhiita SZnav~siwho had earlier come to Kipin and
probably to Bamiyan to
the Early Theravlda Buddhism.
Mah'arakkhita too had come for the same purpose in Afghanistan. We
have also pointed out earlier that the place, now called Ahangaran in
the Foladi valley, was probably the centre of Early Theravada
Buddhism. Mahiirakkhita might have come to this centre to
strengthen the Early Tharav'ada which was earlier introduced by
Arahanta Sambhuta Sanavasi. By the efforts of Thera Maharakhita,
also supported by the emperor Adoka, the pure form of Early
Tharava'da Buddhism might have received further impetus; and thus
the centres at Ahangaran in the Foladi valley might have developed
further. But probably the Early Theravada could not prosper long as we
find the centres at Bamiyan thrived for centuries only a s the
strongholds of the Mahzsa'righikas and the Lokuttaravzdins.
The Indo-Greek Buddhist King Menander and Bamiyan
After the disintegration of the Mauryan empire its provinces
started becoming independence; and some succumed to stronger rulers.
The provinces of Afghanistan (Aria, Arachosia, Gadrosia and Paropamisadae), which were once the parts of the Mauryan dominion, were
reoccupied by the Indo-Greeks, also known as Indo-Bactrians. A number
of Indo-Greek kings are known only by their coins discovered from
several places in Afghanistan and GandhZra where they actually
ruled. Numismatic studies have however been helpful in reconstructing
the history of these kings to some extent.' Out of these numerous kings
known by their coins, only one king, Menander or Milinda is referred to
in a Pali text, the Milindapafiho. In this Pali work as we have seen
earlier, he is said to have been born in a village called 'Kalasi' in
'Alasanda' (or Alexandria). His capital was at SZgala, identified
with modern Sialkot in Pakistan. His rule probably extended from
Balkh in the west to Mathura in the east. Some believe that his rule

1. Cf. Tarn, W.W. : Greeks in Bachpia and India; Narain, A.K. : 7 h lnd&Greeks; Banejee,

G.N.: Hellenism in Ancient India.
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extended upto ~ 1 l a h a b a d .The
l
Milindapagho informs us that he
adopted Buddhism under the influence of one Buddhist monk,
Nagasena by name. That he was a patron of Buddhism is also testified
by the Buddhist symbols that we notice on his coins, such as the
representations of the Dammacakra, elephant, lion etc. Menander as a
Buddhist followed the Early Therava'da school of Buddhism as known
from the Milindapafiho. Although we do not know much about his
religious activities, it may however be presumed that his patronage to
Early Therava'da Buddhism might have brought some impetus in his
kingdom. We have earlier discussed that Ahangaran (in the Foladi
valley), not very far from the main Barniyan valley, was probably a
centre of Early Theravsda school of Buddhism. It is possible that some
new monastic establishments might have come u p at this place during
his reign, although we have no source to confirm our presumption. It is
likely that the Buddhist fraternity might have received his support
and patronage. No wonder if he could have visited Bamiyan to pay his
homage to the Patra (bowl) and crvara (robe) of Arahanta Thera
Sumbhtita ~ 5 n a v l Gwhich were preserved in a SangharHma, near
Bamiyan as recorded by Hiuen-tsiang. He would probably have also
paid visit to the tooth-relic of the Buddha which was enshrined in a
vih'ira near Banliyan. It is true that we have not yet found any
archaeological evidence in support of the accounts of Hiuen-tsiang; but
his records cannot be entirely discarded.
The Kusina Rule & Bamiyan
It i5 generally believed that the Yueh-chi tribe of Central Asia
had settled in Bactria and other mountain territories of the former
Indo-Greek kings2 The Yueh-chi tribe was later divided into five
principalities. The principality of the Ku$ina tribe became most
powerful and ultimately succeeded in subduing the other principalities
and destroyed them completely. This took place probably by the
beginning of the Christian era. The Chinese Annals have maintained
the records of the Kusclna invasions on An-hsi (Parthia) and their
control over Kao-fu (Kibil) and destruction of P'u-ta and Chi-pin (The
Punjab and Ka6m;ra or ~ a ~ i & ) . ~

1. Sharma, G.R.: Reh Inscription of Menander and the Indo-Greek Invasion of
the Ganga Valley.
2. Allchin, F.R. & Hammond, N . : Archaeology of Afghanistan, p.-233.
3. C f . Puri, B.N.: lndia Under Kuslmns, p. 143.
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Kani!ka & Buddhism
The early Ku~5nakings, Kujula Kadphises and Vima Kadphises
are known to have followed the faith of Saivism. But the successor of
Vima, Kaniska, in a well-known devout Buddhist king. He was the
most powe;ful king of the dynasty and ruled over a vast territory
which included India, Central Asia and some portions of China.
Kaniska made ~ a ~ i in
e aAfghanistan as one of his capitals in the
west: Kaniska's zeal and patronage to Buddhism are well-known.
Under his patronage the Fourth Buddhist Council was convened at
Kundalavana in ~ a i m i r aas referred to by Hiuen-tsiang, Taranatha
and by Paramartha (499-509A.1) in his work, the Life of Vasubandhu..
This was the convention of the Sarvastivadi school of Buddhism and on
this occasion the ~ibhri~ri-iistra
was composed.l That Kaniska was
associated with this school of Buddhism is also evident fromashah-fiKi-Dheri inscription in which specific reference to the Sarvastivsdins
occur^.^ The existence of the Mahasnghikas and the Lokuttaravzdins
during his eriod is supported both by literary as well as epigraphical
evidence.Q Certainly Bamiyan was a flourishing centre of the
Lokuttaravsdins; and as such it is likely that they might have
received some sort of patronage from Kani$ka. It may also be presumed
that some of the early caves of Bamiyan might have been dug during
his rule, although we have no definite archaeological or other
evidences to support.
The period of Kani5ka's rule is regarded as the beginning of the
Mah'iyBna or Buddhayana form of Buddhism in which Bodhisattva
ideal got a new connotation and practice. It was later very much
popularised in Central and West Asia and also in India and elsewhere.
Bamiyan which was one of the earliest centres of TheravZda school of
Buddhism, as we have discussed earlier, could not remain unaffected
from this wave of new theological change that was taking place in
Buddhism. The ideology of Lokuttaravadins, taking the Buddha as
supra-mundane in all respects, acted as a precursor to MahZyana or
Buddhayhna, and the deification of the Buddha began to receive
popularity among the public. The representation of the figure of the
Buddha on sculptures certainly got new dimensions and as a result,
several forms of local arts emerged including the different scenes and
anecdotes connected with the life of the Buddha. The so called
'Gandha'ra art' or 'Indo-Graeko art' is supposed to have developed
1. Ibid., p. 144.
2. C.I.I., Vo1.-II(i), No.-LXXII,pp. 135-137.
3.Puri, BN. : op.cit., p. 144.
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during this period. Some scholars are of the view that the earliest
image of the Buddha in this art is noticed on the reliquary deposited by
Kaniska, discovered by Spooner from Sha-Ji-Ki-Dheri near Peshawar.1
~ a n i s k aig the first Buddhist emperor who issued coins depicting the
figure of SBkyamuni Buddha or Buddha with the legend BODDO and
Sakyamuni. A copper coin of the Kaniska has been recovered by Masson
at Bamiyan which supports his rule over this region. Our presumption
may carry some weight that the Lokuttaravadins, in accordance with
their doctrinal belief, got inspired to carve out the colossal images of
the Buddha in this area in order to deify Him as supramundane in all
respects, say in about the 3rd century A.D,. It is very likely that during
the time of Kaniska and his successors, cave-monasteries started coming
u p as the Buddhist establishments which continued for centuries till
the seventh century A . D . ~The large extent of caves at Bamiyan, which
come to about twenty thousand in number, naturally involved a great
time and also a vast energy to create them.
The Sassanians
By the middle of the 3rd century A.D. the Sassanian dynasty of
Iran took the benefit of the disintegration and destruction of the
Kus5na empire. They defeated them and took control over Bamiyan
region and included it as a part of their new kingdom. But, the local
king of Bamiyan soon regained a semi-independent status by recognizing
the Sassanian suzerainty. Although the Sassanians followed
Zarathushtra as their faith and worshipped the Fire, they probably
did not disturb the Buddhist fraternity residing at Bamiyan. Buddhism
continued to thrive as before. This is confirmed by the accounts of the
Chinese Buddhist pilgrim Fa-hien who probably visited this place in
about 430 A . D . ~He probably stayed there for some time and spent his
Vassiivka (Rainy Season Resort) for three months. He calls this
country 'Yu-hwuy', which is, however, not yet perfectly identified.4
From Bamiyan, after the Rainy Season Resort, he went on to the hills
and reached Keeh-ch'a.. While he was there, the king of the country
was holding the 'Pagca PariSad'. (Probably the PaviiraM ceremony or
Kathina Crvaradana ceremony held after the VassBvasa, in which
~ h i k k h u s ,~hikkhunTs,Ssmaperas, S~manerisand UpPsakas, all the
1. A.S.I., A.R. 1908-9, pp. 38-59; C.I.1.-II(i),pp. 135-137, No.-LXXII; Puri, B.N. : lndia
Under the KusMnas, p. 189.
2. Marg Vol. -XXIV No.-2; Dupree, N.H.; The colossal Buddha and the Monastic Grottos,
p.-17.
3. Cf. Marg, Vo1.-XXIV, No.-2(1971),B.B. Lal, p.4.
4. Legge, James:A Record of Buddhist Kingdoms, pp. 21-22.
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five groups assergble on this occasion). The king requested for the
presence of the Sramanas (Buddhist monks) belonging to all the
quarters (Avisad.1They came as if in clouds and the place of the
session was elegantly decorated. The king and his ministers presented
the offerings to the monks. This lasted for one, two, three, five or even
seven days. Fa-hien further informs us that 'the country, lying among
the hills and being cold, does not produce the other cereals; and only
the wheat gets ripe and the king always begs for the monks to make the
wheat ripen. There is also a tooth-relic of the Buddha for which the
people have reared a tope connected with which there are more than a
thousand monks and their disciples, all students of ~ i n a ~ i n a .
Obviously the king of the country was a devout Buddhist and held the
Buddhist monks in high reverence, who belonged to Hinayzna School
of Buddhism. When Fa-hien visited Bamiyan, the collossal images
were yet to be carved out as he does not mention anything about them, a
matter which otherwise could never remain unnoticed by him. He
probably stayed in one of the cave monasteries that were the 'abodes'
of the H;nay5na monks, probably little away from the main Bamiyan
monastery, perhaps in a monastery in the Foladi valley near the
village Aharangaran (Arahantanam). Unfortunately Fa-hien does not
mention the name of the monastery where he stayed for three months of
VassZvhsa. The ~ i n a ~ ~
monks
n a there probably included Early
Theravadins, and also the Mahasanghikas or the Loku ttaravadins,
some at the Foladi Valley and some at Bamiyan proper.
The Sassanian art has left a clear impact on the Bamiyan
artefacts. There is ample evidence which exhibits Sassanian influence,
as we notice typical stylistic features in the costumes of many figures,
both in paintings and in sculptures. So also, there exist a number of
symbols of pure Sassanin origin, such as, boar's head, birds having
beads in their beaks etc. But it is remarkable to note that the art at
Bamiyan was equally influenced by Indian and Greek stylistic designs,
then current in those countries; and as such, the art of Bamiyan
represents a heterogeneous characters, a combination of different styles.
This mixed form of art of Bamiyan cannot be regarded as indigenous nor
can it be ascribed purely due to political vicissitudes. These features of
art lead us to infer that the Buddhist Sangha of Bamiyan which
included monks from many countries was mostly responsible for the
decorations and embellishments of the cave monasteries, as these were
their 'abodes'. We know, the Buddhist SaAgha was open to all,
1. For ~ v f s a see: Upasak, C.S., : D.E.B.M.T.,
p. 34.

2. Legge, James: op. cit., pp. 22-23.
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without any prejudice or bias to caste, creed or nationality and
remained heterogeneous in character from the very beginning. As
elsewhere, so also in Bamiyan, monks of Sassanian origin dwelt there
along with Indian, Greek, or local monks; and they all equally
contributed to decorate the caves as the monk-artists. We also notice
traces of foreign art even on Ajanta paintings in India obviously for the
same reason.
Hiinas or Hepthalites
Just before the middle of the fifth century A.D. Afghanistan
witnessed another wave of invaders who attacked and ransacked the
country. They were the Hephthalites or Hiinas, who were the nomadic
barbarians and had little regard for religion or ethics. Wherever they
invaded, they not only created devastations by plundering and
massacring the people but also made persecutions against the
established religions. It is generally believed that they did
persecutions against Buddhism and attempted to exterminate it from
Kabul, Swat, Peshawar and Gandhara but their devastations lasted
only for a short period, because of their advance being halted by the
Gupta empire in the east in India and Sassanians and Turks in the west
in Afghanistan and eastern Iran.' It appears that Bamiyan, somehow
or other, escaped the impetuosity of the Hepthalites probably because
it lay off a n the south route which they did not t r a v e r ~ e . Buddhism
~
remained unhurt and flourished undiminished as before in Bamiyan.
Hiuen-tsiang visits Bamiyan
Hiuen-tsiang, the famous Chinese monk scholar, visited Barniyan
on way to pilgrimage to India, sometime in the early 7th century A.D.,
He stayed there,for several days and describes, as an eye-witness, the
flourishing state of this great Buddhist monastic establishment. He
says, "There are some tens of Buddhist monasteries (Vihirras or
i v ~ s a s with
)
several thousand Brethrens. They belong to the 'Little
Vehicle' and follow the school of ~ o k u t t a r a v ~ d i n sHe
. " ~met there two
monk-scholars of eminence belonging to MahZsanghika school. They
were iryadasa and Aryasena by name, who were great scholars and
deeply versed in the Law (Dharma or Doctrine). They held discussions
with him and were very much impressed by the sagacity of Hiuen1. Dupree, N.H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p. 15.
2. Marg Vol. XXIV, No.-2, Mulkraj Ananda, p.-7.
3. Watters, T . : O n Yuan Chwang's Travels in India, -116; Cf. Beal, S. : Life of Huien-t
siang, p.-52; Buddhist Records of the Western World, p.-50.
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tsiang. They took him around the monasteries and offered him all sorts
of hospita1ity.l Aryadasa and Aryasena, as their names suggest,
probably were Indian monks who were then dwelling in Bamiyan. It is
possible that monks from other parts of western or eastern countries also
were residing at this great monastic establishment.
Hiuen-tsiang also appreciates the devotional faith that the
people of the country had in the Religion. He says, 'These people are
remarkable among all their neighbours, for a love of religion (a heart
of pure faith), for the highest form of worship of 'three jewels', down to
the worship of the hundred (different) spirits, there is not the least
absence (decrease) of earnestness and utmost devotion of heart.lQHiuentsiang is true in depicting the exact state of Buddhism in this country.
Although the people appears to have been led astray by believing in
hundreds of spirits, the main tenets of the Religion were also
faithfully followed by them. It should be noted that believing in
spirits and gods is a well-known feature of Buddhism. Mention of the
spirits and devatiis is found in the earliest Pali Buddhist literatures;
and their anecdotes, their meeting with the Buddha are abundant in
a . ~as such, if the people of
the early Theravida Pali ~ i ~ i t a kAnd
Barniyan believed in spirits, it should not be regarded as a sign of
degeneration of Buddhism, as some scholars are prone to think. That
the people of Bamiyan followed the 'pure faith' and showed
devotional veneration to the 'Three Jewels' (Buddha, Dharrna and
Sarigha) tend us to infer that Bamiyan probably remained as a centre of
the early form of Buddhism. And by the time when Hiuen-tsiang came
to Bamiyan in the early 7th century A.D, the Lokuttaravzdins were
then predominant there. We have no definite account as to how and
when the Lokuttaravgdins made this place as their stronghold, but
certainly before 3rd century A.D. when they established their monasteries there. The Small Buddha is supposed to have been erected in
the middle of 5th century A.D. or so, which is the creation of this
group. The Mah'ls5righikas1 who established their centre soon after
being separated from the main branch of Theravsda established at
UdyZna, say, round about 350 B.C., i.e. about 133 years after the
1. Beal, S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p.-53.
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, p. 50.
3. The Petaoatthu a n d the Virnhna~atthu of the K h u d d ~ k a n i ~ y the
a ; Nidhikag~asutta
a n d the Tirokuddasutta of the Khuddakapa!ha are the texts about the spirits a n d gods.
And also, at many places, mention oi varied names of Gods is found in Pall texts. On
several occasions Buddha is described as being worshipped by these celestial beings.
Even some discourses of Buddha are delivered to such unworldly beinp.
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MahZparinibb5na of the Buddha. The emergence of the Lokuttaravsdins from the MahBsZnghika group might have taken place sometime
later after a century or two; and if so, their centre at Bamiyan might
have been established sometime in early first century B.C. or even
before; but certainly before the Kus*as. In the seventh century A.D.,
Hiuen-tsiang witnesses Bamiyan as a very flourishing centre of
~ i n a ~ g nand
a Lokuttaravadins (Shroo-Ch 'uh-Shi-Pu) with several
thousand monks dwelling in tens of monasteries.
The king of Bamiyan was a devout Buddhist and Hiuen-tsiang
speaks him of a descendant of the Sakyas' exiled from Kapilavatthu.
As a devout Buddhist the king invited Hiuen-tsiang and received him
in his palace and paid his veneration by offering him some religious
gifts.' When the Chinese Traveller was there, probably the Paviravz
ceremony (a well-known ecclesiastical ceremony held at the end of the
Vassivnsa or Rainy Season Resort) was being held.2 Perhaps he also
witnessed the Kathina ceremony which was held at a place to the east
of the city some 12 or 13 li in a Vihiira where the figure of the Buddha
in the Mahaparinibb'lna pose was carved out. It was a huge figure of
about 1000 feet or so. Hiuen-tsiang further informs us that in this
function the king of the country, every time assembles the great
congregation of the 'Wu-cha' (Mokga Parigad), he renounces all his
possessions including the country's treasures and even offers his own
body.3 This act of beneficence by the king was indeed due to his
devotion to the Buddha, Dhamma and SaJigha. Moksa Parigad is the
Pavaranii ceremony in which the recitation of the Yatimokkha is done
at the end of the Vass5v';sa. Hiuen-tsiang himself attended this
function as a devout monk, as per ecclesiastical rule in which all the
monks must attend. The king was also present along with his ministers
and family members.
The account as given by Hiuen-tsiang stands as a testimony to the
fact that Buddhism was followed and practised with firm belief and
devotion, as it was in a flourishing state in Bamiyan. It appears that
although it was a stronghold of the Lokuttaravadins, monks belonging
to all the other schools also dwelt there with amity and coherence and
joined together in all the ecclesiastical functions. Bamiyan probably
had become a most favourite place of all the Buddhist monks where
they used to flock during the summer season when it was pleasant and
1. Watters, T. : On the Travels of Yuan Chwang, p. 116.
2. For details see Upasak, C.S. : D.E.B.M.T.,
pp. 147-148.
3. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, p. 52; Watters, T. : Op.at., p.-119;
Beal, S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p. 53.
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stayed there till the end of the Vassa'vasa (Rainy Season Resort) i.e.
upto the full-moon day of the Kirtika month (October). After
performing the Pavirann they used to move away from there for
wandering (Ciirika) as per ecclesiastical rule. It appears that the
monks in large number used to assemble there, not only from the country
itself but also from all the other neighbouring and distant countries like
India, GandhZra, Iran and others. Naturally to provide them
residences caves started to be dug out by the lay-devotees, kings, nobles
and rich merchants all alike, and in course of time the number of caves
increased steadily and rose large in number to some twenty thousand.
Because of natural beauty and serene and cool atmosphere which
pervaded the whole valley of Bamiyan, extremely pleasant during
summer, and also that it lay on the main trade route, monks usually
preferred to dwell at this place during the months of summer and rains.
Bamiyan is rather hard to live during winter and probably because of
this climatic conditions most of the monks used to move away for
'wanderings' (Ci'rikZ) after the PavZrana'. Only a few monks, who
could endure cold, dwelt there during thi winter to look after the cave
monasteries. This fact gets support if we take into account the varied
plans of the construction of these caves. It is remarkable to note that
the number of dwelling cells (usually with an ante-chamber to be used
when it is bitterly cold) is far less than the halls or spacious rooms
which were obviously meant for accommodating many monks, used as
dormitories particularly during the 'rainy season resort' of three
months. It appears that, notwithstanding the enormous number of cave
residences there, Bamiyan never remained as a 'permanent residence' of
many monks. The caves served only as 'temporary abodes' of the monks
who used to throng there at the advent of the summer or during the
VassZv5sa, when their movement was prohibited according to monastic
rules.
A Cosmopolitan Centre
It is very difficult to say whether only the Lokuttarav'adins of
~ina~iin
group
a
had their centres at Bamiyan. Perhaps other sects of
Mahzyana Buddhism also had their monastic establishments there.
The paintings on the walls, the adorned figures of the Buddha and
Maitreya(?) and other celestial beings appearing there suggest the
existence of other groups of Buddhist schools who used to dwell there?
although we lack in evidences to know exactly about the other schools
1. Cf.Buddhism in Afghanistan and Central Ash Part-I (Published by E.J. Brill), p.22 &
27, Figures No.-35&55.
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there. It is only Hui-cha'o, a Korean monk, who visited this place in
727 A.D., leaves us an account in the Fan-yin saying that 'the king and
the people are very devoted to the 'three Jewels'; monasteries and
priests are in abundance and they practise Great Vehicle as well as
Little ~ehicle.1This is for the first time that we hear about both the
schools ( ~ i n a ~ i i nand
a Mah5yBna) flourishing side by side in
Bamiyan.
It may be pointed out that the Arabs overran the Sassanians and
defeated them decisively in 641 A.D.. The first significant Arab push
into Afghanistan was made through Kandahar (not via Bamiyan) in
699-700 A.D. when the Later Kuszna king of Kabul was defeated. But
thereafter, he and the other 1ocal.ruiers were allowed to rule under the
control of the Arab military governors.* We do not know what was the
status of the king of Bamiyan. The small principality of this region
seems to have escaped the fury of the Arabs at this time, and the
Buddhist population of Bamiyan remained uneffected, at least for
another century or so after the departure of Hiuen-tsiang in about 630
A.D. This fact is also confirmed by the accounts of the Korean monk,
Hui-ch'ao. We notice that not only the king of Bamiyan was a devout
Buddhist but his chiefs and the people had firm faith in Buddha,
Dhamma and Sangha. The monastic establishments had then grown
numerous in which a large number of monks belonging to both the groups,
MahZvZna and Hinayana, were dwelling with full amity. This account
of the Korean monk is significant for the history of Buddhism in
Bamiyan pointing that Bamiyan flourished uninterruptedly as a great
centre of Buddhism for about ten centuries. Lokuttaravadins had their
stronghold there for a longer period and perhaps only in later times the
Mah'iysna could also establish its centres there. A survey of Buddhism
at Bamiyan however reveals that it remained mostly a ~ i n a ~ ~ n
centre of Buddhism throughout for several centuries since the beginning.
Foladi Valley and Kakrak
Not far from the Koh-i-Baba mountain where two colossal images
of the Buddha stand and where the largest number of caves exist, there
are two other Buddhist sites of importance where numerous caves with
paintings and sculptures have been found. These are (1) Deh-iAhangaran in Foladi Valley and (2) Kakrak. Foladi valley is located
to the south-west of the Koh-i-Baba while Kakrak stands to the
south-east, across the Kalon river.
1. Dupree, N.H. : the Valley of Bamiyan, p. 58 (Translated from Chinese by Paul Pillot).
2. Dupree, N.H.: The Valley of Barn jan, pp. 16-17.
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D eh-i-ihangaran
In the Foladi Valley, close to a village called Ahangaran or Dehi-Ahangaran, a great many caves, mostly designed in 'lantern roof'
style, stand in which some faint paintings can also be seen. The caves
are distributed over four to five storeys, but a large number of land
slides in the rocky wall had nearly destroyed all the upper grottoes,
blocked up the lower ones and severely damaged those located in the
middle storeys. Those in three storeys or two storeys are in a better
condition. The caves are carved in different forms and dimensions. Some
of them are square in shape and some rectangular. They measure also
differently. Some of them are 3.50 to 2.50 mtrs. while others measure
11.40 mtrs. Most of them are with the varandahs in front and are
usually joined by corridors. Some of the rooms contain niches, some
small and some large in sizes. Most of the roofs of these caves are in
lantern design; few are vaulted. The smaller caves were obviously used
as living cells while the large halls were meant for the congregational
purposes or used as dormitories and some were certainly the shrine
rooms. Some halls are so large that they measure 11.40 x 4.60 meters. A
small quadrangular cubicle is also noticed, with a bench running around
three sides, which was probably used for small group discussions.
Art-S tyle
The walls of these caves were plastered and decorated with
paintings, traces of which are still visible in many. The typical
architecture of false beams recurs in most of the grottoes' stemming from
the wooden prototype known as 'Lanferndecke'. Some believe it to be
Iranian in origin; and others compare with the art of Central Asia, TunHuang in China and of Korea; but we believe it to be the indigenous, as
we have seen above in reference to Bamiyan.' The grottoes are usually
embellished with a series of small arches, modelled in stucco figures.
The pictorial decorations are mostly damaged; only on some walls
scarce traces of the contours of the figures remain, the few pieces still
surviving in the ceilings have fresh colours. The paintings are supposed
to have been done with the "Asian frescoes" technique which is
something between tempera and dry fresco painting. They also show
Indian influence which can be compared with the Gupta period art,
and the scheme lending to the Central Asian influences. Some element
of Sassanian art can also be noticed on the motifs of the waving ribbons

1. Umbretto Scarrato : A short-note on Some Recently Discovered Buddhist Grottoes near
Bamiyan, Afghanistan East and West, N.S.,Vo1.-XI, 2-3,June-September, 1960, p. -160.
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over the stupas. Similarly GandhZra style on some figures can also be
seen. These paintings are usually dated to 5th or 6th century A.D.1
No definite reasons for the appearance of these different forms and
styles found simultaneously in one group of paintings have been
suggested. But if we look into the nature and form of the Buddhist
community who have done these paintings by dwelling in these
grottoes, we can arrive at a conceptual inference bearing some
consistency. We know that the Buddhist monastic Order, as a rule, is
open to all who deserve and desire to join it with a view to achieving
the higher goal of life. No restrictions of caste, creed, or nationality
stand on the way for joining the Buddhist Sarigha. At one place the
Buddha himself describes the composition of the Sangha as the sea. He
says, "As all the rivers coming from different directions with their
individual colours, tastes of waters meet the sea and then they lose
their previous identities of colour or taste etc. and they all become one,
so also the individuals coming to the Sangha become the equal partners
by losing their previous creed, caste or n a t i ~ n a l i t ~ The
. " ~ Buddhist
Sahgha from its very inception has maintained this cosmopolitan
character. Persons hailing from all the directions and from all grades of
society were admitted provided they desire and deserve. This
significant feature of the Buddhist Sahgha is based on the community
form of discipline that was followed and practised by all the members
of the Sangha at every place and at all times. Obviously, the monks
hailing from India, Iran, Gandh'ira, Greece or from other places all
dwelt in Bamiyan, Ahangarzna, as elsewhere, with amity and
integrity as one community. They were the real creators of these
paintings who decorated the caves. It should be borne in mind that the
'Abodes' (or Avasas, which included Viha'ra, Addhayoga, Piisdda,
Hammiya and ~ u h h ) of
3 the Buddhist monks were exclusively meant
for those who were recluses and had joined the Order. No lay -person,
as a rule, was allowed to reside there except under some emergent
conditions?
It is also interesting to mention here that the monks were allowed
by the Buddha to decorate their 'abodes' with paintings. In the
Cullavagga the Buddha admonishes the monks to keep their vihiira
neat and tidy. He also allows to decorate them by themselves or with
the help of some persons engaged. Of course these decorations should
1. Ibid., p. 112; Cf. Rowland B. : The wall paintings of India, Central Asia and Ceylon,
(19381, also see: Ghirsoman : MDAFA., XI11 (1948).
2. ~ G g u t t r a n i k i ~(Nalanda),
s
Vo1.-111, p.-310; Vinayapilah (P.T.S.)Vo1.-11, p.237.
3. Upasak, C.S. : D.E.B.M.T., p. 34, Cf. Sendsana and Senasanaoatthu, lbid., pp. 242-243.
4. Cf. Bhikkhugatika, lbid., p.-173.
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never be in the fashion done by ordinary house-holders and no obscene
or conjugal scenes should be depicted. They may include such scenes
which may tend to inspire spirituality and aversion from the world
besides floral and creepery designs.' The paintings in the viharas or
other kinds of monk-abodes were usually done by the monks themselves
from the very early times. As a matter of fact, the monks proficient in
paintings are mostly responsible for these frescoes whether at
Bamiyan or at i\hangaran or elsewhere; and that is why variegated
art forms and styles occur in them. It is also likely that some artists
other than the monks might have been engaged to help them; and in
that case, those outsider-artists had to seek admission into the Sangha
as Sa'manera (novice), if not as a full-fledged Bhikkhu, so that they
could rekide with other monks in the residences exclusively meant for
the monks.
The Buddhist ecclesiastical society living at Bamiyan or at
Ahangaran certainly included monks hailing from different
nationalities, some of them from India others from Greece, Iran or from
GandhZra, besides the local monks. It was because of this cosmopolitan
feature of the Sahgha living there that we find the impacts of
different kinds of arts. The Indian monks created a piece of art
according to their own style, while the Iranian or Greek monks adopted
another. No doubt, the local monks formed the largest group and
probably developed a 'Local art' of their own, which was tinged with
the cosmopolitan atmosphere created by the monks from different
countries. The 'Local art', even if it emerged (as some think), got
assimilated in the stylistic norms that were followed and practised
there. This cosmopolitan feature is to be taken into account when
arriving at any conclusion regarding the date of a particular piece of art
manifestated there. One other point may also be stressed in this regard.
It is a fact that the date of a painting in a cave is later than the date
of the construction of the cave. The gap between the actual digging of
the cave and plastering or painting or other sorts of embellishments
therein may be of years or even of a few centuries. And as such, the
caves of Foladi valley might have begun to be constructed quite early,
as we have discussed, sometime after the Second Buddhist Council, and
the paintings and other decorations might have been completed several
centuries after, say by 4th century A.D., as suggested by some scholars.
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Kakrak
Kakrak or Kakhrak is a ravine about four kms. south-east of the
main cliff of Bamiyan. In this valley there is a series of rock-cut
temples and monasteries. A huge statue of the Buddha, measuring 7.4
mtrs. in height, is set into a niche 5.5 mtrs. deep and surrounded by
several grottoes and sanctuaries. The figure of the Buddha is badly
damaged, both on account of atmospheric effects and also on account of
vandalism. The face is almost gone and only traces of the drapery of
the Civara (robe) of the stucco of the Buddha's figure on the shoulders
remain. A few other traces of the stucco on the background of the niche
can be noticed. The fore-arms of the figure are broken off at the elbow,
obviously as a result of the vagaries of anti-Buddhist elements. A
narrow culvert, 1.7 mtrs. high, runs behind the Buddha's feet. On the
left of the main figure there is a small octagonal cell 2.3 mtrs. in
diameter and 2.65 mtrs. high on the inside.' The walls were plastered
on which the traces of decorations in red, blue, and brown ochres can be
seen. The painting of the drums and cupolas was removed and is now
divided between the Muse d e Guimet (Paris) and National Museum,
Dar-ul-Aman ( ~ a b u l )It. ~is in the form of a Mandala as seen at the
centres of esoteric Buddhism in Tibet, Nepal and other places.3 The
figure of the Buddha in the centre, in the Dharmacakra Mudra', is
surrounded by a galaxy of 13 smaller Dhygni Buddhas in the circle
tangent to the inner enclosure. Some think that the central Buddha is
Vairocana (and others as Bodhisattva), and so they regard it as the
earliest representation of the Mahayha Buddhist concept of one of the
celestial Buddhas, surrounded by magic emanation as can be noticed in
Vajraygna sect in Tibet and ~ c ~ aSome
l ? scholars are of the opinion
that Vajray'ana originated in the Gandh'ira region as early as 600 A.D.
and thus, this kind of Mandala from Kakrak may suggest a later
monastic establishment which may only be after 7th century A.D. or so.
The art manifested there, such as draperies on the figures, mask-like
faces and bulky proportions of the bodies, also tend to suggest the
. ~ is a figure of
vestiges of the last phase of Buddhist art in ~ n d i aThere
a donor wearing like a diadem with triple crescent, usually known as
'Hunter King'. The diadem of the figure resembles to the crowns seen on
1. Andrea Bruno, East and West (N.S.), Vo1.-XI11 (1962), p.-106.
2. Benjamin Rowland, Marg, Vo1.-XXN, No.-2, p.42.
3. For Mandala, see: Tucd C. : T k Theory and Practice of the Ma;?dalo.
4.Benjamin Rowland : Ancient Art From Afghanistan, p.-98; Cf. Buddhism in Afghanistan
and Central Asia published by E.J.Brill (1976), pt.-11, p.43.
5. hid. p. 43.
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the coins of Hephthalite rulers of 5th and 6th century A.D., which
again suggests a later date of the Kakrak Buddhist Comp1ex.l
Kakrak, as we have seen earlier, was probably the only centre of
Mah'aygna school of Buddhism in this region. Perhaps following the
Lokuttaravsdins of Koh-i-Baba cliff, who are supposed to be the
creators of the two colossi of the Buddha, the resident monks of Kakrak
valley attempted to carve out another colossus figure of the Buddha, of
course, not so magnificent as those of Koh-i-Baba. They also decorated
the walls with paintings and modelled on a different ideology of the
~ h ~ Buddhas.
~ n i That Kakrak complex is of a later date is also
supported by the fact that neither Fa-hsien nor Hiuen-tsiang speak
anything about any centre of Mah'aysna school of Buddhism at
Bamiyan, presumably because it had yet to be established. It is only
the Korean monk Hui-cha'o, who visited Barniyan in 727 A.D.,
mentions about the monks and monasteries belonging to M a h Z y h
school flourishing along with the ~ r n a ~ school.
~ n a He says that the
monasteries were populated with monks of both the schools. He
probably refers to the monastery of Kakrak which had developed as a
Mah'ly'lna centre by his time; and that also affirms a later date of the
Kakrak valley complex. Which school of Mah'lysna Buddhism was
prevailing at this centre is difficult to discern. But the Mandala form of
paintings as similar to the theocratic art of Tibet and Nepal and also
considering the colossus image of the Buddha as that of Vairocana, one
of the five Buddhas, tends to indicate a later form of MahZiyZna school
at Kakrak, which ultimately transformed into VajrayZna.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS: A BRIEF SURVEY
Koh-i-Baba Caves
Bamiyan caves or grottoes are carved out in the cliff of the hill now
called Koh-i-Baba, meaning 'saint hill', which runs about two and a
half kilometres in length. The caves look like a honey-comb from a
distance, and they number some twenty thousand although they have
. ~ this vast number of honey-combed
never been accurately ~ o u n t e dAmid
caves there stand two colossal images of the Buddha hewn out of the
rock in niches, one being 35 mtrs. (135 ft.) at its east end and the other 55
mtrs. (176 ft.) in height at west end. Following the cliff towards the
west one can see three rounded large niches, each with its own series of
grottoes, which once were adorned with the large seated Buddha
1. Ibld. p. 44.
2. Mizuno, S. : Haibak and Kasrnir Smst, Kyoto (1962), p.-93.
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statues, now no more. Faded paintings can still be seen on the summits of
these vaults but at present there is no access to reach them.'
Bamiyan is perhaps the only centre of Buddhists where the largest
number of caves are dug as the 'abodes' of the monks. From the very
ancient days caves were one of the favourite 'abodes' (Avisas) of the
Buddhist monks as best suited for seclusion, fit-for meditation. In
mountainous regions caves (Guhi) and huts (Kuti) were most common
residences of the recluses. At Bamiyan we do noi find any other kind of
'abode' ( i v i s a ) except the caves, the others being vihzra, Addhayoga, Pdsrida and Hammiya. Some think that when ~ u d d h i s mfirst
'
entered in the valley of Bamiyan, the religious centre was situated on
the plain in front of the cliff, as the remains of a large stiipa to the east
oP the Small Buddha can still be seen.2 It may be possible as since the
cave construction must have taken sufficient time and labour; and so it
appears feasible that in the beginning some sort of establishment like a
~ u t (hut)
i
or mud-built vihZra might have come u p on the plain in
frdnt of the Small Buddha, although no traces of them are now
available.
We have earlier discussed that perhaps the Lokuttaravadin group
of the Buddhist monks were the first to come to this place; and they
made it their great stronghold where they flourished for several
centuries. As such, the two colossi and the vast network of honeycombed caves, which included the large Uposathiigiira halls, small
and big living cells, domed or lantern-roofed decorated shrines etc. are
the creations of this group of the Buddhism. The caves vary in shapes
and measurements, usually the caves measure 5 to 6 meters across; some
are rectangular while others are octagonal or round in shape. The
rectangular caves are vaulted but the square ones are domed or
corbelled. Usually each group of the series of caves (or Avrisa) consists
of a shrine cave with the images of the Buddha and other deities, the
big caves meant for assembly halls or dormitories and a few small
caves meant for individual dwellings. Some of the big halls have
elevated platforms at the end, which were used as pulpit for the
preacher or head priest on the Uposatha days or on such other
ecclesiastical functions. It is also remarkable to observe that the
number of individual living cells is far less than the big caves used as
congregational halls or shrines. It is also conspicuous to find there that
most of the living cells possess a small ante-room, sufficient only for
sitting or half reclining but not sufficient for sleeping. The ante-room
1. Mizuno. S. : Har3ak and Knsmir Smust, Kyoto (1962), p.93.
2. b i d . p. 94.
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was probably used for meditational practices or used when very cold
outside, as they being small were less cold inside. The fewer number of
small cells in comparison to the bigger ones indicates that Bamiyan, for
being very cold in winter, was not inhabited by the monks throughout
the year. Monks from different parts of the country as well as from
foreign lands used to assemble there by the approach of the summer and
after spending their 'Vasscvisa' (Rainy Season Resort) they used to
move away to other places at its termination on the full-,moon day of
Kattika (October) after PaviranaL ceremony. Both Fa-hsien and Hiuentsiang probably spent their VassivZsa at Bamiyan, since both of them
relate the Pavarana congregation of the monks. Hiuen-tsiang calls it
' ~ a E c a parisad' i.e. an assembly constituted of 'five groups', viz.
Bhikkhu, Bhikkhuni, S5manera. Sjmaneri and Up'asaka. The king of
Bamiyan who was probably a SZkya also attended this religious
function as a devout Buddhist lay-devotee.
It appears that the monks after the Pavirapii used to move
towards the east and many used to occupy their residences in UdyZna
(Jalalabad area), as it is milder during winter, and some even went on
for a long journey to India on pilgrimage. One can notice innumerable
caves on the hills in this area on the eastern bank of the Kabul river,
near Baswal. These caves were probably constructed to accommodate
the hordes of monks who came there after spending the summer and the
rains at Bamiyan. Probably only a few remained at Bamiyan during the
winter season as the keepers of the cave dwellings of the place. The
small living cells with an ante-chamber were probably meant for these
monks. Thus, the caves of Bamiyan were used as 'semi-residence' or
temporary residence of the Buddhist monks. The big halls and the
chambers served as dormitories which accommodated many monks.
Some of these halls, no doubt, were meant for congregational purposes,
for Uposatha or other ecclesiastical meetings.
In the Pali Vinaya texts, a special type of architecture called
Janta'ghara is mentioned. This was erected in a monastic establishment
as approved by the Buddha for the use of monks. The Janfaghara was
a kind of fire place meant for treating the gout, etc.. It is also mentioned
that they were very useful when it snowed (Himapata Samaye). We
have found a number of ovens in Nalanda ruins.' Bamiyan being a cold
place where snow-fall is common during winter should have had some
such structures. In some big halls we have noticed some big oven-type
holes dug into the ground. Perhaps they were meant for the
Jantigharas.
1. Cf.Upasak C.S.: D.E.BM.T., pp. 98-99,
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The grottoes or caves are usually arranged in a series of
communicating units or groups; each of which consists of several rooms,
one or two vestibules, an assembly hall, a shrine-room meant for
worship, and one or many monastic cells to accommodate the monks in
attendance.' This feature of an Aviisa or 'group-residence' of the monks
is more conspicous in the eastern side where the Small Buddha stands.
Hiuen-tsiang confirms it when he says that this vast monastic complex
is divided into ten convents or ivrisas ,centred around the two Big
Buddhas where one thousand monks, all belonging to Hinayana school
(i.e. Lokuttaravzdins) dwell. Although these grottoes are dug in a
haphazard way, specific monastic complexes can only be discerned near
these two colossi. The grottoes are sometimes of two to three storeys and
are linked by passages or staircases.
Lantern Roof
Some of the grottoes have the typically designed roofs usually
known as 'lantern roof', which is an imitation of the wooden ceiling,
where beams are laid diagonally across the comers of a square and the
process is repeated in successive tiers so that a small opening remains at
the summit of this arrangement in diminishing squares. Benjamin
Rowland thinks that this style was invented somewhere on the
plateau and then introduced into western Asia and ~ u r k i s t a n Some
.~
regard it as indigenous to Bamiyan and also as the most important
contribution to the world of art, which later was copied extensively
by the builders of rock caves throughout Central Asia and northern
China.3
Small Buddha or 35 Metre Buddha
One of the two colossal images of the Buddha that stands in a niche
carved out of conglomerate rock at the eastern end measures 35 meters or
135,feet in height. Hjuen-tsiang has given a description of it and calls
it 'S5kyamuni' or 'Sakya Buddha'; which he took to be made of
metallic stone, in height 100 ft., the pieces of which had been cast
separately and then welded together into one f i g ~ r e .He
~ obviously
was much impressed by its brilliant colour and took it as if it were made
of metal. probably at the time of his visit it was entirely covered with
-

-

1. Dupree, N.H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p. 29.
2. Rowland, Benjamin : Ancient Art of Afghanistan, p.-95; T k Art and Architector of
India , Buddhist, Hindu, Jain; p.-90.
3. Dupree, N.H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p.-32.
4. Beal, S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p.-53; Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.-111,
p.-51; Watters, T. : O n the Travels of Yuun-Chwang, p.-118.
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gold-leaf or any other resplendent metal or was painted in a colour
giving a metallic look. He certainly mistook its form and decoration.
It is interesting to note that Hiuen-tsiang calls the Small Buddha
' ~the image of ' h y a m u n i
the figure of 'Sakya'l or 'gakya ~ u d d h aor
Buddha', while for the Big Buddha, he calls it 'a stone figure of
~ u d d h a or
' ~ the 'image of the Buddha of stone1.( He thus makes a
distinction between the two by calling them differently. It may be
mentioned here that in a later Tantric text, in the ~ h a r m a k o s ' a
Satigraha, a description of the S ~ k ~ a s i r i hBuddha
a
occurs. There he is
said to have a single face, two hands and of golden colour. His right
hand is in the ~hiimis~ars;nudrri,
and in the left hand he holds the
bowl (PindnpEtra). By this description of !kkyasiriha Buddha we
may presume that the Small Buddha was painted with golden colour
and that he had held the bowl in one hand (probably in his right
hand, as may be noticed at several places, e.g. in the Nalanda Stuccoes)
and in the other hand he held the comers of the robe. Hiuen-tsiang was
probably conversant with this traditional iconogramc style of the
~ h ~Buddha
~ n and
i
so he calls the Small Buddha 'S5kyamun.i'. It is
indeed remarkable to find that such stylistic distinctions were known to
the people of Bamiyan.
After carving out the image from the cliff, the folds of the robe, the
draperies and other fillings were modelled with mud-mixed chopped
straw and over which a final coating of lime plaster. It was afterwards
painted; the traces of blue paint are still visible at some places of the
body. The Buddha stands probably in walking pose with a bowl in one
hand and the robe's corner in the other, although the hands are missing
and the face is badly mutilated. The body of the Buddha was fully
covered with the monastic robe in Piiruppana style (i.e. full covering of
both shoulders and hands), as is evident from the drapery of the robe.
The stylistic art of the image may be associated with the GandhZra
art, prevalent at Hadda and other places, as is evident by the
1. b i d .
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.1, p.31.
3. Watters, T. : Op.cit., p.-118.
4. Ibid., p.-118.
5. Cf. Bhattacharya D.C. : Tantru Budjhist Iconographic Sourus, p.-17. He quotes from
the Dharmfkoia Sangraha thus: SaiasirihP ekasya swn/aoan)n dmbhuja d4niqe
bh2misparsa oame pig&apZtram ciwranioisi wjriisamam.
6. 'lhe other style of putting the robe is known as Ekumsih in which only the left
shoulder is covered and the right is left free. As a matter of fact both the styles were
prevalent in India simply because of the cold and hot seasons. When it is cold,
Paruppam style is most conifortable for covering the body; and when hot, Ekrrmsk is
desirable. Barniyan being a cold place, P?irupp~mstyle should be expected. We can
find innumerable images in both the styles in India and elsewhere.
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voluminous style of its drapery and proportionate heavy bodily
features. It is well-known that this art was mostly popularised during
the KuGnas in about 1st and 2nd century A . D . On the basis of the art
style i i has been attributed to 2nd or 3rd century A.D.' It seems
probable that it was carved out even earlier by the Lokuttaravsdins
who had held Buddha as supra-mundane and also had established
their strongholds at Bamiyan quite earlier. Thus, this colossus may be
assigned to early 2nd century A . D . or so.
Big Buddha or 186-ft. Buddha
A more harmoniously proportionate huge standing statue of the
Buddha is hewn out of the conglomerate in a trifoil niche at the
western end, about a mile away from the Small Buddha. Its height is
55 meter^.^ Its face is completely beaten flat, nose cut and the right
hand, once lifted in Abhayarnudrii, and the left hand hanging by the
side are also missing. The draperies of the robe indicate the Buddha in
fully covered Pa'ruppana style.
Hiuen-tsiang calls it 'a statue of Buddha of stone', 140 or 150 ft.
high, of brilliant golden colour and resplendent, with ornaments of
precious stone^.^ He distinguishes it from the 'Small Buddha' by
calling simply 'Buddha', probably because of stylistic iconographical
differences. It was also of golden colour like the Small Buddha, but
carved out in a different pose, in the Abhayarnudrii, and so probably
he distinguishes them by giving two different names.
The image was carved out roughly at the first and subsequently
wooden pegs were fixed (holes of them can still be seen) to hold the
robes for modelling the folds of the Buddha's robe; and thereafter
covered with a thick coat of mud-mixed chopped straw. Finally it was
plastered with a layer of mortar made of limestone and then coloured!
Rowland suggests that the modelling was intended to reproduce on an
enormous scale a late Gandh'ira statue in which the Buddha's robe is
reduced to a series of strings clinging to the surface of the body. And so it
should be placed in the 5th century A.D., about a hundred years later
1. Rowland, B. : 71re Art and Architecture of Indin; Buddhist, Hindu, Jain, p.-98; Dupree,
N.H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p.-27.
2. Formerly it was measured only 53 mtr., but with the lower portion having been cleared
by the Indian archaeologists, it is n o w found to be 55 mtrs. in height.
3. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.-I, pp.-50-51; Life of Hiuentsiang, p.-53; Watters, T. : On t k Trawls of Yuan Chwang, p.-118.
4. Rowland, Benjamin : The Art and Architecture of India, Buddhist, Hindu, Jain, p.-98;
Dupree, N.H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p . 4 0 .
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than the Small Buddha.' Some think it to be of the 3rd century A.D? It
may, however, be placed in about the beginning of the 5th century A.D.
The entire niche of this statue is covered with paintings which are
certainly of a later date than the execution of the statue, about which
we will discuss later. Around the foot of the statue there are ten
grottoes, which are supposed to have been executed in about 7th century
A . D . Most
~
of these grottoes near the Big Buddha are painted, but some
have no paintings at all. Some are octagonal in form while others are
rectangular. They possess beautiful decorations with designs executed
in high relief. Trilobed arches with pedestals are adorned with the
seated Buddha statues. In order to reach the upper gallery a staircase
was constructed all around the statue, but it is now destroyed. One has
to take a route on foot up the western side of the statue in order to reach
the gallery. It may be pointed out that this staircase hlso served as the
perambulatory path (Pradaksiniipafha) for the purpose of paying
homage by the devotees to the Buddha, an act of veneration, as to a
caitya or stiipa, signifying the saGradhiitu (corporeal-object) of the
Buddha. Since the statue is hewn out of a rock in a niche and that also
colossul, the staircase is so designed as to pass through the gallery and
then to the ground and thereby making a Pradaksi* of the Buddha
complete.
Lokuttarav'adins and the Colossi
The Lokuttaravzdins held the Buddha as transcendent and superhuman, far superior to mortals. This belief inspired them to create
these huge images of the Buddha. The purpose be!ind the construction
of them was, no doubt, to draw the attention and admiration mingled
with reverence and devotion of the masses, and at the same time to
make an exposition of the theory as Buddha being 'supramundane in
character'. These two gigantic images display the propensity of the
belief of the Lokuttaravzdins which they upheld. And probably,
because of their deep staunch belief and strong conviction they could
remain predominant in Barniyan for several centuries.
In size and dimension the Big Buddha image is unparallel in the
world as it is the largest. The grandeur and magnificence can only be
assessed by the fact that if we go near the image on a horseback, then
we can only touch the toe of the Buddha. Because of its grand colossal
1. Rowland, Benjamin : Op. cit., p.-98;Allchin & Hammond: Archawlogy of Afghuniston,
p.-271. They place it to 5th or 6th cent. A.D. on account of paintings in the niche
2. Dupree, N.H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p.41.
3. Bid., pp. 42-44.
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size, for centuries, pilgrims, wanderers, merchants, monks, scholars,
kings, nobles and the general masses all alike were drawn to this place.
Even today these two colossi of Barniyan have become as a 'synonym of
Afghanistan' and have made it world famous.
'Surkha-But' and 'Khink-But'
In the middle ages the 'Big-Buddha' was known among the people
as 'Surkh-But' or the 'Red-idol' and the 'Small-Buddha' as 'KhinkBut' or 'White or Grey-Idol' probably because of the colour in which
they then looked painted.' These images have since lost their original
colours and decorations on account of being deserted. The word 'but', now
reduced to mean an idol, is undobtedly a derivative of the word
'Buddha'. Because of the extensive number of the images of Buddha in
this country, the term 'Buddha' has since changed into 'But ', meaning
'idol'.

Azdaha
Hiuen-tsiang gives an interesting account of an image of the
Buddha in Mah'iparinibba'na pose, which, according to him, was about
1000 feet long. This was located at a distance of about 12 or 13 li (or 2 or
3 li) to the east of the city. He also mentions the function of Wu-Cha
or Moksa being held there which was attended by the king of the
country. It was a great congregation in which the king gave all his
possessions to the monks. He says, "Here is a SanghHrPma in which
this image of the Buddha in reclining posture is erected. The image is in
~ appears that the SangharBma was of some
excellent ~ o n d i t i o n . " It
importance where the king of the country used to visit on special
occasions. The Moksa or Wu-Cha ceremony that Hiuen-tsiang
witnessed is, no doubt, the Prafimoka's recitation ceremony held after
the VassEvEsa (Rainy-season Resort) on the full-moon day of the
Kartika month, which is usually known as PavZranii ceremony and as a
rule, all the monks of one ecclesiastical
(bo;ndary or area) must
assemble at a fixed place. Hiuen-tsiang was also present on this
occasion probably because he had spent his three months 'Vassa'viisa
there.
This figure of the Buddha in Mahsparinibb'lna pose has been
identified with the figure which local people call 'Azdaha' or dragon
or huge lizard, on the flat summit of a rock, at about the same distance

ma

1. Encyclopedia of Buddhism, part-11, p.-535.
2. Watters, T. : On t k Trawls of Yuan Chwang, pp. 119-120; Beal, S. : Buddhist
the Western World, bk. -11, pp.-51-52; Life of Him-tsiang, p.-53.
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as described by Hiuen-tsiang. It bears the resemblance of a lizard, at
present runs across.' Some suggest that this figure of reclining Buddha
was perhaps carved out in the rock, which formed the back wall of the
~ a n ~ h ~ r . 2i mProbably
a
it was also the creation of the
Lokuttarava'dins since it has also been carved out on a similar gigantic
scale as the two colossus Buddhas.
Paintings of Bamiyan
Paintings have been noticed in all the three ancient Buddhist
monastic complexes at Bamiyan, viz. Koh-i-Baba hill, Deh-iAhangaran (Foladi valley) and Kakrak. No doubt these cavemonasteries were once beautifully decorated with paintings. At present
only some of them are partly preserved while others have become
blurred or destroyed by soot or human vandalism or by natural effects.
Some of the caves bear only the traces of paintings. The best preserved
and also the most extensive ones are in the main Bamiyan valley of
Koh-i-Baba caves where the two colossi stand. At Deh-i-Aharangaran
(Foladi valley) only traces of paintings can be noticed while at Kakrak
the whole painted plasters are now removed from the site and divided
between National Museum, Kabul and Muse-de Guimet, Paris3
The stylistic art compositions are generally divided into three or
four categories-Indian including Gandha'ran, Sessanian or Iranian and
Central ~ s i a n ?As such, they are hybrid in character and obviously
reflect the cosmopolitan form of the society of monks who once dwelt
there.
Creators of the Paintings
Prior to discuss the art of these paintings, a probe may be made to
ascertain the creators of these paintings. In reference to this it should
be borne in mind that all those cavss were exclusively meant for the
Buddhist monks as their 'abodes' (Avisa). In the Pali Vinaya texts we
referred to earlier five types of 'abodes' or 'lodgings' for the Buddhist
as approved by the Buddha. These are : (l)VihZra, (2)Addhayoga,
(3)PisZda (4)Hammiya and ( 5 ) G u h ~Guha
. ~ or cave was the most
1. Watters, T. : On tk Travels of Yung Chwurng, p.-12; Dupree, N.H. : The Volley of
Bamiyan, pp. 7677.
2. Watters, T. : Op. cit., p.-120.
3. Marg, Vo1.-XXIV, No.-2,
p.42.
4. hid., p.-25; Rowland, Benjamin : Thc Art and Architcctun of India :Buddhist, Hindu,
Jain, p.-100; Dupree, N.H. : T k V d k y of B u m i y ~ 24;
, Encyclopaedia of Buddhism,
p.-536.
5. Mahocoagga (Nalanda) pp. 55, 100; CdJaoagga (Nalanda) pp. 68-69, 239.
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common type of 'abode' for the monks dwelling on the hills. In the
Vinaya Commentary, the SamantapasZdikZ, however, four types of
Guhiis or caves are mentioned, namely, built of bricks (Itthaka'maya),
of wood (Dirumaya), of the earth (Pamsumaya) and of stone
(Sila'maya).' No specimens of caves built of brick or wood or earth
have since survived. Only the stone caves hewn out of the rocks or
partly rock-cut and partly stone-built2 have been found in India and
elsewhere. It is interesting to note that the style of structure of the
cave-monasteries in India was modelled on imitation of the vih5rastructure on the plains, made of bricks. A vihara usually possesses a
courtyard and varandah all around, behind which rooms or livingcells; just in front of the gate, on the opposite side, a shrine-room with
the image of the Buddha or a stu'pa. The gate is usually flanked by the
images of the Buddha on the either sides. The Ajant3 cave monasteries
in India are carved out in this very fashion, and may be compared with
any ancient vihzra on plains in India. But this pattern has not been
followed at Bamiyan, although we find there big caves, used as
Uposathiigaras or dormitories; shrines with the images of the Buddha
or stfipas; the living cells, usually with an ante-room meant for
meditation or for living when it was extremely cold. Perhaps no
definite plan or pattern in carving out these caves was adopted, they
were rather haphazrdly built.
As in AjantZ so also in Bamiyan, we find, the walls were first
chiselled and then plastered with cunam and other materials for
making the surface smooth to decorate them with paintings. It is worth
mentioning here that decorating the Buddhist monasteries with
paintings is an ancient tradition. In the Cullavagga a story occurs when
some unscrupulous monks, called Chavaggiya, are said to have
decorated their viharas with male and female figures of human beings
in the fashion as found in the houses of ordinary householders,
contrary to the monastic precepts and norms. The Buddha, when
reported, thereupon laid down a rule prohibiting the monks to decorate
their vih'lras with such paintings of male and female (conjugal) figures
for being perverse or undignified for the monastic life. But, at the same
time, the Buddha sanctioned the monks to decorate their vihzras with
paintings of other designs like creepers, flowers or Makaradantaka
(i.e. animal designs etc.) or in ~atica~a.tika
(in variegated pictures).3 In
1. SamantapasZdikE (Nalanda), Vo1.-111, p.-1998.
2. For example the Udayagiri Cave No.-1; Cf. D.R.Patil's article on the 'Monuments of
the Udayagiri Hill', Vikram Volume, p.-386.
3. Cullavagga (Nalanda), p.-245.
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the Samanta-pasidiki, the Commentary of the Vinayapitaka, it is
further mentioned that the anecdotes of the Jitakas or such scenes
exhibiting 'excellent donation' (asadisadcinrini) or such devotional and
inspiring scenes which may arouse renunciation and tedium from the
world (Nibbeda), may be painted. These may be done by engaging
painters from outside. The monks may, however, paint creepers and
floral designs.' The paintings of the Buddhist monastic dwellings were
obviously done mostly by the monks themselves, as we have seen above
by the Chavaggiya monks. No doubt it was an ancient tradition among
the Buddhist monks. As usual the paintings or other decorations in the
vihzras or in other monastic dwellings were related to the theological
subjects, which usually included the Ja'taka tales or the life-scenes of
the Master or the legendary scenes of the celestial beings like Apsariis
or Devata's
and such other items. They naturally demanded a
thorough knowledge of the scriptures and traditions besides of course
proficiency in the art of painting. No doubt, the Buddhist monks were
the best persons so far as the knowledge of the texts or traditions was
concerned. It should be borne in mind that while studying the
traditional Buddhist art, we are studying the works which are not
primarily intended for pure aesthetic enjoyment, rather they comprise
the values in forms and expressions for edifying the higher ideal of life
leading to final 'emancipation'. The Buddhist monks who had already
left their homes and hearths in search of these higher values of life
were the main creators of these art pieces, in sculpture or painting.
According to the Buddhist ecclesiastical rule the monastic 'abodes'
were exclusively meant for the members of the Order, normally no
layman was allowed to stay there. There is a Vinaya rule forbidding a
monk to sleep along with a layman under one and the same roof for more
than one or two nights and that too only on an emergent occasion;
otherwise the monk commits an ecclesiastical offence of Pa'ciftiya (Rule
No.-35).* And as such, if a painter or artist who was engaged to
decorate a vihzra, had to dwell outside the viha'ra; and in case he had
to stay inside the vihzra, he had to undergo the Pabbajji (ordination)
temporarily and become a Sarnanera (novice) or even a Bhikkhu, by
getting higher ordination of upa'sarnpadr?, at least for the period he
was engaged in the work of decorations. To stay in the monastery
naturally offered them better opportunity to understand the traditions
and the texts enabling them to be better conversant with the item that
they had to illustrate. Thus, in all probability, the creation of these
1. ~ a m a n t a p a s u d i k (Nalanda),
~
Vo1.-111, p.-1998.
2. PicittiYuPili (Nalanda), P.30ff.
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artefacts was mainly done by the members of the Sangha. Paintings in
Bamiyan or in AjantZ or elsewhere in the Buddhist dwellings are
mainly their products and to be evaluated in this perspective. The
cosmopolitan form of the monastic Order should also be borne in mind in
this respect, that we have discussed earlier. And only then, we can
discern the real contributors of these artefacts.
Bamiyan stood on the ancient 'silk route' and traders, and so saints,
invaders and ordinary wanderers all alike passed through this place
while travelling from the east or from the west. The exotic scenic
beauty of the valley and its secluded atmosphere offered a congenial
choice for the monks to put up their 'abodes' at this excellently
peaceful place which was quite fit for meditation and for other higher
spiritual practices. The Koh-i-Baba hill of Bamiyan was the best and
most ideally suited place for cave monasteries, 'being neither very far
nor too close' to the residences of the househo1ders.l Gradually it rose to
a very big centre of the Buddhist mendicants; and in due course the
number of the caves increased enormously followed by the excessive
influx of the monks, who came here from all parts of the Buddhist
world, including India, Central Asia, China, Iran, Greece and Korea.
The large extent of the monastic grottoes which number about twenty
thousand suggests that Bamiyan, somehow or other, became the most
favourite haunt of the Buddhist monks who usually stayed there at
least for eight months, except in the winter season which is indeed very
hard there. Local monks probably stayed there for the whole year.
Because of the two collossi besides living facilities available there,
monks were naturally attracted to this place. Fa-hsien and Hiuentsiang visited this place from China; Hiu-Cha'o came from Korea.
Hiuen-tsiang probably met here with two Indian monks, iryasena and
Sryadka. The king, as he records, was probably a descendant of the
Sikya exile from India. The monastic establishments of Barniyan were
the residences of a cosmopolitan form of community in its truest sense.
The resident monks contributed according to their own different artskills in decorating the cave monasteries of Bamiyan.
We have mentioned earlier that Bamiyan was a great stronghold
of the LokkuttaravZdins from the very beginning who belonged to the
Theravzda group of Buddhism and probably they were the main
1. Cf. Mahavagga (Nalanda), p.-36; Cullaoagga (Nalanda), pp. 252-253- Ghato new
atidurc nu ca acciisannc gamanZgamanasampannm, atthika'nam atthikinam
manussinam abhikkamaniyam divi appiikipm, rattim uppiisaddam, appanigghosam
oijanavatam manussaiahaseyyakam, pa~isallanaslruppam. (Neither very far from
the village nor too dose, easy approach, not crowded in the day and quiet at night, fit
for solitude, a lonely place, fit for meditation). Cf. Upasak, CS.: D.E.B.M.T., p.-206.
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creators of the paintings and sculptures. Contributions of the monks
belonging to different schools dwelling there cannot however be
entirely ruled out.
The niches in which the two colossi stand and also the soffits of
their vaults appear to have been entirely decorated with paintings,
which included Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, different deities and other
celestial beings, like flying ApsarZ's, Deva tis, Gand ha ravas etc.;
traces of them can still be seen. Some of the domes and the 'lantern
roofs' were also once elegantly decorated with the representations of
many Buddhist deities. The painted caves are more.in extant in the
'Small Buddha' complex than those in the 'Big Buddha'.
Paintings of the Small Buddha Complex
Scholars are of the opinion that the paintings decorating the vault
above the 'Small Buddha' are entirely Iranian or Sassanian in style
and can be compared with the pictorial equivalents of the images in
the Sassanian rock-cut reliefs at Naqsh-i-Rustam and Shapur.' In the
southern corner of the main niche there are winged females wearing
Sassanian helmets and carrying spears and shields. They frame the
central figure which has been identified with the 'Sun God', who
stands in the chariot wearing a long cloak and a long straight sword
attached to his belt. The horses are badly damaged, but here and there
a hoof can be seen. The wheel of the chariot is also visible in the northwest corner. Some have attempted to trace it as a pictorial version of
the relief at Surya of Bodh Gayaf2 while others have identified it
with Candra and Mithra and think that they are clad in the fashion of
north India in long-embroidered coat.3 The representation of the SGrya
God in a Buddhist monastic complex may recall to a figure of
AmitZbha, another name of the Buddha and also a synonym to Siirya.
Buddha is said to be the descendant of the Okkaka (Sanskrit
=Iksvaku) family belonging to the Solar race. The figure of the 'Sun
God' may be an illustration of this legendary episodes4 The seated
figures on the west wall of the niche look heavy, barrel-chested and
round-shouldered, all Sassanian in style. On the eastern wall is a

1. Rowland, Benjamin : The Art and Architecture of India, Buddhist, jain, p.-100; Dupree,
N.H.: The Valley of Bomiyan, p.-25; B.B. Lal: Marg, Vo1.-XXIV, No.-2(1971),p.4;
Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, p.-536.
2. Rowland, Benjamin: Op. cit., p.-100.
3. Buddhism in Afghanistan (Published by E.J.Brill), Part-11, p.47.
4. D.P.P.N.,Vol-I, y.-462; for Amitabha see Edgerton, F. : Hybrid Sonsht Cmmmar d
Dictionary, Vo1.-11, p.-63.
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figure of a monk in yellow robe and above it is a man dressed in the
Central Asian tunic, wearing a pair of high boots.'
When we move in the grottoes of this complex, we notice that most
of these cave paintings are still extant here. These grottoes are
arranged in a series of communicating units, each of which consists of
several rooms, one or two vestibules, an assembly hall (UposathZga'ra
or Upatfhhnasili or Guest-room), a sanctuary and one or more monastic
living cells for the monks in attendance. The sanctuaries are usually
decorated with the statues of the seated Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and
the donors. The paintings of these grottoes are mostly blurred with soot
or have weathered away. In one of the grottoes (Group-G) the ceilings
and the stiipa in the centre of the room were covered with paintings
having very early Hellenistic influence (none of the Indian or
Sassanian in character). At present nothing remains there as most of
.~
the paintings disappeared two hours after they were ~ l e a n e d In
Group-C, the Assembly Hall (UposathZgiira) is elaborately decorated
with the floral and creepery designs in different colours, which suggest
~ winged and beribboned ribbed vases on the
Sassanian i n f l ~ e n c e .The
ogees of the arcade are also in Sassanian style. Similarly, a series of
Buddhas walking between beribboned columns resting on bulbous jarlike lotus pads also suggest Sassanian influence. In group-D, also the
representation of a wild boar, buds with strings of pearls exhibit
Sassanian art motifs. But the Group-I which possesses the niches of
seated Buddhas are decorated with some of the most beautiful
paintings depicting seated Buddhas in the centre and bordered by
female dancers, Apsara's and musicians, Gandharvas, all suggesting
Indian influence. A figure of Bodhisattva holding a blue lotus reminds
us of the famous Boddhisattva of Ajanta (Cave No.-l), a clear
influence of Indian art.4 A contour of the art trends manifested at the
Small Buddha Complex tends to infer that the paintings there are
neither purely Iranian or Sassanian nor Central Asian, Greek, or Indian.
All these arts have figured in their own fashion but Sassanian art
appears to have occupied a major portion. No doubt, the persons who
were engaged in these embellishments included the artists or monkartists from different countries mostly from Iran as also from India,
Central Asia and Greece. The mixed form of art of Bamiyan again

1. Dupree, N.H. L: The Valley of Bamiyan, pp. 34-35.
2. Ibid., p.-30.
3. Ibid., p.-36.
4. h i d . : p.40.
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indicates the cosmopolitan nature of the monastic comrnunity that was
dwelling there.
Date of Paintings of 'Small Buddha'
The paintings on the walls of 'Small Buddha' are certainly of a
later date than the image itself which may be of about the 3rd or the
4th century A.D. The stylistic peculiarities of art, when compared with
the Sassanian art, tend to point to a later date. On the ceilings there
were a series of medallions or roundels in the tradition of Sassanian
textile designs, containing winged horses, heads of boars and dove-like
birds, very popular with the kings of Iran. A boar's head had become a
heraldic symbol of royal family during the time of Khosru-I1 in early
VII century A.D. The paintings of Bamiyan cannot be dated earlier
than 6th or early 7th century A.D.I Rowland is of the opinion that
these paintings are of a later date than Ajanta and cannot be placed
before the 5th century A.D. or even later.2
Paintings of Big Buddha
The 'Big Buddha' or 55 mtr. Buddha is of rather a later date than
the 'Small Buddha'; and the niche, in which this statue stands, was
once entirely covered with paintings, traces of which can still be seen.
The side walls of the niche were also decorated with paintings which
included the figures of the Seated Buddhas arranged row upon row in
different mudriis and above them flying celestial divinities like
ApasaraS, Devatiis, Gandharvas etc. besides the embellishments of
floral and creepery designs. From the artistic point of view the
jewelled head-dresses, striped skirts, depictions of body forms like
noses, cheeks, hips and legs bear a close resemblance to the Ajanta
frescoes, though not so elegantly. The art style, though much influenced
by the Indian art, cannot be described as purely Indian on account of
some other details there; for instance, the foliage motifs of the
Boddhisattva's throne, which appear to belong to Gandh5ra
origin?the flying ribbons of the head-dresses are definitely Sassanian.
The drapery of the figures, flying scarves and some other forms
resemble to the paintings of Kizil and other sites in Turkistan and they
may be described as Central Asian.4 On account of different art
peculiarities exhibited in these paintings some scholars have suggested
1. Dupree N.H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p.-37.
2. Rowland, Bcnjamin : Tire Wall paintings of India, Central Asia and Gylon, p.42.
3. Rowland Bexljamin : Ancient Art of Afghunistan, p.-23.
4. Rowland, Benjamin : T& 'Wall Paintings of India, Central Asia and Ceylon, p.-102;
Dupree, N.H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p.-45.
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that some sort of local art style developed at Bamiyan which was an
admixture of the elements drawn from different canons of art, both
western and 1ndian.l Some have given its name as 'KushanaoSassanian' art? The colour scheme, as rightly suggested by Rowland, is
dominated by Lapis Lazuli blue which can be seen on the robes and in
the background. The Lapis Lazuli is commonly found in the mines of
n . ~have pointed out earlier that, as a
Badakshan in ~ f ~ h a n i s t aWe
matter of fact, a cosmopolitan form of monastic community was
dwelling in Bamiyan; and we are, therefore, inclined to believe that
this admixture art is the creation of different monk-artists hailing
from different countries, besides the local artists. Obviously the
predominant use of blue colour of the Lapis Lazuli was due to its
abundant availability in Afghanistan. Verily, this mixed art cannot be
regarded as 'local art' or 'Kushano-Sassanian' rather it is a product of
those monk-artists who had proficiency in different individual artstyles of the countries of their origin. The mixed stylistic tendencies as
manifested there clearly suggest the impact of the monastic
contributions made by the monks hailing from many countries.
Date of Painting of 'Big Buddha'
As a matter of fact, the wall paintings are definitely anterior to
the image of the 'Big Buddha' as it was created much before. The
paintings also do not belong to an identical school of art. The scheme of
art manifestations show a dependence on Indian art that developed in
the 5th century A.D. or even later. We may thus come to a nearer date
and the paintings may be dated to the 6th or early 7th century A . D . ~

Destruction of Bamiyan
In spite of the fact that the tribe known as Hepthalites or Hunas
poured into Gandhara from the deserts of Central Asia in c. 425 A.D.,
who also penetrated into the east destroying many monasteries
Peshawar and other places, and were checked by the Gupta kings froin
entering into the Gangetic valley. Bamiyan somehow or other escaped
their fury and no damage was then done to this great Buddhist
monastic establishment. It is also possible that because of the
confederacy of the Sassanians and Turks, their advance in the west was
almost halted.5 Hiuen-tsiang, the Chinese traveller, who visited
1. Rowland, B. : Marg, Vol. -XXIV, No.-2, (19711, p.-27.
2. Dupree, N. H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p.-45.
3. Rowland, B. : Marg, Vo1.-XXIV, No.-2 (1971), p.-27.
4. Rowland, Benjamin : The Wall Paintings of India, Central Ash and Ceylon, p.-68
5. Marg, Vo1.-XXIV, No.-2 (1971), p.-7.
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Figure 34

Bamiyan:
Wall painting in the niche of Big Buddha.
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Figure 35

Bamiyan:
Wall painting in the niche of Big Buddha.
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Figure 36 Bamiyan:

Bodhisattva-wall-painting in the niche of Big Buddha.
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F i p e 37

Bamiyan:
Two gee= with garland in beaks (Iranian style) wall
painting in the niche of Big Buddha.
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Figure 39

Bamiyan:
Lantern-roof' design.
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Bamiyan in about 630 A.D. found this place in a flourishing state. He
noticed there some tens of Convents and over a thousand monk dwelling
there. He also noticed the people following the Religion zealously and
the king also took active part in religious functions. Although in 612
the Sassanians were defeated by the Arabs, who also conquered
Kandahar in 699-700 A.D. and defeated the Later Kusina R q i of
Kabul, this time, too, the small kingdom of Bamiyan i n h its great
Buddhist establishments seem to have remained unaffected and intact
for another century.l The Korean monk, Hui-Cha'o, who visited
Barniyan in 727 A.D., presents an eye-witness account of the flourishing
condition of the place as a Buddhist centre. He also found the people as
well as the king and the nobles devoted to 'Three Jewels' of Buddhism.
Monasteries and monks were in abundance who practised both
~ i n a ~ ~and
n aM a h ~ y ~ n Probably
a.~
he also visited the Kakrak
valley complex, from where the Mandala form of paintings have been
recovered, and which he found as a flourishing Mahayana centre and
Koh-i-Baba and Deh-i-Ahangaran as the Hinay'lna centres of the
Buddhist monks. Some think that the Bamiyan king of this period
appears to have been Hepthalites in origin; but as a matter of fact he
was under the suzerainty of the prince of the Western ~ u r k s ?
The princes of Bamiyan were converted to Islam probably during
the time of Abbasid dynasty, either in the rei n of al-Mansur (755-775
A.D.) or in that of al-Mahdi (775-785A.D.). The conversion of the
Bamiyan princes to Islam must have created dismay and a dreadful
impact on the fate of the monks and monasteries of this locality.
Whether it was on account of the vehment Islamic zeal that led to the
persecusion of Buddhists resulting in indiscriminate massacre of the
monks and wanton destruction of the monasteries, and presumably some
being converted to Islam by persuasion or under pressure, it is
remarkable to note that the prince of Bamiyan, after his conversion
from Buddhism to Islam, and so also the members of his dynasty
enjoyed an influencia1 position in the court of Baghdad; and the prince
of Bamiyan was appointed as the Sher(Ru1er) of Bamiyan. In 844 he
was also appointed as the Governor of Yaman. The Buddhist
community had been left forlorn with no choice but to adopt Islam. In
256 Hizri i.e. 869-870 A.D. Bamiyan was again stormed by Yakub-binLaith resulting in the destruction of the images and other

!i

1. Bid., p.-9; Allchin, F. h Hammond, N. : The Archaeology of
2. See Dupree, N.H. : The Valley of Bamiyan, p.-58.
3. Encyclopaedia of lslnm (New Edition), Vo1.-I, p.-1009.
4. Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, Vo1.-11, p.-536.

Afghanistun, pp. 234-235.
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embellishments of this great monastic establishment. In the following
years he removed some of the beautiful and precious images to
~aghdad.1
It seems that those images of the Buddha which once
adorned many of the niches and which are not now traceable, were
then removed from there and despatched to the capital. It also seems
possible that the gems and jewels which were studded on the colossal
images were also removed. The images suffered much damage, their
hands were mutilated and, in particular their noses were battered.2
The dismembering of the colossal images must have continued for a long
time on account of the Islamic abhorrence for idols of all kinds. In 970
A.D. Bamiyan witnessed another invasion by Alaptagin, the Turkish
Governor of Balkh along with his slave Subaktgin. No doubt, the
remaining glamour of Banuyan was further obliterated, and many
embellishments and images which escaped earlier rampages also
suffered a lot. The prince of Bamiyan was taken captive. It is well
known that Subaktgin, who later founded the Ghaznavi dynasty, was
fanatically zealous to propagate Islam. He probably caused more
havoc than others; and during his reign Islam was permanently
established throughout Afghanistan. In 1222 the armies of Changiz
Khan again invaded Bamiyan and caused widespread devastations,
leaving nothing untouched except the inaccessible images of the
Buddha. The damage to colossi did not stop then, rather they suffered
destruction in the middle ages too. Aurangzeb, the Indian Mughal
emperor (1658-1707 A.D.) who is noted for his religious fanaticism,
ordered cannon-shots to be fired at the colossal images of the Buddha,
signs of which can still be seen on them.3

1. Encyclopaedia of lslarn (New Edition), Vo1.-I, p.-1009; Encyclopaedia of Buddhism,
Vo1.-11, p.-536; East and West, (N.S.), Vo1.-X, Nos. -1&2, p.-21, foot-note 21.
2. This feature of cutting the nose of an idol can be noticed on thousands of images of the
Buddha in India.
3. Cf. Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, Vo1.-11, p.-535.

FONDUKISTAN
A Later Seat of Mahayiina
The village of Fondukistan is situated in the valley of the Ghoraband
about 5 Kms. south-west of the little town Siahgard on the way
between Bamiyan and Kabul, about 128 Kms. from the former and 117
Kms. from the latter. It is only few Kms. away from Charikar, the
headquarters of this region. The village has got its name after the term
Tunduq', meaning an 'inn' or 'house for travellers', which of course,
reminds the 'abode' of the Buddhist pilgrim-monks who used to reside
there during their 'wanderings'. We have been told by the villagers
that 'Fanduq' is the name of a flower which grows in this area, hence
this name.
Inside the valley, on the right bank of the water course below, rises
the path steeply which leads to the village where houses are jumbled
in undulating manner. The most frequented path of the village rises
further steep and to the right at the top, are the ruins of a great
Buddhist monastery, now called by the villagers 'qalah' or fort,
obviously on account of the ancient mound. The place is exceedingly
charming, serene and secluded, surrounded by hills on three sides; and
on the north the water flows below. The natural environment is
excellently inspiring for those who wish to engage themselves in
spiritual practices or meditation, commonly known as Patipatti or
VipassanZ among the Buddhists. Probably no ancient monaitic site in
Afghanistan is located at a better natural environment than
Fondukistan, so ideally suited for monastic life.

1. Cf.Steingass, F. : A Comprehensive Persian-English Dictionary (Indian Edition (19731,
p.-989.
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The mound was excavated by the French Archaeologists who
noticed a full-fledged Sangh'arima that flourished in ancient days.1
The ruins exhibit a great hall, more or less in square shape, a stiipa
erected in the centre in 'Classic style', living cells for the monks, deep
recesses waggon-vaulted made in the walls and some other
architecture^.^ These recesses were decorated with foliate scroll edges
in the shape of single arches supported by pillars. The niches contained
ensembles of sculptured figures. The most interesting object is the
decoration of walls, of the recesses and the area between pilasters and
the openings of the recess with mural paintings. These paintings, as in
Bamiyan so also here, indicate the influences of Indian, Sassanian or
Iranian and Central Asian or Chinese Arts.3 The Maitreya figure (?)
with blue lotus in right hand may be compared with the famous Ajanta
Bodhisattva with blue lotus in hand of about 5th or 6th century A.D.~
The Indian style is apparent in a figure of a lady in a niche (El and on
many other specimens. The ap earance of the Sun and Moon gods
clearly exhibit Iranian influence and also on some other figures made
in this art.4 Some figures are painted in Central Asian style as well.
The Stucco figures of Buddha, Bodhisattvas, Devatiis and donors and
Nagas represent a similar fusion of these Arts as noticed on paintings.
The DevatHs are shown wearing Indian dhotis with their hair
dresses, round faces; and the Jewels of a Bodhisattva in the central hall
. ~one of the sculptures, the
are formed in typical Gupta art of ~ n d i a In
Buddha is shown in Ekamsika style with the right hand uncovered, a
purely Indian influence. (The other is Pa'ruppana style, with both the
hands covered, as common in cold countries). Some other features also
point to Indian ~ n f l u e n c e .A
~ scene of the funeral of the Buddha is
unique in style, the flames rising from the citG (pyre) and Buddha lying

P

1. The Indian Arts and Letters, N.S., Vo1.-XII, No.-1 and 2, London (1938), pp. 47-49 J.
Haclun's article: The work of the French Archaeological Mission in Afghanistan,
September- 1936 to August;M.D.A.F.A., Vo1.-VIII, Paris (1959), Le'monastere
Bouddhique de Fondukistan; Cf.Charles Massion's report in J.A.S.B., V, (1836), p.4.
2. Cf. M.D.A.F.A., VIII, Fig.-H-1, p.-51, also figures147 and 148.
3. Cf. Rowland, B. ,Art and Architecture of India, Buddhist, Hindu and Jain, p.-103;
Litivinsky, B.A. : Outlines of History of Buddhism in Central Asia; Kushan Studies
'
in U.S.S.R., p.-117; also see Marg, Vo1.-XXIV, No.-2, p.45; Barret, D. : Sculptures of the
Shahi Period, in Oriental Art (N.S.), Vol.-111, No.-2 (1951), p.-57; The Indian Arts and
Letters, N.S., Vo1.-XII, No.-2, p.-48.
4. M.D.A.F.A., VIII, Fig.-196, 198.
5. Ibid., Fig.-200.
6. lbid., Fig.-199, 201.
7. Ibid., Fig.-174, 175.
8. M.D.A.F.A., VIII, Fig.-171.
9. lbid., Fig.-176, 177.
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Figure 40

Fondukistan:
Bodhisattva (clay) 8th cent. A.D. (Kabul Museum).
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Figure 42

Fond ukistan:
Seated Buddha in preaching mudra' (clay)
8th cent. AD.(Kabul Museum,).
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upward (not on right side as usual).' The king and queen portrayed in
the two headless terra-cotta figures are compared with the 'Palace
.~
heads with typical
scene' noticed in AjantH (cave ~ 0 . - 2 ) Stucco
Iranian caps and long faces are modelled on Central Asian art? while
those figures with flat noses and conical caps suggest Chinese or
. ~ fusion of Indian, Iranian, Central
Western Turkistan i n f l ~ e n c e The
Asian or Chinese arts is due to the cosmopolitan monk society that was
dwelling in this Sangh5rZma. A similar mixed art is also noticed at
Bamiyan and to some extent at Ajanta too. The mixed art may suggest
that the population of monks belonged to different countries and lands,
all dwelling together at Fondukistan. Very likely these monk-dwellers
were the creators of the decorations done in the monasteries. The
Buddhist monastic community of Fondukistan Sangh'ariirna probably
included the monks hailing from India, Iran, Central Asia and probably
from China besides the local monks. They all lived together and
followed and practised the Dharnma of Tathiigata and contributed in
decorating the monastery in their own styles.
An Ideal Monastic Environment
As pointed out' earlier, Fondukistan was an ideally suited place
with excellent scenic beauty endowed with serenity and solitude,
'neither too far nor too close to', habitation, fit for meditational and
other spiritual practices and easily approachable.'5 Although it did
not lay on the high road, it was not very far from the road that
proceeded from Bamiyan to Kapis'a.
The antiquities recovered from this ancient Buddhist place show
that Buddhism was in a flourishing condition here during 6th _or 7th
century A.D. Fondukistan was a full-fledged monastery or ArZma
where shrines, caityas, stupas, congregational hall, monastic cells and
meditational rooms were erected. The vihiira was adorned with
paintings, stucco figures of the Buddha and other deities.
It is to our disadvantage that no literary record of this place is
available to us which can throw light on the history of this great
SanghZrHma. Only archaeological data are the materials to know
anything about this place. No written epigraph or any other inscribed
material has been found, except a few coins found buried in cemetery
1. Ibid., Fig. -167.
2. Cf. Marg, Vo1.-XXIV,No.-2, p.46, Fig.4.
3. M.D.A.F.A.,VIII, Fig.-183, 184, 185.
4. Cf. lbid., Fig.-186, also see : Litivinsky; B.A. : Kushn Studies in U.S.S.R., p.-117.
5. Cf. Upasak : D.E.B.M.T.,pp. 206; Cullovagga (Nalanda), pp. 252-253.
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urns below the 'princely couple' in one of the niches (No.-E1.I It includes
counter-marked coins of 'Sri Sahi' and silver drachms of Sassanian
king, Khusro-I1 (A.D. 591-6281, and copper coins of Napki types. One of
these is struck in year 37 i.e. 657 A.D., but the two counter-marks can be
dated to 682 A.D. and 689 A.D.~
Being located at a solitary place in the interior area, very few
pilgrims could easily reach there and hence no written account of the
place is available. Being located at a secluded place it escaped the
notice of early invaders, particularly the HGnas who have done some
harm to the Buddhist monasteries in ~ f ~ h ' a n i s t aand
n it remained
unhurt from their inroads. The recovery of coins datable to 7th century
A.D., which were no doubt the offerings of the devotees, suggests that
the monastery was founded earlier, as also evident from some of the
paintings and sculptures which can be dated to 6th century A-D? The
foundation of the Saigh'arsma may be placed sometime earlier, say 5th
century A.D. or so. Since Fondukistan was not very far from ~ a ~ i i a
where Buddhism was established much earlier and was in its heyday
during the Kus'inas, in 2nd century A.D., it might have attracted some
monks interested in solitary 'abode'. They might have come to this
place in early times and might have resided in ordinary huts in the
beginning. In due course, it developed to a full-fledged Sangh'arkma,
probably because of being the residence of some important monk-saint or
saints. By the time of the Turki Sahis in 7th century A.D. it became an
important SahghZrEma.
A Mah'ay 'ana Centre
In the beginning it probably developed as a centre of ~ r n a ~ ~ n
school of Buddhism, probably of Later TheravZda, as followed by the
MahZsZrighikas or any of its branches like SarvZstiv'ida etc. On the
basis of the sculptural art, Benjamin Rowland rightly observes,
"Originally ~ i n a ~ ~statues
n a of the monastic Buddha were
transformed into Mah'ZyZna icons of transfigured S3kyamuni by being
'dressed up' in actual jewels and garments which in the time came to be
represented in statues like the one from Fondukistan. The so called
'bejwelled ~ u d d h a is
' ~seen in many statues of the last phase of
M a h a y h a ~ u d d h i s m . "No
~ doubt the statues and stucco figures and
paintings as noticed in Fondukistan indicate it to be a centre of
1. M.D.A.F.A., Vo1.-VIII, p.-56, Figs.-89, 190, 191.
2. Allchin F. and Hammond N. : Archaeology in Afghanistan, p.-253; IndiPn Art and
Letters, N.S.,Vo1.-XII, p.-9.
3. Cf. Rowland, B. : Ancient Art from Afghanistan, pp. 116-117.
4. Cf. : M.D.A.F.A., Vo1.-VIII, Fig.-179.
5. Rowland, B. : The Art and Architecture of lndiu, Buddhist, Hindu, lain (19561, p.-103.
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Mahzygna Buddhism. It developed probably as a centre of those
~ a h ~monks
~ ~ who
n i were mainly engaged in meditational practices
and spirituality. That it was a Mah'ay6na centre is also evident from
the recovery of a number of stucco figures of the Devatgs and their
frescoes found from there. We know that by this time (i.e. 7th century
A.D.) a number of MahZy5na Buddhist monasteries had developed in
India at places like Nalanda, ~ i k r a m a $ h ,Oddantapura and some in
Kasmira. We learn that a monk of Nagarah'ara (Jalalabad, E.
Afghanistan) had established a monastery at a place presegtly called
Ghosaravan, near Nalanda and later he became the Acarya of
Na1anda.l Evidently there existed direct contacts between Indian
monastic establishments and their counterparts in Afghanistan. The
Indian influence on paintings and sculptures in Afghanistan is evident
by enough to suggest that monks from India and other places were
dwelling in this monastery where they practised MahZy5na
Buddhism. Unlike most of the monasteries that were following Later
~ i n a ~ 5 Buddhism,
na
monastery at this Fondukistan was following the
other form, the Mahayana Buddhism. As stated above, in the
beginning it might have been a centre of Later TheravBda or ~ Y n a ~ ~ n a
school but by the 6th century A.D. it turned into a Mahsyana centre as
evident from the antiquities recovered from there.
End of the Saxigh'lr'ama
The monastery of Fondukistan flourished for about three or four
centuries and came to an end only in 10th or 11th century A.D. on account
of Arabas' attack on Afghanistan. Buddhism disappeared from this
land for ever as Islam supplanted it. The city of ~ a p i &was sacked by
Ibrahim-bin-Jabul, the Governor of Zabulistan in the year 743 A.D..
The Hindu Sahi rulers had to move first to Kabul and then to
Udbhsndapur on account of the Arabs. They ultimately took the
of Kabul valley, including the adjoining areas of Herat and
Kandahar. They not only established their suzerainty over this
country but also indulged into a lot of persecutions against the
Buddhists whom they called 'kafir' or infidel. They razed the
monasteries and temples to the ground and the monks living there
either had to flee or to embrace Islam. This was the fate of all the
Buddhist establishments in Afghanistan and Fondukistan was no
exception.

1. Indian Antiquary, 1988.

KANDAHAR
Mauryan Regimental Border
Kandahar is the second largest town of Afghanistan situated at its
southern border. It is an ancient city and was once a part of Achaerninid
empire in early days.' It was later captured by Alexander the Great but
soon it came under the rule of Candragupta Maurya as it was ceded to
him by the Greek king Seleucus, who was defeated by the Mauryan
emperor. Seleucus had to surrender four provinces, including Kandahar,
then called Arachosia, the others being Aria, Gadrosia and
Paropamade. After the collapse of Mauryan empire Kandahar formed
a part of the kingdoms of Indo-Greeks, Indo-Parthians, Kusznas and
Sassanians successively. Ultimately it came under the 1slaAic 'rule of
Abbasids, Ghaznavids and Mangols in succession.
Kandahar, Alexandria of Arachosia (?I
It is generally believed that Kandahar was 'Alexandria', the
capital of Arachosia, the name given by Alexander the Great. On the
basis of an account of the overland routes between Levant and India
given by Isidore of Charax about the Parthian stations in 1st century
B.C., Kandahar is identified with Alexandrapolis, the metropokis of
Arachosia; and also called the 'Greek city'. The whole area is however
described by Isidore of Charax as 'White India'. Mr. Schoff is of the
opinion that 'White-India'' was called for Arachosia in the beginning
and subsequently for the modern Afghanistan; and Alexandrapolis or
Alexandria is the name of the capital of Arachosia, the modern
Kandahar.2 Isidore of Charax writes," There are the city of Sigal; the
~

~

1. See : East and West, VIII; No.-3(1957), 'Ghazni', by Alessio Bombaci, p.-250 ff.
2. Schoff, Wilford H. : Edt. & Trans., Parthian Stations of lsidor of Charar, pp.9 & 34;
also see : Fox, Robin Lane: Alexandkr the Great, London (1973)' p.-293.
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city of Min, the city of Palacenti. And the city of Sigal; in that plate is
the royal residence of Sacae; and nearby is the city of Chorochoad and
the city of Demetrias, and then Alexandra-polis, the metropolis of
Arachosia; it is Greek and by it flows the river Arachotus. As far as
this place the land is under the rule of Parthians."'
It is remarkable to observe that while Alexandria or
Alexandrapolis is said to have been located on the bank of the river
Arachotus, the present town of Kandahar stands on plain, between the
Tarnak and Arghandab rivers, quite far from them. The town is bounded
on the north, north-west and north-east by a line of rough and
precipitous hills. It is also noteworthy that Alexander founded many
cities after his nafne and Alexandrapolis or Alexandria of Arachosia
was one of them.2 To identify the present town of Kandahar with
Alexandrapolis of Arachosia is rather doubtful. It may be sought
somewhere else, possibly further west, or may be identified with
~ h a z n i It. ~is very likely that the town of Kandahar came up rather
lately and gained importance when occupied by the Mauryans who
stationed there army personnels in order to safeguard the border of the
kingdom. Probably Alexander also stationed some Greek army there
with a view to combat any rebellion or revolt from Acaeminids who
were conquered by him earlier. It appears that it started to develop as
a military regimental headquarters, not as an administrative centre or
as a metropolis. And, when it came under the Mauryan occupation, the
border was strengthened by putting Indian soldiers there. It is
interesting to observe that the area being heavily occupied by the army
personnels for a long time, first by Alexander's army and later by the
Indian army, began to be called 'military regimental place' or
SkandhZvira by the people, a Sanskrit name probably given by the
Indians. It appears that the present name 'Kandahxra' is a derivative
from this term, Skandhiivira. It is also equally interesting to note that
one of the sub-divisions of Kandahar is presently called 'Danda', a
pure Sanskrit word, meanin 'army'. Yet again, the sub-division next to
Daqda is called DamanaB by name, a Sanskrit word meaning
'suppression' or 'subdue', which also relates to some military operation
carried against the people to 'suppress' or 'subdue', probably by the
1. Schoff, Wilfor H. : Op. cit, p.-9; also see : Fox, Robin Lane: Ahunder the Great, London
(1973), p.-225.
2. Fox, Robin Lane: Alexander the Great, London (1973, p.-293.
3. Carrutelle, Giovanni Pugliese : Setu Oriantak Roma, XXIX (1964), p.-37; Tarn. W.E.:

The Greeks in lndia and Bactria, pp. 469-477.
4. Admec, L.W. : Historical 8 Politicul Gazetteer of Afghanistan, Vo1.-5, p.220.
5. Ibid., p. -225.
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Mauryans. It is also to be noted that 'Alexandria' is always
transformed as 'Iskandaria' or 'Sikandaria' in Persian and also in all
the languages current in Afghanistan. And accordingly, Kandahar if
Alexandria, should also have been called Iskandaria or Sikandaria;
but it is not so. In all probability it represents the ancient term
SkandhZvira, the phonetic semblance of which also tends to suggest
so, nearer to this term than any other.
Kandahar and A6oka
No doubt Kandahar was an important place during the Mauryan
period. It is significant to note that as many as three inscriptions of
~ & k ahave been found form Kandahar alone.] One of them was
discovered from Shahr-i-Kona (or the old city) inscribed on a bolder at
the foot of the hill called Chehl-Zina which is complete. It is in situ
and is a bilingual and biscriptal inscription written in Greek and
Aramaic languages and scripts. The Greek version of the edict begins
with the name of the emperor Priyadasi, and got to be inscribed in the
10th year of his coronation. The Buddhist emperor exhorts 'piety'
(Dhamma) and 'non-killing of living beings'. It is a Minor Rock Edict of
~ 6 o k aThe
.
second edict is a fragmentary, written in Greek script and
language. It was discovered by a German physician from the ruins of
Old Kandahar city in 1963, now preserved in the National-Museum of
Afghanistan, Kabul. It is engraved on a rectangular piece of porous
limestone block. It contains the text of the end of rock Edict XI1 and the
beginning of Rock Edict XIII; and so, it may be regarded as a part of a
large slab which once contained all the Fourteen Rock Edicts of ~ g o k a ,
as found elsewhere at several places. We may hope to discover other
portions of it from Kandahar. The third inscription of ~ 6 o k ais also
fragmentary one, written in Aramaic script on a stone block. It was
bought in the bazar of Kandahar and its find-spot is unknown (now in
an Italian collection) and contains only seven lines, a part of the Pillar
Edict-VII in a mixed Aramaic and Prakrit l a n g ~ a g e . ~
That these epigraphs were discovered from Kandahar is of great
importance indicating tits importance during the time of Asoka. The use
of Greek and Aramaic scripts and languages also indicates that
Kandahar was inhabited by the Greeks or Yonas and Kambojas or
Iranians, who are referred to many a time in the Ahokan i n ~ c r i ~ t i o n s . ~
The Greeks or Yonas were no doubt settled in many parts of Afghanistan
1. Allchin F.R. & Hammond N. : Archaeology of Afghanistan, pp. 192-194.
2. Cf. Ibid.,pp. 193-198; also see : I.A., Vo1.-254(1966), pp. 437-465.
3. Yonas and Kambojas (Greeks and Iranians) are referred to in Rock-Edicts, 11, V, XIII.
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since the time of Alexander the Great and Kambojas or Iranians
probably even earlier. ~ i o k in
a his inscriptions mentions about them,
where he introduced his policy of 'Piety' or Dhamma for which he
appointed Dhammamah'amatra officials.
Buddhism appears to have been introduced in Kandahar during his
time. He being a zealous Buddhist took several measures to spread the
Religion. During his time the Third Buddhist Council was held, a great
event in the history of Buddhism about which we have discussed
elsewhere also. On this occasion missionaries were despatched to many
foreign countries for the propagation of Buddhism. One monk-saint
MahZrakkhita by name was despatched to Yona country along with
some other monks to disseminate Buddhism, the Early Therava'da or
Vibhajjavlda school, which ~ g o k afollowed and patronised.'
Mahsrakkhita is said to have been successful in his mission as he could
convert 'one hundred seventy thousand people' of Yona country and 'ten
thousand entered into the Sahgha as r n ~ n k s 'YOM
. ~ Rat!ha or YonaLoka is identified with those parts of Afghanistan whdre the Greeks
had settled, particularly in the central and southern parts of the
country. ~ a ~ i and
i a Balkh were also the regions where Greek
population was settled. A town known as 'Alexandria of Caucacus' was
founded by Alexander, which is identified with ~ a p i & No
. doubt some
Greek settlements were also stationed at Kandahar by Alexander.
MahZrakkhita appears to have visited Kandahar and
proselytised the Yona population living there. He might have stayed
there for some time along with his other fellow monks. This was the
first introduction of Buddhism in this region.
We have seen above that Kandahar was the headquarters of
border-military-force of the Mauryans. A good number of Indian
military personnels might have been there in the camps. Some might
have hailed from Magadha or elsewhere from India and many might
have been the Buddhists. It may be presumed that they were the first
who brought the message of Buddha there prior to Maharakkhita. But,
the actual proselytism began with his missionary party when
Buddhism took a firm root there.
It is very likely that by the initiation of Buddhism through the
efforts of Maharakkhita and his party, some monasteries, shrines and
caityas or stupas were also erected, of which no archaeological
materials of any kind have yet come to light, but it is not impossible to
1. Dipaoamsa, VIII,9; Mahaoamca, XII,5,39; Samnatapasadih (Nalanda) Vo1.-I,
pp. 55,58,59.
2. lbid.
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-find some in future like the three epigraphs of ~ i o k afrom here.
Perhaps Buddhism began to flourish since then in Kandahar and
continued for centuries as the faith of the people. It finally
disappeared only after the Arabs' attacks in 10 or 11th century A.D.
when Islam was introduced. It is pity that we have very little
materials to know the history of Buddhism of this area, but Buddhism
definitely flourished there as a elsewhere in Afghanistan. Many
Buddhist sites which still possess their Buddhist names besides some
minor antiquities of the monastic establishments, are extant there.
The discovery of ~ S o k a ' s epigraph in situ at the foot of Chehl
Zina hill in the Shahr-i-Kona (Old city) area certainly indicates the
rich archaeological prospects there. It is hoped that by digging some of
the ancient sites in Shar-i-Kona of Kandahar, we may get new
materials which may throw further light on the history of Buddhism
of this region. Archaeologists have identified several ancient
monuments in this area as Buddhists. Mr. G. Fussman has been able to
locate a Buddhist monastery and a stfipa in this area.' We are giving
herebelow some probable place-names which may be related to
Buddhism.
Some Probable Buddhist Sites
We have mentioned above that Danda and Damana, the
subdivisions of Kandahar, still hold their ~ a n s k r i tnames and should
be the ancient areas. Similarly there are some other places which may
be connected with Buddhist culture and history. Although these places
still await proper exploration, there are, no doubt, some prospective
sites which may yield new materials, to reconstruct the history of
Buddhism of this region. Following are some of the places which may
be of some significance for our purpose.
1-Panchawai or Panjwar
Panjawai or Panchawai is the name of .a village and also of a subdivision of Kandahar province situated on the left bank of the
Arghandab river, next to Danda sub-division.* The sub-division
(Wolswali) is bounded in the %st by Maiwand, in the north by the
Khakriz and the Arghandab, in the east by Danda and Shega and in
the south by Reg districts. Panchawai wolesbbli or sub-division
includes about 37 villages and a number of them still retain their old
1. Cf. Allchin, F.R.& Hammond, N . : Archaeology of Afghanistan, pp. 230-232.
2 . Adamec, L.W. : Historical and Political Gazetteer of Afghanistan, Vo1.-5, p.-380 also
see map on p.-221.
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names which may be connected with Buddhism. For instance, a village
is called 'Daham Bas',' which may be a derivative of 'Darnmaoiisa'
or 'Dhamaviisa ' indicating some Buddhist shrine. Yet another village
called 'Nalagham' which may be the representation of 'Nglakagr5ma1. Similarly ~ h u g ~ a may
n i ~be connected with the term Ksudmylni, indicating to ~ i n a ~ b nand
a so also 'Danagar' villag$ i; a
derivative of Dinaghara, meaning a 'house for offerings' (alms to the
monks). It is interesting to find a village which still holds the name of
'
great Buddhist emperor Abka. The village is still called ' ~ h k a or
' ~ i o ~ asituated
',
on the right bank of the Arghandab, some 12 miles
~ another village ~ a z a g a m
may
~ be the
from ~ a n d a h a r .Yet
representation of Majjhaga'ma (Pali) or Madhyagriima (Sanskrit).
Panchawai or Panjwai itself may be the derivative of the word
'~a;cavaggi~a', the 'First Five Disciples of Buddha'.
Buddhawan hill and Buddhawan Darwaza
Close to Panchawai bazar, there is a hillock locally called
Budhawan, and also on the foot of the hill a group of four hamlets
running parallel and close to the Arghandab is called Budhwan along
the left bank of the Arghandab to Kokharan, where it joins the
Kandahar-Herat road.6 Right up on the face of rocky ridge, is a large
cave forming a big hall probably dug by men, although some believe it
to be a natural cave.7 Local people call it b am shed.^ But a close
observation of the cave leaves no doubt that it was once the abode of
Buddhist mendicants. There is one cavity below the hall to serve as
water reservoir, in which the water can still be seen. Before we
approach this hill from Panchawai, on the way, we find the ruins of
two stzpas built of stone bolders, not very high from the ground, which
local people call 'Budhawan Darwaza', meaning the 'Gate of
Budhwan', simply because they stand side by a side at a distance of
about ten metres each and look like two pylons of a gate. Budhawan
hill, Budhwan hamlet, Budhawan Darawaza all evidently got the
name connected with Buddha. These names suggest that this area

1. Ibid., p.-124.
2. Admec, L.W.: Historical & Political Cczettm of Afghanistan, Vol.4, p.-288.
3. bid., p.-127.
4. Ibid., p.-60.
5. Ibid., p.-335.
6. Ibid., p.-73.
7. lbid., p.-73.
8. lbid., p.-192.
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including Panchawai was populated by the Buddhists, probably from
the time of ~ s b k a .
Yet another village situated on the left bank of the Tarnak, called
'Gurgam', about 12 miles south-west of Kandahar.' The village appears
to be of some interest since a conspicuous mound stands near this village.
The mound appears to be the debris of an old monastery or a temple.
The name of the village as Gurgam is obviously derived from 'GuruGrEma' (a village of the Master) for being located near place of Guru,
or Lord (Buddha), (as we get Begram for Viha'ragrZma, Samangan for
Samavagirna etc.). The mound is called 'Ghundi-i-Gurgam', Ghundi
meaning 'mound'?
There are some other villages also around Kandahar which still
preserve their ancient names. We may mention a few of them, for
instance, Damarsi, derived from Dharma &if which is located 13
miles north-west of ~ a n d a h a rGorakh
.~
village4 retains its ancient
name Goraksa, or 'Protector of Cow' probably following the message of
~ Q o k as
a recorded in his bilingual edict at Kandahar in which he
preaches non-killing of animals.
It is needless to say that if and when Kandahar region is fully
explored and its mounds are excavated, we are sure to get important
materials which can help us to reconstruct political, cultural and
religious history of this area. No doubt Kandahar is a n important
ancient place of Afghanistan which has contributed much towards the
history and culture of the country. Its glorious past can be reconstructed
when materials hidden in its ancient mounds and monuments, scattered
throughout the province are fully brought to light. It is pity that no
literary account is available and we have to depend on the
archaeological evidences alone.

1. lbid. D.-170.
2. ~ d & e c L.W.: Historical
3. lbid., p.-126.
4. lbid. p.-120.

and Political b u t t e e r of Afghanistan Vo1.-5,

p.-170.

GHAZNI
A Centre of Later Buddhism
While one of the north-western trade-routes connected India with
Central Asia through Balkh, the other connected Khorasan, Persia
and Asia Minor via Ghazni and Kandahar. The invaders traversed
either of these routes who created devastations in Afghanistan for time
and again. Cyrus I (550-539 B.C.) was the first Achaeminid emperor
who attacked Afghanistan and conquered Kandahar and annexed the
area upto Gandhiira. The next king of this dynasty is Darius I (522-539
B.C.) who extended his empire further in the east and captured some
parts of India. These Achaeminid emperors invaded through the second
route via Kandahar-Ghazni.
Alexander the Great, attacked on Afghanistan in about 325 B.C.
following this route and is said to have established a town after his
name, Alexandria of Arachosia, as indicated by Isidore of Charax and
some Greek writers1 We have discussed earlier its identification when
dealing in Kandahar and believe that Kandahar was not Alexandria
of Arachosia, rather probably it was Ghazni or somewhere west of
Kandahar. Ghazni no doubt was a city situated in the province of
Arachosia, also known from the Persian cuneiform inscriptions as one of
the parts of Achaeminid empire, mentioned as Herakuvatis (Skt.
~ a r a s v a t i )identified
,~
with Ghazni.
After the sudden death of Alexander the Great, the eastern part of
his kingdom came under the rule of Selcucus Niketor. He attacked on
the north-western border of India but had to suffer a defcat by the
hands of Candragupta Maurya and had to cede four of his eastern
provinces, namely, Aria, Arachosia, Gadrosia and Paropamisadae. In
'

1. See : Tarn, W.W. : Greeks in India and Bactria, pp. 469-473.
2. East and West, VIII, No.-3(1957), Ghazni: by Allcsio Bambaci, p.-250 ff
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order to have full grip over these new areas the Mauryan emperor
probably shifted the head-quarters of Arachosia from Ghazni to
Kandahar where he stationed a considerable army to safeguard the
westernmost border of his kingdom. As a result, Ghazni probably lost its
earlier political importance and Kandahar became strategically more
important.
We have not yet found any antiquity of Mauryan period from
Ghazni which leads some to believe that it was not under the Mauryan
empire,' but it does not appear to be correct. Ghazni was a part of
Arachosia under the Mauryan kingdom. Hiuen-tsiang, who visited
Ghazni in about 644 A.D. writes, "There are ten stcpas built by ~ b k a R>ji, and several tens of Deva temples." Evidently Ghazni was under
Aioka's kingdom which flourished as a Buddhist place since his time.
It is true that Hiuen-tsiang's account is of a late period which mentions
Asoka's rule there, but we may hope to find some archaeological
materials of Mauryan period from there in future.
Introduction of Buddhism in Ghazni
Buddhism had already arrived in UdyLna, ~ a ~ i and
e a probably in
. have mentioned earlier about
Barniyan and Balkh before ~ 6 o k a We
the Third Buddhist Council which was held during the reign of ~ b k a ,
when Buddhist Missionaries were despatched to different foreign lands
under his patronage. We have also mentioned earlier about Thera
Mahzrakkhita who was sent to Yona country, which has since been
identified with Central, Eastern, Northern and Southern parts of
Afghanistan where the Greek settlements were residing since
Alexander the Great. Ghazni, probably being Alexandria of Arachosia,
was also a place of Greek settlement in Afghanistan. Mahzrakkhita
appears to have come to Ghazni from Udyana and stayed there for
some time for the propagation of ~uddhism'and then proceeded further
south to Kandahar. We learn from the Pali texts that 'several
thousands of people were then converted to Buddhism' and 'many
thousand' joined the Buddhist Sangha by becoming monks in the Yona
country. We have no idea whether MahZsarighikas or their followers,
who had already established the Later Theravada Buddhism in
Udyana and elsewhere in Afghanistan before Aioka, had penetrated to
the southern part of Afghanistan, upto Ghazni or Kandahar, probably
not. In all probability, it was only during the reign of Asoka, in 3rd
century B.C., that Buddhism was introduced in Ghazni by the Buddhist
missionary under Thera Mah'irakkhita. The Early Theravada

1. E a t and

West, VIII-No.3. (1957), pp. 250ff.
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Buddhism or Vibhajjavada was propagated by him and his other
fellow-monk-saints in this area. The MaMsarighikas however might
have established some centres there in later centuries, that we will
discuss later, as known from an inscription engraved on a relic casket of
Buddha found from a place called Wardak, a place situated between
Kabul and Ghazni of Kusana period in which the name of the
Mahasanghika school occurs for the first time on an epigraph of
Afghanistan. By the support and favour of emperor Asoka, some
monastery or monasteries might have come up at Ghazni and some
stripas and shrines also might have been erected there. A b h probably
got erected some stiipas for depositing the relics of the Buddha, as
informed by Hiuen-tsiang. This was the period of first large scale
preselytism among the Greeks or Yonas of Afghanistan and Ghazni was
probably one of the places where Greeks adopted Buddhism.
Buddhism perhaps took its first root during Akka's time and continued
to be the religion of the people of this area for several countries.
Menandeis Period
By the fall of the Mauryan empire the provinces of Afghanistan
were occupied by the Bactrian Greeks or Indo-Greeks where Buddhism
was already established and a good Greek population living there had
already adopted Buddhism. These Indo-Bactrian kings naturally were
acquainted with this religion and very likely some had even professed
Buddhism, although we do not know anything definite about it. As a
matter of fact these Indo-Greek or Graeco-Bactrian kings are known by
their coins alone found throughout Afghanistan and north-western part
of India. It is difficult indeed to say anything of their individual
faiths. But, we believe, those Indo-Greek kings who bear the title of
Dhramikas (in Prakrit) or Diakios (in Greek) were Buddhists,
although it is not fully authenticated. Only one king known by
literature is Menander who was a Buddhist. The famous Pali text, the
MilindapaEho records his philosophical discussions with a Buddhist
monk, Nagasena by name at his capital Sagala about which we have
discussed elsewhere. He is described as converted to Buddhist faith
and professed the Early TheravZda Buddhism which he followed for
the whole life. He is said to have erected stopas and monasteries
throughout his kingdom. We do not know whether he ruled over
Ghazni, but Buddhism, particularly Early Theravsda, received new
impetus during his time. During Menander's period, Buddhism at
Ghazni might have received some impetus by him or by other
Buddhists.
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Kaniska's Rule in Ghazni and Buddhism
Kiniska's patronage to Buddhism is well-known. who followed
SarvSstivZda form of Buddhism or Later TheravZda school. He ruled
over almost all parts of Afghanistan and controlled his western part
from one of his capitals at ~ a ~ i ~& a. ~ iwas
i a no doubt a great seat of
Buddhism. Ghazni was also then a flourishing centre. We have
discovered some Buddhist antiquities of this period from some places
near Ghazni. The town of Wardak or Jagatu-i-Wardak, a place
between Kabul and Ghazni, about 20 miles north of the latter, has
yielded a number of Buddhist antiquities belonging to this period about
which we have discussed elsewhere. The collection of sherds from
there points to KusZqa age. Ruins of some monasteries also have been
discovered in the ;icinity of this town which suggest that Buddhism
was in a flourishing state in this area.' An inscribed relic casket of
6akyamuni Buddha was found from a stiipa at Warkak, now in British
The inscription is
Museum, London, which is of great ~ignificance.~
written on the vase containing the corporeal relics of Buddha, in
~ h a r o s tscript.
i
It is dated 51 in Kanigka era and mentions the name of
'Maharaja Rajatiraja' Huviska, the successor of Kaniska. This relic
casket inscription is the only written epigraph which refers to the
'teachers' of Mahhsgfighika school. It also gives the name of the
vihZra from where the relic casket was found. It is called
'Vagramariga Viha'ra'. The relics were established by one Kamagulya,
son of Vagramarega. The name of the vihgra as 'Vagramariga'
evidently points to the vih5ra that got the name after its donor,
Vagramarega, (the father of, Kamagulya who enshrined the relics)
who erected this vihCra. We know the names of many vih'iras after
the donors' names, for instance, Jetavana-Anathapindikarama of
SrZvasti, Jivakambmavana of Rzjagriha, Ghositarama of Kosambi etc.
Similarly this vihPra, 'vagramariga;' was so called for being donated
by Vagaramarega to the 'teachers of Mahasanghika' school. Since it
was the donation of the father of Kamagulya who is said to have
deposited the corporeal relics of !%kyamuni Buddha during Huviska's
time, this vihzra was probably erected during the time of Kaniska, in
about 1st century A.D. That the inscription refers to the 'teachers of
MahZsZnghika' school of Buddhism is also of some importance for the
1. Allchin F.R. and Hammond : The Archaeology of Afghanistan, p.-323; Fussman A. : Arts
Asitique; Vo1.-30, pp.65-130.
2. C.I.I., Vo1.-11, Pt.-1, pp. 165-170; Essays on Indinn Antiquities, by James Prinsep, pp.61
ff.; J.R.A.S.,XX (1863),pp. 255 ff; J.A.S.B., XXX(1861), pp. 337 ff. ;XXXII (1863), pp.
428ff.; J.R.A.S.,1912, pp. 1060 ff.; 1914, pp. 126 ff.; E.I., XI, pp. 220ff.; I.A.,XI, pp. 569
ff.; Ariana Antiqua, (1841), pp. 17 ff.
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history of Buddhism in this area. It is evident that the
MahBsiirighikas, who were probably the first to establish Buddhism in
Udyana (E. Afghanistan), held great predominance in this area also.
They had probably some centres other than that of Wardak. No doubt
Wardak was an important centre of this school as evident by the
corporeal relics of the Buddha enshrined there. It is interesting to note
that the very name Wardak probably carries its ancient name
'Varasthala', meaning 'great spot', because of the relics of the 'Great'
person, the Buddha, enshrined there, or, it is Bhadraka after the
~ h a d r a ~monks,
~$
a branch of the Mahsszxighikas. Whatever may be
the derivative of Wardak, it is evident that Buddhism was in a
flourishing condition in this area of Ghazni during the Kusana's
periods. It is also interesting to mention here that a tribe of this region
still holds its title as 'Bhadraka', obviously retaining the ancient
name, the followers of ~ h a d r a ~sect
~ n of
i Buddhism.
In the interior mountain region, west of Ghazni at a place known as
Dast-i-Nawar, five inscriptions in three languages, in Greek, Prakrit
and in an unknown language, written in Greek and ~ h a r o s scripts
c
have been discovered, which of course do not mention Buddhism but
speak about Wim Kadphises, the predecessor of Kaniska.' The use of
Prakrit and Greek suggests that some population knowing these
languages were also living there. We know that a number of Buddhist
texts of Later Theravada schools of Buddhism have been written in
Prakrit language and many Greeks had adopted Buddhism during
Asoka's time. It may have been possible that some Buddhist
population might have been living there in early Christian era.
Yet another Buddhist monastic cave complex has been discovered
from a place called Homay Qala or Humau Qala, situated half way
between Ghazni and Maqur in Qurabagh-i-Ghazni. This cave complex
is an important site of Kusana period. It includes a lar e vihara, living
cells for the monks and many other monastic roomsJindicating that
Buddhism was in a flourishing condition in this area during KusZqa
period. The Buddhist monks, who practised meditation 'and
spirituality probably used to dwell at this place for it being ideally
suited for austere monasticism and vipassana'.
-

1. Allchin F.R.& Hammond : N. : Tk Archneology of Afghanistan, pp. 23g240; Fussman
H. : Documents epigraphique Koushans, Bulletin de lo Ecok Frenchisl de-Extreme
Orient, Vo1.-LXI, 1974, pp. 1-66.
2. Sec : Verardi, G. : "The Buddhist Cave Complex of Horny Qala," South Asian
Archaeology, 1975, pp. 119-126; also sec Allchin F.R. and Hammond N. : Archaeology
of Afghanistan, p.-278.
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Huna's Rule
Buddhism appears to have flourished in Ghazni in spite of the
invasion of the Hfinas in later 5th century a.D. They probably passed
off without makingomuchharm to the established religion of this area.
They conquered the country and established their rule without
indulging in religious persecutions at least in this region. The
inscriptions of Jagatu, a place not very far from Ghazni are Buddhist by
nature and written in Huna or Hepthalite script, now called 'Bactrian
Greek Cursive Script'. They are dated to the end of 5th century A.D. or
about the middle of 6th century A.D. Out of the two inscriptions, one
speaks about Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha (the T r a r a t n a ) in
adoration, (as, Namo Buddhiiya, Namo Dharmiiya a n d Namo
~ a r i g h l i y a ) . l These epigraphic records well testify to the fact that
Buddhism was in a flourishing state during the Hunas or Hepthalites
rule there.
Tapa Sardar at Ghazni Proper
A very interesting and conspicuous Buddhist site has been
discovered in Ghazni itself, presently called 'Tapa-i-Sardar', located
on a hillock which rises abruptly from the plain of Dast-i-Manara.
This mound is also called Tapa-i-Nagii~i or the ' Stupa of Battledrum' for being traditionally known as the place from where the
announcement of military expeditions were made by beating the
NagilaLor battle drum. Yet another name of the place is also known as
But-han or But-khan. This name is significant as it denotes to its
connotation, related to Buddha. Bu t-Khan means 'the place of the
Buddha'. A fourth name of the place as Sabahar or Sah-bahar2 is
equally significant as it denotes to the 'vihara erected by the king'. It
appears that probably the Hindu Shahis of Kabul either added some
buildings or extended special patronage to this vih'ara, and hence it got
the name as Sah-behar' or 'Sabehar', suggesting their association with
it. Some scholars have ventured to suggest that Sahbehar may have
had a temple where the image of the kin was installed and
worshipped by the people, and hence this namefObviously it is rather
a farfetched inference. Some have connected Shah-behar with the
1. See : Scarrato, U. : "A Note on Some Pre-Muslim Antiquities of Gangatu," East and
West, N.S., Vo1.-17, pp.- 11-24; Humbachi, H. : "Two Inscriptions in Graeco-Bactrian
Cursive Script from Afghanistan," Ibid., pp. 25-26; AUchin & Hammond : Op. cit.,
pp. 243-244.
2. Taddei, Maurizio : 'Tapa Sardar, First Preliminary Report," East and West, N.S.,
v01.-18, p.-109.
3. Ibid., 110.
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term 'RZjatihZra', i.e. a monastery dedicated by the king, simply
because Sah mean; king.' But evidently there is no logical semblance
between the terms Sah and R i j i and also that both the terms belong
to different languages, of course, meaning is the same. It should be noted
that in the process of transformation of a term, the phonetic semblance
is always apparent with the term, sometimes remotely. To derive
Sahbehar from the term Riija'viha'ra appears rather untenable.
As a matter of'fact the excavated site of Tapa Sardar exhibits a
grand vih5ra covering a large area. The antiquities and other
monuments that have come to our notice show that it was one the most
important monastic establishments of Ghazni, probably patronised by
the rulers of the country. It was a full-fledged &ima, comprising a
number of vih'aras, stfipas etc. This ancient Buddhist site has not yet
been completely excavated; but at the very look, its grandeur is
impressive. The excavated portion of the mound has exhibited a group
of ruins - a large stiipa, a row of votive stfipas and thrones and the
shrines containing the images of the Buddha, the stucco figures of
Buddha and other divinities. In the centre of the main stGpa, a
reliquary has been noticed.2 The presence of numerous votive stiipas
around the main stiipa and around the large vihira indicates that it
should have contained some sacred relics of the Buddha or of some
Buddhist Arhat or saint. Usually a Saririka stupa or corporeal relic
stupa is surrounded by votive sttipas erected as 'offerings' by the
devotees. While the other types of stGpas such as Pa'ribhogika or
Uddesika do not have any votive stupas around them.3The presence of
a reliquary chamber and also several votive stiipas around the main
stiipa of Tapa Sardar indicates that it should have contained some
corporeal relics of the Buddha or of some saint. Being a sacred spot it
was well-built and plastered which can be seen even today on its lower
storey.4
Vihiras in Tapa Sardar Area
Ruins of many vihzras have bcen discovered from this place and
they all are well-built. Some of them are decorated. The pebble
decoration in the corridor on the back of the vihiira No.-17 is
remarkab~e,~
which suggests royal support. This vihxra was probably
1. Ibid., 110.
2. last and West, N.S.,Vo1.-18, pp. 110-111, fig.-15.
3. Cf. Dhammarajika stupa at Sarnath and at Taxila. The CaukhandA stupa at Sarnath is
an Uddesiku stupa whcre no such votive stupas are to be seen.
4. East and West, N.S., Vo1.-18, Fig.30, 31, 32.
5. East and West, N.S., Vol.-18, p.-112.
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decorated with paintings. A stucco figure of the Buddha is plastered
with red clay in order to give the effect of the colour of the robe. Both
the side walls of the vihsra show stairs of pale and red ochre colour
due to dropping of the paint; but nothing has been found preserved. The
vaults and niches or trilobes containing the figures of the Buddha,
Bodhisattvas and worshippers were also probably painted.'
The Sangharfima of Tapa Sardar was a,centre of learning where
monk-scholars used to study the Buddhist Sastras. It is interesting to
notice that while excavating the vih'ara No.-23, in the corridor,
several fragments of manuscripts written on birch bark have been
.~
recovered, which yet to be properly deciphered and ~ t u d i e dSome
more than two dozen vih'aras have been noticed there, indicating that
it was a very large Sangh'arzma.
The vihgras of Tapa Sardar are not erected at a time, rather came
up slowly during different periods and at intervals as evident from the
portions excavated and the antiquities found from them. The upper
layer antiquities may be dated to C. 7th or 8th century A . D . ~But since
the lower structure is yet to be excavated and that as the antiquities
from the neighbouring places belong to Kusana period, we may hope to
get some antiquities of this period from heie also. It probably rose as a
Later TheravZda centre in the beginning and later it became a place of
Mah'lyZna school. Hiuen-tsiang visited this Sangh'ariima while on his
way back home sometime in 645 A.D.. He calls this place Ho-si-na or
Ghazni, the capital of the country of Tsu-ku-cha (Tsaukuta) which
extends 7000 li in circuit. He also mentions about another capital of the
country as HO-sa-10: which has been identified with Guzanistan on
.~
the people, he says, "Although they worship
the ~ e l m u n dAbout
hundred spirits, yet they also greatly revere the 'three precious ones'
(Triratna = Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha). There are several hundred
Sangh'irZmas with 10,000 or so priests. They all study the Greater
Vehicle. The reigning king is a true believer in ~ u d d h i s m . "Hiuen~
tsiang also informs that 'some ten stupas were erected by ~ 6 o k ain the
country.' He also noticed 'several tens of Deva temples, in which the
adherents of various systems lived pell-mell, but the Tirthakas

1. h d . , pp. 116117.
2. Bid., p. -117.
3. East and West, N.S.: Vo1.-18, p.-120.
4. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.-XII, p.-283; Watters, T. : On the
Travels of Yuan Chwang, pp. 264-265.
5 . Watters, T. : Op. cit., p.-265.
6. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, p. 284.
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(heretics, non-Buddhists) were in majority.'l The account of Hiuentsiang clearly indicates that only Maha'ya'na form of Buddhism was
prevalent in Ghazni during 7th century A.D. He did not notice any
vihhra belonging to ~ I n a ~ z n
school.
a
It appears that, some section of
population also followed other religions, probably Saivism or some
other religions. Perhaps Hinduism also found some place in this area
probably because of the Hindu Sahi-rule. The cult of Durga' or
Mahismardini was popularised during the Sahi period as several
n . ~ figure of Durgh or
images of this deity are found in ~ f ~ h a n i s t aOne
Mahismardini has also been found from Tapa Sardar, near a Buddha's
image. Under what circumstances an image of Durg'i could get a place in
a Buddhist monastery is difficult to pronounce decisively. Some think
that the sanctuary of Tapa Sardar probably belonged to the upper
classes and perhaps received royal patronage and so a Hindu deity
DurgZ could be enshrined in a Buddhist monastery under the influence
of Hindu Sahi kings? It is interesting to note that image of DurgZ in
this vihara is found just close to the image of the Buddha, which is
peculiar. Appearance of a non-Buddhist deity near the image of the
Buddha in a vih%ra is rather puzzling. It appears that probably the
Chief priest was in close touch with the royalty, and he, probably out
of his contacts with the king, installed the Durga image to satisfy the
religious bias of the king, who was a Hinduf The image appears to
have been installed there in late 7th or early 8th century A.D. as
evident from other antiquities discovered from this place. Hiuen-tsiang
does not mention about it though so, conspicuously placed in the
monastery. Some scholars believe that Saivite pantheon got a place in
Buddhist deities, and so, this Durg5 figure could appear in the Tapa
Sardar monastery.5 But this view does not appear to be correct as it
cannot be conformed with Buddhist traditional sources. In all probability the image of Durg5 near the image of the Buddha was
installed out of the whim of the Head-Monk who was probably closely
associated with the Kabul court. One of the names of Tapa Sardar as

1. Beal, S. : Op.cit., p.-284; Watters, T. : Op.cit., p.-265.
2. South Asian Archaeology, 1971, Teddei, M. : "The Mahismardini Image from Tapa
Sardar, Ghazni," p.-207.
3.lbid., 1971, pp.209-212; lbid., 1973, p.-115.
4. Was it king Kallar, the founder of Hindu Sahi dynasty? Cf.Mishra, Y. : Th Hindrr
Shahis of Afghanistan and the Punjab, pp. 1617; Pandey, D.B. : Thc Shahis of
Afghanistan and the Punjab, p.-335.
5. ff. Buddhism in Afghanistan and central Asia by Simone Gaulier, Robert Zera-Bezard
and Monique Mailased, Lieden (19761, part 11, p. 51, feg.109,; also see Sbuth A s h
Archaeology, (1971), p. 212.
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'Sah-behar' also suggests the association of the Sahi kings of Kabul
with this Buddhist monastery.
Tapa Sardar, A Mah'ay Lna Monastery
It appears that this Sanghara'ma though begun as a Later
Tharavada or Hinayana centre, like the other places near Ghazni,
that we have seen earlier, probably during the time of Kusznas, but as
time passed, it developed as a MahZiyZna centre. Mah5yZna Buddhism
probably became predominant in this area by the beginning of 7th
century A.D. Hiuen-tsiang mentions that MahBy5na was followed by
the people of this region.
n j
Bodhisattvas, DevatBs,
Several images of ~ h ~ I Buddhas,
flying Apsara's in Dhotis and necklaces, large, small and miniature
stcpas, the huge image of the Buddha in lying Mahzparinibbana
posture and many other artefacts, all point towards the intense
ritualistic aspect of Buddhism, which can be associated mainly with
na.
it continued
the MahZy5na school rather than the ~ i n a ~ ~Probably
to be a Mah5y5na centre till its end in about 10th or 11th century A.D.
Gudul-i-Ahangaran
Not very far from the town of Ghazni, to the south-west near the
citadel, there lies a Buddhist site, presently called ~ul-i-ihangaran,
from where several miniature &pas and some inscribed clay tablets
with Ye-dharmZ......formula have been recovered.' It is interesting
indeed that another Buddhist place by the same name is located in the
Foladi Valley near Bamiyan from where several Buddhist grottoes
with paintings and Buddhist images and the 'lantern roofs' have been
discovered. We believe that the present name Ahangaran is a
derivative of its ancient term &hantamm, meaning a place of the
Arhantas or saints. This place of Ghazni may have been the 'abode' of
some great saints or Arhantas.
Proper scientific excavation of this place has yet to be made, but
the objects recovered from a sporadic digging in the courtyard of a
private family dwelling are interesting. A large number of objects, all
of unfired clay are recovered from there. They include several types of
miniature stu'pas and some inscribed tablets, one tablet bearing the
impression of the Buddha in DhyZna-Mudr5 on a lotus throne and some
other minor objects. The most interesting objects are the miniature
sthpas and the tablets or sealings bearing the full text of the Buddhist
1. Eust and West, N.S., Vo1.-20, Nos-1-2(1970), pp.-70 ff.
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formula, Ye-Dharrni hetuprabhavii hetum tesrim TathEgato hyavadat. Te@m ca yo nirodho evam v i d z ~ a h d j n r m a n oti.' Some of the
tablets bear a figum of a stupa and the creed k i t t e n in late Gupta
~ r 5 ofhabout
~ 7th century A.D.2 It is interesting to point out that by
the proliferation of the Trikiya theory among the Mah'ayHna
Buddhists, the worship of a st6pa or an image of the Buddha became
rather intense. A stiipa or a figure of the Buddha is regarded as the
symbol of the ~ar~'radhictu
or Ripa or 'body' of the Buddha, while the
Y e dharma ........formula as the Dharmadhitu or 'Essence of Dharma ',
propounded by the Buddha. The MahZyZna school popularised this
formula greatly. We have discovered innumerable Buddhist images
bearing this formula, so also many stone stupas, some even in
terracottas, have been discovered from many places.) It is also
interesting to note that the images of the Buddha or the stupas bearing
this formula are mostly discovered from the Mahay'lna monasteries,
obviously because this school believed in attaining Buddhahood (not
Arhathood).
It appears that Gudul-i-Ahangaran was also a place belonging to
MahZyZna school, like Tapa Sardar. Ghazni appears to have become
place of Mah'lyZna school of Buddhism in later days.
Destruction
Arab attacks on Afghanistan started in second half of seventh
century A.D.. The first attempt by Arabs to conquer this country was
made in 650 A.D. It was in the time of Caliph Muawiah (661-680 A.D.)
when Kabul was subjugated; but soon it attained its independence and
the Arab Governor was removed by Ratbil. But Arabs did not abandon
their plans and made further attempts to fulfil their ambition as to
conquer even India. They made attacks after attacks on Afghanistan;
and finally by the end of 9th century A.D. they became successful in
establishing their sway over Afghanistan. They not only established
their rule over the country but took some ruthless measures to introduce
Islam. They indulged in all sorts of persecusions against the
established religion, Buddhism. They razed the vihkas and Buddhist
shrines to the ground and made indiscriminate killings of monks. Some
monks either fled away or courted sword or were compelled to embrace
Islam. The excavated portion of Tapa Sardar has exhibited the burning

1. East and West, N.S.,Vol.-20,Nos.-1-2(1970),pp. 70-86.
2. Ibid., p.-74, figs.-14 & 15.
3. For instance from Nalanda.
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signs of the roof and corridor materia1s.l Buddhism suffered
tremendously and eventually could not survive again. The curtain
loomed large for ever leaving behind nothing but the debris of the
Buddhist monastic establishments.'

1. East and West, N.S., Vo1.-18, Nos.-1-2(1968),p.-112.

HAIBAK (AIBAK) or SAMANGAN
The Great Monolith Stiipa
Haibak (Aibak) or Samangan is famous for a monolithic st'upa hewn out
a rock and also for some beautifully carved Buddhist monastic caves.
Haibak is situated on the high road going to Mazar-i-Sharif, some 326
kms. north-west of Kabul. Its ancient name is Sarnangan and still known
to the people by this name. In accordance with the policy of reviving
the ancient names, the whole province is presently called by this name,
Samangan, in the government records.
The name Samangan, is obviously derived from the term
Sama nagiima (Sanskrit : S rama nagriima), meaning the 'Village of
Samana' or the Buddhist monk. Samaqa may indicate Maha'samana,
an honorific name of the Buddha. Probably because of the corporeal
relic of the Buddha enshrined in this great monolithic stiipa of
Haibak, the place came to be known as Samanagiima. Some believe
that the place got its name as Sarnangan meaning 'cavedwellers' in a
dialect of ~ z b e k . ' But this does not appear to be a feasible
interpretation. We however find reference to its ancient name as
Samanagzma prevalent even in 630 A.D. when Hiuen-tsiang passing
through this place calls it 'Sih-min-kien' ( ~ a r n a n a ~ ~ mThe
a ) .Arab
~
geographers, in later centuries also call it Siminhan and include it as
one of the large cities of the area. In 14th century A.D. the Chronoclers
of Tamerlane also call it by the same name - 'Saminkan'~obvious1y
Saminhan or Siminkan as the different vocal forms of Samanag&na.
1. Dupree, N.H. : The Rwd to Balkh, p.-21.
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of t k Western

World, Bk.-I, p.-21; Watters, T. : On the
Travels of Yuan Chwang, p.-106.
3. Dupree N.H. : The Road to Balkh, pp. 21-22; Cf.Admec L.W. : Historid & Politid
Gazetteer of Afghanistan, Vo1.-4, p.43.
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It is interesting to note that the term Samana is exclusively used
for the Buddhist and Jain mendicants. In Asokan edicts, the BrZhmana
and Sramana terms often occur together as these were the two main
groups of 'religionists of ancient India. In Pali texts, Buddha is
honorifically called by the name Mahiisamana, and non-Buddhists
generally call him by the term Samaqa only. In Buddhist ecclesiastical
terminology, a newly ordained monk who has received only Pabbajji
(first ordination), not the upasampadii (or Higher ordination), is
usually designated as Shanera (novice). But, in general, the Buddhist
monks are usually designaied as Samana, so also, the Jain monks. In
south India, near Mysore in Karnataka State, a place where the famous
tallest Jain image of ~ o m a t e e v a r astands, is known as 'SrLvana
Velgola' or 'Sramana Velgola', meaning the 'Hill of ~ramana'.
~ a r h a n ~ is
a na simila; derivative of SramanagrZma or ~ a m a n a ~ ~am i ,
self-interpretative term, exactly as somi villages in ~ f i h a n i s t a n
which are still called by their ancient names, such as Begram, meaning
Viha'ragra'ma, Nangarahar for Nagaravihara.
Takht-i-Rustam
Two kilometers south of the modern town Haibak or Samangan on
the spur of the hills, there are the remains of five caves and the great
monolithic stfipa situated on the summit of the hill. The local people
call it 'Takht-i-Rustam' (or Rustam's ~ h r o n e ) . ~
This site was first discovered by Captain Talbot and Major C.E.
Yate, the Members of British Boundary Commission in 1886 and 1888
respectively. The actual scientific exploration was however done by
Mr. Foucher of the Delegation of French Archaeological Mission in
Afghanistan (D.A.F.A.) in 1923 and he has since published the Reports
on it.2

The Monastic Caves
There are altogether five big caves which form the monastic
complex, carved out just on the below of the spur. It is an Arirma,
comprising small and big apartments for different monastic purposes
including a shrine hall, a dormitory, rooms for bath and the living
1. Rustam being a favourite Iranian epic hero of Firdausi's-ShahPnama, a book of Kings,
who is said to have married Tahamina, the daughter of the prince of Samangan. We
find a number of places called Takht-i-Rustam or Tapa-i-Rustam in Afghanistan for
this name being familiar in local myths. !3ee : Encyclopaedia of Islam, Lieden & London
(1965), v01.-LI, p.-981 ff.
2. See the latest archaeological report of Prof. Mizuno : HPibak and Knshmir Smast,
Kyoto (1962).
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rooms. The very first cave, No.-1 is of some interest. It has an anteroom, measuring 8x11 mtrs; and the main room is round and domed,
measuring 10.5 mtrs. across and 10.80 mtrs. high. There exist two niches
on the back wall, one above the other, which once contained the stucco
images of Buddha or other deities, now no remains of them are
available. The other object of interest in the cave is a single large lotus
flower in full blown, perhaps the largest found in any cave, carved out
into the domed ceiling. This cave was probably the Upatthinasiili
meant for the guests and also for meeting purposes.
The next cave (No.-2) is obviously meant for living purposes. It has
two entrances with steps down into a long corridor or passage with
vaulted ceiling measuring 12 mtrs. in length. There is a rectangular
room on the left side measuring 5~2.50mtrs. and at the end there is
another room measuring 1.50 mtrs. by 3 mtrs.. Along the wall of the
front corridor there is a long bench, probably meant for reclining or
sleeping. Because of several apartments, villagers call it 'bazar'
although they served as living cells.
The next cave (No.-3) is a shrine room which is vaulted and where
exists a large niche for the statue of the Buddha. It is quite large,
measuring 6 mtrs. by 13.50 mtrs. Side walls also have niches. The
platform of the niches suggest that once they were embellished with
stucco figures, now completely disappeared.
The No.4 cave is rather complicated in construction, comprising
four rooms. There are two entrances. Behind the middle room, the room
probably served as living cells. The middle room has a continuous bench
on three sides. In the centre of the floor, there is a small tank, 1.60 mtr.
square and 1.80 mtr. deep. Villagers call it 'bath room' (Harnrnarn),
which appears to be correct as a conduit is visible to pass the water
through the next room (cave No.4). The cave No.-5 has a peculiar
construction and some believe it to be a lavatory or a steam-bath
(JantEghara).'

The Great Monolithic Stiipa
Across the viha'ra complex, on the summit of the hill a large
monolithic stiipa is hewn out of the solid rock. It is an unparallel stiipa
both in size and also in construction. It was probably the holiest place
of this monastic establishment; and so, before we approach the stu'pa.
at each end of the outside wall is a square hole dug into the ground
- -

1. For details see : Mizuno, S. : Hmhk and ffishmir Smast, Kyoto (1960) pp. 86-89. For the
Jantdghara, See : Upasak, CS. : Dictionary of Early Buddhist Monastic Terns,

pp. 9a-99.
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level rock. These holes were dug to support the stambhas or pillars
meant for indicating it a 'holy spot'.' There is an entrance-tunnel, about
17 mtrs. long with flat ceiling. Emerging from this tunnel, the dome of
the strips appears in open sky. The stitpa appears as if sunk into a large
pit but it stands in open sky and its surrounding rock, except
northernside, has been cut out in order to make the summit visible. As
usual the stiipa has a parambulatory path or Prad&itzZpatha of about
2 mtrs. wide. It may not be out of place to mention that a stipa
containing the holy corporeal rplics of the Buddha or some other holy
person, is usually known as sdr;rika sttipa, (others are Uddeiika and
Paribhogika stiipas) is invariably provided with a parambulatory
path in order to perform Pradaksinii rite by the devotees by going
round keeping the stiipa to the ;iiht for accruing merit2 This stiipa
probably contained some holy relic, very likely of the Buddha, as is
evident from the reliquary room carved out in the centre of the
Harmik'i of the sttipa in which the relic was deposited. A
Pradaksinipatha is therefore provided for the purpose of going round
by the'dkvotees. The dome of the stupa is about 24 mtrs. across and
about 8 mtrs. high. On the top of the dome a square Harmiki?, 8x8 mtrs.
in size with three pilasters and a beam on each side, is carved out. On
the top of the Harmikii, there is a small square dias for the Chatra,
measuring 2.30 mtrs. square and a round hole in the centre to hold the
Chatra; but nothing known to the Chatra, certainly destroyed by the
invaders. In the centre of the Harmiki, there is a neatly cut, round and
domed room with an entrance. This was the sacred room to contain the
holy relics. Unfortunately nothing has been recovered from there; but it
certainly contained the holy relics of Gotama Samana, the Buddha. In
this context it may be of some interest to mention a Kharosti inscription
engraved on the lid of a brass casket, found by Charles Masson who sent
it to England among other antiquities without mentioning its find-spot.
The inscription refers to the deposit of the relics of the Buddha. It is
read by Sten Konow as the following3: "Sam 18 masaye Artharnisiya
sastehi 10 is (e) ksunamm(r)i Gotamasamanasa garira paristavida. "
(~ianslation- " ~ n &18, in the month Artemisios, when 10 (days) had
appeared, at this term the Sramana Gotama relic was enshrined.").
The inscription appears to be of some importance as it refers to
Budhha's relic casket. Firstly, it is the only relic casket-inscription
which mentions the name of Gotama along with his appellation,
1. Mizuno, S. : Haibuk and Kashmir Smast, Kyoto (1960), pp. 89-90.
2. Konow, Sten : C.I.I.,Vo1.-11, Pt.-I, p.-152.
3. Ibid.
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Sramana. Secondly, it does not mention t l ~ cname of the donor
responsible for the casket as usually noticed at other places. It only
mentions that 'the relic was enshrined' (paristhavida), obviously in a
sttipa. And lastly, it gives the exact date of its deposit, which comes to
20th April, 146 A.D..
Haibak is the only place which still retains 'its old' name as
dra'mavagrirna in Afghanistan; while other place-names ending with
gra'ma are combined with a vihira, such as Vihiragrarna or Begram,
already refcrred to above. May we presume that this relic casket was
actually found from this stGpa of Samangan by Chales Masson; and
since nothing worth as treasure was recovered by him, and as, he being
a treasure hunter, simply dumped this casket with other antiquities
and sent it to England without putting any note about it. It is also likely
that he might have got it from some local person from there and
considering it as insignificant, despatched to England unnoticed.
Whatever may be the fact, this relic-casket was deposited in a &pa,
if not here, somewhere in Afghanistan, in early Christian Era, as
dated, 20th April, 146 A.D., enshrined during the Kugna's rule,
probably during Kaniska's reign. We believe, this stupa of Sarnangan
was probably carved out during his reign. The Japanese Archaeological
team found some pot-sherds from one of the monk-cells outside the
&pa, a begging bowl of fine red pottery which is attributed to Kusana
period by Professor ~ i z u n 0 . It
l is very probable that in the beginning
the stiipa, the side rooms and the hall near the stiipa in the entrance
tunnel were carved out and some monks started dwelling there as the
custodians of the relics deposited in the stupa. In course of time when
many more monks gathered there, the other caves for them were later
constructed at the foot of the spur. Professor Mizuno thinks that Cave
No.-3 may be the earliest among the five caves as it occupies the centre
from where a fine view of the stiipa is available. According to him the
date of the caves may be ascribed to 4th or 5th century A . D . ~It may be
dated even earlicr as wc find arch in the ceiling, usually connected
with the Sassanian art of 2nd or 3rd century A.D.

Samangan, A ~ ' m a ~ ~Centre
na
We have observed above that the stupa of Samangan may have
been erected during the KusZnas, probably during Kani~ka'speriod,
who was the follower of ~ a i e rTherav>da or ~ [ n a ~ a nschool
a
of
1. Mizuno, S. : Haibak and Knshrnir Smast, Kyoto (19601, p.-91.
2. Mizuno, S. : Haibak and KPshrnir Srmst, Kyoto (1960), p.-91.
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Buddhism. We know from Hiuen-tsiang's records that Balkh and
Kunduz were the strongholds of Later Theravada Buddhism.
Samangan, being not too far away from these places, might have
developed as a HinayZna centre. Hiuen-tsiang passed through
Samangan and did qot halt there, probably because it being a centre of
~ i n a ~ Z school
na
and he being a ~ a h z ~ a did
; not intend to visit this
monastery. To our great disappointment neither any ancient text nor any
archaeological written object referring to this place has yet been
recovered which can throw some light on its history. We can only
depend on our imagination or guess to know anything about the history
of Buddhism of this important place. We have however drawn some
inferences above in this context.
Hazar Sum
About 15 kms. away south-west of Haibak lies a cluster of caves
called Hazar Sum, meaning 'Thousand Caves'. At present some 200
caves are found there dug in the hill, some of them were probably two
storeyed. They are arranged in groups and each cave has one to three
rooms. Usually, in the centre of the main room, on the back wall a niche
is found and also on the side walls the ante-rooms. Low benches are
also noticed in some of the caves. It is remarkable to note that from here
neither any stiipa nor any statue of the Buddha or of any other deities
have been found. And so, some, for being it devoid of any positive
material which may be Buddhist, do not regard them as Buddhist
caves. But the benches along the three side-walls found in some caves,
may be compared with the benches found in the Buddhist caves of
Foladi valley, near Bamiyan. It is likely that they might have been
excavated for the abodes of the Buddhist monks. Ultimately they were
occupied by the villagers during Islamic period.
In all probability, we feel that Hazar Sum was a Buddhist
monastic complex, especially meant for those monks who were
exclusively devoted to Buddhist meditational and other spiritual
practices. Being a solitary place it developed as an ideal centre for
those Amtitiaka monks, who preferred to dwell in the forest' or on the
mountain. It appears that while Samangan or Takht-i-Rustam served
as the 'abode' of those monks who were mainly interested in religious
rites and in learning the religious scriptures, Hazar Sum was the
residence of those saints and practitioner who preferred to engage
themselves in meditation and asceticism or the Dhutarigas.
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Destruction of Haibak
Some think that this monastic complex ceased to function on account
of the invasion of Hephthalites or HCnas in about 460 A.D.1 as no
antiquity from here could be ascribed beyond to this date. We have also
no records whatsoever which can place it to a date later than this. A.
Foucher is of the opinion that the stiipa is incomplete and its
excavations had to be stopped on account of Hephthalite's invasion.*
But his guess is mainly based on architectural stand-point and so not
acceptable to many. The stupa is almost complete with its chamber,
dome containing the relics within. It is possible that it might have
been the target of the HLnas who ransacked it thoroughly and brought
some set back, but whether it came to a complete stop is difficult to say.
Hunas might have plundered the town and looted the riches
accumulated in the monastery but whether they made any persecutions
against Buddhism is doubtful. It is very likely that the HGnas made
Samangan town as their military base for sometime for further
invasions and then the vih'lras and other monastic establishments
might have received some damage and religious life then might have
become rather dull. Probably, since then it could not flourish as before
and lost its previous importance and so Hiuen-tsiang simply passed
through it without recording anything about it in his accounts. We
believe that its final destruction took place only when the Arabs
invaded it sometime in 10th or 11th century A.D., as was the fate of
other Buddhist monuments in Afghanistan.

1. Mizuno, S. : Haibak and Kushmir Smast, Kyoto (1960), p.-92.
2 . Ibid.

SURKH KOTAL AND ITS ENVIRONMENTS
1.Surkh Kotal

Shurlkh Kotal, from where the KusZnas' royal dynastic shrine has
been excavated is situated at a distanc; about 250 kms. from Kabul, 16
kms. from Pul-i-Khumri, the ancient Baghlan ,on the high road to
Mazar-i-Sharif. The place has revealed the ruins of temples, fire
alters, the sanctuary of the Kus'i~akings, several inscriptions in Greek
script (as used on the coins of the Ku~Znas)and in Iranian language,
stucco figures and stone images etc. One of the inscriptions describes the
sanctuary as 'Kaniska Oanindo (Niketor) Sanctuary'. It also refers to
Bngolango as the n'ame of the temple or the sanctuary, after which the
whole area is called Baghlan by the medieval geographers. The
inscription also states that the temple was built by Kaniska, the Great
Buddhist king of Kusiiqas and that it was restored by an official
Nokonzoko by name. ~ u m e r o u scoins were found from the fire-burnt
debris in the walls surrounding the temple chamber belonging to the
reign of Huviska, the immediate successor of Kaniska. It appears that
some fire took place during Huviska's period, and the temple may be of
about 2nd century A.D.' Some are of the opinion that the temple was of
Zoroastrian faith, while others believe it to be mainly a dynastic
temple of the KusZnas, who developed an unique mixed culture by
amalgamating the'rnain elements of Greek, Central Asian. Iranian and
Indian cultural traditions.* Whatever may have been the nature of
worship at this temple. there is no doubt that the Surkh Kotal temple
is a non-Buddhist one. We have however discovered a headless statue
-

1. Dupree, N.H. : The Road to Balkh, pp. 15-26.
2. Bid. p.-18.
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of Kaniska from here almost similar to one found from Mathura, now
kept in Kabul Museum.
Kaniska is noted for his patronage to Buddhism, but his Surkh
Kotal temple is an example of his religious tolerance that he pursued
throughcut his life. His sympathy and regard to all the religions in his
kingdom is also manifested by his coins which bear the deities of
different faiths, including the figure of the Buddha. Some thirty three
gods and goddesses belonging to Indian, Greek or Iranian pantheons are
noticed on his coin-types. The Surkh Kotal temple is another
illustration of his religious policy. He has shown full regard to his
family divinity by erecting this temple, probably dedicated to firecult, as followed and practised traditionally in his family, although
he personally believed in Buddhism.
A Buddhist Site Near Surkh Kotal
Surkh Kotal, being an important sacred place of the Kus3pa
family, received support from Kaniska also, but his faith to Buddhism
remained unabated. During his time Buddhism was in its heyday in
Afghanistan and so some Buddhist centres also existed in this area.
About two krns. from the main temple of Surkh Kotal an ancient square
platform has been discovered. The platform is adorned with forty
pilasters. The platform certainly supported a colossal statue of Buddha
and other Buddhist deities. Presently out of forty pilasters only
twenty five are preserved, twenty four of them bear little busts. These
busts cannot be definitely ascribed to be Buddhist; but one of them is
adorned with a turhan, a favourite symbol of Bodhisattva in Gandhara
art.l The busts may be of Buddhist deities although yet to be finally
identified. It appears that the platform adorned with pilasters are
the parts of some Buddhist shrine that once existed there.

Baghlan
A few miles north-west from Surkh Kotal is situated the modern
town of Baghlan which was a place of Buddhist importance. Many
Buddhist sculptures belonging to KugHqa period have been discovered
from here by the French Archaeologists. These sculptures include a
scene depicting the Great Departure of Siddhirtha on a lime stone.
Queen Yagodhsra is seen lying on a high couch and Chandaka is seen

1. Schlumberger, Daniel : "Excavations at Surkh Kotal." Published in the Pnxcedings of
thc British Academy, Vo1.-XLVII,pp. 77-95; Also see : Dupree, N.H.: Tlrr Rwd to
Balkh, p.-17.
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Yet another piece of stone relief presents Siddhlrtha in full
dress. Many mounds can still be seen on both sides of the road when we
proceed from Pul-i-Khumri to Kunduz by road. In Baghlan the
governor's office was built on the top of a mound, which was once a
stGpa of Kusana period. Many artefacts of this period were recovered
from this m&nd while digging the foundation of this building? It
leaves no doubt that Buddhism was in a flourishing condition here
during the Kusana's rule, in 1st or 2nd century A.D.
Sham Qala or Cham Qala
Another Buddhist site near Baghlan of Kus5na period is located at
a place called Sham Qala or Cham Qala. From here numerous
Buddhist antiquities have been discovered by the French
Archaeologists who made an exploration of this place. It was a
monastic area as evident by the remains there. The monastery might
have come into existence in early Christian era? probably during
aniska's rule. Sham Qala may be a diminutive of Samana or
frnmaM now coupled with Qala or 'fort' on account of a mound there.
M

Qunduz or Kunduz
It is one of the principal towns of Afghanistan, 347 kms. away
north-east from Kabul, about 49 kms. from the Oxus or Amu Dariya. It is
situated on the eastern bank of the Qunduz river. The history of this
town goes back to 6th century B.C. when it was captured by Darius I, the
Achaeminid emperor. It was also conquered by Alexander the Great in
4th century B.C.. The Mauryan empire probably did not extend u p to
this place, but several punch-marked coins have been discovered from
here,4 which belong to this period. They probably reached there
through the traders. The Kusgnas, particularly Kaniska, certainly
ruled over this region. Several ;c;lptures and coins of tGs period have
been recovered from this place. If one passes by road from Baghlan to
Kunduz, he finds many mounds on both the sides of the road, each of
early KusZna habitation. Though surveyed by the archaeologists, none
of the mounds have been properly excavated. Only s3me mounds of
1. M.D.A.F.,A., Vo1.-XIX-Monuments Preislamique de Afghanistan, Paris (1964)-

Sculptures de Bactrine by Bruno Dagens, p.-36, Plate-XXIII.l.
2. Dupree, N.H. : The Road to Balkh, Kabul (1967), p.-100.
3. M.D.A.F.A.,Vo1.-XIX, Paris (1964), Bruno Dagens, pp. 37-39.
4. A hoard of coins was found from Kunduz which contained 679 Indian and Indo-Greek
silver coins from a place called Ai Khanun in 1970, out of which 673 were Punch-marked
coins of Mauryan period. Allchin, F.R. and Hammond, N. : Archaeology of
Afghanistan, p.-208.
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Kunduz have been partially excavated from where several artefacts of
KusZna period have been discovered. The town suffered much damage
due tb the Hephthalites' or HGnas' attack; but Buddhism continued to
flourish there for several centuries after. Hiuen-tsiang visited this
place and has left records about it, the only written account about
Buddhism in Kunuz. He calls it by its ancient name Huoh.' He noticed
that the majority of the people were following Buddhism. There were
more than ten Sangh'arzmas with several hundreds of monks dwelling
there. They studied the SZstras of both the Great and Little Vehicles
of Buddhism and practised the 'Discipline' of both.2 This account of
Hiuen-tsiang is evident enough to warrant that even after the attack of
the Hunas Buddhism flourished in this region.
A few excavations have been carried out around the modem town of
Kunduz. Some Buddhist antiquities have also been recovered from
them. There are many sites yet to be explored; and if and when full
exploration is made, we may expect some new Buddhist finds. A mudbrick monastery of Indo-Sassanian period has also been discovered.
There, some reliefs were recovered from the ruins of this monastery; and
they depict a Boddhisattva and Buddhas with worshippers in
kneeling or standing postures. The upper part of the friezes illustrates
the scenes from the life of the Buddha, including Prince Siddhsrtha's
youth and early training; the well-known four encounters with an old
man, a sick man, a dead man and a recluse; and the Great Departure
u . ~these sculptures belong to Kudna
. . period and
from ~ a ~ i l a v a s tAll
may be placed in 2nd century A.D.

It is conspicuous to note that when Hiuen-tsiang visited Kunduz,
a
were followed and practised by
both MahZyZna and ~ [ n a ~ z nschools
the people. The antiquities found from there are though scanty,
Buddhism appears to have continued as the Religion of the people
for several centuries after, till the advent of the Arabs in 10 or 11th
century A.D., the period of final disappearance of Buddhism from
Afghanistan.

1. Klaus Fischer has pointed out its ancient name as 'Orapsk' !5x :A r h h s Ashe,

v01.-XXI, p.-232.
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.-XII, p.-288; Watters, T. : On the

TraveLs of Y w n Chwang, p.-270.
3. Fisher, Klaus : "GandharanScdphxes from Kunduz and Environs" : Arttbus AS&,
Vo1.-XXI, pp. 252-253; also see : M.D.A.F.A., Vo1.-XM, p.-39.
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Angur Tapa
A mound, 3 kms. north-east of Kunduz is noticed which is locally
called Angur Tapa. It is a monastery site from where several Buddhist
stucco figures were recovered. The antiquities show that it was
established as early as 2nd century A.D. and probably continued to
flourish till the time of Hiuen-tsiang in 630 A.D .
Chaqalaq Tapa
At about 11 kms. away to south-east from Kunduz was situated a
monastery, now called Chaqalaq Tapa, on the opposite side of the
Kunduz river. There are a number of Buddhist mounds, locally called
Tapa (Skt. s t i p a ) in and around this p l a s m 1They are probably the
ancient monastic estzblishments, some mounds were excavated by the
Japanese archaeologists. Several Buddhist antiquities were found from
there which include the heads of the Buddha in stone, a small seated
Buddha, probably Maintreya Bodhisattva and his worshippers and
some such other objects. These antiquities may be of the Kus5na period,
datable from first to third century A.D.? the heyday of h d d h i s m in
the region.
Durman Tapa
The Durman Tapa is not far from Chaqalaq Tapa, about 12 kms.
south-west of Kunduz, on the other bank of the Kunduz river. The
Japanese archaeologists have excavated a mound there, which
indicates a Buddhist monastery. The Durman Tapa has yielded only
few objects of Buddhist interest. The antiquities found from there
include three Buddhist stucco heads, one is the head of a female
worshipper and the other is the head of a male worshipper and the
third is the head of a Buddhist monk. The foot-prints on terracottas
.~
found from there are supposed to be the foot-prints of the ~ u d d h a As
many as 13 rooms have been unearthed from this site and they belong to
different periods; but none appears to be the monastic cell definitely. It
may be the ruins of an ancient monastery. The walls are either mud
brick built or mud block built and probably so, the monastery could not
survive for long. For this very reason no Buddhist objects could be
recovered. But the other 'Tapas ' or mounds around there may be the
Buddhist monastic sites; and if and when excavated, they may yield
some antiquities of Buddhist nature. No doubt this area was full of
1. Mizuno, S. : Chaqlaq Tepe, Kyoto (1970),p.-3.
2. hid, p.-4.
3. Minmo, S. : Dunnan Tepe and LPlma, Kyoto (1968), pp. 104-105.
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Buddhist monasteries, as it lay on the caravan route to Central Asia.
The Oxus river served as a great navigatory passage for the traders. It
was the usual practice of the Buddhist monks to wander from one place
to another along with the caravans (Satthaviiha) and they traversed
long journeys. The monks used to stay in the monasteries near the town
where these caravan traders (Satthaviihas ) stopped for the sale or
purchase of goods. It is interesting to note that Buddhist monasteries
used to have provisions for the guest-monks. We find special rules in
the Vinaya Pitaka for the guest-monks visiting any other monastery.'
Kunduz being a business centre, caravans from many places used to stop
for their business and so, the monks traveling with them used to occupy
the monasteries for some time as guests. Hiuen-tsiang was also greeted
in all the monasteries in Kunduz as a special guest.
Kunduz was known to many countries and Buddhist monks used to
visit this place when coming from far countries on way to Central Asia
or when back. Buddhism flourished in this area for several centuries.
Kunduz however could not gain so much popularity or importance as
~apib
or Bamiyan in the Buddhist world, but it remained as an
important Buddhist country in northern Afghanistan for a long time.

1. Cf. Agantuknwtthu. See : Upasak, C.S. : Dictionary of Early Buddhist M o m t i c Terns,
p.-25; also see : Cullaoagga (Nalanda), pp. 311-314.

BALKH or BALH~KA(BACTRIA)
Place of Early Buddhism
Balkh is one of the oldest towns in Afghanistan, rather in the world. It
was probably built by the Aryans who first settled there. Balkh is also
reputed for being the birth-place of Zoroaster, the founder of
Zoroasterism, a religion which is still followed and practised by
Parsees in India and by some tribes in ~ersia.' Zoroaster's date is not
yet finally decided but usually estimated .between C. 1000 - 600 B.C .
According to Zoroasterian tradition, Balkh was built by the first Aryan
ruler, 'Bakhdi'; and the place got its name after him. It is described in
the Avesta, the Canon of the Zoroasterism, as a 'beautiful town
crowned with banners'. The ancient Greek historians call it 'Bactra' or
'Baktra' or 'Bactria'; and the whole country 'Bactriana', which had
been located between the Hindu Kush range and the river Oxus or
Vamksu (Amu ~ a r i ~ aThe
) . ~town is also known from the ancient
cun'eiform inscriptions of Persia as 'Bakhtri', from which it has since
become Balkh. The Greeks however adopted the western Persian form
as ' ~ a k t r a and
' ~ called it Bactria. Balkh is also known to ancient
Indian literature and inscriptions where it is called ' ~ 5 l h i k a 'or
' ~ i l h i k a 'or ' ~ ~ h i k aAccording
'.
to some ancient Indian texts the
country of Valhika was situated between the Sutlej and Indus rivers in
~ u n j a b In
. ~the Islamic tradition, Balkh is said to have been founded by
'Balkh-ibn-Saman'. The prosperity and magnificence of this town
impressed the Arabs so much that they called it 'Mother of Cities'
1. Encyclopaedia of Religions and Ethics, Vo1.-XI1 (1961), p.462.
2. Dupree, N.H. : Road to Balkh, Kabul (1967), p.-63.
3. Enc. of Buddhism, Vo1.-11, p.-487-488.
4 . Dey, N.L. : Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and Med. India (1971), p.-15, 19; Cf.
Amarakosa, 3-3-9; 3-5-32; 2-8-45; 2-6-124,2-9-40.
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(0umm-ul-beladhl Probably no site in Afghanistan surpasses Balh,
the ancient Bactria, the 'mother of cities' in its appeal. Here the main
ancient trade-routes met, one from Central Asia and China, and one
from Mediterranean in the west and the other from India in the East.
Trade and commerce at Balkh was rather brisk, and it acted as a 'trade
exchange centre' of the East and West.
Presently, Balkh is the name of a small townlet, in which the ruins
of ancient Bactria, the capital of Bactriana, are scattered. It is situated
in north-central Afghanistan; and the province is also designated by
the same name. It is bounded in the west by Jowzjan, in the south by
Ghor and Bamiyan, and in the east by Samangan provinces, in the north
by the Soviet Union. The present capital of Balkh province is Mazar-i~ h a r i.2f
Alexander the Great and Balkh
Alexander the Great plundered and pillaged and captured Balkh
in about 329 B.C. It is recorded by the Greek historians that prior to
Alexander's occupation, Bactria, 'the pride of Ariana', 'the Glory of
Persia' was ruled by one Persian cavalry commander Bessus by name
who had settled himself there as the new emperor by killing Darius111, the last Achaemenid emperor of Persia. Alexander the Great
attacked this town in the spring of 329 B.C. and the Persian Satrap,
Bessus was captured and killed. Alexander is said to have spent two
years in this area; and Balkh is also traditionally considered to have
witnessed the marriage of Alexander with Roxane, the daughter of
Bactrian Chief. After establishing his firm rule over this area,
Alexander took a march to the East, to India, where to his utter
disappointment, his troops refused to march beyond the Indus and
ultimately he had to give up his further campaigns and to return home.
Unfortunately he met with a tragic end on way back home and died at
Babylon in 323 B.C. Following his sudden death with no issue to succeed, fights began among his military generals for the share of his vast
dominion that he had acquired by conquering a number of countries. This
war of succession resulted in establishing a separate Graeco-Bactrian
dynasty at Balkh or Bactria. Here ruled many kings of this dynasty,
including Demetrius and perhaps the Buddhist convert Menander
(Milinda of the Pali text, the Milindapan'ho) who issued coins, strictly
Bactrian in origin and Attic in standard which also influenced the
ancient coinage of India for well nigh two centuries (1st and 2nd
1 . Adamec, L.W.
: Historical t3 Political Cuzetteer of Afghanistan, Vo1.-IV, p.98.
2. hid., 98.
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century A.D.). Balkh, became a 'sub-centre' of Greek culture, art,
architecture and traditions for some time.
First Message of Buddha in Balkh
Perhaps, much before the attack and rule of Alexander the Great,
the seed of Buddhism had been sown in this area through the touring
merchants who had trade relations with Indian sub-continent in the
East on one hand and Central Asia and China on the other in the West.
As a matter of fact, these touring merchants acted as liaison between
the countries that they traversed in connection with their business and
carried with them the news of the events of cultural and political
importance.
We have mentioned elsewhere the story of two brothers Tapassu
and Bhallika occurring in many Pali texts1 and also in some Buddhist
Sanskrit texts,2 in which it is related that they, while coming from
Ukkala country, called on the Buddha who was then enjoying the
'Bliss of Enlightenment' under the Rijsyatana tree at Bodh Gaya in
the eighth week after His Enlightenment. The Mahlivagga, an early
text of the Pali Vinaya Pitaka, mentions that they offered Madhugolaka (or Madhupindika or sweet-ball, probably prepared out of dry
h i t s as to be used for a long time when on journey) to the Buddha. This
was the first morsel that the Buddha took after his Enlightenment. On
this occasion the Buddha preached them and after preach, they
entreated the Buddha to accept them as his Upa'sakas or lay-devotees.
The Buddha thereupon gave his consent and they, by undergoing the
two 'refuges' (Saranini) of the Buddha and the Dhamma (not Saigha
as it was yet to be formed), became the 'First UpZsakas in the world'.
The Anguttaranikaya Atthakath'i (Commentary) further adds that
the Buddha on their request gave them 'eight handfuls of his hair' (or
eight hairs only), which they took for worship and built Cetiyas or
sttipas over them in their own town, Asitanjana, on its city-gate. They
are said to be brothers, Bhallika being younger. Asitanjana is described
as the capital of Kamsa or Kamsabhoga country, a division of the
U t t a r i ~ a t h a .~~c c o r d i nto~ the TheragGthZ Atthakathn these two
brothers are the sons of a caravan leade;' (Satthavifha)
of

1. Mahioagga (Nalanda), pp. 5-6, Ahguttaranikiya (Nalanda), p.-26; Airguttaranikayi
Atthakatha', (Nalanda), p.-401 ff; ];!aka, I, 80.
2. ~alitaoistara(Mithila), p.-381 ff.; Divyavadana (Mithila), XXVII, p.-25 ff. ,
Mahiioastu, 111, 303 ff. etc.
3. Ahguttaranikiiya At[hakathZ (P.T.S.), I, p.-207.
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Pokkharava ti town.' Pokkharavat; was the earliest capital of
Gandhgra; and was a great business centre. It has been identified with
modern Charsadda, near Peshawar in Pakistan. As a matter of fact it
appears that their birth town was Asitaiijana, as mentioned in the
Adguttara AtthakathE and his father probably had his another
business centre at Pokkharavad (Skt. ~uskallvad),for being it a great
business place; and so, the TheragiithZ Atthakatha' places TapassuBhallika as the sons of a merchant of this town. It is likely that
although they were born at Asitafijana in the KamsabMga country,
they also resided at Pokkharavac along with 'their father. The
country of Kamsa or Kamsabhoga was situated in the Uttar'apathaz
which extended as far as Balkh and Samarakand, as supported by
many Chinese s o ~ r c e sAsitaiijana
.~
may have been a town near Balkh,
probably a smaller town. It is interesting to note that the Lalitavistara 4 and the Mahiivastu both describe Tapassu and Bhallika as
hailing from the Uttarzpatha.
It may be noted that the accounts found in the Theraga'thf
Atthakatha' mention them as brothers, the sons of a Satthaaaha or
toiring merchant, born in the town of Pokkharavatl, and who received
the hairs from the Buddha, but it does not inform us about the place
where they went after receiving the relics of Tathsgata nor does it
mention the erection of the stupas over it. The Anguttara-Nika'yaAtthakath; is rather more expository on this point and informs that
they took these relics to their own town, Asitaiijana where they erected
a Cetiya (or Cetiyaas) on the 'city gate' which emitted 'blue rays' on
the Uposatha days6
The legend of Tapassu and Bhallika is also referred to by Hiuentsiang when he paid a visit to Balkh in about 630 A.D., which is
significant in this context. He records, "To the north-west from the
capital (Balkh) about 50 li or so we arrive at the town of Ti-wei
(Tapassu) and 40 li to the north of this is the town of Po-li
1. Theragithi A@akatha' (P.T.S.), I, p.48. Pokkharava; or Pokkharasati or
Pqkalivati is identifiecl with Charsadda, 18 miles north of Peshawar (Pakistan). It
is also called UtpalZvati in the DivyZvadana (Mithila Ed., p.-212); also mentioned in
the Riirniiya?~ (Uttarakanda-101, 114) and Peukeluotis by the Gr&. Cf. A.
Cunningham : A.G.I., pp. 4144; N.L.Dey:D i c t i m r y of A. 6 M . India, p.-163; M .
Wheeler : Charsadda, pp. 5-6; S . Beal : Buddhist Records of Western World, p.-109.
2. Jltaka, IV, 79; Petavatthu A t t h k a t h i (P.T.S., 111; Cf. D.P.P.N.,Vo1.-I, p . 4 7 .
3. Chandra, Lokesh : Three Iranian Words in tk Buddhist Tradition (New Delhi) (19791,
pp. 381-384.
4. Lalitavistara, Chapter-XXIV, Trapassu-Bhallika Parivarta, Withila Ed.),
pp. 381-384.
5 . Mahivastu; p.-3. 303; also D i v y b a d a n a , (Mithila Ed.), p.- 393.
6. AiguttaranikEya Aehakathn' (Nalanda), p.- 401 ff.
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(Bhallika). In each of this town there is a stiipa of about three chong
(30 feet) in height. In old days when Buddha first attained
Enlightenment after advancing to the 'Tree of Knowledge' (Bodhi Tree)
he went to the 'Garden of Deer' (Sarnath), at this time two
householders meeting him, offered from their store of provisions for
their journey some cakes and honey. The Lord of World, for their sake,
preacheg........his very first disciples, the five rules of moral conduct
( ~ a z c as&) ......when they heard the sermon, they humbly asked for
some object to worship. On this, TathZgata delivered to them some of
his hairs and nail cuttings........ The two men taking the order, each
went to his own town, and then, according to the model which the Holy
One had prescribed, they prepared to build a monument, this was the
very first stipa of the Buddhist Religion erected."' The same story is
retold in the Life of Hiuen-tsiang without change in s ~ b s t a n c e . ~
The above account of Hiuen-tsiang stands as a testimony to the fact
that Tapassu and Bhallika hailed from a place near Balkh; and their
town ~sitaiijanashould have been somewhere near it. The accounts of
Hiuen-tsiang have been verily tested and found correct, particularly
the distance of the places of his visit.
Another episode of Tapassu and Bhallika is found in the
Thetagatha' Atthakathli in which it is related that they paid a visit
to the ~ u d d h ; once again while he was residing at RIjagaha after
promulgating the 'Wheel of Law' in Varanasi. On this occasion they
listened to his preachings and thereupon, Tapassu attained the 'Fruit
of Sotiipanna' but remained as an Up'asaka, while Bhallika joined the
Sangha by becoming a monk and soon attained spiritual proficiency in
'Six Supernatural Powers' (Chalabhi%a) and became Arahat.3 The
Theragiitha' contains his utterancis or UdZna only in some Glithiis.'
Professor Lokesh Chandra is of the view that 'Kamsa' or
'Kamsabhoga', the country from where Tapassu and Bhallika are said
to have hailed in the Pali texts, was a district in the Uttarapatha of
which Asita'ijana was the capital. He is also of the opinion that
Ukkala, referred to in the Pali Mahivagga, was also located in the
region of Uttarapatha. He also believes that the account of Hiuentsiang in connection with his visit to the stiipas built by Tapassu and
Bhallika over the hair-relics of the Buddha is correct. The Chinese
pilgrim has correctly marked the geographical location as it was a
1. Beal S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, pp.
of Yuan Chwang, p p . 111-113.
2. Beal S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiPng, p.- 50.
3. TheragTPthP' Atthakathi
..
(Nalanda), p.-69.

47-48; Watters T . : O n tk Tramls
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living tradition in his time. I-tsiang translates Bhallika as ts'-un-lo,
a 'village'. Thus, Bhallika is a variant of ~ i l h i k aand stands for
~ a 1 k h . lProfessor Lokesh Chandra further points that the word
bhallika refers to a kind of copper as enumerated under the eight
'piszca lohiini' or metals coming from Pis5ca country, mentioned in the
Vibhanga Commentary. He suggests that bhallika was to be used after
the name of the town ~ ~ l h i or
k aBalkh and kamsa, the metal got its
name after the place of its origin, namely the province of Kamsa, in
iu
which Balkh was situated, where the two merchants ~ a ~ a s and
Bhallika constructed the stupa, which was witnessed by Hiuentsiang2 We believe that the above inferences drawn by Professor
Lokesh Chandra appear to be nearer to the truth.
There is a tradition in Sri Lanka that Tapassu and Bhallika later
brought the hair-relics of the Buddha to this country which they
enshrined in the Girihandu or Girikandika Cetiya. This tradition is
supported both by literary and epigraphical evidences. The
Pujiivaliya, a Sinhalese work of about 13th century A.D., records that
Tapassu and Bhallika took the hair-relics in a jeweled casket to their
own city and worshipped there. Later while on their sea voyage they
came to Sri Lanka taking the sacred objects with them. Going in search
of water and firewood, they came to the place named 'Girihandu'.
They placed the casket of the relics on the summit of the rock and,
when they returned after having cooked and eaten their meals, they
were unable to move the reliccasket from the place where it was. They
then knew that this was a holy place, and having honoured it, covered
(the casket) with a heap of stone, offered flowers and went on their
way. In later time, there was vihzra named Girihandu at this place.3
A similar information of Girikandika Cetiya is known from the
Tiriyay Rock Inscription in Sri Lanka of about 7th or 8th century A.D. in
which it is mentioned that the two merchants, 'Trapussaka' and
'Vallika', had founded ita4Obviously 'Trapussaka' and 'Vallika' are
Tapassu and Bhallika, also known from other sources. It is interesting
that apart from the Girikandika Cetiya at Tiriyay, there is another
stiipa called Girihandu ( ~ i r i k a ~ d at
a ) Ambalantota in south Sri

1. Chandra Lokesh : Three Iranian Words in tk Buddhist T r a d i h , New Delhi (19741,
p.-6; Also Cf.John Rosenfield : The Dynastic Arts of the Kushans (1963, p.-220 in
which he calls, 'Bhallika a man from Balkh'.
2. Chandra Lokesh : Op. cit., pp. 6-7.
3. Puja'oaliya (1924), p.-98.
4. Epigmphia Zeylonica, Vo1.-IV, No.-18, pp. 151-160.The inscription reads thus :
Trapussakairva Vallikairva vanigganaih kritah......Cirikandi caityam.
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Lanka. Local tradition also claims it to be the repository of the hair
relic presented to Tapassu and Bhallika by the ~ u d d h a . '
As in Sri Lanka so also in Burma, the Buddhists firmly believe that
the hair-relics delivered to Tapassu and Bhallika by the Buddha are
enshrined in the stupa of Shwe Dagon at an goon.^ Whatever may be
the fact in these traditions current in Sri Lanka or in Burma, there
appears some grain of truth that Tapassu and Bhallika got the hairrelics of the Buddha over which they erected a stupa.
That Bhallika became a monk and later an Arhanta is confirmed
by some other accounts found in the Pali Tipitaka. In the Theragafhii
verse No.-7, Bhallika tells to Mara that he has overcome all fears as
he has become an ~ r h a tIn. ~the Apadana, the name of Bhallika occurs
,~
him at an important
as 'Vallikira Phaladlyaka ~ h e r a 'putting
position among the Arahanta-monks during the life-time of the
Buddha. No doubt Bhallika was held in great esteem and veneration in
the Buddhist Order in India and so also in his own native land and Sri
Lanka and Burma.
Tapassu and Bhallika as the Carrier of the Message of Buddha
As it has been suggested earlier, that Bhallika got his name after
'
he was born, but the Pali and other Buddhist
the town ' ~ ' a l g k awhere
Sanskrit texts have however rendered '~alhika'as 'Bhallika,' which
does not seem improbable, since numerous personal names are still given
after important towns, current in Indiz and elsewhere from the very
early times. That Bhallika and his elder brother Tappassu hailed
k a that they erected the stiipa over
from Balkh or ancient ~ ~ h i and
the hair relics of the Buddha appears to be a historical fact. They
were the first to spread the 'message' of the Buddha in Afghanistan,
although not in a missionary way that we have discussed earlier. That
Bhallika had attained the highest stage, the Arahatahood, the
noblest stage of saintly life and that his elder brother Tapassu had
become a SotZpannu or 'Stream-runner', the first stage of sainthood, it
is reasonable to believe that they probably did their best to
disseminate the teachings of the Buddha in their homeland. It is true
that we have no source to throw light on their religious activities that
they undertook in their own motherland after carrying the 'message' of
the Buddha there. A vihZra was probably erected for Bhallika at
1. Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, Vo1.-11, p.486.
2. Parnavitana, S. : Epigrphia Zeylonica, Vo1.-IV, No.-18, p.-155.
3. Theraghth'a (Nalanda), Khuddakanika'ya, Vo1.-11, p.-235.
4. Apadana (Nalanda), KhuddakanikZya, Vo1.-VII, p.-32.
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Balkh when he returned there after becoming a Buddhist monk. It is
also gleaned from the accounts of Hiuen-tsiang who happened to stay
in a vihiira for some time, located outside the town of Balkh. He calls
it 'Nava-VihSra' or the 'New Monastery', which obviously suggests
the existence of an 'old vihsra' of former days. Probably this "oldvihara' was none other than the old Bhallika's monastery erected in
Balkh in ancient time; and when Hiuen-tsiang came here in about 630
A.D., of course centuries after, the Bhallika's vihara was no more in
existence, probably for being built of perishable materials. The vihira
of Bhallika might have been the donation of his own family or his
brother or even of the king of the country, for he being the son of a very
rich merchant family of the area and that also he had become a
'Perfect saint', Arahanta. If so, the Bhallika-vih'lra of Balkh may be
regarded as the 'first' vihara erected in Afghanistan, even when the
Tabsgata was alive. It is a significant event indeed in the history of
Buddhism. Hiuen-tsiang records that "People call Balkh 'Little
Gjagiha' on account of many sacred traces therein".' This statement of
Hiuen-tsiang is significant in relatibn to Balkh when compared with
Rajagriha, which we will discuss later. Balkh perhaps became
important also for having its 'first' monastery in the country, like the
first monastery of the Buddha, the Veluvaniira'ma at R'ajagiha
donated by King BfmbisZra of Magadha when he visited this town
after his Enlightenment along with Uruvela Kassapa and his other
erstwhile Jatila companions. Probably 'Bhallika-Vihhra' is also one of
the factors to calling Balkh "Little Riijagriha" by the people in 630
A.D., even centuries after its erection.
The importance of Tapassu and Bhallika has been singular in the
Buddhist literature as these two brothers were 'the first lay-devotees'
of the Buddha and also because Bhallika became an A r a h a t
(emancipated) and also probably because he carried the 'message' of
the Buddha to a foreign land for the first time during the life-time of
the Buddha. They are not only known through literatures of different
languages but are also referred to in the inscriptions, which again
points to their great popularity and importance. A relief recovered
from Shotorak, an ancient Buddhist site near Begram (Kapiga) in
Afghanistan, depicts them as offering food to the Buddha who is in
meditation under a tree. They appear bearded in close-fitted dress in
Indo-Sythian style and flank the Buddha. This sculpture is dated circa
I. Bed, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, p.44; Life of Him-tsiang, p . 4 . ;
Watters, T. : On the Travels of Yuan Chrunng, p.-108; Cf. Encyclopedia of Buddhism,

v01.-11,pp. 685-687.
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early 2nd century A . D . ~ Another representation of them has been
noticed on the torana of the South Gateway of S a n ~ h iThe
. ~ scene of
Tapassu and Bhallika offering food to the Buddha also appears on the
stone sculptures at ~maravati? ~ a ~ a r j u n i k o n d a~?a x i l a ?Takhta-i~ a h i 6and on some motifs in Chinas7 Most of these sculptural
representations are of quite early period, which indeed corroborate the
authenticity of the story given in different literatures. We have
mentioned above as to how the story of Tapassu and Bhallika became
popular in Burma and Sri Lanka where they are claimed to have
erected the Cetiya (stiipa) over the hair-relics of the Buddha, which
again affirms to its authenticity. In all probability, the story of
Tapassu-Bhallika and their erection of stiipa (or stupas) over the hairrelics of the Buddha seem to be a historical fact. Thus, the town of
Balkh also became popular to other Buddhist countries because of these
two great'sons of Afghanistan.
"Little R'ljagriha", Another Name of Balkh
We have however no archaeological evidence of any kind which
can help us in discerning Balkh as the birth-place of Tapassu and
Bhallika, but 'people calling capital Po-ho (Balkh) "Little Rajagriha" as recorded by Hiuen-tsiang, is of some significance. Hiuentsiang also witnessed the two stupas over the hair relics erected by
Tapassu and Bhallika near Balkh which we discussed earlier is also of
great importance in this context. How and when Balkh rose to such a
great religious importance as to be called "Little RZjagriha" by the
people is not known to us either by Hiuen-tsiang's itinerary 'or by HwuiLi's book on his life or by any other source whatsoever. In the Life of
Hiuen-tsiang the causes of it being so called are mentioned simply as
'many the sacred traces therein'. We however believe that there
should be some other factors also to designate it so. Some common
features should exist between Rajagriha and Balkh, of cultural or
religious significance which made the people to call Balkh "Little
1. Rosenfield, John M. : The Dynastic Arts of the Kushans (1967), p.-220, Plate No.-102,
now in Kabul museum.
2. Marshall, J. & Foucher, A. : The Monumgnts of Sanchi, Plate No.-19. C3.
3. Barrett D.M. : Sculptures from Amarivati in the British Museum, p.-66; Fergusson : Tree
and Serpent Worship, Pla te-LVIII.1.
4. Longhurst : M.A.S.I., No.-54, Plate-XLVII. b.
5. Marshall, J. : Tarikr, Vo1.-111, Plate-117, 220; also p.-716.
6. Foucher : L'Art Greco-Buddhist in the Gandhara, Vo1.-11, pp. 104, 126227.
7. Rosenfield, John M. : The Dynastic Arts of the Kushans, p.-310; In central Asia also, at
Bezekli, see M.A.S.I., No.-54.
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R5jagrihaW.It is also important to note that no common physical
features exist between these two places. While Rajagliha is surrounded
by five hills, Balkh is situated on plains. The only semblance that we
can possibly imagine between the two may be something related to
cultural or religious nature. Let us make a probe to find out the probable
factors that may be regarded as responsible for this tradition in the
public of Balkh. We know RZjagriha (Pali Ejagaha) holds an unique
important place in the ~ u d d h i i thistory and culture although not
included in the list of 'Four Important Pilgrimages', (viz. Lumbini,
Bodh Gaya, Isipatana Migadaya, (Sarnath) and Kusinzra). But in
some respects Rsjagriha holds even a greater importance than these
great four places of Buddhists. There are some epoch-making events of
Buddhist history and culture which took place at Rajagriha leaving
far-reaching impacts in making Buddhism a great religion of the
world. The following facts may be pointed out regarding the importance
of Rijagyiha :
(1) The First Great Proselytism
Rsjag~iha is the first place which actually witnessed the
beginning of proselytism of the people to Buddhism in Magadha. It is
recorded in the texts that when the Buddha arrived a t
Latthivanuyyana in Riijagriha along with erstwhile Jafila
m&dicants, Uruvela Kassapa and his two brothers, ~ a dKassapa
i
and
Gaya Kassapa and one thousand former Jatila disciples as the
followers of the Buddha, several thousands of people of Anga and
Magadha countries assembled there to listen Buddha. The king of
Magadha, Bimbisara himself went to LatthivanuyyZna to greet them.
It is said that 'myriads of people of ~ n g and
a
Magadha' embraced
Buddhism on this occasion and king Bimbisara himself entertained the
Buddha and his other disciples in his palace and declared himself to
be the lay-devotee of the Buddha. He remained a great patron of the
Buddha and Buddhism till his death. It is indeed an epoch-making
event in the history of Buddhism as proselytism began rolling with
great force by embracing the former followers of Uruvela Kassapa of
Anga and Magadha to Buddhism on this occasion at RZjagriha.
(2) Ordination of Two Chief Disciples (Aggas'avakas) at R i j a g i h a

SBriputta and Moggallsna are said to be the 'Chief Disciples' of
the Buddha. Sa'riputta is described as the 'foremost' among those who
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possessed 'wisdom' (edaggam Mahlipafifiinav) and1 Moggallana as
foremost among those who possessed Iddhi (Supernatural powers).*
Formerly both of them were the disciples of one Sahjaya mendicant but
they left him and joined the Order pf the Buddha along with 250 coascetics who were with them in the ~ j r a m aof Saiijaya. The conversion
of Slriputta and Moggallgna into Buddhism is an important event in
the history of Buddhism which was held at Kjagiha.
(3) First Land-Grant to Buddha and His Sarigha

After adopting Buddhism as his personal faith king Bimbisiira
expressed his desire to donate a suitable place for the 'residence' of the
Buddha and his Sangha. He granted the Valuvanuyyana, a garden
near Rzjagriha town to the Buddha. It was the first land-grant
received by the Buddha for himself as also for his Saigha. It is a
significant event in the history of Buddhist monasticism. On this very
occasion the Buddha also allowed his monks to accept the land grant if
offered by any person for the use of the Sarigha. The Buddhist Order
was thus authorized by the Buddha to own any land for the construction
of their 'residence' (an k m a or VihHra). Kjagriha may be regarded
as the first lace where the first ' i r l m a ' (monastic residence) was
established.

!

(4) First Royal Patronage to Buddhism at Rijagri h a

We have mentioned above the episode of the conversion of
Bimbissra to Buddhist faith. He was the first king who not only
remained a devout follower of Buddhism throughout his life, but also
did his best to provide all sorts of facilities and support to this new
Religion. The royal support naturally boosted the propagation of
Buddhism furthe#. Other kings of the country, like Prasenjit of ~ o i a l a ,
UdyHna of KosZmbi, the Vajjis of ves3ll and many many others also
g&e support to Buddhism. Evidently, as the first royal patronage
began from R'ljagriha, many Buddhist kings in India and abroad began
to extend their subport to Buddhism with full zeal and devotion. Even

Anguttaranikfya (Nalanda), I p.-20; Cf. D.P.P.N., pp. 1109-1118.
Mahlvagga (Nalanda), pp. 38-41.
Mahrmgga_(Nalanda), pp. 36-38; The Buddhist monastic establishment is usually
known as 'ArZma'or Sanghkkamabut oih-ra is more commonly used, so much so that
even the a State of India presently called Bihar which has got its name after
this ancient term.
4. For BimbisGa see : D.P.P.N., vo1.-11, pp. 285-289.
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today in some Buddhist countries, Buddhism still receives the royal
patronage, for instance, in Thailand.

(5) First Buddhist Council held at R'ajagri h a

Soon after the passing away of the Buddha a convention consisting
of 500 most eminent disciples of the Buddha, all Arhantas, was held at
R'ijagriha on the Vebhara hill in front of the Sattapanqi cave in order
to make the collection of the Words of the Buddha. 'On this occasion
the recension of the 'Words of the Buddha' (Buddha-Vacana), known
as the Tipitaka, was made. This Buddhist Council is a significant
event in th'e history and literature of Buddhism. Later, four or five
similar Buddhist Councils were held by the Buddhist Fraternity, more
or less for the similar purposes at other places but the First Council of
Ragariha holds a singular importance.
(6) The Second 'Promulgation of Dhanna-cakra' by Buddha at

R'ajagriha, according to Mah'ay'ana Tradition
The first Sermon by the Buddha, also called the 'Promulgation of
the Dhammacakka', (Dharnmacakkapavattana) or 'Wheel of Law' is
traditionally said to have taken place at Isipatana Migadaya, the
Deer Park at Sarnath, Varanasi soon after his Enlightenment to his
five Disciples (Paiicavaggiya Bhikkhus). But, according to the
Mah'aya'na tradition, the Buddha made another'Promulgation9 of his
Dharma on the top of the Griddhak'lta at Rhjagriha. The Saddharmapundar;kasutra, an ancient text of the ~ a ' h ~ school
~ ~ n ofa
~ u d d h k m still
, popular in many MahZySna countries, such as in China
and Japana, possesses a story of the Second Promulgation of the 'Wheel
of Law' by the Buddha, by delivering this SEtra at ~5jagriha.lThe
followers of MahZySna school hold firm belief in this story and regard
R'ljagriha as important a place as Sarnath.
(7) R'ajagriha as a Centre of many Religious Teachers

In many Buddhist texts R5jagriha is-described as the abode of many
great religious teachers in andeni days. In Pali texts we find the names
1 . Cf.Deva, Narendra : Bauddha Dhanna-Darsana (in Hindu), pp. 141-148;
Saddhrmapund_PrilcPsutra (Mithila), 111. 33-34, p.-50; "Idam punarbhugawlo' i d y a
anuttaram dvitiyam dhnrmacakram prawrtitam. Tena ca dcwpuhotasydm
oslayamimo' ga'thZ a b h s a : Dhannacakram prawrtesi Ioke apratipudgalam.
Barapasyiim Mahiivira skanriMnamudayam uyayam. P~athamam prawrtitarntatra,
dvitiyamihn n i y a h , Duhsaddadheyo yastcsam desito adya V i n r y a b .
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of Six Great Teachers of the time of the Buddha who had their centres
at Rsjagriha. These included NiganthanHtaputta ( ~ a h i i G r a ) PurHna
,
~ a s s a ~ Makkhali
a;
Gosdla, Ajita ~esakambali,Pakudha Kacciiya;a
and sa;jaya Belatthiputta. They had large followers including
mendicants and laymen.' Thus, Rajagriha became renowned as a great
centre of many religious teachers who had contributed considerably to
Indian philosophy and culture.
(8) R'ajagriha, a Fortified Capital and a Great Trade Centre

Rajagriha was closely associated with the life of the Buddha, so
also it was known as a fortified strong capital of Magadha. The town
was protected by five hills encircling it from all sides and making it
ideally suited for a metropolis. It was also a great centre of
merchandise and was one of the 'six great cities' of India, others being
CampH, ~ ~ v a t t hSHketa,
i,
Kosimb;, and ~ ~ r ~ n aMany
s i . important
trade-routes passed through this town. One roah connected RBjagriha
with Takkasila, the capital of Gandhsra, one hundred ninety iwo
Yojanas away.2 Probably this road proceeded further west, across the
passes in the Himalayas and touched Balkh, where trade-routes met
from the West and Mediterranean and also from China.
( 9 ) Many Buddhist Sacred Sites in R'ajagrih a

Buddha resided at RBjagriha for a long time and spent a number of
his Rainy-Resort Wassavasaj there. Many of his sermons are said to
have been delivered there. Veluvanarama, Giddhakiita, ~ i t a v a n a ,
TapodH, LatthivanuyyHna, ~ivakambavanaand others are directly
connected GGh his life and religious activities of one kind or another.
It is also said that a great stGpa was built at RBjagriha to deposit his
corporeal relics after his MahPparinibbZna. ~ s b k ais said to have
opened it and distributed the relics to numerous places where he erected
stfipas over them. We have not yet recovered any relic of the Buddha
from RZjagyiha nor do we know that site; but chances of finding the
sacred relic from there may be hoped. Rajagriha has been a sacred
place of pilgrimage for the devout Buddhists of India and abroad since
the life-time of the Buddha.
We have tried to show above some important features of Rajagiha
that made it so important in ancient time. We will now see some
common features associated with these two great towns, Rajagriha and
1. Dighanikiya (Nalanda), Sarnonnaphalasutta, pp. 41-75.
2. Cf. D.P.P.N., Vo1.-11, p.-723.
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Balkh, one in the east and the other thousand kilometres away in the
west, while latter being called by the same name, "Little Ejagriha".
Some common features of cultural, religious or even political imporiance
may be pointed out to both these great ancient cities. Both the towns
were the capitals of their respective countries. While R5jag~ihawas a
naturally protected capital encircled by five mountains, Balkh, though
situated on plains, was strongly protected by walls, as described by
~iuen-tsiang,'a city 'well fortified', during his visit in 630 A.D. The
ancient walls of the town can still be seen there. No doubt both the
capitals held considerable political importance. For trade and
commerce also they were equally renowned, where traders from
different countries brought their merchandise for sale; and probably
both were connected by roads2 Balkh is regarded as the 'mother of
towns' by the Arabs, so also E j a g i h a was one of the most important
six towns of India. Balkh is said to be the birth place of Zoroaster, the
founder of Zoroasterism, a religion still followed by some people in
India and Iran. R'ajagiha was also a great centre of different religions
of India, where 'Six Founders' of Religions dwelt, during the time of
Buddha, about whom we have referred to above.
Both as the Places of First Dissemination of Buddhism
We have discussed above the story of Tapassu and Bhallika, the
two touring merchants who hailed from Balkh. We. have also seen that
they after receiving the hair relics from the Buddha, erected the
stiipas over them on the city-gate of their town, as r e p ~ r t e dby Hiuentsiang. Bhallika, as recorded in the Pali texts, became a Buddhist
monk ordained by the Buddha himself at RZjagriha and became an
Arahat, while his elder brother also became a ~ o i a ~ a n n uby hearing
the preaching of Buddha. No doubt the 'message' of the Buddha
reached Balkh by these two brothers who remained the great followers
of Buddhism throughout their life. Thus, the first proselytism of
Buddhism in Afghanistan began from Balkh, exactly as it started to
gaining ground in India from Rgjag~ihasoon after the arrival of
Buddha there in Latthivanuyyana along with Uruvela Kassapa and
his two erstwhile Jafila brothers. Myriads of people from Anga and
Magadha, who were earlier the followers of Uruvela Kassapa, are
said to have professed Buddhism on this occasion. In fact Rlijagiha
was the first place in India from where the real dissemination of
Buddhism began. The first establishment of Buddhism at Balkh in
1. B e d , S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, p.44.

2. Cf. B e d , S. : Life of Hiun-tsiang, p.-50, foot-note.2.
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Afghanistan is of equal significance, if not greater than Ejagriha, as
the D h m m a took its first root there when the Buddha was alibe. It is
also recorded in the Maha'vagga (Pali Vina'ya) that the Two Chief
Disciples of the Buddha (Aggasavakas), Sariputta and Moggallana
were ordained at R'ljagriha, so also, Balkh was the place where his
two 'First ~ a ~ d i s c i ~ l e s ' , ' ~ and
a ~ ~Bhallika
asu
lived. We also know
that the first vih'lra for the Buddha was established at Rajagiha in
the Veluvana, donated by king Bimbisara, so also the first vihZra in
Afghanistan was erected for Bhallika at Balkh as inferred from the
accounts of Hiuen-tsiang. Although we have no archaeological
evidence which could help us in identifying either the site of the first
vihzra of Balkh, or the VeluvanariTma at Riijagriha, there is every
possibility of a vihara at Baikh built for ~ h a l l i k iwhen he returned
home after becoming a Buddhist monk. Thus, RZjag~ihaand Balkh
both were the important places where the first monastic
establishments were erected.
Buddhist texts mention numerous sacred places in RZjagriha where
caityas, stzpas and vih5ras were built for the Buddha and his Sahgha.
During the life time of the Buddha there were as many as eighteen
large monasteries in Raja@ha.l Later some sttipas were erected and
some contained the relics of the Buddha. ~ h k opened
a
some stiipas and
obtained the Buddha's relics. Veluvanara'ma, Latthivanuyyana,
Tapoda etc., are closely associated with the Buddha a i d his disciples.
Buddha is said to have delivered several sermons from these places.
These places are held in great esteem and veneration by the Buddhists.
The devoted pilgrims have been visiting these places of Rajagriha till
today. As RBjagiha had several sacred places inside the town so also
Balkh was held in esteem for 'many sacred relics enshrined therein'.
Hiuen-tsiang paid his visit t~ sacred places in Balkh in order to pay
his homage. He also reports that the Nava-vih'ira in Balkh possessed
three relics of the Buddha, namely, a water pot, a tooth and a
sweeping brush.2 As R5jag;iha stands next to the 'Four Pilgrimages' of
the Buddhists, in some cases rather more important than them, so also
probably Balkh gained importance in Afghanistan. Although UdyPna
and Kapida were the places from where the actual disseminati'on of
Buddhism started by the monks or missionaries who had established
centres and monasteries, Balkh probably held more significance and
reverence than them as the 'message' of the Buddha had first arrived
there by Tapassu and Bhallika centuries before. And yet again, it was
--

1. D.P.P.N.,
~01.-11,p.-723.
2. Beal, S. : Life of Hiwn-tsiang, p.49.
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Bhallika, a native of this place, who became the 'first monk' of
Afghanistan and who established the 'first' monastery for himself.
Whatever might be the other reasons to call Balkh the 'Little
RZjagliha' no doubt it held a great cultural and religious importance
exactly as R'ajagriha in India.
Buddhism in Early Period at Balkh
The advent of Buddhism and establishment of a monastery Balkh
by Tapassu and Bhallika during Buddha's life-time may appear
fictitious to some, yet the anecdote of Tapassu and Bhallika cannot be
entirely untrue. There is some grain of truth in the story as it is found in
several ancient texts, almost with identical descriptions and also
supported by sculptural and epigraphical evidences. Another fact may
also be of some importance in this context. We have discussed
elsewhere as to how the Mahasa'righikas established a great
stronghold at UGy'lna (easternmost part of Afghanistan, close to
Gandhzra) after being separated from Early Therav'ada School of
Buddhism on the occasion of Second Buddhist Council held at ~ e s a l i ,
one century after the Mah2parinibbBna of the Buddha.] This was an
important event in the history of Buddhism as Buddhism in
Afghanistan then took the first firm root, and flourished as the faith
of the country for more than fifteen centuries. Another monk Sambhu'ta
~ ~ n a v 5 $an
, exponent of Early Theravbda Buddhism and one of the
mah participants in the Second Buddhist Council is also said to halave
stayed for some time in Kipin or ~ a ~ for
i &the propagation of Early
TheravZda Buddhism probably in order to counteract the influence of
the Mah'asa'righikas. Whether Sambhiita SH~avgsivisited Balkh any
time or not, probably not, as this place was already under the influence
of Early Buddhism introduced by Bhallika about a century earlier. The
Third Buddhist Council which was held during the reign of &ka, the
Great Buddhist Emperor, is of paramount importance so far as the
dissemination of Buddhism is concerned, particularly its spread in the
foreign countries. It is recorded that at the end of the Council,
missionaries led by eminent monk-saints were despatched to different
parts in the country and abroad. One Majjhantika Thera was made
responsible for propagating the Dhamma in Kagmira and Gandhara
while Thera Mafirakkhita went to Yona country.* All these countries
were the part of the dominion of Ahka. Yona country is none other than
1. Cf; Dutta, N. : Buddhist Sects in Indiu, (1970), pp. 69-70.
2. Dipavamsa, Ch.-VIII; Mafiva?sa, Ch.-MI; Sampntapasidiki (Nalanda), Vo1.-III,
pp. 54 ff. and many others.

the interior part of Afghanistan where Greek population had settled
since Alexander the Great, while GandhZra comprised the northwestern region of the Indian Sub-continent including probably some
portion of the easternmost Afghanistan, Ugy5na. Balkh was not a part
of Mauryan empire as it was then ruled by the Graeco-Bactrian Satraps
where some population of Greeks were settled. Although Greek
settlements were there, we have since no source to discern if
Mahhrakkhita Thera paid a visit to Balkh, probably not, simply
because the Saddharrna had already taken its root there and hence it
was not at all purposeful to visit there.
After the collapse of the Mauryan empire Afghanistan was ruled
by the so called Indo-Greek or Indo-Bactrian kings. These kings are
numerous but we know very little about them from literary sources, save
and except from their coins which have been found all over
Afghanistan, Pakistan and some parts of northern India. Only one king
Menander (Pali-Milinda) is known to us from a Pali-book, the
MilindapaKho, supposed to have been composed during his reign in
about 1st century B.C . He is said to have adopted Buddhism under the
influence of one Thera Niigasena by name. Some of his coins bear the
symbol of Cakra representing the 'Wheel of Law' of the Buddhists. He
is also credited to have erected a number of stupas and vihgras in his
kingdom. Being a Buddhist king he holds the appellation of
Dhramikas (Sanskrit-Dha'rmikasya), a title exclusively used by the
Buddhists.l His faith to Buddhism is well documented in the
MilinadapaBho. His empire of course comprised only central and
eastern Afghanistan, and Balkh was probably not under his rule, but
his zeal towards Buddhism was intense and Balkh being a
neighbouring state of his kingdom might have received some impetus
from him.
Balkh and Kaniska
Perhaps Kahiska was the first Buddhist king who ruled over
Balkh. Kaniska's western capital was Kapida in Afghanistan from
where he &erned all his western provinces upto Central Asia. It is
well-known that Kaniska patronized SarvHstiv5da school of
Buddhism and gave his sipport to Buddhist scholars and monks who
belonged to this school. It was during his period that Buddhist art took
new dimensions and the images of Buddha, his life-scenes and of other
1. For cons of Menander sx : Man J . : A CPtalogure of Indian Coins in the British Museum,
Coins of Ancient India, London (1936); Cunningham A. : Coins of Alexanders Successors in
tk h s t , London (1984); Narain A.K. : The lndo-Greeks, Plate-111.
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deities began to be carved out on stone. He is the only Buddhist king
who depicted the figure of Buddha with legend BODDO in Greek (also
'Sakyamuni Buddha') on his gold coins. The convention of the Fourth
Buddhist Council during his period is well known, in which the
~ibhrisa6istra was compiled. We also know the measures that he took
to paironise Buddhism by erecting a number of stiipas, vihPras and
shrines throughout his empire. Buddhism was probably introduced to
Central Asia and further to China during his reign.
Balkh was situated on the cross-roads from India in the East and
from Greece, Rome, Central Asia and China in the West. It was a great
trade centre and developed as a depot and a transshipment point for
both regional and international goods during the Kusina period.
Caravans brought gold and silver vessels and wines irom Roman
empire; rubies, furs, aromatic gums, drugs, raw-silk and embroidered
silk from China and Central Asia; and spices, cosmetics, ivory and
precious gems of infinite variety from India.' Carvan traders used to
traverse long routes and pass through many countries belonging to
different religions, cultures and traditions. The mendicants and
wanderers, recluses also used to travel with these 'touring merchants'
(or S a t t h a v a h a s ) taking long journeys depending upon them for
protection and subsistence. During the Kani?ka1s rule the Buddhist
activities rather became more brisk than before and many Indian
Buddhist monks who either independently or joining with these touring
merchants visited Central Asia, China and they invariably passed
through Balkh which lay on the main route. Balkh, not only served as
a 'depot and transshipment point for goods' but also acted as a meeting
place of different cultures and religions. Buddhist monk-scholars,
saints and pilgrims assembled and stayed in the Artirnas of Balkh
where they held philosophical and religious discussions. Balkh, being
the most prosperous town of Afghanistan during this period, naturally
had several vihiiras, temples, shrines, stipas etc. erected by the
Buddhist devotees and merchants and nobles and common people. It
also became a great centre of Buddhist learning and culture and
practice. Probably the period of Kaniska's rule is the beginning of an
era of the advancement of Buddhism i; this region; and as time passed,
some of its viharas became the great centres of advance-learning and
practice of Buddhism, as noticed by some Chinese travellers, although
they visited the places some centuries after, about which we will
discuss later. No doubt, Buddhism, particularly the Later Therav'ada
School took its firm root there and flourished for centuries till its
1. Dupree,

N.H.: T k Roud

to Balkh,

p.-70.
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disappearance from this country. The Buddhist viharas became the
abodes of learned monks and practicioners and mendicants. Many monks
and scholars from different countries of the East as well of the West
flocked there for studies and practice. Probably it was the best centre of
higher learning in Afghanistan which began to develop from the time
of Kaniska due to his patronage and support.
Balkh after Kaniska
Buddhism coAtinued to flourish despite changes of rule or any other
political upheaval. The Sassanians occupied Balkh after the Kusiinas
sometime in 3rd century A.D. and was governed by a Sassanian vi;e;oy
who probably was not a Buddhist. Some believe that the religion of
Zoroaster was revived by the sassaniansl and Balkh being the birthplace of Zoroaster, the. founder of the religion became an important
centre of this religion. This may be partially correct we have no
knowledge if the Sassanians had ever indulged in persecuting
Buddhism at Balkh to check its advancement. Buddhism flourished
there as before. Some Zroasterian fire-temples erected by the
Sassanians might have come up in the town. One chief fire temple of
Zoroasterism is said to have stood in the famous Nava-Vihara (the
New Monastery and not Nava-Bl.,iar or 'Early Spring'), but no such
temple was seen by Hiuen-tsiang when he visited it in about 610 A.D.,
as suggested by ~ u p r e e As
. ~ a matter of fact the Nava-VihFira was
then a great centre sf advance learning of TheravZda Buddhism, which
ni
to stay
attracted Hiuen-tsiang, although a staunch ~ a h 5 ~ 3 monk,
there for some time for religious discussions. To locate a Fire Temple in
this vih5ra is rather incorrect.

H iqas in Balkh
Hephthalites or Hiinas raided Afghanistan sometime by the end of
4th century A.D. from the west and probably Balkh was then their first
victim, for being the most prosperous town of the country and also lay on
the direct route to the East. The Hu'nas are described as a barbarous race
and their attack on Balkh must h&e been devastating, creating some
havoc and chaos by plundering the town. They conquered the whole
Oxus valley and occupied Wakhan, Kougiar and Tabak and Gandh'ira
and extended their rule over a good portion of N. ~ndia?
1. Dupree, N.H. : The Rwd to Balkh , Kabul (1967), p.-73.
2. bid., pp. 73-74.
3. Cf. Biswas, Atreyi : The Political History of the Hunas in India, N e w Delhi (1973)
pp. 23-75; Thakur, Upendra : T k Hums in India, Varanasi (1967), pp. 25-31.
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Hinas and Buddhism
The early HGnas followed a religion akin to Zoroasterism and
worshipped Fire ahd the Sun.' The most noted kings, ToramZy and
Mihirakula, worshipped Brahmanical deities such as Siva besides
their ancestral Gods. But as the time passed some of the HGM kings, in
later days, became the followers of Buddhism. One Tarkhan Nizak
was a zealous Buddhist and it is said that having learnt that the
Chief monk of Nava-Viha'ra of Balkh, Barnak had embraced Islam,
he not only reprimanded but beheaded him.2 It appears that the
Hiinas' rule in Balkh was never so severe as to oust the established
religion, the Buddhism, nor did it cause any considerable damage to its
centres or shrines. The Buddhist SarighHramas continued to flourish as
before.
Balkh and Hiuen-tsiang
By the time, when Hiuen-tsiang visited Balkh in about 610 A.D. ,
it had already developed as a very very important centre of Buddhism
where many monasteries had become renowned as the great educational
institutions, particularly for ~ i n a y ~ n
Buddhism.
a
He calls the town
'Fo-ho-lo' and says that 'people call the capital city the 'Littlz
Rajagriha' for 'so many sacred relics therein'? which we have
discussed earlier. When Hiuen-tsiang visited the place, there were
about 100 vih3ras and about 3000 monks dwelling there. They all
belonged to Knayiina school. It appears that from the time of the first
introduction of Buddhism by Tapassu and Bhallika, Theraviida or
~ H a ~ Buddhism
~ n a
steadily developed there and took its firm root
and flourished for several centuries. 'Ne have already mentioned the
episode of Tapassu and Bhallika and ~ l s othe religious activities that
took place during the reign of Kaniska. We have also seen that the
vihCra erected for Bhallika
formed the nucleus of the
monastic establishments; and during the Kaniska's rule, many more
monasteries and stzpas also came up in and around the town. No doubt
some of them developed as the centres of learning (Pariyatti) while
others became the abode of those monks who practised meditation and
spirituality ( P a t i p a t t i ) .

1. Thakur, Upendra : Op. cit., p.-269.
2. lbid., p. -260.
3. Beal, S. : T k Buddhist Records of t k Western World, p.44; Life of Hiuor-tsbng,

p.4.
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Pariyatti and Patipatti
As a matter of fact Buddhism is twofold, one is called Pariyatti
and the other Patipatti. Pariyatti is that aspect of Buddhism which
includes the theoietical knowledge of Buddhism, acquired by studying
scriptures and understanding the philosophy and tenets by reading the
iistras. The experimental knowledge is gained only by treading upon
the path as laid down in the texts, technically called Patipatti.
Practical knowledge or meditational practices, rising upto the acquisition of supernatural powers include strict observance of morality and
other penances and practices (Dhutatigas). Buddhism, like other
studies of modern sciences, has laid stress on both, the theoretical and
practical understanding and knowledge, and at times, the practical
ki~owledgeor Patipatti is more stressed than mere understanding the
theory or P a r i y a t t i . In this context the 19th Gath5 of the
Dhammapada is enough to illustrate which runs thus : Bahumpi ce

samhitam bha'samma' na takkaro hoti naro pamatto. Gopo'va gavo
ganayam paresam nu bhiigavii sarnannassa. ("A deluded person cannot
be regarded as 'competent' even if he has mastered in reciting many
scriptures. He is not fit for sainthood, like a cowboy who counts the
cows of others (none belonging to himself"). In ancient days Buddhist
monasteries were the 'abodes' of many masters, eminent in both the
fields, arrangements were available for the both. Meditational cells
were erected in the monasteries for practice, so also, the libraries were
there containing hundreds of manuscripts of scriptures and h s t r a s for
studies. Nalanda Mahsvihiira, though more renowned for Pariyatti or
theoretical studies, also had the facilities for Patipatti training. In
one of the vihHras (No.-2), a small meditatioial cell has been
discovered which was meant for such a training.
Nava-Vih'ara of Balkh
As Nalanda Mahavihiira was renowned far and wide in ancient
time for higher studies, so also, the Nava-Viha'ra was an important
Buddhist monastery in Balkh for advance learning. Hiuen-tsiang
visited both these ancient vihiiras of Buddhist studies and has
described them in high sounding words. According to his account the
Nava-Vihara was built outside the city on the north-west quarter. He
informs that it was built by a former king.' The Nava-Vihsra, or the
'New Monastery', suggests the existence of an 'old vihara' which stood
1. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, p.44; Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p.49;
Watters T . : O n the Travels of Yuan-Chwang, p.-108.
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in old days somewhere in the town. Hiuen-tsiang however does not
speak anything about it, probably because by then it was no more. The
location of the 'old vihara' is difficult to identify, but it appears that
it was probably somewhere in the town. It was the very 'first' vihara
built for the 'abode' of Bhallika when he returned his home town after
being initiated as a monk by the Buddha himself at RBjagfiha that we
have discussed earlier. The vihara might have been erected by his
family member or by the king of the country. Hiuen-tsiang who visited
Balkh some ten centuries after the construction of Bhallika-ViGra,
did not see it as by then was completely crumbled down and
disappeared, probably for being built of not very strong materials. No
doubt, it should have been erected at some place 'nor very far nor too
close' to the town and as time passed, the area of the town also
expanded and it came 'within' the town. A new Monastery or Navavihsra was therefore built by the king of the country outside the town,
who, of course, was a Buddhist.
Nava-Vih'ara, a Sacred Place
The Nava-Vihara (or Nava Sarighirama) was certainly built
much before Hiuen-tsiang's visit. It was a strong built vihZra and was
'remarkable for its imposing structures'. It was the most sacred place of
Balkh as the water-basin or pot, and a tooth-relic of the Buddha,
about one inch long of yellow-white colour were preserved in its shrinehall. At this very place a sweeping brush of the Buddha, made of Kusb
grass, about three feet long, about seven inches round with ornamented
handle, was also kept.' These sacred objects of Buddha kept in this
vihara were held in great esteem and veneration by all the monks and
lay-devo tees who visited there. The Nava-Vih5ra naturally gained
great reputation and importance in the country and abroad. When
Hiuen-tsiang came to Balkh, though a ~ a h i ~ g ndecided
i,
to stay
here, a centre of ~ i n a ~ school.
~ n a He records, "There is a figure of
Buddha which is lustrous with noted gems, and the hall in which it
stands is also adorned with precious substances of rare value. This is
the reason why it has often been robbed by chieftains of neighbowing
countries, covetous of gain."2 He also noticed there a statue of P i - s h men (~ai&avann?)deva who has always protected this SadghZrima.
To the north of the SahghHrZrna there was a very huge stupa of 200 feet
in height, covered with a plaster, hard as the diamond and orna1. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, pp. 44-45; Life of Hium-tsiang, p.49;
Watters, T. : On the Tramls of Yuan-Chwang, p.-108.
2. h i d .
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merited with a variety of precious substances. This stupa, as Hiuentsiang records, contained the sacred body relic of the Buddha.' The
temples which the stfipas of Nava-Vih5ra rose it to a great place of
piety and veneration and people took in high esteem.
Nava-Vi h'ara, a Centre of Advance Learning of Pariyatti
Nava-Vih'ira was not only a sacred place of veneration for a
number of sacred relics of Buddha preserved therein but it also
developed as a great centre for advance study of the Later TharavIda
or ~ ' n a ~ ~school
n a of Buddhism. It had become renowned because of a
number of, monk-scholars dwelling there who were the composer of
different hstras or religious texts. Hiuen-tsiang writes, "The masters
of Buddhism whp dwelt the north of the Snowy Mountains, and are the
authors of the Siisfras, occupy this convent only and continue their
estimable labours in it."2 This SanghHrHma, as a great centre of
na,
in the Abhidharmic group of
advance studies of ~ i n a ~ ~specialized
study. The courses of study there included the Three Pifakas with its
nine Airgas ( ~ a v a n ~ aIn) the
. ~ Life of Hiuen-tsiang it is recorded that
a great priest of the kingdom of Tabak, named Pra6jakara4 who had
studied the Three Pitakas belonging to the Little Vehicle had come to
Balkh for worship, hearing many sacred traces of religion there and
had stayed at Nava-Vihsra. He was excellent in intelligence and had
mastered the Four &amas, Abhidharma of Little Vehicle, KO& of
KLtyiyana, SatapadHbhidharma and many others. Nava-VihZra
was also a great centre for the studies in the Vibhasasastra of the
SarvZstivXdins. Hiuen-tsiang stayed there for about a month with a
view to study this text with the learned monks dwelling there,
probably with Praqjakara. He mentions the names of two other monks
who were also very learned and intelligent. They are: Dharmapriya
(Ta-mo-pi-li) and Dharmakara (Ta-mo-ki-li). Because of their deep
knowledge of the Tripifaka they were exceedingly honoured by
1. Bid.
2. Bed, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, p.44; Watters T. : On t k Travels of
Yuan Chwang, p.-109.
3. The Nine Angas are : Sutta, Geyya, Veyyikfiana, GatM, Udina, ltiouttaka, Jitaka,
Abbhutadhamma and Vedalla.
4. Pran'jHkara is probably the same person, also called Prasjikara-gupta, who is credited
with the authorship of the Praminavartika-bhiisya. Rahula Sankrityayana observes
that he was praprasisya of Dharmakirti (A.D. 600) and may be placed in about A.D.
700. See : Pramn?avartika-bhisya or Vartikalankira, deciphered and edited by
Tripitakachary Rahula Sankrityayana, publish by K.P. Jaiswal Research Institute,
Patna (1953), Introduction, p.-VIII; Also Cf. Beal : Records ......., p . 4 ; Life of Hiuentsiang, pp. 50-51.
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others.' Hiuen-tsiang found this vih5r9 as a great centre of learning
where higher studies of scriptures and SaStras were carried. According
to his information, the Nava-VihZra was the 'abode' of only those
learned monks who had at least composed some Sa'stras, while others
were not allowed to reside there. Probably, no Buddhist monastery of
this high academic standard and stature existed anywhere in the
Buddhist World at that time, not even Nalanda Mahsviha'ra, which
of course was a renowned place i i ~
those days but was not exclusively
meant for scholars alone, other ordinary monks, desirous to study were
also permitted to stay there. But the Nava-Vihka of Balkh was of a
different standard, perhaps the only one institution, where only highly
learned monks who had already composed some Sastra in Buddhism
could be admitted. Certainly it was the 'pride' of Afghanistan.
Monk-scholars from China and probably from other countries of the
Buddhist world also used to come to this vihara for their higher
learning under the guidance of great learned scholars dwelling there. Itsing, another Chinese monk-traveller probably visited this vihzra in
between 700-712 A.D. In his transla tion of the Kau-fu-kao-sang-chuan
(in two parts) fifty two monks are said to have visited India and other
neighbouring countries. The Translation refers to a Chinese monkscholar, Cittavarma by name, who stayed at this vihsra. He is said to
have come to Balkh accompanying the envoy and stayed at this
monastery where he got his Ordination (Upasarnpada) as a monk and
then got the monastic name 'Cittavarma.' I-tsing also speaks in high
sounding terms about the high standard of studies pursued there by the
monk-scholars dwelling in this vihsra, all engaged in ~ r n a ~ ~ n
studies. Cittavarma being interested in higher studies chose to stay in
this vihzra for some time. He was himself a scholar but wanted to
learn Sanskrit which he did not know. Sanskrit was understood and
taught at this monastery and so Cittavarma studied Sanskrit for some
time but left for China without mastering it.2
Another Vih'ara, A Centre for Patipatti (Practical Training)
As Nava-Vihsra in Balkha w& renowned for higher studies of the
scriptures and S ~ s t r a (i.e.
s Pariyafti ) so also there was another viMra
to the south-west, not very far from the Nava-VihZra, which had
developed as a great centre for practical training of Buddhism, i.e.
Patipatti. It was a unique centre of its kind, exclusively meant for
meditational and spiritual training and practices, not any other centre
1. Beal, S. : Life of Hieun-tsiang, p.51.
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World, Introduction, pp. XXXII-XXXIII.
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known to us. It was the 'abode' of only those monks who had acquired
proficiency in Buddhist spirituality and higher practices in
meditation. Hiuen-tsiang speaks in high praise-words about the great
saints dwelling there and also about their spiritual characters and
achievements. It was reputed for Patipatti and so, the Chinese monk,
who himself was of saintly demeanour, paid a visit to this place. He
infonns, "It was an 'old' viha'ra where a number of monks are dwelling
and all are engaged in practising DhyrTna-BhiivanE or meditation and
are assiduous to realize the 'Truth' of the world". He found them
conspicuously intelligent who hailed from distant quarters. Among
them many had attained great spiritual attainments, and some had
achieved supernatural powers also. In this vih5ra above 100 monks,
who were 'days and night' assiduous at their practices and 'one could
not tell which was a common monk and which was an Arhat'. Many of
them had attained one of the 'four stages'' (viz. Sotapanna,
sakadag;imK AnZgami and Arhat, also called Mahsggata ~hiimTs).
Hiuen-tsiang also relates an interesting tradition of this vihiira. He
informs that those monk-saints who had attained Arhatship and who,
when about to die, made a public exhibition of their miraculous powers,
were honoured by building stiipas by the people after Nirvana. Hiuentsiang witnessed some hundreds of such stiipas erected in the 6emor-y of
such Arhat-saints in the courtyard of the vih5ra. He also informs that
those saints who, although Arhats, had died without exhibiting
spiritual miracles, had no such memorials and their number is about
1000.2
This monastery of Balkh was probably established at some
secluded place fit for spiritual practices and meditation, somewhere
outside the town. Being an 'old vihira', its compound was full of
commemorative stGpas of Arhat Saints who had dwelt there in the
past. By the time of Hiuen-tsiang it had gained great popularity as a
centre for higher practical training in Buddhism. We have no
knowledge of any other centre like this which ever existed exclusively
for Vipassana or 'Self-Meditation' in any part of the Buddhist World.
Probably, this centre took a lead to inspire other monastic establishments in Afghanistan for constructing the meditational caves, so
abundant throughout the country, particularly at Bamiyan, Dauranta,
Baswal and other places. At ~ a ~ ialso
l a such caves were made for the
1. hid., p.-46; Life of Hiuen-tsiang, p.-50; Watters, T . : On the Travels of Yuan Chwang,
UP. 109-111.
2. Ed. S. : Buddhist Records of the Western World. p . 4 6 ; Life of Hiuen-triang. p.-50.
Watters, T . : On the Travels of Yuan Chwang, p.-109.
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Chinese Prince Hostages by Kaniska for their meditational practices.
Probably this vihara stood as the'foremost in imparting the practical
or Patipatti training of Buddhism. This viMra flourished for centuries
in ~ f ~ h a ntan
i sand scholars and seekers and practitioners, both monks
and devout laypen, used to flock there. For higher studies in the
scriptures and SBstras they joined the Nava-VihSra and for meditational and spiritual practices, came to the other SanghZrZma of Balkh.
Western Turkic Khans and Balkh
The Turkic Khans, usually known as the Western Turkas were
successful in over-running the Hephthalites or Hiinas by joining hands
with the Sassanians and ruled over Balkh area i; the middle of 6th
century A.D. The first Trukic Khan had his capital at Quanduz, and
Balkh was then considered as his 'little capital', which he snatched
away from the last Hephthalite king, who ruled over his northern
kingdom from here. It is said that the Haphthalite king was noted for
his unkind behaviour and savage nature. He is said to have ruthlessly
destroyed some Buddhist temples and stiipas.' This may have been
possible and some of the temples or other shrines or monasteries which
opposed the Hiinas' rule or their religious beliefs might have suffered.
But since he was not a persecutor of Buddhism, many monastic centres
flourished as before. We have seen above that in 7th century A.D.
Balkh had gained a great name and fame for its many sacred objects
preserved in the Nava-ViMa and other sacred places in the town and
also for higher~tudiesand training in Buddhism. Many great teachers
and saints of Hinayha school of Buddhism occupied the monasteries of
Balkh. Hiuen-tsiang himsgf met with many eminent monk-scholars,
well-versed in different Sastras and also many saints engaged in
higher spiritual practices. Perhaps the effect of the Hunas'
unfavorable attitude was insignificant and Buddhism in Ealkh
flourished as before.
The Arabs occupied Persia in 642 A.D. and advanced their sway
towards the east. They attacked Balkh for the first time in 645 A.D.
but could not have their control over it though the grandeur and wealth
of the city always attracted them. The city however impressed them so
much that the Arab historians called it 'Oumm-ul-belad' i.e. 'Mother
of cities'. It was only in 653 A.D. when the Arab Commander, al-Ahnaf
raided the town again and compelled to pay tributes. But he too could
not establish his control over Balkh. As a matter of fact the area was
brought under Arab's control only after it was reconquered by Muawiya
1. Dupree, N.H. : The Road to Balkh, Kabul (1967), p.-74.
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in 663 A.D.. The Arabs plundered the town and killed the people
indiscriminately. It is said that they raided the famous Buddhist
shrine of Nava-VihZra, which the Arab historians call 'Nava~ a h a ' r ' land describe it as one of the magnificent places which
~
'comprised a range of 360 cells around the high s t u ~ a s ' .They
plundered the gems and jewels that were studded on many images and
stiipas and took away the wealth accumulated in the d a r a but
probably did no considerable harm to other monastic buildings or to the
monks residing there. These Arab attacks left little effect on the
normal ecclesiastical life in the monasteries or the laymen outside.
Buddhism continued to flourish with their monasteries as the centres of
Buddhist learning and training. Scholars, monks and pilgrims used to
come to this place from different Buddhist countries like China, India
and Korea. I-tsing, another Chinese monk-traveller who visited India
in 693-94 A.D., about whom we have referred to earlier, presents the
accounts of fifty six Buddhist monks who visited India and the
neighbouring countries from China and bordering districts during the
later half of the seventh century A . D . ~He mentions one Cittavarma.
An interesting story about his declining to eat meat is related by I-tsing
who mentions, "Having received the precepts, he declined to eat 'three
pure things. (i.e. meat pure by three ways)> on which the master of the
convent said, "TathZgata, our Great Master, permitted five things' (as
food): why do you object them?" He then answered, "All the books of
Great Vehicle forbid them; this is what I formerly practised; I cannot
now bring myself to change." The Superior answered , "I have
established a practice here in agreement with the three sacred
collections (Tripitakas), and you follow your own interpretation, which
is contrary to mine. I cannot permit this difference of opinion; I cease to
be your master." Cittavarma was thus reluctantly obliged to yield."6
He stayed at Nava-Vih5ra for some time and studied and having
learned little Sanskrit returned ~ h i n a about
,~
which we have
discussed above.
1. Encyclopaedia of Islam, Lieden & London (1960) Vol.- ,p.-1001.
2. Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, (1966), Val.-11, p.488.
3. BeaJ, S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, Introduction, p.-XXVI.
4. Tikotiparisuddha mavsa-macch-meat or fish pure by 'three ways' - Cf. Upasak, C.S. :
Dictionary of Early Buddhist Monastic Terms, p.-117.
5. Food or ~hojon;~aof monks included five things, namely, Odana (rice), Sattu (Powdered
parched grain), Kummisa (mixed rice & pulse), Maysa (meat) and Maccha (fish). Cf.
Ibid., p.-176.
6. Beal, S. : Life of Hiuen-tsiang, Introduction, pp. XXXII - XXXIII.
7. Ibid.; Introduction, p.-XXXIII; also Cf. Barua D.K. : Buddhist Art of Central Asia,
Calcutta (1983), pp. 10-11.
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By the above I-tsing's account it is evident that Buddhism
flourished in Balkh and perhaps Arabs' rule caused no hindrance in its
~ n a was
progress. The Later Theravzda Buddhism or ~ i n a ~ school
studied and taught at Nava-Vihira as before. Scholars used to come to
Balkh for their higher studies and training or for learning Sanskrit
which was taught there.
The Arabs' control over Balkh could not last long as it soon came
under the rule of a local prince, called Nazak Tarkhan probably a
Turk, who was a zealous Buddhist and ruled over Balkh in early 8th
century A.D. (in 708/9 A.D.). He is said to have not only reprimanded
the Chief-priest of Nava-Vihsra but beheaded him for embracing
Islam.' It appears that by the Arab's rule there, Islam also reached but
its spread was sporadic and slow and could wield no desirable
influence. Religion continued to flourish unhampered despite political
changes or religious persuasions and the Buddhist Community followed
Buddhism with devotion and faith as before.
Destruction
The Arab authors have left interesting accounts of the destruction
of Nava-Vihara (Nava-Bahara as they call it), and call its chiefpriest, 'Baramik'. They describe the Nava-VihZra as a very wealthy
monastery and the lands attached to the Temple covered 1500 sq. kms..
The management of the lands was done by 'Baramik', according to Arab
writers, 'a name traditionally borne by the ancestry of a family, and it
was not a proper name, but a word designating the office in hereditary
of high priest of the temple of Nawbahar (Nava-Vihara) near
~ a l k h ' It
. ~is interesting to note that the n a p e Baramik obviously
appears to be a derivative of the term Vara-ArZmika, meaning the
'Chief of the Attendants of an j\rZma' or Buddhist monastery. An
irimika is an attendant of an L a m a or Sanghhrha who looks after
the vihara, its property etc. as appointed by the Sangha.3 The NavaVihZra possessed a good landed property amounting to hundreds of sq.
kms. and so, numerous aramikas were appointed to look after the
landed property of this important monastery of Balkh. The Chief of
the A r ~ m i k a swas called ' ~ a r a - k m i k a . 'The Arab writers have
rightly designated him as 'Baramik', although they mistook him as
'high priest', probably because they were not familiar with the
Buddhist monastic management. Their information was based on
--

1. Thakur, Upendra : The HCnrrs in India, Varanasi (1967), p.-260.
2. Encyclopuedia of Islam, Leader & London (1960), Vol.OII, p.-1033.
3. Cf. Upasak, C.S. : D.E.B.M.T.,
pp. 31-32.
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indirect sources and that also when the resident monks of the vih'ara
were either killed or forced to embrace Islam and monasteries had
become desolate and deserted. Baramik was then the master of the
whole monastic establishment, including landed property. Though the
Nava-VihZra was pillaged and plundered many a time by the Arabs,
in the beginning, however it continued to be a place of veneration for
the surviving Buddhist community. Several revolts were made against
the Arab rule in Balkh. The city and its great Buddhist monastic
establishments suffered considerably and much devastations and
destructions were done by them. The vihzras were razed to the ground
and their shrines were deinolished and city turned into the heaps of
ruins. The Arabs codd bring this great town of Buddhist culture and
religion under control only in 715 A.D. inspite of several stubborn
resistances and rebellions by the people. The Arabs not only betook the
riches, jewels and gems accumulated in the monasteries of Balkh but
burnt to ashes those treasures which were enshrined in the form of
manuscripts in the libraries of the monasteries. Perhaps it was the
greatest cultural loss. Buddhist monks, the true upholders of Buddhism
(Dhamrnadharis) were either put to sword or were forced to embrace
Islam. The Buddhist community not only lost their sacred religious
places but also became forlorn for want of their religious leaders, the
Buddhist monks and was left to no way out but to adopt the new strange
religion, the Islam. Probably Balkh was the first place in Afghanistan
to lose its pristine glory, excellence and cultural heritage by the hands
of Arabs and was set in ruins for the good.
What the Ruins of Balkh Speak?
The modern town of Balkh is not even the shadow of the grandeur
of the ancient city which was once the 'pride' of Afghanistan, the
'Mother of cities'; culturally so sacred as to be called 'Little Rajagriha'.
At present it lies in ruins. Only some of its monuments stand in mounds,
some excavated while others still buried unnoticed. Only the ancient
wall of the town, which once encircled it, stands partially. One or two
stupas in ruinous condition and some excavated monasteries are
presently available there. Archaeological discoveries, though scanty,
present its ancient glory and glamour.
Tapa-i-Rus tam
Outside the modern town are the ruins of a huge mud stupa, which
local people call Tapa-i-Rustam (Tapa = Stiipa of Rustam). The
remains of the stupa show that i t was built of dried clay and then faced
with dried bricks. It is a circular mound, 60 ft. high and 200 ft. in
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diameter. The dome of the stupa is about 100 ft. in diameter and 30 ft.
high.' There are niches which probably once contained the images of
the Buddha and other deities which once embellished it. Perhaps this
was the great stupa which is mentioned by Hiuen-tsiang. It was then
200 ft. high and contained the relics of the Buddha and was decorated
with various precious substances. In the beginning it was plastered from
. ~ thing
outside with hard substances which looked like d i a m ~ n dNo
has been recovered from the stupa; and some have made big holes in it
probably in search of treasures.
Takhta-i-Rustam or Ruins of Nava-Vih'ara(?)
To the east of this stiipa across the road lie the ruins of an ancient
monastery. It is brick built and covers an extensive area. The wedgeshaped outlines of the ruins suggest that it was a great monastery,
probably the Nava-VihSra which stood outside the town as described
by Hiuen-tsiang and also known from other Chinese sources." It was the
most important viha'ra and contained several relics of the Buddha, and
also was famous for higher studies. But there has been so much
phndering of this viha'ra after the disappearance of Buddhism that
nothing could be traced in the ruins. Only the vaulted rooms, corridors,
foundations of living cells of the monks are visible.
Bala Hissar (High Fort) or Kala-i-Hinduwan
The most impressive monument inside the town is the ruined
rampart of Bala Hissar or the High Fort. French Archaeologists have
made several excavations at this ancient fort since 1924-25 A.D. but
nothing has been found of Buddhist interest. It was the site of a citadel
and probably the earliest local habitation of the people in Balhh city.
Some antiquities, particularly the ceramic objects, found from the
lowest portion of Bala-Hissar are pre-Islamic and some believe them to
be of pre-KusZna or Graeco-Bactrian periods.4
The High Walls of Balkh
During the rule of KusZnas, particularly during Kaniska's, time, the
town expanded to the south and east and was fortified by a high
rampart with many towers. The walls however show three distinct
1. Dupee, N . H . : The Road to Balkh, p.-96.
2. Beal, S. : Buddhist Records of thc Western World, p.46; Life of Hisun-tsiang, p.-50;
Watten T. : On the Traoels of Yuan-Chwang, p.-109.
3. hid., same as above.
4. Dupree, N.H. : The Road of Balkh, p.-95.
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periods of super-imposed buildings.' The walls are made of mud or sundried bricks, about 12 to 15 ft. thick at the base and some 20 ft. high
rising directly from the plain without any rampart, and furnished with
the half circular towers at intervals2 The Buddhist monuments are
fgund just outside these walls across the main high road.

Aq Kupruk (or A Solitary Bridge)
A village at a distance of 43 miles south from Balkh called Aq
Kupruk, meaning 'Solitary Bridge', is situated on the right bank of the
Band-i-Amir. Some antiquities of Buddhist interest have been
recovered from here. Several large jars, variety of painted wares, an
extensive burial area containing numerous skeletons, and many such
antiquities have been found from here after excavation. A series of
fragmented, defaced Buddhist paintings in an upper chamber of a cave
have also been found from here. These antiquities are dated to 5th or
6th century A.D.~
Near the main village of Aq Kupruk there is a hamlet called
Toraghar. The very name of this small village as Toraghar suggests it
to be a derivative of the ancient term Theraghara, meaning 'House of
Thera or Elder'. The village appears to have retained its ancient name
for being located at the site of a monastery, exactly as Begram or
Viharagrama, of other places in Afghanistan. This village got its
name because of some monastery belonging to an important elderly monk
(a Thera) was established near it.
Some Unexplored Buddhist Places
Balkh being one of the most important Buddhist places in
Afghanistan which flourished for several centuries, probably from the
life-time of the Buddha, should have had numerous Buddhist
monuments in and around this area. But, presently we find only few in
ruins. Probably some of the villages near this town are also the places
of Buddhist community where vihZras and temples and stiipas were
once erected there. It is interesting to find some villages which still
retain their ancient names and if explorations are made, Buddhist
antiquities and monuments may come to light. We are giving accounts
of some of them which may be of some interest to scholars and
archaeologists.
1. See : M.Le Berre and D. Schlumberger : Observations Sur less Ramparts de Bactria in
M.D.A.F.A., Vo1.-XIX, Paris (1964), pp. 67-89.
2. Adamec, L.W.: Historical b Political Garelteer of Afghanistan, V o l . 4 , p.-110.
3. Allchin, F.R. & Hammond, N . : Archaeology of Afghanistan, p.-299, Mizuno, S. :
Haibak and k s h m i r Smast, p.-106.
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(1) Sahgacharak
As the name Sahgacarak suggests, its ancient name might have
been Sangha-cakra, meaning an area (Cakra) of land belonging to
Sangha. We know that the Nava-Vihara possessed a large landed
property, some 1500 sq. kms. as reported by the Arab writers. It is
situated in the fertile basin of the Balkh river, west of the present
town.' It is very likely that some antiquities may be found from this
place if explored.
( 2 ) Baharak

It is a village in the Tulczar sub-division of Sangacharak district in
Balkh region.2 Probably since it was situated in the suburb of Balkh, it
was called Baharak or Bzharika. We know, Nalanda is described as
'Ba'harika' of Ejagriha in Pali literatures. Probably this village also
got a similar name. it should be an ancient village of the area and may
yield some antiquities when proper exploration is made.
(3) Ak Tapa
When we proceed from Balkh to Mazar-i-Sharif by road, at a
distance of about 11 miles the village now called Ak ~ a p a literarily
~,
meaning 'solitary stiipa' stands. It is a common look to find a number of
stupas standing on both the sides of the road leading to Mazar-iSharif. Many of them are visible from a distance. The present village
is situated near a solitary stiipa, hence this name.
Another village of identical name is also situated at about 13 miles
west of ~ a l k h It. ~is likely that if proper investigations are made,
these villages may yield Buddhist antiquities and monuments.
(4) Shulghar

To the east of Sangcharak, near Balkh, stands a village presently
called Shulghar, also known, as Buinkara. Shulghara is obviously a
derivative of the wqrd 'Silaghara', indicating a temple or a
monastery. The term SiIa means, 'morality'. Pan"casiIa is known as,
"Five Moral Precepts', prescribed for the Buddhist lay devotees. There
is a fort at this place situated on the right bank of the river. The
1. Adamec, L.W.: Historical b Political Gazetteer of Afghanistan, Vol.4, Mazar-iSharif, pp. 494-502.
2. lbid., Mazar-i-sharif, p.-53.
3. lbid., p.-141. Cf. 'Girieka', a place from where the first hill of Rajagnha begins; See :
Mitra, Debala : Buddhist Monuments of lndia , Calcutta (1971), p.-73; also Bed, S. :
Buddhist Records of the Western World, Bk.-IX, p.-148.
4. Adamec L.W.: Op. cit., Vo1.-IV, p.-53.
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village appears to have some ancient monuments, certainly belonging to
Buddhists. It got another name 'Buinkara' only after a branch of Uzbek
clan which lived there and is said to mean 'Black neck', obviously a
later name, nothing to do with Buddhism.
There are several other such villages and ancient sites near Balkh
which are directly connected with Buddhist history and culture. We
can only hope that if and when a proper investigation of the area is
made, we will definitely get new materials of immense value for
reconstructing the history of Buddhism in Balkh, the 'pride' of
Afghanistan.
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